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Abstract
This thesis deals with the computer-assisted veri�cation of embedded systems describedas Input/Output automata. We achieve contributions in two �elds: the theory of untimedI/O automata and its tool support. For the latter a combination of the theorem proverIsabelle with model checking is used.Concerning the theory of I/O automata, we present a new temporal logic which consid-erably facilitates the usual implementation proofs between live I/O automata and servesas a property speci�cation language. Furthermore, a new theory of abstraction is devel-oped which allows us to combine theorem proving and model checking. Theorem provingis used to justify the reduction of the original system to a smaller model which is thenanalyzed automatically by model checking. The theorem prover reasons about �rst-orderproof obligations only. For the remaining obligations translations to the model checkers�cke and STeP are given. In contrast to existing abstraction theories, the proof of bothtemporal properties and implementation relations can be abstracted, a methodology fortreating liveness abstractions is proposed, and a formal relation to the dual concept ofre�nement is established.Concerning tool support, we provide a veri�cation environment that covers both stan-dard I/O automata theory and the aforementioned extensions. The overall guideline forits construction is reliability. Therefore, meta-theoretic notions of I/O automata such ascompositionality and re�nement are mechanically veri�ed in Isabelle. Nevertheless, a prac-ticable environment for system veri�cation is obtained. This is due to a new methodologyfor Isabelle's logics HOL and HOLCF, which allows the user of the framework to employthe simpler logic HOL, whereas meta-theoretic investigations gain from the more expres-sive HOLCF. Possibly in�nite communication histories of I/O automata are formalized aslazy lists based on Scott's domain theory. This results in a generally applicable sequencemodel which turns out to be favorable in an elaborate comparison with alternative formal-izations. In addition to the usual inductive proof principles for lazy lists we provide aninfrastructure for coinduction.The practical relevance of the resulting veri�cation environment is proven by several casestudies, in particular by an industrial helicopter alarm system.
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Chapter 1Introduction
This chapter provides an overview of the thesis. We start with the motivation of our workand proceed with presenting the main goals and results. Finally, we give an outline of thesubsequent chapters.1.1 MotivationIn technical applications of computer science embedded systems play an increasingly im-portant rôle. Such systems are said to be embedded as they form an integral part ofthe physical environment they operate in. Application domains range from avionics andautomotive electronics to telecommunication and process control. Characteristic of em-bedded systems is their reactivity: they continuously accept stimuli from the environmentvia sensors and react to them via actuators. Hence, they appear to be more complex thanthe usual transformational systems which process a given input, produce an output, andterminate. In addition, embedded systems are typically distributed, meaning that theyconsist of many separate processes that communicate with each other by message passingor shared memory. This makes the construction of embedded applications one of the mostchallenging tasks facing the computer science community, if not the engineering communityas a whole.This task has to deal with the entire development process, but often the veri�cation phaseis of particular interest, as reactive, distributed systems occur frequently in safety-criticalareas. In such areas, errors in the control code can have disastrous consequences, includingthe endangering of human life. Take as an example the ight failure of the Ariane 5launcher in 1996, which was caused by a software error that has not been detected in spiteof intensive testing and other techniques of quality management [ESA96].Here, the scienti�c community has proposed the use of formal methods. This term coversall approaches to speci�cation and veri�cation based on mathematical formalisms. The aim



2 Introductionis to establish system correctness with mathematical rigour. In contrast to pure testing,this methodology increases considerably the con�dence into the behaviour of the producedsoftware. Moreover, it has the important bene�t that it directly supports early errordetection by revealing logical errors already in the design phase. This o�ers the possibilityto reduce the immense costs usually spent for the testing phase.Most approaches to formal veri�cation can be classi�ed according to the following twocategories.A-Priori Veri�cation. If a system is designed hand-in-hand with the proof of its cor-rectness we refer to this approach as a-priori veri�cation. Such approaches usuallysupport the development process in hierarchies of implementation layers, where there�nement between successive layers is shown by the use of implementation relations.A-Posteriori Veri�cation. Alternatively, a complete system may be veri�ed a-posteriori.In this case, a property speci�cation language is provided, which allows to expressproperties of particular interest, for example safety-critical requirements. Veri�cationestablishes that the system behaves properly with respect to a given property.In practice, the two approaches may be used in combination, for example by buildinga system hierarchically while the correctness of the building blocks is established beforecombining them. Hence, our aim will be to support both approaches. In any case, formalveri�cation is time-consuming and error prone, if done manually. Therefore, there is a de-mand for e�ective computer-assistance which facilitates and (at least partially) automatesthe tedious proofs on paper. Furthermore, computer-assisted proofs are in general morereliable than manual proofs.Consequently, the overall goal of this thesis can be summarized as follows:Tool supported veri�cation of reactive, distributed systemsIn the following we motivate the technology we will use and improve in order to achievethis goal. This comprises the system development method of I/O automata and the twomajor paradigms for tool supported veri�cation, theorem proving and model checking.We will see that models for reactive systems as well as the veri�cation technology hasmade substantial progress in recent years. The challenge is to combine these techniques toa tool-supported methodology for embedded systems. This will turn out to be not merelyan engineering problem, but a source for a number of foundational research questions.I/O Automata. Input/Output automata are a semantic model for reactive, distributedsystems together with a tailored re�nement concept. The model has been originally pro-posed by Lynch and Tuttle [LT87], subsequent developments are mainly due to Lynchand Vaandrager [LV95, LV96, Lyn96, GSSL93, RV96, LSVW96]. The method has already



1.1 Motivation 3been successfully applied to the veri�cation of several non-trivial case studies, rangingfrom communication protocols [SLL93] and automated transit systems [DL97] to databaseapplications [LMWF94].Apart from I/O automata several further automaton models have been proposed [Har87,HN96, Kur94, Bro97, Kle98, Rum97]. I/O automata distinguish themselves from them byo�ering a compositional, but nevertheless remarkably simple semantics.Most closely related to I/O automata are probably the automaton models developed in[Bro97, Rum97], which are speci�cally tailored to support the design phase of the devel-opment method Focus [Bro93b, BDD+93]. The main di�erence is that Foucs features aclock synchronous instead of interleaving semantics, meaning that it permits several inputand output steps in one computation step, whereas I/O automata arrange all conceptuallysimultaneous actions in an arbitrary order. The interleaving semantics of I/O automatais less complicated because it does not need a �xpoint theory in order to deal with thefeedback of simultaneous actions. Furthermore, it permits a more general form of non-determinism, namely angelic nondeterminism [Bro85, Ded92]. Focus does allow only forerratic nondeterminism, which makes it necessary to introduce a global clock in order tobe able to express notions like the fair merge function. The price for the simplicity of in-terleaving is a single drawback: as inputs are always enabled, outputs cannot be forced tobe produced within a given time bound. The only way to ensure the occurrence of outputactions is to pose fairness conditions on them. A consequence is that sometimes inputshave to be stored in unbounded bu�ers before the corresponding output can be produced.This contradicts veri�cation methods that require �nite-state descriptions. Later on, wewill propose a methodology that solves this problem in a convenient way.To conclude, I/O automata appear to be the appropriate choice, as they feature a concisesemantics that is less complicated to be mechanically veri�ed in a proof tool than possiblealternatives.Theorem Proving. Theorem provers construct proofs in a logical deduction system,either completely automated or under interactive guidance of the user. In recent years,especially interactive theorem provers based on higher-order logic have matured in such away, that real-world applications have come into their reach. The most widely used veri�ca-tion systems of this type are probably HOL [GM93], Isabelle [Pau94], and PVS [ORR+96].Examples for real-world applications include veri�cations dealing with the AAMP5 mi-croprocessor [MS95], the type system of a subset of Java [NvO98], and various securityprotocols [BP98]. The reason of the success can mainly be found in the expressiveness ofhigher-order logic, which allows us to formulate even complex application domains in anadequate and natural way.For our veri�cation e�orts we will use Isabelle in favour of HOL or PVS, because of thefollowing reasons. In comparison to HOL, Isabelle is more generic, comes with more built-in theorem proving power, and appears to be more user-friendly, as it provides powerfulsyntactic facilities. In contrast to PVS, Isabelle is more exible, o�ers several logics, and



4 Introductionis built according to the \LCF system approach" [Pau87]. The latter means that everyproof is internally broken down to a small and clear set of primitive inferences. Thisconsiderably increases the con�dence in the soundness of the proof tool itself and thus inits machine-checked proofs.A further advantage of the expressiveness of higher-order logic is that it allows us to dealwith meta-theory, i.e. it is possible to verify not only concrete systems, but the underlyingsemantic model as well. In theorem provers based on �rst-order logic meta-theory is notdirectly expressible. Instead, results on paper are used to extract a set of proof obligationsfrom the formal description of the system in question. A formal treatment of the underly-ing meta-theory, however, is of advantage as it leads to more reliability. This is especiallytrue for semantic models which have not yet been veri�ed mechanically, as it is the case forI/O automata. Apart from greater reliability, the bene�ts are also greater maintainabilitybecause the theorem prover keeps track of the impact the changes have on already es-tablished properties. Furthermore, a formal meta-theory reveals implicit assumptions andhelps to organize them in a convenient way. Finally, it o�ers a greater degree of exibilitybecause one does not need to hardwire certain proof methods but can derive new ones atany point. Because of these considerations we will rely on veri�ed meta-theory only, whichimplies that all theory extensions will be de�nitional, i.e. no externally justi�ed axiomswill be introduced.Model Checking. In contrast to the proof-based theorem proving paradigm, model check-ing is a model-based veri�cation method. This means that the system, described in amathematical structure like a transition system, is regarded as a possible model of theproperty to be veri�ed. Consequently, the property is speci�ed as a formula in a logic thatis interpreted over such structures (e.g. temporal logic). Proving correctness then boilsdown to checking if the formula is satis�ed by the model. For �nite-state systems this canin principle be done automatically by an exhaustive traversal through the reachable statespace. In practice, however, there are limits in terms of the system size which can be han-dled. Unfortunately, systems made up of several components can easily reach these limitsas the size of their global state space is, usually, exponential in the number of components.In the last decade, several approaches have been proposed that attack this state explosionproblem [CES86, BCM+92, GW94, HP94]. The ideas are either to reduce the number ofactually needed states or to work on a more e�cient state representation. This resulted ina number of e�cient model checking tools [CGL94, Hol91, BBC+96, HR87, Bie97a], whichin the meanwhile raised industrial interest as well.The success of the approach is mainly due to the high degree of automation. However,the tools are still restricted to �nite-state systems with relatively small state space. Thus,model checking is in some sense complementary to theorem proving, which can deal witharbitrary systems, but requires user interaction. This duality is the motivation for a furthergoal of this thesis: we will combine theorem proving with model checking in such a waythat the strengths of both approaches can be exploited.



1.2 Main Goals 51.2 Main GoalsThe discussion of the previous section allows us now to put the overall goal of this thesis inmore concrete terms. We aim at building a veri�cation environment for I/O automata usinga combination of Isabelle and model checking. The overall guideline should be reliability,which in particular implies an emphasis on veri�ed meta-theory and logical foundations.To achieve this challenging task, contributions have to be made to the following �elds,which correspond to the four main parts of this thesis:Part I: Extensions to the theory of I/O automataPart II: Logical foundations and theorem proving methodologyPart III: I/O automata in IsabellePart IV: Evaluation of the approach by case studiesIn the sequel we give a more detailed overview of the goals for each of the above �elds.1.2.1 Part I: Extensions to the Theory of I/O AutomataThe following three enhancements to the theory of untimed I/O automata are essential inorder to make formal veri�cation more general, more convenient, and amenable to e�ectivetool support, respectively.A-Posteriori Veri�cation. Up to now, I/O automata do not support a-posteriori veri�-cation. The proof techniques known so far deal only with the veri�cation of implementationrelations. Therefore, there is a need for a property speci�cation language. We will closethis gap by de�ning a temporal logic over executions of I/O automata. Existing temporallogics for program veri�cation, like TLA [Lam94] or the logic by Manna/Pnueli [MP95],cannot be applied directly in this setting, as executions of I/O automata contain explicitactions1. Even in TLA, however, actions are merely state changes. Furthermore, existingtemporal logics do not consider �nite computations.A-Priori Veri�cation. Whereas safe implementation relations have been studied verywell for I/O automata [LV95], there is no tailored proof infrastructure for live implementa-tion relations. The standard game-theoretic treatment of liveness [GSSL93] deals only withgeneral requirements on the automaton model, but does not provide a proof infrastructurefor liveness proofs. Therefore, actual re�nement proofs involving fairness are usually verylow-level or rather ad-hoc [Lyn96, Rom96]. Our aim is to employ temporal logic to support1During the development of our temporal logic we realized that a similar logic has been proposed in[SLL93]. However, it is closer to Manna/Pnueli's logic, whereas we are inspired by TLA.



6 Introductionthe proof of live implementation relations. This aim is motivated by the general insight ofthe scienti�c community [GPSS80, Lam83], that for safety proofs automata appear to bemost appropriate, whereas for liveness proofs temporal logic is most adequate.Combination of Theorem Proving and Model Checking. In recent years, abstractiontechniques have been proposed in order to integrate theorem proving and model checkingin such a way, that more than just the sum of the parts is obtained [CGL92, LGS+95,Kur87, DGG97, SLW95, Wol86]. The idea is to reduce the original system to a smallermodel via interactive proof techniques. In a second step, the smaller system is analyzedusing automatic tools. Usually, the smaller system is obtained by partitioning the originalstate space via a structure-preserving function between the two state spaces. The theoremprover is employed in order to guarantee the abstraction to be sound, i.e. if the abstractsystem satis�es a property, so does the original system.So far, an abstraction theory for I/O automata does not exist. In addition, existing theoriesare tailored for either a-priori or a-posteriori veri�cation. Our aim, however, is to providean abstraction theory that allows us to reduce the proof of both temporal properties andimplementation relations. Therefore, we have to unify the ideas of several approachesand rephrase them in the framework of I/O automata. Furthermore, existing work doesnot explicitly deal with liveness properties, which are known to be harder to prove underabstraction than safety properties. To our knowledge, merely the recent paper by Merz[Mer97] proposes a tailored proof rule for this case, developed in the framework of TLA. Inthis respect, we will adapt some of his ideas, and build on top of that a proof infrastructureand methodology that handles liveness appropriately. Our overall maxim will be to reducethe proof amount for the interactive part as much as possible.1.2.2 Part II: Logical Foundations and MethodologyIn order to verify the meta-theory of I/O automata by theorem proving, we have to providesome fundamental theories in Isabelle �rst. In particular, we need a theory of possiblyin�nite sequences, which can be used to model the communication histories of I/O au-tomata. Furthermore, we will see that a methodology is required in order to combine twoof Isabelle's object logics in a fruitful manner, namely Isabelle's version of higher-order logic(HOL [Pau94]) and its extension to Scott's domain theory (HOLCF [MNOS98, Reg95]).Sequences. The formalization of possibly in�nite sequences in theorem provers based onhigher-order logic is an active research area [MN97, DG97, DGM97, CP96, HJ97a, Pau97].In most cases, the motivation is to provide a formal foundation for particular semanticmodels of reactive systems. The starting point of our work is a very basic embedding ofI/O automata in Isabelle by Nipkow and Slind [NS95], which models system runs by partialfunctions on natural numbers. During our attempts to extend this model we will, however,encounter a signi�cant di�culty with this sequence model: it does not permit to capturethe usual implementation relation between I/O automata, but merely a very restricted



1.2 Main Goals 7version of it. In addition, we will show that it is not feasible to extend the sequence modelappropriately. Thus, our aim is to develop a new sequence theory which does not onlysolve this problem, but is powerful enough to deal easily with any application of possiblyin�nite sequences. Therefore, we will in addition provide an extensive comparison of ourmodel with the aforementioned alternative solutions proposed in the literature.We will model sequences as lazy lists using Scott's domain theory in HOLCF, which allowsus to deal with lazy datatypes very easily. Thus, sequences are represented as recursivedomains and functions on them as recursive functions via �xpoint constructions. The usualproof principle in this setting is structural induction. We will complement this reasoningstyle with the dual coinductive proof principles and give advice how to choose between thetwo proof alternatives.HOL/LCF Methodology. When modeling sequences in HOLCF, it will turn out thatsequence elements are easier dealt with in pure HOL. Therefore, it should be possible tomix terms of HOL and its sublogic HOLCF. So far, however, both logics were thought ofas two separate worlds [Reg94]. From a methodological point of view it is, however, notat all convenient to stay always either in HOL or in its LCF extension. The reason is thatHOLCF is more expressive and powerful, but reasoning in it is more complicated as well.Therefore, we will develop a methodology that allows us to choose always the logic whichis the most appropriate one. A technical prerequisite for this methodology is the extensionof the automatic continuity check in such a way that is covers mixed HOL and LCF termsas well.1.2.3 Part III: I/O Automata in IsabelleMost of the veri�cation e�orts dealing with I/O automata have been performed on paper,without computer-assistance. Nevertheless, there are several theorem-proving approachesthat support the veri�cation of I/O automata [PPG+96, AH97a, GD98]. However, theyare either based on �rst-order logic or rely much more on unformalized meta-theory thanwe intend to do. Our aim is to adapt the basic model by Nipkow and Slind [NS95] to ournew theory of sequences. Then we will set out to build an extensive framework for theveri�cation of I/O automata, including the standard theory as well as the above mentionedextensions.Meta-Theory and System Veri�cation. The overall aim of our I/O automaton em-bedding is twofold. First, we want to build a tool environment for system veri�cation thatis e�cient and easy to use in practice. Second, we want to verify the theory of I/O au-tomata itself, which requires powerful and sophisticated meta-theoretic constructions. Wewill achieve these rather complementary goals by exploiting our HOL/LCF methodologyin such a way that the user employs merely the simpler logic HOL, whereas meta-theoreticproofs may pro�t of the more expressive HOLCF.



8 IntroductionStandard I/O Automata Theory. Our aim is to verify all meta-theoretic notionsthe user has to rely on when performing system veri�cation. This includes in particularthe correctness of re�nement notions and of compositionality. Whereas existing work[AH97a, GD98, NS95] deals only with invariants or (weak) re�nement mappings, we wantto consider forward simulations as well, which cover the expressiveness of history variables.As far as we know, existing work does not deal with compositionality. Besides meta-theory,we aim at building a proof infrastructure for the user by providing specialized tactics.Theory Extensions. All extensions to the standard theory of I/O automata describedin x1.2.1 should be embedded and veri�ed in Isabelle as well. This includes the temporallogic, proof support for live I/O automata, and the abstraction theory.To conclude, we want to cover a-priori and a-posteriori veri�cation. Both veri�cation stylesshould be handable either completely in Isabelle or by a combination with model checkingvia abstraction. All concepts should be de�nitionally developed within Isabelle.1.2.4 Part IV: Applications and EvaluationIn order to evaluate the practicability of our I/O automata framework, we will performseveral case studies. Each case study will cover di�erent aspects of the tool set. Thecombination of Isabelle with model checking via abstractions should be evaluated as well asthe purely interactive proof of implementation relations via forward simulations. There areseveral assessment criteria which appear to be important. First, scalability is mandatoryfor any industrial-strength formal method. Therefore, we will perform a case study ofa helicopter alarm system with industrial background that is no longer manageable formodel checking. Second, the usability for design engineers not familiar with veri�cation isof importance. Thus, one case study will be performed as a student project. Finally, it isinteresting whether abstraction indeed allows for a considerable reduction of the requiredproof e�ort. To anticipate the result already, abstraction will turn out to be a surprisinglypowerful tool in practice.1.3 Main ResultsIn this section we briey summarize the main results of this thesis.Part I: Concerning the theory of I/O automata, the following enhancements have beenachieved:� We de�ne a linear-time temporal logic (called Temporal Logic of Steps | TLS) asproperty speci�cation language for I/O automata. In contrast to existing temporallogics, formulas are evaluated over sequences of alternating states and actions whichmay be �nite.



1.3 Main Results 9� We investigate the formal relation to existing temporal logics, namely to TLA [Lam94]and the logics by Manna/Pnueli [MP95] and Kr�oger [Kr�o87].� We show how TLS can be used to support the proof of live implementation relations.� We develop an abstraction theory which allows us to reduce the veri�cation of bothtemporal properties and implementation relations to �nite-state model checking.Even for liveness proofs the theorem prover has to deal with simple �rst-order proofobligations only.� For the remaining proof obligations we give translations to the model checkers �cke[Bie97a] and STeP [MBB+97]. The translations lay particular emphasis on structurepreservation in order to increase e�ciency.� Concerning liveness properties, we develop a method which permits to reuse theabstraction concepts of the safety part and therefore reduces the amount of intuitionrequired.� For safe abstractions, we show the dual character of abstraction and re�nement byproving a completeness result w.r.t. a tailored notion of implementation.� We propose a general solution to the mismatch of model checking and unboundedbu�ers that are due to the interleaving semantics of I/O automata (in x12).Consequently, we yield a theory that covers a-priori and a-posteriori veri�cation, treatssafety and liveness adequately, and permits an e�ective combination of theorem provingand model checking.Part II: The following contributions concern the logical foundations in Isabelle.� We develop an interface between HOL and its LCF extension, which allows us tocombine pure HOL and LCF terms without the drawback of manual continuity proofs.� Based on this interface we propose a methodology for the combination of HOL andHOLCF that allows us to choose the adequate logic for each part of a given problem.In addition, it enables the reuse of well-established HOL theories.� We provide a theory of possibly in�nite sequences modeled as lazy lists in HOLCF.Using the HOL/LCF methodology we considerably increase the degree of automationand eliminate reasoning about nasty cases dealing with unde�nedness.� The sequence package o�ers both inductive and coinductive proof principles. For thelatter we provide a tailored proof infrastructure and methodological guidance.� We derive almost 200 useful theorems for this theory of sequences.



10 Introduction� We compare our theory with four alternative formalizations of possibly in�nite se-quences in higher-order logics. Our approach turns out to be the most appropriateone because of its general recursion and the diversity of its proof principles.Consequently, we believe that our HOL/LCF methodology is of vital importance for anyserious use of HOLCF. Furthermore, we are convinced that our theory of sequences willbe of great value for any application involving possibly in�nite sequences.Part III: The following aspects characterize our veri�cation environment for live I/Oautomata.� Exploiting our HOL/LCF methodology we achieve two complementary goals: ex-pressiveness for proving meta-theory (in HOLCF) and simplicity and e�ciency forsystem veri�cation (in HOL).� We prove the soundness of safe and live forward simulations. The proof is very concisebecause of the appropriateness of the underlying sequence model.� We prove compositionality and non-interference for safe I/O automata. The proof issigni�cantly harder than its informal counterpart and demonstrates the insu�cienciesof semi-formal paper proofs.� We formalize the temporal logic TLS as an instantiation of a generic temporal logic ontop of our theory of possibly in�nite sequences. In contrast to existing embeddings oftemporal logics, we incorporate �nite sequences and are able to deal with stuttering.� We embed our abstraction theory by deriving appropriate abstraction rules.� We provide a tailored proof infrastructure for the user of the veri�cation environment.The entire I/O automaton framework consists of more than 300 theorems.Consequently, we think that the formalization of meta-theory is worth-while, as it o�ers aexible platform, increases reliability, and provides deeper insights into the logical founda-tions. Furthermore, we have shown that veri�ed meta-theory and an e�cient frameworkfor system veri�cation need not be contradictory.Part IV: Finally, we got the following insights due to the evaluation of case studies.� Our veri�cation environment scales up to case studies of industrial size.� Abstraction techniques allow for signi�cantly better veri�cation results than thoseobtainable by pure model checking or pure theorem proving approaches.� The framework is easy to use, even for design engineers not familiar with the veri�-cation technology.Consequently, we have every reason to believe that machine-checking of distributed, reac-tive systems has become a reality, and is more than just feasible.



1.4 Outline of the Thesis 11
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Figure 1.1: Dependency Graph of the Chapters1.4 Outline of the ThesisIn this section we briey sketch the structure of the thesis. The dependency graph of thechapters is depicted in Fig. 1.1. Note that related work is dealt with in detail at the endof each chapter.Part I: In x2 we briey survey the theory of untimed I/O automata according to Lynchand Vaandrager. This theory is extended by a temporal logic in x3, and by an abstractiontheory together with model checking translations in x4.Part II: In x5 we introduce Isabelle and propose a methodology for the combined use ofits object logics HOL and HOLCF. Based on this methodology, a theory of sequences isdeveloped in x6, which is compared with alternative formalizations in x7.Part III: In x8 we describe the basics of our veri�cation environment for I/O automatain Isabelle and discuss some general aspects of it. Then, we present the main meta-theoretical proofs, dealing with the correctness of re�nement in x9 and compositionalityand non-interference in x10. In x11 the extensions of x3 and x4 are embedded in Isabelle.Part IV: In x12 three cases studies are described, together with the lessons learned.Finally, we conclude in x13.Publications: The thesis contains parts of the following previously published material:[MN95, MN97, DGM97, MS97, M�ul98, MNOS98].



Part I: Extensions to the Theory of I/O Automata
Chapter 2Basic Theory of I/O Automata
In this chapter we give a concise survey of the theory of I/O automata according to Lynchand Vaandrager. This lays the foundation for the theory extensions we will present in thechapters 3 and 4. Furthermore, it roughly outlines the parts of the standard I/O automatatheory we will formalize within Isabelle in the chapters 8{10.2.1 IntroductionIn the sequel a concise introduction to the theory of Input/Output (I/O) automata is given.The model has been originally developed by Lynch and Tuttle [LT87, LT89], subsequentextensions pro�ted mainly from contributions by Lynch and Vaandrager [LV95, LV96,Lyn96, GSSL93, RV96]. The presentation in this chapter follows [Lyn96] rather closely.In addition, strong fairness is considered as in [RV96], and backward simulations and thecompleteness result for simulations are taken from [LV95]. Furthermore, general livenessis considered, which has been taken from [GSSL93]. Proofs of basic theorems are mostlytaken from [LT87], as they are the most elaborate. Extensions of the standard theory,as for example timed or hybrid I/O automata [LSVW96, LV96] or probabilistic additions[SL95], are not taken into account.First, we mention some basic mathematical preliminaries. A relation over sets X and Y isde�ned to be any subset of X �Y . Notions like domain, range, the composition operator �,and the inverse R�1 are de�ned as usual. A relation is said to be total, if domain(R) = X .For every x 2 X we de�ne R[x ] = fy 2 Y j (x ; y) 2 Rg. Polymorphic lists, denoted by



2.2 Fair I/O Automata 13(�)list , are built by the constructors : and the empty list [ ]. Instead of a1 : : : : : an : [ ]we write [a1; : : : ; an ] as usual. Operators on lists include hd , tl , length, �lter , and 2. For�lter (�x : P(x )) xs we write [x 2 xs: P(x )]. The set of booleans is denoted by bool .2.2 Fair I/O AutomataIn this section we introduce the model of fair I/O automata, which includes the de�nitionof basic I/O automata, composition operators, and the notion of behaviors.De�nition 2.2.1 (Action Signature)An action signature S is a triple of three disjoint sets: the input actions, in(S ), the outputactions, out(S ), and the internal actions, int(S ). The external actions are de�ned byext(S ) � in(S ) [ out(S ), locally controlled actions by local(S ) � out(S ) [ int(S ), and allactions are denoted by acts(S ) � in(S ) [ out(S ) [ int(S ). 2De�nition 2.2.2 (Safe and Fair I/O Automata)A fair I/O automaton A consists of the following components:� an action signature sig(A),� a set states(A) of states,� a nonempty set start(A) � states(A) of start states,� a transition relation steps(A) � states(A)� acts(A)� states(A), such that for everystate s and action a 2 in(A) there is a transition (s; a; t) 2 steps(A),� sets wfair(A) and sfair(A) of subsets of local(A), called the weak fairness sets andstrong fairness sets, respectively.Fair I/O automata with empty fairness sets are called safe I/O automata. 2For simplicity, we do not distinguish between fair and safe I/O automata if not explicitlyneeded. We let s; t ; : : : range over states, and a; b; : : : over actions. We write s a!A t ,or just s a! t if A is clear from the context, as a shorthand for (s; a; t) 2 steps(A). Weabbreviate acts(sig(A)) by acts(A) and similarly in(sig(A)), and so on. Since every inputaction is enabled in every state, I/O automata are said to be input-enabled.De�nition 2.2.3 (Parallel Composition)Signatures S1; : : : ; Sn are compatible if for 1 � i ; j � n with i 6= j it holds that:� out(Si) \ out(Sj ) = ;



14 Basic Theory of I/O Automata� int(Si) \ acts(Sj ) = ;I/O automata are called compatible if their action signatures are compatible. The compo-sition S = Qni=1 Si of compatible signatures S1; : : : ; Sn is de�ned by:� in(S ) = Sni=1 in(Si)� Sni=1 out(Si)� out(S ) = Sni=1 out(Si)� int(S ) = Sni=1 int(Si)The parallel composition A = A1 k � � � k An of compatible I/O automata A1; : : : ;An isde�ned by:� sig(A) = Qni=1 sig(Ai)� states(A) = Qni=1 states(Ai)� start(A) = Qni=1 start(Ai )� steps(A) is the set of triples ((s1; : : : ; sn); a; (t1; : : : ; tn)) such that, for all 1 � i � n,if a 2 acts(Ai), then si a!Ai ti , else si = ti .� wfair(A) = Sni=1 wfair(Ai) and sfair(A) = Sni=1 sfair(Ai). 2De�nition 2.2.4 (Hiding)Let S be a signature and � � local(S ) a subset of its locally controlled actions. Thenhide�(S ) is de�ned to be the signature S 0, where in(S 0) = in(S ), out(S 0) = out(S ) � �,and int(S 0) = int(S ) [ �.Let A be an I/O automaton and � � local(A) a subset of its locally controlled actions.Then hide�(A) is de�ned to be the I/O automaton A0 obtained from A by replacing sig(A)with sig(A0) = hide�(sig(A)). 2De�nition 2.2.5 (Renaming)Let S be a signature and � be an injective mapping from actions to actions with acts(A) �dom(�). Then rename�(S ) is de�ned to be the signature S 0, where in(S 0) = �(in(S )),out(S 0) = �(out(S )), and int(S 0) = �(int(S )).Let A be an I/O automaton and � be an injective mapping from actions to actions withacts(A) � dom(�). Then rename�(A) is the I/O automaton A0 which is de�ned as follows:� sig(A0) = rename�(sig(A))� states(A0) = states(A)



2.2 Fair I/O Automata 15� start(A0) = start(A)� steps(A0) = f(s; �(a); t) j (s; a; t) 2 steps(A)g� wfair(A0) = f�(W ) jW 2 wfair(A)g and sfair(A0) = f�(S ) j S 2 sfair(A)g 2De�nition 2.2.6 (Executions and Traces)An execution fragment of an I/O automaton A is a �nite or in�nite sequence s0a1s1a2s2 � � �of alternating states and actions of A beginning with a state, and if it is �nite also endingwith a state, such that for all i , si ai+1! A si+1 . An execution is an execution fragment thatbegins with a start state. The set of all executions of A is denoted by execs(A), the set of�nite executions by execs�(A). Denote by fstate(�) the �rst state of � and, if � is �nite,denote by lstate(�) the last state of �.A state s of A is reachable if there exists a �nite execution of A that ends in s.The trace of an execution �, denoted by trace(�), is the subsequence of � consisting of allthe external actions of A. We say that  is a trace of A if there is an execution � of A with = trace(�). The set of all traces of A is denoted by traces(A). Similarly, traces of a setof executions L are denoted by traces(L).Let  be a �nite or empty sequence over ext(A) and s and t states of A. We say that(s; ; t) is a move of A, written as s )A t , if A has a �nite execution fragment � startingwith s and ending with t , such that trace(�) = . Empty sequences are denoted by nil .Let A = A1 k � � � k An and s be a state of A. Then, for any 1 � i � n, de�ne sdAi to be sprojected onto the i th component. Now, let � = s0a1s1a2s2 � � � be a sequence of alternatingstates and actions such that sk 2 states(A) and ak 2 acts(A), for all k , and � ends in astate if it is a �nite sequence. De�ne �dAi , where 1 � i � n, to be the sequence obtainedfrom � by projecting its states onto their i th component and by removing each action notin acts(Ai) together with its following state. 2De�nition 2.2.7 (Fair Executions and Traces)A set � of actions of an I/O automaton is said to be enabled in a state s, if for all a 2 �there is a state t such that s a!A t .An execution � of a fair I/O automaton A is weakly fair if the following conditions holdfor each W 2 wfair(A):� If � is �nite then W is not enabled in the last state of �.� If � is in�nite then either � contains in�nitely many occurrences of action from W ,or � contains in�nitely many occurrences of states in which W is not enabled.An execution � of A is strongly fair if the following conditions hold for each S 2 sfair(A):



16 Basic Theory of I/O Automata� If � is �nite then S is not enabled in the last state of �.� If � is in�nite then either � contains in�nitely many occurrences of actions from S ,or � contains only �nitely many occurrences of states in which W is enabled.An execution � is fair if it is both weakly and strongly fair. The set of all fair executionsof A are denoted by fairexecs(A). The set of all traces originating from fair executions ofA are denoted by fairtraces(A). 22.3 Live I/O AutomataFair I/O automata may be generalized to live I/O automaton by specifying a liveness con-dition. Liveness conditions are subsets of the executions of a safe I/O automata which mustnot constrain its environment. This environment-freedom condition is ensured by settingup a game between the system and its environment, and the system is then environment-free if it can win the game no matter what moves the environment performs, i.e. if thesystem has a winning strategy. For more details concerning the intuition of the followingliveness de�nitions the interested reader is referred to [GSSL93]. The user of our Isabelleenvironment will employ temporal logic instead of this game-theoretic treatment.De�nition 2.3.1 (Strategy)Consider any safe I/O automaton A. A strategy de�ned on A is a pair of functions (g ; f )where g : execs�(A)� in(A)! states(A) and f : execs�(A)! (local(A)� states(A))[f?gsuch that� g(�; a) = s implies lstate(�) a!A s� f (�) = (a; s) implies lstate(�) a!A s 2De�nition 2.3.2 (Outcome of a Strategy)Let A be a safe I/O automaton and (g ; f ) a strategy de�ned on A. De�ne an environmentsequence for A to be any in�nite sequence of symbols from in(A)[f�g with in�nitely manyoccurrences of �. Then de�ne R(g ;f ), the next-function induced by (g ; f ), as follows: for any�nite execution � of A and any environment sequence I for A,R(g ;f )(�; I) � 8>><>>: (�as; I 0) if I = �I 0, f (�) = (a; s)(�; I 0) if I = �I 0, f (�) = ?(�as; I 0) if I = aI 0, g(�; a) = sLet � be any �nite execution of A and I any environment sequence for A. The outcomesequence of (g ; f ) given � and I is the unique in�nite sequence (�n ; In)n�0 that satis�es:



2.3 Live I/O Automata 17� (�0; I0) = (�; I) and� For all n > 0, (�n ; In) = R(g ;f )(�n�1; In�1).The outcome O(g ;f )(�; I) of the strategy (g ; f ) given � and I is the execution limn!1�n ,where (�n ; In)n�0 is the outcome sequence of (g ; f ) given � and I and the limit is takenunder pre�x ordering. 2De�nition 2.3.3 (Environment-freedom)A pair (A;L), where A is a safe I/O automaton and L � execs(A), is environment-free ifthere exists a strategy (g ; f ) de�ned on A such that for any �nite execution � of A and anyenvironment sequence I for A, the outcome O(g ;f )(�; I) is an element of L. The strategy(g ; f ) is called an environment-free strategy for (A;L). 2De�nition 2.3.4 (Live I/O Automaton)A live I/O automaton is a pair (A;L) where A is a safe I/O automaton and L � execs(A)such that (A;L) is environment-free. We refer to the executions in L as the live executionsof (A;L). Similarly, the members of traces(L) are referred to as the live traces of (A;L). 2De�nition 2.3.5 (Composition, Hiding, and Renaming of Live I/O Automata)Live I/O automata (A1;L1); : : : ; (An ;Ln) are compatible if the safe I/O automataA1; : : : ;Anare compatible. The parallel composition (A1;L1) k � � � k (An ;Ln) of compatible live I/Oautomata is de�ned to be the pair (A;L) where A = A1 k � � � k An and L = f� 2 execs(A) j�dA1 2 L1; : : : ; �dAn 2 Lng.Let (A;L) be a live I/O automaton and let � � local(A). Then de�ne (A;L)�� to be thepair (A� �;L).Let � be an injective mapping from actions to actions, A a live I/O automaton (A;L), and� be an execution of A. De�ne �(�) to be the sequence that results from applying � toevery action in �. Then de�ne rename�(A;L) to be the pair (�(A); �(L)). 2Note that these operators are closed for live I/O automata in the sense that they producenew live I/O automata [GSSL93].De�nition 2.3.6 (Input Resistance)Let A be a fair I/O automaton and � a subset of its locally controlled actions. We de�ne� to be input resistant i� for each pair of reachable states s; t and each input action a, senables � and s a!A t implies that t enables �. Thus, once � is enabled, it can only bedisabled by the occurrence of a locally-controlled action. A fair I/O automaton is said tobe input resistant, if every set in sfair(A) is input resistant.Lemma 2.3.7 (Fair I/O Automata are Live)Every input resistant fair I/O automaton A induces a live I/O automaton (safe(A);L) withL = fairexecs(A), where safe(A) denotes A without fairness sets.



18 Basic Theory of I/O AutomataProof.Essentially Theorem 1 of [RV96]. 22.4 Re�nement Notions and CompositionalityIn this section we introduce the notion of implementation relations between I/O automata,show how to prove them via simulations, and mention the most important meta-theoremslike compositionality and non-interference.De�nition 2.4.1 (Implementation)Given two live I/O automata (C ;LC ) and (A;LA) with the same external actions, de�nethe following implementation relations:Safe : C �S A i� traces(C ) � traces(A)Live : (C ;LC ) �L (A;LA) i� traces(LC ) � traces(LA)The implementation relations are called safe and live trace inclusion, respectively, and fairtrace inclusion | denoted by �F |, if the liveness conditions LC and LA are induced byfairness sets. 2De�nition 2.4.2 (Forward Simulation)Let C and A be I/O automata with the same external actions. A forward simulation fromC to A is a relation R over states(C )� states(A) that satis�es:� If s 2 start(C ) then R[s] \ start(A) 6= ;.� If s is a reachable state of C , s 0 2 R[s] a reachable state of A, and s a!C t , thenthere is a state t 0 2 R[t ] such that s 0 )A t 0 where  = a if a 2 ext(A), otherwise = nil .We write C �F A if there is a forward simulation from C to A.A speci�c and very useful form of forward simulations are re�nement mappings.De�nition 2.4.3 (Re�nement Mapping)Let C and A be I/O automata with the same external actions. A re�nement mapping fromC to A is a function f from states(C ) to states(A) that satis�es:� If s 2 start(C ) then f (s) 2 start(A).� If s is a reachable state of C , and s a!C t , then f (s) )A f (t) where  = a ifa 2 ext(A), otherwise  = nil .



2.4 Re�nement Notions and Compositionality 19We write C �R A if there is a re�nement mapping between C and A. 2For the following de�nition the notion of image-�niteness is needed: A relation R overS1 � S2 is image-�nite if for each s1 2 S1, R[s1] is a �nite set.De�nition 2.4.4 (Backward Simulation)Let C and A be I/O automata with the same external actions. A backward simulationfrom C to A is a total relation B over states(C )� states(A) that satis�es:� If s 2 start(C ) then B [s] � start(A).� If s is a reachable state of C , s a!C t , and t 0 2 R[t ] a reachable state of A, thenthere is a state s 0 2 R[s] such that s 0 )A t 0 where  = a if a 2 ext(A), otherwise = nil .We write C �B A if there is a backward simulation from C to A. Furthermore, if it isimage-�nite, we write C �iB A. 2The following theorem stating the correctness of simulations is based on a speci�c cor-respondence between the executions of the low-level automaton C and the executions ofthe high-level automaton A, which is induced by the forward/backward simulation prop-erty. The following de�nition, which will be useful in other contexts as well, makes thiscorrespondence explicit.De�nition 2.4.5 (R-Relation and Index Mappings)Let C and A be safe I/O automata with the same external actions and let R be a relationover states(C )� states(A). Furthermore, let � and �0 be executions of C and A, respec-tively, such that � = s0a1s1 � � � and �0 = t0b1t1 � � �. We say that � and �0 are R-related, or�0 corresponds to � via R, written (�; �0) 2 R, if there is a total, nondecreasing mapping1m : f0; 1; : : : ; j�jg ! f0; 1; : : : ; j�0jg such that� m(0) = 0,� (si ; tm(i)) 2 R for all 0 � i � j�j,� trace(bm(i�1)+1 � � � bm(i)) = trace(ai) for all 0 < i � j�j, and� for all j , 0 � j � j�0j, there exists an i , 0 � i � j�j, such that m(i) � j .The mapping m is referred to as an index mapping from � to �0 with respect to R. 21If, e.g., � is in�nite, then the set f0; 1; : : : ; j�jg is supposed to denote the set of natural numbers (notincluding 1), and i � j�j lets i range over all natural numbers but not 1.



20 Basic Theory of I/O AutomataTheorem 2.4.6 (Correctness of Simulations)Let A and C be I/O automata with the same external actions. Then the following holds:� If C �F A, then C �S A.� If C �iB A, then C �S A.Proof.Essentially Theorem 6.17 of [GSSL93], which makes heavy use of index mappings. 2For the next theorem the following de�nition is needed: An I/O automaton A has �niteinvisible nondeterminism if start(A) is �nite, and for any state s and any �nite sequence over ext(A), there are only �nitely many states t such that s )A t .Theorem 2.4.7 (Completeness of Simulations)Let A and C be I/O automata with the same external actions, and let C have �niteinvisible nondeterminism. Then the following holds:� If C �S A, then 9B : C �F B �iB A.Proof.Essentially Theorem 4.22 of [LV95]. 2Note that we will not prove this completeness result in Isabelle, as the user of I/O automatadoes not need to rely on it. A further result from [LV95] states that the well-known his-tory variables together with re�nement mappings have the same expressiveness as forwardsimulations and that prophecy variables together with re�nement mappings have the sameexpressiveness as backward simulations.Theorem 2.4.8 (Compositionality for Executions and Traces)Let A = A1 k � � � k An . Let � = s0a1s1a2s2 � � � be a sequence of alternating states andactions such that sk 2 states(A) and ak 2 acts(A), for all k , and � ends in a state if it isa �nite sequence. Suppose  is a sequence of actions in ext(A). Then holds:� � 2 execs(A) i� for all i , �dAi 2 execs(Ai) and sj�1dAi = sjdAi , if aj 62 acts(Ai).�  2 traces(A) i� for all i , dAi 2 traces(Ai).Proof.Essentially Lemma 5 and Lemma 7 of [LT87]. 2



2.5 Syntax for Automata Descriptions 21Theorem 2.4.9 (Compositionality for Fair Executions and Traces)Let A = A1 k � � � k An . Let � = s0a1s1a2s2 � � � be a sequence of alternating states andactions such that sk 2 states(A) and ak 2 acts(A), for all k , and � ends in a state if it isa �nite sequence. Suppose  is a sequence of actions in ext(A). Then holds:� � 2 fairexecs(A) i� for all i , �dAi 2 fairexecs(Ai) and sj�1dAi = sjdAi , if aj 62acts(Ai).�  2 fairtraces(A) i� for all i , dAi 2 fairtraces(Ai).Proof.Essentially Lemma 19 and Lemma 20 of [LT87]. 2Theorem 2.4.10 (Compositional Reasoning)Let (C ;L) = (C1;L1) k � � � k (Cn ;Ln) and (A;M ) = (A1;M1) k � � � k (An ;Mn) be parallelcompositions of live I/O automata, where the Ci and the Ai are compatible, respectively,and ext(Ci) = ext(Ai ) for every i . Then ext(C ) = ext(A) and the following holds:� If Ci �S Ai for every i , then C �S A.� If (Ci ;Li) �L (Ai ;Mi) for every i , then (C ;L) �L (A;M ).Proof.Essentially Theorem 8.10 of [Lyn96] and Theorem 3.33 of [GSSL93]. 2Theorem 2.4.11 (Non-Interference)Let A = A1 k � � � k An be a parallel composition of compatible I/O automata, and leta 2 local(Ai) be a locally-controlled action of Ai for some i . Suppose  = a1 � � �an is thesubsequence of actions of an execution of A and 0 = a1 � � � ana. Then the following holds:� If 0dAi is the subsequence of actions of an execution of Ai , then 0 is the subsequenceof actions of an execution of A.Proof.Essentially Corollary 3 of [LT87]. 22.5 Syntax for Automata DescriptionsUntil now the state space of an I/O automaton merely consisted of an unstructured setof states. In order to be able to refer to speci�c state components explicitly, we will from



22 Basic Theory of I/O Automatanow on assume, that every state space is described by a mapping � from state variablesto their values. This means that every I/O automaton A is equipped with a set of statevariables V which yield a concrete state s 2 states(A) if being evaluated under �. For anyx in V we write �[[x ]] instead of �(x ). The set of all state mappings � is called St. Thus,states(A) = St(V).I/O automata are speci�ed using the precondition/e�ect style [Lyn96]. This means thatthe behaviour caused by actions is given by pre- and postconditions on the state space. Letus illustrate this format with the simple example of a bu�er. The bu�er Buf is modeled bya variable queue of type (bool)list , which is initially empty. Then, actions and transitionsare given in the precondition/e�ect style as:input S (m);m 2 bool output R(m);m 2 boolpost: queue := queue@[m] pre: queue = m : rstpost: queue := rst



Chapter 3Temporal Logic and Live I/OAutomata
We de�ne a linear-time temporal logic (Temporal Logic of Steps { TLS) as property spec-i�cation language for I/O automata and show how it can be used of advantage to supportproofs of live implementation relations. In contrast to existing temporal logics, formulasare evaluated over sequences of alternating states and actions, which in addition may be�nite.3.1 IntroductionIn x3.2 we will de�ne a linear-time temporal logic, called Temporal Logic of Steps (TLS),that allows to express properties over executions of I/O automata. The motivation for thisis twofold:1. Temporal formulas can be used to specify liveness conditions for safe I/O automata.In standard I/O automata theory [GSSL93], liveness conditions are just sets of exe-cutions. The game-theoretic treatment of liveness in [GSSL93] deals only with metatheory, and gives no advice for how to describe such sets. In particular, there is nomethodology that supports liveness proofs. Even for the restricted notion of fairness,re�nement proofs do not follow a common scheme, but are often performed in an adhoc fashion (see e.g. [Rom96, Lyn96]). Temporal logic, however, has been proven tobe an adequate methodology for liveness proofs [GPSS80, Lam83].2. Temporal logic can serve as a property speci�cation language for I/O automata.Thus, property veri�cation may also be applied as opposed to the usual techniquesdealing with implementation relations. This is especially advantageous for modelchecking, which will be treated together with abstraction techniques in the subsequentchapter.



24 Temporal Logic and Live I/O AutomataA number of temporal logics for program veri�cation have already been proposed, mostnotable are Lamport's Temporal Logic of Actions (TLA) [Lam94] and the temporal logicdeveloped by Manna and Pnueli [MP95]. Neither of these approaches, however, can beapplied directly in our setting, because of two reasons. First, both logics do not treatactions explicitly, but evaluate temporal formulas over state sequences only. Even in TLAactions are only state changes. Second, both logics do not consider �nite computations.Thus, the following modi�cations are essential:� To handle actions explicitly, we introduce step predicates, which depend on a state s,the corresponding action a, and the successor state s 0. Thus, it is possible to evaluatetemporal formulas over sequences of alternating states and actions.� To handle �nite computations, we introduce a stuttering action p, which is disjointfrom all relevant action signatures, and add a single stuttering step snpsn at theend of all �nite executions. Intuitively, we thereby ensure that �nite executions maypossibly be continued to in�nity. In fact, we will show that under this semanticsthe evaluation of temporal formulas does not change when extending executions byin�nite stuttering.Subsequently, TLS is used to describe live I/O automata (x3.3). In particular, weak andstrong fairness can now be speci�ed by temporal formulas. As a result, fairness can now bede�ned with a uniform formula, without the former distinction between �nite and in�niteexecutions. Furthermore, we provide theorems which support simulation proofs betweenfair I/O automata.3.2 A Temporal Logic of StepsIn this section we de�ne the temporal logic TLS whose formulas are evaluated over �niteand in�nite sequences of alternating states and actions. Such sequences need not necessarilybe generated by I/O automata. In particular, they are allowed to contain the stutteringaction p. Thus, they are called execution schemes rather than executions.De�nition 3.2.1 (Execution Schemes)Let S be a set of states and A be a set of actions with p 62 A. A �nite or in�nite sequenceof alternating states and actions � = s0a1s1a2s2 : : : that begins with a state s0 and, ifit is �nite, ends with a state sn , is called an execution scheme over (S;A), i� si 2 S,ai 2 A [ fpg, and si+1 = si , if ai+1 = p, for all i .The length j�j of an execution scheme � is the number of actions occurring in �. Thus,j�j � 8<: n if � is �nite and ends in sn1 if � is in�nite



3.2 A Temporal Logic of Steps 25De�ne the i -th pre�x �ji and the i -th su�x i j� of �, for 0 � i � j�j1, as�ji � s0a1s1 : : : aisii j� � 8<: siai+1si+1 : : : if i < j�jsj�j if � is �nite and i = j�j 2Execution schemes contain at least one state, namely s0, and contain always the succeedingstate si of a given action ai . Furthermore, every execution of an I/O automaton is a speci�cexecution scheme, which contains no stuttering steps sipsi .The basic ingredients of our temporal logic will be step predicates that refer to a variablev in a given state, its value in the successor state (refered to by v 0), and to a furthervariable a reserved for actions. Let us illustrate step predicates with the simple exampleof a bu�er. A bu�er Buf may be modeled by a variable queue of type (bool)list , which isinitially empty. Then, actions and transitions are given in the precondition/e�ect style as:input S (m);m 2 bool output R(m);m 2 boolpost: queue := queue@[m] pre: queue = m : rstpost: queue := rstA possible step predicate over fqueueg would be queue = []^a = S (true)^queue 0 = [true]which states that the value true is added by the action S to the empty queue.In the following formal de�nition we assume an underlying �rst-order assertion languageL like the one de�ned in [Lam94].De�nition 3.2.2 (State, Action, and Step Predicates)Let V be a set of variables. Any formula p of L over V is called a state predicate over V. Itssemantics is given in a post�x notation, letting �[[p]] denote the value of p in �. Formally:�[[p]] � p(8v : �[[v ]]=v)where p(8v : �[[v ]]=v) denotes the value obtained from p by substituting �[[x ]] for v , for allvariables v in V. Furthermore, we de�ne� j= p � �[[p]] = trueLet A be a set of actions. A step predicate p over (V;A) is a state predicate over V]V 0]fagwhere V 0 is the set of primed variables in V and a is a reserved variable name for actionswhose values stem from the set A ] fpg. Its semantics is given in a post�x notation,1The index ranges over the natural numbers including zero: if j�j = 1, then i � j�j is the same asi < j�j.



26 Temporal Logic and Live I/O Automataletting (�; act ; �)[[p]] denote the value of p for a given action act 2 A ] fpg in � and its\successor" state � . Formally:(�; act ; �)[[p]] � p(8v : �[[v ]]=v ; � [[v ]]=v 0; act=a)which means that (�; act ; �)[[p]] is obtained from p by replacing each unprimed variable vby �[[v ]], each primed variable v 0 by � [[v ]], and the action variable a by act . We de�ne:(�; act ; �) j= p � (�; act ; �)[[p]] = trueA state predicate p is said to be valid, written as j= p, if p holds in every state. Thus,j= p � 8� 2 St: � j= pSimilarly, a step predicate p is said to be valid, if every step is a p-step.j= p � 8� 2 St; � 2 St; act 2 A ] fpg: (�; act ; �) j= pA step predicate, which contains only the action variable a, but no variables from V [ V 0,is called an action predicate. 2Action predicates will in most cases have the form a 2 �, where � is a subset of the actionsof an I/O automaton. As the stuttering action p is not contained in any action signature,this means that those predicates are false for p. In the Isabelle implementation (x11.3)this constraint will be handled explicitly.We will now de�ne the temporal formulas of TLS. Note that these formulas will not merelyrefer to external actions, but to arbitrary actions, as they will be employed to reason aboutliveness and fairness, which a�ects internal actions as well.De�nition 3.2.3 (Temporal Formulas of TLS)Let V be a set of state variables, A a set of actions, and � = s0a1s1a2s2 : : : an executionscheme over (St(V);A). Every step predicate S over (V;A) is a temporal formula. Fur-thermore, given any temporal formulas P and Q of TLS, the formulas P ^ Q , :P , 2P ,and P are temporal formulas of TLS as well, and the evaluation j= is de�ned inductivelyas follows:Step Predicate: � j= S � if j�j 6= 0 then (s0; a1; s1) j= Selse (s0;p; s0) j= SConjunction: � j= P ^ Q � � j= P and � j= QNegation: � j= :P � :� j= PAlways: � j= 2P � 8i � j�j: i j� j= PNext: � j= P � if j�j � 1 then � j= P else 1j� j= P 2



3.2 A Temporal Logic of Steps 27The peculiarities of a temporal logic incorporating �nite computations manifest themselvesin this context in the asymmetry of execution schemes: they contain one more state thanactions in the �nite case. We deal with this by adding a stuttering step that stutters thelast step | thereby intuitively ensuring a possibly in�nite continuation of the execution.The de�nition of j= for step predicates reects this intuition directly, the 2 and  operatorsboil down to this case: 2P requires P to hold for all su�xes of a �nite �, thus in particularfor the last state sn , which implies that the desired stuttering step snpsn is added as soonas the structural de�nition reaches a step predicate contained in P . The same holds forP , where in addition an explicit stuttering step is introduced, if the execution consists ofless then two actions.De�nition 3.2.4 (Derived Temporal Formulas)Given temporal formulas P and Q the following are temporal formulas as well.Boolean Operators: P ) Q � :(P ^ :Q)P _Q � (:P)) QEventually: 3P � :2:PLeads To: P ; Q � 2(P ) (3Q)) 2The formula 3P expresses that the temporal formula P holds now or at some time in thefuture. Note that for �nite executions � = soa1s1 : : : sn the formula 3P holds in particular,if P holds only for the �nal stuttering step snpsn . The formula P ; Q asserts that anytime P is true, Q is true then or at some later time.Frequently used formulas are 23P and 32P , which assert for in�nite execution schemesthat P is true in�nitely often and that there is some time such that P is always truefrom that point on, respectively. Note, however, that their meaning for �nite executionscoincides: both express that P is true for the last state sn .De�nition 3.2.5 (Validity)A temporal formula P over (V;A) is said to be valid, written j= P , i� P holds for everyexecution scheme � over (St(V);A), thusj= P � 8�: � j= PLet A be any safe I/O automaton. Then, a temporal formula P is said to be valid for A,written A j= P , i� P holds for every execution of A, thusA j= P � 8� 2 exec(A): � j= PLet (A;L) be any live I/O automaton. Then, a temporal formula P is said to be valid for(A;L), written (A;L) j= P, i� P holds for every execution in L, thus(A;L) j= P � 8� 2 L: � j= P 2



28 Temporal Logic and Live I/O AutomataIn the sequel we formally capture the intuition that the evaluation of TLS formulas remainsunchanged when adding in�nite stuttering at the end.De�nition 3.2.6 (Adding Stuttering Steps)Let � = s0a1s1a2s2 : : : be an execution scheme. Thenr� � 8<: �psnpsn : : : if � = s0a1s1 : : : ansn is �nite� if � is in�nite 2Lemma 3.2.7 (Single versus In�nite Stuttering)Let P be a TLS formula and � an execution-scheme. Then,� j= P i� r� j= PProof.By induction on the structure of P . As base case assume P is a step predicate. Assumefurther that j�j = 0. This is the important case: � j= P equals (s0;p; s0) j= P , as astuttering step is added. At the same time it equals r� j= P , as r� contains already thisstuttering step, which shows the desired property. If j�j 6= 0, we get directly (s0; a1; s1) j= Pfor both sides. Now, as induction hypothesis assume the desired property holds for Q andR for every execution �1. We have to distinguish whether P equals 2Q , Q , Q ^ R,or :Q . The �rst two cases reduce to the induction hypothesis, as ri j�1 = i jr�1 for alli � j�1j. The remaining cases are trivial. 2Notation. Since boolean operators appear twice in step predicates and temporal formu-las, we determine that every step formula extends as far as possible to the right to avoidsyntactical ambiguities. Furthermore, the operators 2, , 3, and : have higher prioritythan ^ and _, which in turn precede ) and ;.3.3 Live I/O AutomataHaving the temporal logic TLS at our disposal, we are now able to describe live I/Oautomata in a way that allows to argue about them via temporal reasoning, the tailoredproof methodology for liveness proofs. The idea is to capture the subset of live executionsof an I/O automaton by a temporal formula. In particular, fairness may be expressedby temporal formulas which is more convenient than the fairness sets of traditional I/Oautomata theory [Lyn96].



3.3 Live I/O Automata 293.3.1 Liveness Conditions as Temporal FormulasFor the following de�nitions basic notions concerning live I/O automata are needed, forwhich the reader is referred back to the introductory notes in x2.De�nition 3.3.1 (Fair and Live I/O Automata via TLS)A live I/O automaton (A;L), i.e. a safe I/O automaton A and a subset of its executionsL, is described by specifying L indirectly in terms of a temporal formula F as follows:L = f� 2 execs(A) j � j= FgThat is, L consists of all the executions of A for which a certain temporal property Fholds. We say that L is induced by F . If the context is clear we write (A;F ) instead of(A; f� 2 execs(A) j � j= Fg).Let A be any safe I/O automaton and � � local(A) a subset of its locally-controlled actions.Then, weak fairness w.r.t. � may be expressed by means of the following temporal formulaWFA(�) � 32EnabledA(�)) 23 a 2 �where EnabledA(�) denotes the state predicate over A that holds in exactly those states ofA where an action in � is enabled. Similarly, strong fairness w.r.t. � may be expressed bythe formula SFA(�): SFA(�) � 23EnabledA(�)) 23 a 2 �If obvious, we omit the subscript A and write WF (�), SF (�), and Enabled(�). 2Of course, it has always to be ensured, that the temporal formula F used to describethe liveness behavior L for A really induces a live I/O automaton, i.e. that (A;L) isenvironment-free. In particular, this implies that L has to be a liveness condition [GSSL93],which means that any �nite execution of A can be extended to an execution in L. Thus,no further safety property should be introduced by L.For the fairness formulas WFA(�) and SFA(�) these conditions are always ful�lled, pro-vided that A is input resistant. It is relatively easy to see that fairness formulas do notintroduce any further safety, i.e. they represent liveness conditions. Furthermore, the proofthat for input resistant AWFA(�) and SFA(�) induce a set of executions L such that (A;L)is environment-free, is the same as for traditional fair I/O automata (see [RV96] and Lemma2.1.14). This is due to the fact that the \old" and \new" fairness notions coincide, whichis shown below.Note that the two requirements for L to be a liveness condition and for (A;L) to beenvironment-free have their analogous counterparts in TLA: the former corresponds tomachine-closureness and the latter to receptiveness (see [AL93, GSSL93]).



30 Temporal Logic and Live I/O AutomataLemma 3.3.2 (Correspondence of Fairness Notions)Let A be a safe I/O automaton and L a liveness condition which is induced by the TLSformula F = Vni=1WFA(�i) ^ Vmj=1 SFA(�0j ). Furthermore, de�ne B to equal A for thesafety part, i.e. X (B) = X (A) for every component X 2 fsig ; states; start ; stepsg of A,and assume that B is fair with wfair(B) = Sni=1 �i and sfair(B) = Smj=1�0j . Then the fairexecutions of B induced by the fairness sets wfair(B) and sfair(B) equal those induced bythe fairness formula F of A:f� 2 execs(A) j � j= Fg = fairexecs(B)Proof.\�": Assume � 2 execs(A) with � j= F . If � is in�nite, obviously � 2 fairexecs(B), asdesired. Otherwise, for every 1 � i � n the formula � j= WFA(�i) asserts, that if anyaction a 2 �i is enabled in the last state sn of �, then an+1 2 �i . By de�nition of TLS weget an+1 = p and p 62 acts(A). As �i � acts(A), we have an+1 62 �i , which implies thatsn cannot be enabled for any a 2 �i , as desired. The same holds for SFA(�0j ) for every1 � j � m. Thus, � 2 fairexecs(B), as required.\�": Assume � 2 fairexecs(B). If � is in�nite, obviously � 2 execs(A) and � j= F , asdesired. Otherwise, the last state sn of � is not enabled for any �i or �0j , with 1 � i � nand 1 � j � m. Thus, the assumptions of all formulas WFA(�i) and SFA(�0j ) are false,which makes them and thus the entire F true, as required. 2Note that for any live automaton (A;F ) with F being given as a temporal formula theequation (A;F ) j= P = A j= (F ) P) holds for any temporal formula P .3.3.2 Live ImplementationIn the sequel we show how temporal reasoning can be used of advantage to support re�ne-ment proofs which aim at live implementation. First, we extend re�nement mappings andsimulations (Def. 2.4.2 { 2.4.4) to the corresponding live notions, which means that theyin addition transfer liveness from the implementation to the speci�cation automaton.De�nition 3.3.3 (Live Simulations)Let (C ;FC ) and (A;FA) be live I/O automata with the same external actions, whoseliveness conditions are given via temporal formulas FC and FA. Then, for every X 2fF ;R; iBg, we say that (C ;FC ) �LX (A;FA) holds i� there is relation S such that ifC �X A via S then for all � 2 exec(C ) and �0 2 exec(A) with (�; �0) 2 S holds: � j= FCimplies �0 j= FA. 2



3.3 Live I/O Automata 31Theorem 3.3.4 (Soundness of Live Simulations)Let (C ;FC ) and (A;FA) be live I/O automata with the same external actions, whoseliveness conditions are induced by the temporal formulas FC and FA. Then,if (C ;FC ) �LX (A;FA) for some X 2 fF ;R; iBg then (C ;FC ) �L (A;FA):Proof.Essentially Lemma 6.18 in [GSSL93] except for the fact that liveness conditions are speci�edindirectly in terms of temporal formulas, together with Lemma 3.3.2. 2With this lemma we get the following proof method for showing that a live I/O automaton(C ;FC ) implements another live I/O automaton (A;FA) using temporal reasoning:� Prove that S is a simulation from C to A, i.e. prove the safety part.� Assume that � and �0 are arbitrary executions of C and A, respectively, which ful�ll(�; �0) 2 S and � j= FC . Thus, � is assumed to be live.� Prove that �0 j= FA. Thus, the corresponding execution is proved to be live as well.In this proof method, FC is evaluated over executions of C , whereas FA is evaluatedover executions of A. Thus, it is not su�cient to merely apply temporal tautologies forthe liveness proof. Rather there have to be means to switch between properties over anexecution � of C and those of the corresponding execution �0 of A.For re�nement proofs restricted to fairness, these switches can be minimized by employingthem at only two distinct places in the proof. Moreover, the alternations always follow acommon scheme, as they have to be performed only for particular patterns of temporalproperties. For these patterns the following lemmas apply, the use of which will be demon-strated by a schematic example below showing their general applicability for the switchesof any fairness proof.Lemma 3.3.5 (Transforming Fairness from C to A)Let C and A be safe I/O automata with the same external actions and let R be a relationbetween states(C ) and states(A). Suppose � and �0 are executions of C and A, respectively,with (�; �0) 2 R. Then the following holds for every subset � � ext(C ) of the commonexternal actions: � j= 23 a 2 � i� �0 j= 23 a 2 �Proof.We prove only one direction by contradiction, the other is analogous. Let �0 j= 23a 2 �and let m be an arbitrary index mapping from � to �0 w.r.t. R. Furthermore, assume � 6j=23a 2 �. Then, � j= 32a 62 �, which means that there is an index i with i j� j= 2a 62 �.



32 Temporal Logic and Live I/O Automata�0 2 execs(A) 32EnabledA(�) �! 23 a 2 �# "(Lemma 3.3.6 ) (Lemma 3.3.5 )# "� 2 execs(C ) 32EnabledC (�) �! 23 a 2 �Figure 3.1: Schematic example of a simulation proof involving fairnessThus, in trace(i j�) no actions of � appear. By the trace correspondence which holds forall executions that correspond via an index mapping (Lemma 6.14 in [GSSL93]) and thefact that � contains only external actions, no actions of � occur in m(i)j� either. Thus,m(i)j� j= 2 a 62 �, which implies by the de�nition of 3, that �0 j= 23 a 62 �. This givesthe desired contradiction to the initial assumption. 2Lemma 3.3.6 (Transforming Fairness from A to C)Let C and A be safe I/O automata with the same external actions and let R be a relationbetween states(C ) and states(A). Suppose � and �0 are executions of C and A, respectively,with (�; �0) 2 R. Furthermore, let P and P 0 be state predicates over C and A, respectively,such that for all reachable states s of C and reachable states t of A with (s; t) 2 R it holdsthat: if t j= P 0, then s j= P . Then,if �0 j= 32P 0 then � j= 32P .Proof.Let m be an arbitrary index mapping from � to �0 w.r.t. R. Assume �0 j= 32P 0, whichmeans that there is an index j such that j j�0 j= 2P 0. Thus, for each state t in j j�0 we havet j= P 0. Then, by condition 4 of the de�nition of an index mapping (Def. 2.4.5) and thefact that index mappings are nondecreasing we get the existence of an index i such thatfor all i � k � j�j holds m(k) � j . By condition 2 of the de�nition of an index mappingwe get that for each state s of � with index k s j= P holds. Thus, i j� j= 2P , as i � k ,which �nally gives � j= 32P by de�nition. 2Example 3.3.7Let CL = (C ;WFC (�)) and AM = (A;WFA(�)) be two live I/O automata. In order toshow CL �L AM according to the proof method above, we select a relation R and proveit to be a simulation. For the liveness part (see Figure 3.1) we choose arbitrary � and �0with (�; �0) 2 R and assume � j= WFC (�). In order to show �0 j= WFA(�) we can assume�0 j= 32EnabledA(�). Here, Lemma 3.3.6 allows us to switch from �0 to �, thus we get� j= 32EnabledC (�), provided that the state predicate EnabledA(�) implies EnabledC (�)for all (s; t) 2 R. From the assumption � j= WFC (�) we get � j= 23a 2 �. Here, Lemma3.3.5 allows us to switch back from � to �0, thus we get � j= 23 a 2 �, as desired. The



3.4 Conclusion and Related Work 33readers may easily convince themselves that this methodology applies to any fairness proofin general. 2Note, however, that these switching lemmas do not generalize to arbitrary temporal prop-erties. For example, Lemma 3.3.6 does not hold for 23 instead of 32 as P 0 in �0 couldhold in�nitely often, but only at internal states of A added by the simulation R, so thatthe desired property does not transform to the execution � of C . However, for speci�cre�nement mappings these lemmas hold for arbitrary temporal properties. This will bethe key idea for temporal abstractions which will be introduced in x4.3.4 Conclusion and Related WorkWe de�ned TLS as a property speci�cation language for I/O automata. Thus, a frameworkis provided, in which proofs of live implementation relations can be treated adequately. Inparticular, for the restricted, but important case of fairness, we proved theorems whichsupport the transfer of temporal formulas from the speci�cation to the implementationautomaton and vice versa (Thm. 3.3.5 { 3.3.6). Previously, this has been done withouttemporal logic either by complicated reasoning about index mappings (De�nition 2.4.5)[Lyn96] or in a more informal way [Rom96].As a result we get a veri�cation framework which is, we claim, especially well suited tohandle proofs of implementation relations. It treats both safety and liveness aspects in atailored way, namely by automata theory and temporal logic, respectively.Related Work. Despite of the di�erences already mentioned in the introduction, TLA[Lam94] is of course closely related to TLS. In fact, [Lam94] guided us during the devel-opment of TLS. However, there are some further remarkable di�erences2.TLA incorporates arbitrary stuttering for every action directly in the basic model, whichis therefore more complicated than the basic I/O automata model. On the other hand, there�nement concept of TLA is simpler than that for I/O automata, as both speci�cation andimplementation can be evaluated over the same sequences of states, whereas in re�nementsof I/O automata stuttering has to be added explicitly by internal actions.Concerning our purposes this in particular implies that TLS sequences generated by I/Oautomata executions contain at most one stuttering step at the end. This makes it morereasonable to employ a next-time operator , which in TLA would not make sense becauseof arbitrary stuttering. Note, however, that  should be used carefully in combination withparallel composition, as the interleaving model of I/O automata does not guarantee thatformulas containing  carry over from components to their composition. Thus,  haslimitations concerning the intuition of speci�cations. Concerning proof rules, however, itturned out to be advantageous (cf. the experiences in x11.3).2The relation to [Kr�o87, MP95] will be discussed in x11.3 in detail.



Chapter 4Abstraction and Model Checking
We develop an abstraction theory for I/O automata which allows us to integrate deductiveveri�cation and model checking. Abstraction rules are provided for properties expressedboth as temporal formulas (proof obligation (C ;FC ) j= P) and as I/O automata (proofobligation (C ;FC ) �L (P ;FP)). A major advantage is that the theorem prover, verify-ing the abstraction's correctness, reasons about steps only, whereas reasoning about entiresystem runs is left to the model checker. This applies to both the simpler safety and theinherently di�cult liveness proofs, whereas for the latter the availability of temporal logicis of vital importance. For the safety part, a completeness result for relational abstractionsw.r.t. a restricted notion of implementation is shown. Furthermore, we give tailor-madetranslations into logics of model checkers selected for the two kinds of proof obligations. Arunning example of an abstract cockpit alarm system illustrates the method.4.1 IntroductionThe purpose of this chapter is to combine the two major paradigms for the veri�cationof reactive, distributed systems: theorem proving and model checking. The advantagesof each approach are well known: model checking is automatic but limited to systems ofrelatively small �nite state space, theorem proving requires user interaction but can dealwith arbitrary systems.Abstraction techniques [CGL92, LGS+95, GL93, Mer97, Kur87, DGG97, SLW95, Wol86,MN95, HS96] promise to integrate the two approaches: in a �rst step, the original systemC is reduced to a smaller model A. If C is large or in�nite, this step will in general requireinteractive proof techniques. In a second step, the smaller system A is analyzed usingautomatic tools.Usually, the smaller system A is obtained by partitioning the state space of C via a functionh between the two state spaces [CGL92]. If h is a homomorphism (abstraction function),



4.1 Introduction 35�0 2 execs(A) h(s0) a1 h(s1) a2 h(s2) : : :" " "� 2 execs(C ) s0 a1 s1 a2 s2 : : :Figure 4.1: Functional correspondencethe abstraction is guaranteed to be sound, i.e. if the abstract system satis�es a propertyso does the original system.In I/O automata theory, an alternative intuition for h is to regard it as a special re�nementmapping. Therefore, abstraction and implementation are in some sense just two di�erentsides of the same medal: if A is an abstraction of C , then C is a safe implementation of A.The other direction does not hold in general, as the property of being a homomorphismmeans that h neglects the di�erence between internal and external actions. However, wecould de�ne a stronger implementation notion by postulating schedule inclusion instead oftrace inclusion, where schedules denote the action subsequence of executions. In fact, wewill show in x4.3 that the slightly more general forward/backward abstraction relations arecomplete w.r.t. this notion of implementation.The key concept of proof techniques for I/O automata is the possibility to derive traceinclusion (a property about executions) from some kind of simulation (properties aboutsteps). Therefore, the desired global behaviour can be reduced to simpler local proofobligations.Of course, this applies to abstraction functions as well, as they are speci�c simulations1.However, an important feature of our abstraction theory is, that this \localizing of prop-erties" applies to liveness properties as well, which are known to be harder to prove underabstraction than safety properties. Here we pro�t in particular from treating liveness con-ditions as temporal formulas, as they provide two levels of description: the step level andthe temporal level. We will show in x4.2.1 that implications between temporal formulasexpressing properties about di�erent automata C and A can be reduced to implicationsbetween the step predicates occurring in them. The reason is the close correspondencebetween those executions of C and A which are related by the homomorphism h: theabstract execution �0 is always a direct mapping of the concrete execution � under h (seeFig. 4.1), which means that � and �0 always proceed in lock-step.As a result, the simpler step level is associated with interactive theorem proving, whereasautomatic veri�cation tools can be employed to reason about entire system runs. Especiallyfor liveness proofs this represents a signi�cant proof facilitation, which goes beyond thesupport for live simulations provided already in the previous chapter. In addition, further1This is the key idea of the usual abstractions e.g. in [CGL92].



36 Abstraction and Model Checkingtechniques are developed, which allow to strengthen liveness of the abstract model or toweaken liveness of the concrete model. Therefore, much of the tedium that is usuallyassociated with proving liveness properties may be left to the model checker.In x4.2.2 and x4.2.3 abstraction rules are provided for properties expressed both as tem-poral formulas (proof obligation (C ;FC ) j= P) and as I/O automata (proof obligation(C ;FC ) �L (P ;FP)). Therefore, we may always choose the more adequate descriptiontechnique to describe system properties (see Examples 4.2.16 and 4.2.12).Assuming that Isabelle and the formalization of I/O automata in it (which we will presentin x8 { x11) are correct, the only remaining source of errors is the model checker whichis treated like an oracle by Isabelle. Note that this includes the interface between themodel checker and Isabelle, which is particularly critical because we need to ensure thatthe theorem prover formalizes exactly the logic the model checker is based on. Therefore,in x4.4 we furthermore investigate interfaces to the model checkers STeP [BBC+96] and�cke [Bie97a], tailored for the proof obligations (C ;FC ) j= P and (C ;FC ) �L (P ;FP),respectively. Concerning these translations emphasis is laid on structure preservation,which facilitates the soundness and completeness proofs for the translations and ensures amaximum of e�ciency, which is of vital importance for the practical applicability of modelcheckers.An example of an abstract cockpit alarm system illustrates the abstraction method as wellas the model checker translations.The chapter is organized as follows: the abstraction theory for functions is presented inx4.2, its extension to relations in x4.3, and the model checker translations in x4.4.4.2 A Theory of AbstractionIn this section we investigate abstractions which are caused by homomorphic functions.In x4.2.1 we will �rst show how properties about executions can be reduced to propertiesabout steps, if such a function exists. Then, abstraction rules will be derived for propertiesboth expressed as temporal formulas and as automata. This is done in in x4.2.2 andx4.2.3, respectively. We shall see that the desired correctness of abstractions boils down toimplications between execution properties.Note that in this chapter we always assume that liveness conditions of I/O automata aregiven as TLS formulas.4.2.1 Basic TheoryAs mentioned in the introduction, the key concept of the abstraction theory is a speci�ccorrespondence between abstract and concrete executions, which is induced by a functionbetween the two state spaces (cf. Fig. 4.1).



4.2 A Theory of Abstraction 37De�nition 4.2.1 (Functional Correspondence)Let C and A be two I/O automata with the same set of actions. Let � = s0a1s1 : : : be anexecution scheme over states(C ) and acts(C ) and �0 = t0b1t1 : : : be an execution schemeover states(A) and acts(A). Furthermore let h be a function from states(C ) to states(A).Then � and �0 are said to functionally correspond under h, if the index mapping m from� to �0 w.r.t. h is the identity, or explicitly, if ti = h(si) and bi = ai for all i . 2Note that for every execution scheme � over states(C ) and acts(C ) and a given function hthere is exactly one corresponding execution scheme �0 over states(A) and acts(A) underh. Therefore, �0 is denoted by ch(�) in the sequel.The following de�nition formalizes implications between execution properties of the ab-stract and the concrete system. The executions have to functionally correspond to oneanother, which lays the foundation to \localize" these implications later on.De�nition 4.2.2 (Global Weakening and Strengthening)Let C and A be safe I/O automata with the same set of actions and h be a function fromstates(C ) to states(A). A is said to a be an automaton weakening of C w.r.t. h if for allexecution schemes of C holds:� 2 exec(C )) ch(�) 2 exec(A)Similarly, let P and Q be properties of execution schemes of C and A, respectively. Then Qis said to be a temporal weakening (resp., strengthening) of P w.r.t. h, i� for all executions� 2 exec(C ) holds:� j= P ) ch(�) j= Q (resp.; ch(�) j= Q ) � j= P)We collectively refer to temporal and automaton weakenings/strengthenings as global weak-enings/strengthenings. 2Note that :Q is a temporal weakening of :P w.r.t. h, if Q is a temporal strengtheningof P w.r.t. h. Further note that there is no principal di�erence between temporal andautomaton weakenings. The temporal property of an automaton weakening is just theproperty of being an execution of C , respectively A.In the following we show how global weakenings and strengthenings can be reduced fromtemporal formulas to step predicates and from automata to transitions. First, we de�neweakening and strengthening on the step level as well.De�nition 4.2.3 (Local Weakening and Strengthening)Let S and T be sets of states, and A be a set of actions, and h be a function from S toT . Let Q be a transition predicate over T � A� T and P be a transition predicate overS � A� S. Then,� Q is a step weakening of P , i� 8s; t 2 S; a 2 A: (s; a; t) j= P ) (h(s); a; h(t)) j= Q .



38 Abstraction and Model Checking� Q is a step strengthening of P , i� 8s t 2 S; a 2 A:(h(s); a; h(t)) j= Q ) (s; a; t) j= P .Step weakenings/strengthenings are also called local weakenings/strengthenings. 2The following important theorem permits the desired \localizing" of temporal weakeningsand strengthenings.Theorem 4.2.4 (Localizing Temporal Weakenings and Strengthenings)Let P be a temporal formula built from transition predicates Pi by the connectives of TLS,and assume given local weakenings and strengthenings P�i and P+i for every Pi . Then,� P� is a temporal weakening of P , where P� denotes the formula obtained from Pby replacing every positive (resp., negative) occurrence of Pi by P�i (resp.,P+i ).� P+ is a temporal strengthening of P , where P+ denotes the formula obtained fromP by replacing every positive (resp., negative) occurrence of Pi by P+i (resp.,P�i ).Proof.By induction on the structure of the formulas. See x11.5 for the proof in Isabelle. 2Therefore, temporal formulas FC and FA, which have the same structure w.r.t. the temporaloperators, can be shown to be weakenings/strengthenings of each other simply by showingweakening/strengthening for the di�erent transition predicates occurring in them. If allthe transition predicates occurring in FC and FA are both weakenings and strengtheningsof each other, we say, that FA is the corresponding abstract property to FC .Note that this theorem represents a signi�cant improvement for the case of functionallycorresponding executions in comparison to the Theorems 3.3.5 and 3.3.6 in the precedingchapter. Whereas the theorems of the previous chapter allowed localizations only for twospeci�c patterns of temporal formulas, the theorem above applies to any temporal formula.This is, of course, only possible, because we require a neater correspondence between theexecutions than that established by general simulations or re�nement mappings.We proceed with reducing automaton weakenings to implications on the step level.De�nition 4.2.5 (Abstraction Functions)Let C and A be safe I/O automata with the same set of actions and h a function fromstates(C ) to states(A). Then, h is an abstraction function, i� it satis�es the followingconditions:� If s 2 start(C ) then h(s) 2 start(A).� If s is a reachable state of C , and s a!C t , then h(s) a!A h(t) .



4.2 A Theory of Abstraction 39We write C �AF A , if there is an abstraction function from C to A. 2Lemma 4.2.6 (Localizing Automaton Weakenings)Let C and A be safe I/O automata with the same set of actions and h a function fromstates(C ) to states(A). Then,if C �AF A via h, then A is an automaton weakening of C w.r.t. h.Proof.Simple consequence of the Execution Correspondence Theorem in [GSSL93]. Explicitly, let� = s0a1s1 : : : be an execution of C . Then ch(�) = h(s0) a1 h(s1) : : : is an execution of A, ash is an abstraction function, which guarantees that h(s0) 2 start(A) and h(si) a!A h(ti)for all i � 0. This gives the desired weakening property immediately. 2Abstraction functions may be extended to liveness in the same way as done for simulationsand re�nement mappings in the previous chapter.De�nition 4.2.7 (Live Abstraction Functions)Let (C ;FC ) and (A;FA) be live I/O automata with the same set of actions. Then,(C ;FC ) �LAF (A;FA) i� there is an h such that C �AF A via h andFA is a global weakening of FC w.r.t. h. 2Theorem 4.2.8 (Soundness of Live Abstraction Functions)Let (C ;FC ) and (A;FA) be live I/O automata with the same set of actions. Then,if (C ;FC ) �LAF (A;FA), then (C ;FC ) �L (A;FA).Proof.Analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.3.4. Explicitly, let � 2 exec(C ) and � j= FC . Then wehave to show that ch(�) 2 exec(A), ch(�) j= FA, and trace(ch(�)) = trace(�). The �rst isensured by Lemma 4.2.6, the second is due to the weakening relation between FA and FC ,and the last is true, as � and ch(�) coincide on all actions, even the internal ones. 2This soundness result will be a prerequisite for the abstraction rules in x4.2.3. A complete-ness result will be shown for the more general concept of forward/backward abstractionrelations in x4.3.



40 Abstraction and Model CheckingA j= P+
C j= Ph

a
a

temporalstrengtheningautomatonweakening
Figure 4.2: Abstraction Rule (Abs-P1)4.2.2 Abstraction Rules for Temporal FormulasWe will now present abstraction rules for properties which are expressed as temporal for-mulas. Note that we always take temporal weakenings/strengthenings as assumptions forthese rules. Therefore, after applying an abstraction rule, Lemma 4.2.4 has to be used toreduce those weakenings/strengthenings to local ones.Theorem 4.2.9 (Abstraction for Safe I/O Automata)Let C and A be safe I/O automata with the same set of actions, and let h be a function fromstates(C ) to states(A). Suppose C �AF A via h, and let P+ be a temporal strengtheningof P w.r.t. h. Then: A j= P+C j= P (Abs-P1)Proof.Let � 2 exec(C ). Then it has to be shown that P holds for �. As C �AF A via h, we get byLemma 4.2.6 that A is an automaton weakening of A w.r.t. h. Therefore, ch(�) 2 exec(A).Because of A j= P+ every execution of A satis�es P+, therefore in particular ch(�) j= P+.Finally, as P+ is a temporal strengthening of P w.r.t. h, we get � j= P . 2We illustrate the abstraction rule by a simple example, which will serve as a \runningexample" during the entire chapter. It represents a very rough simpli�cation of the cockpitalarm system which will be handled in x12.2 to its full extent. Nevertheless the simpli�edversion is interesting enough to demonstrate all ideas to be developed. See Fig. 4.2 as well.Example 4.2.10The alarm management of a cockpit control system can be described in a very abstractway by a stack. Alarms, which are initiated by the physical environment, are stored, then



4.2 A Theory of Abstraction 41handled by the pilot and �nally acknowledged, which means that the respective alarm isremoved from the stack. When adding a new alarm to the stack, any older occurrencesof this particular alarm are removed, such that only the most urgent instance of an alarmhas to be treated by the pilot. There are quite a number of alarmsAlarms = fPonR;Fuel ;Eng ; : : :gwhich in the original speci�cation made it impossible to verify the system via model check-ing. Note that the order of alarms in the stack has to be respected. However, for provingproperties which concern merely a single alarm, for example the important alarm PonR,(Point of no Return), abstraction may be applied.The I/O automaton CockpitC is modeled by a list, called stack , which is initially empty.Transitions of CockpitC :inputAlarm(a); a 2 Alarms output Ack(a); a 2 Alarmspost: stack := a : [x 2 stack : x 6= a] pre: stack = a : stack 0post: stack := stack 0The properties we want to prove about CockpitC are the following:P1 � 2(a = Alarm(PonR)) PonR 2 stack)\Whenever PonR arrives, it is immediately stored in the stack"P2 � 2(a 6= Alarm(PonR))) 2:(PonR 2 stack)\If PonR never arrives, the system will never pretend this"For both properties it is merely relevant whether PonR is in the stack or not. Therefore,we construct the abstract I/O automaton CockpitA which replaces the alarm stack by theboolean variable PonR-in, initially false, which indicates if PonR is stored (cf. Fig. 4.3).Transitions of CockpitA:input Alarm(a); a 2 Alarmspost: if a = PonR then PonR-in := trueoutput Ack(a); a 2 Alarmspre: a = PonR ) PonR-inpost: if a = PonR then PonR-in := falseThe abstraction function is obviously de�ned as follows:h1 : (�)list ! boolh1(s) � PonR 2 s
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PonR-in:PonR-in
Alarm(a); a 2 Alarms

Ack(a); a 6= PonR

Alarm(a); a 6= PonR

Ack(a); a 2 Alarms
Alarm(PonR)Ack(PonR)

Figure 4.3: Transitions of CockpitAAs CockpitA has been designed already with h1 in mind, the property CockpitC �AFCockpitA is easily established2. Therefore it remains to show that the corresponding ab-stract properties P+i for CockpitA, de�ned asP+1 � 2a = Alarm(PonR)) PonR-inP+2 � 2a 6= Alarm(PonR)) 2:PonR-inare temporal strengthenings of the concrete Pi . We restrict our attention to the �rststrengthening proposition, which reduces by the localizing lemma for abstractions (Lemma4.2.4) to the following two obligationsch(�) j= a = Alarm(PonR) ) � j= a = Alarm(PonR) (1)� j= PonR 2 stack ) ch(�) j= PonR-in (2)for any execution � of CockpitC . The �rst obligation is trivially ful�lled, as ch(�) dis-tinguishes itself from � only in the state but not in the action components. Assuming� = s0a1s1 � � � and j�j 6= 0 proof obligation (2) reduces to(s0; act ; s1) j= PonR 2 stack ) (h(so); act ; h(s1)) j= PonR-inwhich holds as h(s0) = PonR 2 s0. The case j�j = 0 holds analogously. Note thatthis reduction to a �rst-order property follows the schemes given in Lemma 4.2.4 and cantherefore be completely automated by the theorem prover.Therefore, the initial goals CockpitC j= Pi have been reduced to CockpitA j= P+i which canbe veri�ed by a model checker, e.g. the one of STeP (see x4.4.2). 22Note that the fact that there are no duplicates in the stack is needed to show that Ack(PonR) causesthe transition from PonR-in to :PonR-in.



4.2 A Theory of Abstraction 43(A;FA) j= P+
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Figure 4.4: Abstraction Rule (Abs-P2)The abstraction theorem can easily be extended to live I/O automata.Theorem 4.2.11 (Abstraction for Live I/O Automata)Let (C ;FC ) and (A;FA) be live I/O automata with the same set of actions, and let h bea function from states(C ) to states(A). Suppose (C ;FC ) �LAF (A;FA) via h, and let P+be a temporal strengthening of P w.r.t. h. Then:(A;FA) j= P+(C ;FC ) j= P (Abs-P2)Proof.Let � 2 exec(C ) with � j= FC . Then we have to show that P holds for �. Becauseof (C ;FC ) �LAF (A;FA) we get by Lemma 4.2.6 that A is an automaton weakening of C .Therefore, ch(�) 2 exec(A). By de�nition of �LAF we get additionally that FA is a temporalweakening of FC . Therefore ch(�) j= FA. Because of (A;FA) j= P+ every execution of Athat satis�es FA, satis�es P+ as well. As ch(�) ful�lls both conditions, we get ch(�) j= P+.Finally, as P+ is a temporal strengthening of P , we get � j= P . 2This theorem, which is illustrated in Fig. 4.4, permits to push inherently di�cult livenessproofs to an automatic proof checker. As one might expect, this will not always be possiblewithout further interactive intervention. In fact, in a lot of cases some of the theorem'sassumptions are not ful�lled: either FA is not a temporal weakening of FC or (A;FA) j= P+cannot be proven in the abstract system. This is illustrated by the following example.Example 4.2.12Let us try to prove the following property about CockpitC from Example 4.2.10.P3 � 2(PonR 2 stack ^32(8a 0: a 6= Alarm(a 0))) 3:(PonR 2 stack))\If PonR is stored and only �nitely many further alarms arrive,then sometimes PonR will be removed from the stack."



44 Abstraction and Model CheckingNote �rst, that P3 holds only if the pilot treats the acknowledgments in a fair way. This isnecessary, even if all other actions are excluded, as done by the assumption 32(8a 0: a 6=Alarm(a 0)). Otherwise there would be �nite executions which do not satisfy the property,as the aforementioned assumption in the �nite case merely means that the last action hasto be an Ack action. Therefore, we have to ensure the in�nity of all executions, herebyexcluding \stuttering" which is allowed at the end of �nite executions. Therefore, wede�ne FC � WFC (Sa2Alarms Ack(a))and try to prove (CockpitC ;FC ) j= P3 with the same abstraction h1 as in Example 4.2.10.First, we de�ne the corresponding abstract properties for P3 and FC :P+3 � 2(PonR-in ^32(8a 0: a 6= Alarm(a 0))) 3:PonR-in)FA � WFA (Sa2Alarms Ack(a))In fact, P+3 is a temporal strengthening of P3. However, we cannot apply the livenessabstraction rule (Abs-P2) because of the following reasons:� (CockpitA;FA) j= P+3 is not satis�ed.This is due to the loop in CockpitA which allows to acknowledge alarms a 6= PonRin�nitely often without ever leaving the state PonR-in (see Fig. 4.3).� FA is not a temporal weakening of FC .To explain this we use the structural abstraction rules of Lemma 4.2.4. Then itremains to show thatEnabledA (Sa2Alarms Ack(a)) (h1 stack)) EnabledC (Sa2Alarms Ack(a)) stackThis is, however, not satis�ed, as Ack(a); a 6= PonR is enabled for :PonR-in inCockpitA but not for stack = [ ] in CockpitC , although h1([ ]) = false. 2The example showed the two main problems when abstracting liveness properties. In thefollowing we will summarize them and propose adequate solutions for each of them. Seealso Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6 which demonstrate the two problems (indicated by big arrows)and their solutions (indicated by dotted, big arrows).� First, the abstract liveness assumption FA of A may be too weak because of loopswhich have been introduced in A, but did not exist in C . Then (A;FA) j= P+ cannotbe proved. The solution is to strengthen the abstract liveness assumption by deducingfurther temporal properties H1 from C whose weakening abstractions H�1 can be usedas a further assumption for A.
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(A;FA) j= P+
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Further proof obligation: C j= H1Figure 4.5: Motivation for H1 in Abstraction Rule (Abs-P3)� Second, the concrete liveness assumption FC of C may be too strong, which meansthat the corresponding abstract FA is not a temporal weakening of FC . This is oftenthe case if FC and FA are fairness properties, as weakening of fairness means atthe same time to strengthen the enabledness of a set of actions � and to weaken theoccurrence of �. Therefore, there is not much elbowroom for a reasonable abstraction.The solution is to weaken the concrete liveness assumption in order to get a form H2which is better amenable to weakening.Both solutions are handled jointly by the following rule.Theorem 4.2.13 (Improving Abstractions)Let (C ;FC ) and (A;FA) be live I/O automata with the same set of actions, and let h bea function from states(C ) to states(A). Suppose (C ;H2) �LAF (A;H�2 ) via h, and let P+be a temporal strengthening of P w.r.t. h and H�1 be a temporal weakening of H1. Then:(A;H�2 ) j= H�1 ) P+ (C ;FC ) j= H1 ^ H2(C ;FC ) j= P (Abs-P3)Proof.Let � 2 exec(C ) with � j= FC ^H1^H2. Then we have to show that P satis�es �. Becauseof (C ;H2) �LAF (A;H�2 ) we get by Lemma 4.2.6 that A is a weaker automaton than C .Therefore, ch(�) 2 exec(A). By de�nition of �LAF we get additionally that H2 is a temporalweakening of H�2 . Moreover, we use that H�1 is a temporal weakening of H1. Thereforech(�) j= H�1 ^ H�2 . Because of (A;H�2 ) j= H�1 ) P+ every execution of A that satis�esH�1 ^ H�2 , satis�es P+ as well. As ch(�) ful�lls the two formulae, we get ch(�) j= P+.Finally, as P+ is a temporal strengthening of P , we get � j= P . 2
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(A;FA) j= P+
(C ;FC ) j= Ph
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temporalstrengtheningautomatonweakening temporalweakening
Replace FA by H�2 and FC by H2

Further proof obligation: j= FC ) H2Figure 4.6: Motivation for H2 in Abstraction Rule (Abs-P3)Note that for the solution to the �rst problem the assumption (C ;FC ) j= H1^H2 is neededto get C j= H1 in order to yield a stronger abstract H�1 , whereas for the solution to thesecond problem it is needed to express j= FC ) H2 in order to yield a weaker concrete H2.The careful reader may have noticed that the rule is similar to Theorem 4.2.11, but byusing auxiliary formulas H1 and H2 it in addition allows to use only temporal weakeningsand strengthenings of naturally corresponding properties instead of arbitrary ones.Example 4.2.14With the extended rule (Abs-P3) we are now able to prove (CockpitC ;FC ) j= P3 fromExample 4.2.12 with the abstraction function h1 from Example 4.2.10. First, we de�neH1 � 23(9a 0: a = Ack(a 0))) 23(9a 0: a = Alarm(a 0))which falsi�es the assumption 32(8a 0: a 6= Alarm(a 0)) of P3 and therefore makes P3 true.Intuitively, the property H1 guarantees that there cannot be only Ack actions from sometime on, as there have to be in�nitely many Alarm actions as well. This property is aninstance of the more general well-founded properties which can be used to tackle loopsappearing in abstractions (see [Mer97]). The general idea is to de�ne an order on thetransitions and then derive a property of the shape: if transitions decrease in�nitely often,then they also have to increase in�nitely often. This allows to generate contradictionsto loops, which are introduced in the abstract model and make liveness properties fail.Returning to our example, it is obvious that H�1 � H1 is a temporal weakening of H1 asit does not reference states. Furthermore, CockpitC j= H1 is easily established deductively.Therefore, we may take H�1 to strengthen the abstract liveness assumption.Second, we de�neH2 � 32(PonR 2 stack)) 23a 2 Sa02Alarms Ack(a 0)H�2 � 32PonR-in ) 23a 2 Sa02Alarms Ack(a 0)



4.2 A Theory of Abstraction 47where H2 is weaker than the former fairness property, i.e. FC ) H2. Furthermore, H�2 isin fact a temporal weakening of H2 now, as the enabledness of PonR-in in A implies thatof (PonR 2 stack) in C . Notice that this weakened fairness H�2 is still strong enough toshow the desired property P+3 as we only need fair treatment of Ack actions, if a PonRalarm is stored.Therefore, the extended abstraction rule (Abs-P3) allows us to reduce (CockpitC ;FC ) j= P3to (CockpitA;H�2 ) j= H�1 ) P+3 , which is indeed satis�ed and can be proved by the STePmodel checker, for example. This �nishes the abstraction proof.Let us consider an alternative solution to the introduction of H2. Instead of weakeningthe fairness FC one could also employ a more complicated abstraction function h2 whichensures that FA is indeed a temporal weakening of FC . Therefore, de�neh2 : (�)list ! (bool � bool)h2(stack) � (PonR 2 stack ; 9a 6= PonR: a 2 stack)with the following corresponding abstract automaton Cockpit 0A, which is augmented w.r.t.CockpitA by a boolean variable Other-in, initially false, indicating whether an alarm a 6=PonR is stored:Transitions of Cockpit 0A:input Alarm(a); a 2 Alarms output Ack(a); a 2 Alarmspost: if a = PonR pre: if a = PonRthen PonR-in := true then PonR-inelseOther-in := true elseOther-inpost: if a = PonRthen PonR-in := falseelseOther-in := falseorOther-in := Other-inThis abstraction function h2 is discerning enough to transfer the enabledness of Ack actionsfrom Cockpit 0A to CockpitC , as it respects the case when the stack is empty. Therefore, FAis a temporal weakening of FC , which makes it su�cient to use only the aforementionedH1 to apply Abs-P3, whereas H2 = FC and H�2 = FA. 2This example shows that the abstraction rule (Abs-P3) can be reagrded as proof supportfor the following methodological decision every proof designer must take if abstractionfails: either one chooses a more complicated abstraction function | togehter with a newassociated abstract model | or one stays with a simpler function and has most likelyto improve the behaviour of one of the models instead. According to our proof rule thisimprovement often simply means to presume a further assumption about the environment.In our experience it requires less intuition to rule out such undesired behaviour of the



48 Abstraction and Model Checkingenvironment than to invent a new abstraction function. Therefore, we propose the followingmethodology, that allows to generate appropriate abstractions incrementally:� Start with a primitive abstraction function for a safety property preferably generatedby an heuristics.� If the model checker fails, the reason may be either that the desired property is refutedalready or that the abstraction is not sophisticated enough. This question should beanswered by testing the generated counterexample w.r.t. the original automaton.If the abstraction is not sophisticated enough, the necessary improvement of theabstraction can be accomplished by the extended abstraction rule (Abs-P3). Thisresults in an incremental process that �nally reaches an appropiate abstraction.� For further safety or even liveness properties, the same abstraction function should bereused. Once more, rule (Abs-P3) allows to improve the behaviour of the abstractionincrementally.This methodology enables the reuse of simple abstraction functions even for the livenesspart and thus decreases the required intuition.4.2.3 Abstraction Rules for AutomataIn classical I/O automata theory properties about automata are expressed by automata aswell. This section will demonstrate how abstraction rules can be proved for this setting,which are rather analogous to the rules for properties speci�ed in temporal logic.For safe I/O automata the basic rule looks as follows:Theorem 4.2.15 (Abstraction for Safe I/O Automata)Let C , A, P+, and P be safe I/O automata. Suppose that C and A have the same actions,and P+ and P have the same actions, whereas A and P+ have the same external actions.Assume that C �AF A and P+ �AF P . Then:A �S P+C �S P (Abs-A1)Proof.As every abstraction function represents a particular re�nement mapping, we get C �R Aand P+ �R P . The correctness result for re�nement mappings yields C �S A and P+ �SP . Then, the result follows immediately from the transitivity of �S . 2Often the rule is used in a simpler fashion with P+ = P . Then, only the automaton C isweakened, but the \property automaton" P is not strengthened.



4.2 A Theory of Abstraction 49Example 4.2.16Consider once more the alarm system CockpitC and its abstract counterpart CockpitA underthe abstraction h1 of Example 4.2.10. We enhance the two automata by an output actionInfo which signals the presence of newly arrived alarms to the pilot.Extension to CockpitC Extension to CockpitAoutput Info(a); a 2 Alarms output Info(a); a 2 Alarmspre: stack = a : stack 0 pre: a = PonR ) PonR-inIt is easily shown that CockpitC �AF CockpitA w.r.t. h1 still holds with the additional Infoaction.This abstraction can be used to prove property P4, expressed by the following I/O au-tomaton: the state is the same as for CockpitA, i.e. a boolean variable PonR-in, which isinitially false. The actions are:Transitions of P4:input Alarm(a); a 2 Alarms output Info(a); a 2 Alarmspost: if a = PonR then PonR-in := true pre: a = PonR ) PonR-inThe I/O automaton P4 expresses that every PonR alarm is not signaled to the pilot beforeit has arrived, i.e. Alam and Info actions appear always in the desired order. Note thatP4 cannot be expressed in TLS, as TLS does not feature an unless operator in analogy toTLA.Using the abstraction rule (Abs-A1) in the simpler fashion with P = P+ we may concludethe desired re�nement CockpitC �S P4 from the simpler CockpitA �S P4, which is easilyestablished by a model checker like �cke (see x4.4.3). 2In the sequel we present extensions of this rule, which look rather analogous to the rulesfor temporal properties, although the proofs are di�erent.Theorem 4.2.17 (Abstraction for Live I/O Automta)Let (C ;FC ), (A;FA), (P+;FP+), and (P ;FP) be live I/O automata. Suppose that C and Ahave the same actions, and P+ and P have the same actions, whereas A and P+ have onlythe same external actions. Assume that (C ;FC ) �LAF (A;FA) and (P+;FP+) �LAF (P ;FP).Then: (A;FA) �L (P+;FP+)(C ;FC ) �L (P ;FP) (Abs-A2)Proof.By Theorem 4.2.8 we get (C ;FC ) �L (A;FA) and (P+;FP+) �L (P ;FP) from the as-sumptions (C ;FC ) �LAF (A;FA) and (P+;FP+) �LAF (P ;FP). Then, the result followsimmediately from the transitivity of �L. 2



50 Abstraction and Model CheckingTheorem 4.2.18 (Improving Abstractions)Let (C ;FC ), (A;FA), (P+;FP+), and (P ;FP) be live I/O automata. Suppose that C and Ahave the same actions, and P+ and P have the same actions, whereas A and P+ have onlythe same external actions. Assume that (C ;H2) �LAF (A;H�2 ) and (P+;FP+) �LAF (P ;FP).Let H�1 be a temporal weakening of H1. Then:(A;H�1 ^ H�2 ) �L (P+;FP+) (C ;FC ) j= H1 ^ H2(C ;FC ) �L (P ;FP) (Abs-A3)Proof.As the H�i are temporal weakenings of Hi for i 2 f1; 2g, we get (A;FA) j= H�1 ^ H�2 .Therefore, A j= FA ) H�1 ^ H�2 , which implies (A;FA) �L (A;H�1 ^ H�2 ). Now weapply Theorem 4.2.17 with the assumption (A;H�1 ^ H�2 ) �L (P+;FP+) and get (C ;H1 ^H2) �L (P ;FP). As (C ;FC ) j= H1 ^ H2, we get A j= FC ) H1 ^ H2 and therefore(C ;FC ) �L (C ;H1 ^ H2). The rest follows easily from the transitivity of �L. 2
4.3 Extension to Relational AbstractionsIt has been argued in [LGS+95, GL93] that relations can provide more powerful abstrac-tions, as they are more general than functions. As we shall see in the following, it isstraightforward to extend our abstraction theory to relations. We will sketch only thenecessary changes. In addition, we introduce the notion of internal implementation andshow that relational abstractions are complete w.r.t. this notion.De�nition 4.3.1 (Relational Correspondence)Let C and A be two I/O automata with the same set of actions. Let � = s0a1s1 : : : be anexecution scheme over states(C ) and acts(C ) and �0 = t0b1t1 : : : be an execution schemeover states(A) and acts(A). Furthermore, let R be a total relation between states(C ) andstates(A). Then � and �0 are said to relationally correspond w.r.t. R , if the index mappingm from � to �0 w.r.t. R is the identity, or explicitly, if ti 2 R[si ] and ai = bi for all i . 2Note that for every execution scheme � and total relation R there is always at least onerelationally corresponding execution scheme �0.Global weakenings and strengthenings are de�ned as before, except that the desired im-plication is not required for ch(�), but for all relationally corresponding �0. Similarly,local weakenings and strengthenings are de�ned as before, except that Q(s 0; a; t 0) has tohold for all s 0 2 R[s] and t 0 2 R[s] instead for s 0 = h(s) and t 0 = h(t) only. Notethat it would not su�ce to consider only an exemplary relationally corresponding �0or some s 0 2 R[s]; t 0 2 R[t ], respectively, as otherwise the de�nition of weakenings and



4.3 Extension to Relational Abstractions 51strengthenings would not be dual to one another. This, however, is necessary, as other-wise Lemma 4.2.4 would not hold anymore in this context, which allows to reduce globalweakenings/strengthenings to local ones.Below, we introduce forward and backward abstraction relations, which are speci�c forwardand backward simulations, respectively.De�nition 4.3.2 (Abstraction Relations)Let C and A be safe I/O automata with the same set of actions and R be a total relationbetween states(C ) and states(A). Then, R is said to be an forward abstraction relation,i� it satis�es the following conditions:� If s 2 start(C ) then R[s] \ start(A) 6= ;.� If s is a reachable state of C , s a!C t , and s 0 2 R[s], then 9t 0 2 R[t ]: s 0 a!A t 0 .We write C �FAR A , if there is a forward abstraction relation from C to A. Furthermore,R is said to be an backward abstraction relation, i� it satis�es the following conditions:� If s 2 start(C ) then R[s] � start(A).� If s is a reachable state of C , s a!C t , and t 0 2 R[t ], then 9s 0 2 R[s]: s 0 a!A t 0 .We write C �BAR A , if there is a backward abstraction relation from C to A. 2As before, abstraction relations R between states(C ) and states(A) induce an automatonweakening between C and A.De�nition 4.3.3 (Live Abstraction Relations)Let (C ;FC ) and (A;FA) be live I/O automata with the same set of actions. Then,� (C ;FC ) �LFAR (A;FA) i� C �FAR A via h and FA is a global weakening of FC w.r.t. hfor some h.� (C ;FC ) �LBAR (A;FA) i� C �BAR A via h and FA is a global weakening of FC w.r.t. hfor some h. 2Theorem 4.3.4 (Soundness of Live Abstraction Relations)Let (C ;FC ) and (A;FA) be live I/O automata with the same set of actions. Then,� if (C ;FC ) �LFAR (A;FA), then (C ;FC ) �L (A;FA).� if (C ;FC ) �LBAR (A;FA), then (C ;FC ) �L (A;FA).



52 Abstraction and Model CheckingProof.Analogous to the proof of Theorem 4.2.8. 2Using this modi�ed infrastructure, the six abstraction rules for abstraction functions di-rectly carry over to relations. Simply replace everywhere �AF by �FAR or �BAR.In the sequel we present a restricted kind of implementation notion, with respect to whichabstraction relations are complete. The implementation notion di�ers from the standardone by demanding schedule inclusion instead of trace inclusion, where a schedule meansthe action subsequence of an execution.De�nition 4.3.5 (Internal Implementation)Let A be any safe I/O automaton. De�ne E(A) to be A except for turning its inter-nal actions into output actions, i.e. out(E(A)) = out(A) [ int(A), int(E(A)) = fg, andX (E(A)) = X (A) for every other component X 2 fin; states; start ; stepsg of A.Let (C ;FC ) and (A;FA) be live I/O automata with the same set of actions, whose livenessconditions are induced by the temporal formulas FC and FA. Then, de�ne(C ;FC ) �A (A;FA) � (E(C );FC ) �L (E(A);FA)For the special case of safe I/O automata C and A the de�nition means:C �A A � E(C ) �S E(A)If (C ;FC ) �A (A;FA), we say that (C ;FC ) internally implements (A;FA). 2Theorem 4.3.6 (Completeness of Abstraction Relations)Let C and A be safe I/O automata with the same set of actions, and let C have �niteinvisible nondeterminism. Then,(9B : C �FAR B �BAR A) , C �A AProof.\)": Assume C �FAR B �BAR A via R and S . As every abstraction relation is a speci�cforward or backward simulation, the soundness of simulations (Theorem 2.4.6) givesC �S A. Therefore, the resultC �A A follows together with the fact, that for all�; �0 with (�; �0) 2 R and for all �; � 0 with (�; � 0) 2 S all actions, even the internalones, coincide.\(": As C �A A = E(C ) �S E(A), the completeness result for simulations (Theorem2.4.7) ensures the existence of an I/O automaton B with E(C ) �F B �iB E(A).Therefore, there is a backward simulation R1 between B and E(A). As E(A) has



4.4 Model Checking 53only external actions, every move (s; ; t) of it degenerates to a step (s; a; t) for someaction a of E(A). Therefore, the backward simulation R1 degenerates to a backwardabstraction relation. The same applies to the forward simulation R2 which existsbetween B and E(C ). It degenerates ot a forward abstraction relation. Therefore,C �FAR B �BAR A via R1 and R2, as desired. 24.4 Model CheckingThe abstraction rules of the previous section generate proof obligations, which should bedischarged by a model checker. This is in principle possible if the involved I/O automataare �nite state and feature only �nitely many actions. The challenge is to make theinterface between these proof obligations and the model checker e�cient and practicallyapplicable. In x4.4.1 we identify criteria for this aim and choose adequate model checkersand translations. This choice depends on whether properties are expressed as temporalformulas or as automata, as this determines whether the generated proof obligations havethe form (A;FA) j= P (Section 4.2.2) or (A;FA) �L (P ;FP) (Section 4.2.3). In thesubsequent sections x4.4.2 and x4.4.3 for each type of obligation tailored translations aregiven, which are demonstrated by the abstract cockpit alarm system.4.4.1 General DiscussionIt is a well known result that every !-automaton can be translated to a linear temporalformula and vice versa [VW86]. This could be adapted to turn both types of proof obliga-tions into a linear temporal formula, which could then be evaluated by a tautology checkerfor propositional temporal logic. However, this approach would not satisfy the followingtwo important criteria for a reasonable model checker interface:� E�ciency: As the crucial restriction of model checkers is their scalability, the trans-lation should not add further unnecessary complexity in terms of the input size.� Structure Preservation: An important feature of model checkers is their abilityto generate counterexamples. Therefore, the system structure should be preservedduring the translation in such a way that generated counterexamples can be rein-terpreted in the original speci�cation. In addition, structure preservation increasescon�dence into the soundness of the actual compilers. Last but not least, loss ofstructure is usually interlinked with loss of e�ciency. For example, variable order-ings, which are crucial for the success of BDDs, depend often on the structure of thespeci�cation3.3For example in �cke, in the case of transition predicates P(s ; a; t) the bit representations of the statess and t should be interleaved, as they have the same type, but the action a should be handled separately.Otherwise, even small transition predicates blow up tremendously.



54 Abstraction and Model CheckingThese considerations suggest to handle both types of proof obligations in a separate andtailored way.Checking (A;FA) j= P . As TLS is a linear time temporal logic, the interface criteriadissuade from employing a CTL model checker like SMV [CGL94], although it is in prin-ciple possible to encode an LTL formula into a CTL formula plus some additional fairnessconstraints [CGH94]. It seems preferable to select an LTL model checker like Spin [Hol91]or STeP [MP95, BBC+96]. Both tools do not handle actions explicitly. Therefore, there isno distinction between internal, output, and input actions, and temporal formulas expressonly properties about states. Spin, however, has some further drawbacks. First, it doesnot support the next-time operator in veri�cation, as this would encumber partial ordertechniques which are used to attack state explosion [GW94, HP94]. Furthermore, speci�ca-tions in the guarded-command like language Promela do not match the precondition/e�ectstyle of I/O automata immediately.Therefore, in x4.4.2 we take the STeP model checker and rectify the de�ciencies concerningnon-explicit actions.Checking (A;FA) �L (P ;FP). For the restricted version of fair trace inclusion thisproblem has already been adequately solved by a translation of fair I/O automata to !-automata [KMOS95]. In that paper it is shown that fair trace inclusion of I/O automatacoincides with language containment of !-automata being generated by the translation.The method considers all particularities of I/O automata (interleaving, internal actions,�nite executions), and the proof obligation is treated by the COSPAN model checker[HR87, Kur94]. COSPAN checks language containment of A and P by checking languageemptiness of the intersection of A and the complement of P . Such an algorithm couldalternatively be encoded in a su�ciently expressive logic. For B�uchi automata for example,language containment can be encoded into Park's �-calculus [BCM+92] or second ordermonadic logic [Tho90]4. The interface criteria, however, do not suggest to adapt thosetranslations to I/O automata. In x4.4.3 we rather propose a solution which completelypreserves the structure of the proof obligations. The idea is to encode forward simulationsdirectly into the �-calculus [Par76]. A further, practical advantage of this approach is thefact that there is already a tactic in Isabelle which invokes the �-calculus model checker�cke [Bie97a, Bie97b] as an external oracle. However, this approach only yields a completedecision procedure w.r.t. trace inclusion of two I/O automata A and P if P is deterministicand both A and P are safe. At least the �rst restriction is not that restrictive in practice,because in the context of abstraction (as opposed to a context of layered implementations),P represents a property about A which is usually deterministic5.4Park's �-calculus and second order monadic logic have exactly the same expressivity [Eme90].5Note that in this context A will most likely be nondeterministic as it represents the abstraction ofsome automaton C , but P merely describes a speci�c property about the external actions of A. Therefore,it is often deterministic.



4.4 Model Checking 554.4.2 Checking Temporal Formulas with STePBelow we give a translation of I/O automata into transition systems [MP95], which rep-resent the computational model of the STeP model checker [BBC+96, MBB+97]. Further-more, we translate TLS formulas into Manna/Pnueli's LTL [MP95]. Then, the correctnessand completeness of this translation is investigated, and �nally, we demonstrate how it isadapted to the concrete STeP model checker, using the running example of the cockpitalarm system. Concerning an introduction to the notations of LTL and transition systemsthe reader is refered to [BBC+96, MBB+97].The idea of the translation is to encode the explicit actions of I/O automata into the statespace and to add a further idling action. Liveness conditions are not coded into fairnesssets, as this would not be general enough6. Instead it will be considered as a furtherassumption of the temporal property to be proved.Translating I/O Automata. Let (A;FA) be a live I/O automaton. We assume thatstates of A are given as a mapping � from a set of variable names V to a set of valuesVal . Furthermore, let the start states start(A) be characterized by a predicate P st(V), andevery transition (s; a; t) in steps(A) by a predicate P tra (V;V 0), which may refer to bothprimed and unprimed versions of the state variables. It is obvious how the predicates P stand P tr for an I/O automaton A are obtained from its components, if A is de�ned bymeans of the operators k, hide� or rename�.Then we de�ne 	(A) = (Vext ;�; T ;J ; C), where� Vext = V ] fActg with Act ranging over acts(A) ] fidleg,� �(V) = P st(V),� T = f�a j a 2 acts(A)g]f�idleg, where every �a ; a 2 acts(A)]fidleg is characterizedby ��a (Vext ;V 0ext) = P tra (V;V 0) ^ Act 0 = �a , and ��idle (Vext ;V 0ext) = 8v : v = v 0,� J = ; and C = ;.Translating Temporal Formulas. Let P be any TLS formula over Vext and V 0ext , whereactions a appear in transition predicates only in the form a 2 � for action sets �7. Then	(P) has to transform every transition predicate p(s; a; s 0) occurring in P into a statepredicate p�(s). This is done by replacing every subformula a 2 � by 9a 0 2 �:Act = a 0,and by replacing every transition predicate p(s; a; s 0) involving primed variables s 0 bys = c ) 	(p(c; a; s)), where c is a constant (which is stable over time).6Besides, the two fairness notions do not coincide exactly as I/O automata require fair turns to someelement of a fairness set, whereas transition systems require them to every element.7These are the only interesting properties about actions in practice.



56 Abstraction and Model CheckingTheorem 4.4.1 (Correctness and Completeness)Let (A;FA) be a live I/O automaton and P an TLS formula. Suppose that actions aappear in transition predicates of FA and P only in the form a 2 �. Denote by j=MP thenotion of A-validity by Manna and Pnueli. Then,(A;FA) j= P i� 	(A) j=MP 	(FA ) P)Proof.The translation 	 is extended to executions by de�ning 	 := r0 � � where �(s0a1s1 : : :) :=s0 ([Act 7! a1] [ s1) : : : and r0 denotes the operator de�ned in x11.2 which adds in�nitestuttering at the end of every �nite execution. With this de�nition we �rst get� j= P = 	(�) j=MP 	(P) (1)which follows easily from Lemma 3.2.7 and the special encoding of temporal formulas,namely that action predicates (resp. primed variables s 0) refer to the Act variable (resp. thevariable s) in the successor state.\)": Suppose � 2 Comp(	(A)) with � j=MP 	(FA), where Comp(T ) denotes the set ofbehaviours of a transition system T . Then there is an execution � with � = 	(�) and� 2 execs(A) because of the speci�c encoding of I/O automata: the variable Act alwaysreects the action performed by A in the previous step. Therefore, with (1) we get � j= FA.The assumption (A;FA) j= P then implies � j= P , which gives the desired � j=MP 	(P)by applying (1) again.\(": Suppose � j= FA and � 2 execs(A). Then we get 	(�) j=MP 	(FA) with (1).Furthermore, we get 	(�) 2 Comp(	(A)), again because of the speci�c encoding of ac-tions and primed variables. Therefore, the assumption 	(A) j=MP 	(FA ) P) implies	(�) j=MP 	(P), which gives with (1) the desired � j= P . 2Example 4.4.2The Examples 4.2.10 and 4.2.14 of the cockpit alarm system generated the proof obligationsCockpitA j= P+i ; i 2 f1; 2g and (CockpitA;H�2 ) j= H�1 ) P+3 , respectively. The I/Oautomaton CockpitA can easily be encoded into a STeP transition system.Transition Systemtype actions = {AlarmP, AlarmNP, AckP, AckNP}local PonRin: boollocal Act: actionsInitially PonRin = falseTransition AlarmP NoFairness:enable trueassign PonRin := true, Act := AlarmPTransition AlarmNP NoFairness:



4.4 Model Checking 57enable trueassign PonRin := PonRin, Act := AlarmNPTransition AckP NoFairness:enable PonRinassign PonRin := false, Act := AckPTransition AckNP NoFairness:enable trueassign PonRin := PonRin, Act := AckNPThe variable Act encodes the actions into the state. An idling transition is automaticallyadded by STeP. The following properties represent 	(P+1 ), 	(P+2 ), and 	(H�1 ^H�2 ) P+3 ),respectively.SPECPROPERTY P1: []()Act=AlarmP --> ()PonRinPROPERTY P2: []()Act!=AlarmP --> []!PonRinPROPERTY P3:(([]<>()(Act=AckP \/ Act=AckNP)) --> []<>()(Act=AlarmP \/ Act=AlarmNP))/\ (<>[] PonRin --> []<>()(Act=AckP \/ Act=AckNP))--> [](PonRin /\ <>[]()(Act!=AlarmP /\ Act!=AlarmNP) --> <>!PonRin)All properties are easily veri�ed by STeP. 24.4.3 Checking Trace Inclusion with �ckeIn the sequel we give a translation of forward simulations between I/O automata intoPark's �-calculus8, investigate the correctness and completeness of this translation, and�nally demonstrate how it is adapted to the concrete tool �cke [Bie97a, Bie97b], usingonce more the example of the cockpit alarm system.The translation of a safe and �nite-state I/O automaton with only �nitely many actionsinto a �-calculus formula is given inductively. Assume that a set of states SA for each I/Oautomaton A and a global set of actions A is given.8For an introduction into syntax and semantics of Park's �-calculus see [Par76, BCM+92]. We assumea typed version with �nite carrier sets (see [Bie97b]). Park's �-calculus can express any property of themodal �-calculus [Koz83].



58 Abstraction and Model CheckingBasic I/O Automata. Every basic I/O automaton A is characterized by the followingboolean predicates.InA : A! bool InA(a) � a 2 in(A)OutA : A! bool OutA(a) � a 2 out(A)IntA : A! bool IntA(a) � a 2 int(A)StartA : SA ! bool StartA(s) � s 2 start(A)TransA : SA �A� SA ! bool TransA(s; a; t) � s a!A tFor basic as well as non-basic automata these elementary predicates are used to de�ne thefollowing predicates, which describe the set of external actions and the set of all actions ofan I/O automaton A.ExtA(a) � InpA(a) _ OutA(a) ActA(a) � ExtA(a) _ IntA(a)Parallel Composition. The actions, initial states, and transition relation of a parallelcomposition A = A1 k A2 are de�ned as follows, where SA = SA1 � SA2:InpA;OutA; IntA : A ! BoolInpA(a) � InpA1(a) _ InpA2(a) ^ :(OutA1(a) _ OutA2(a))OutA(a) � OutA1(a) _OutA2(a)IntA(a) � IntA1(a) _ IntA2(a)StartA : SA1 � SA2 ! BoolStartA((s1; s2)) � StartA1(s1) ^ StartA2(s2)TransA : (SA1 � SA2)�A� (SA1 � SA2)! BoolTransA((s1; s2); a; (t1; t2)) � if ActA1(a) then TransA1(s1; a; t1) else s1 = t1 ^if ActA2(a) then TransA2(s2; a; t2) else s2 = t2Hiding. The I/O automaton A = A1 n � is characterized by SA = SA1, the predicatesStartA � StartA1 , TransA � TransA1, and the following action predicates, where L(a) �a 2 � describes the set of actions to be hidden.InpA(a) � InpA1(a)OutA(a) � OutA1(a) ^ :L(a)IntA(a) � IntA1(a) _ L(a)Renaming. The I/O automatonA = rename�(A1) is characterized by SA = SA1 , StartA �StartA1 and the following predicates, where Ren(a1; a2) � a2 = �(a1) describes the renam-



4.4 Model Checking 59ing function �. InpA(a2) � 9a1: Ren(a1; a2) ^ InpA1(a1)OutA(a2) � 9a1: Ren(a1; a2) ^ OutA1(a1)IntA(a2) � 9a1: Ren(a1; a2) ^ IntA1(a1)TransA(s; a2; t) � 9a1: Ren(a1; a2) ^ TransA1(s; a1; t)Forward Simulation. Given translations for two I/O automata C and A a forwardsimulation between them can be encoded directly. Internal steps, a �nite sequence ofinternal steps, and a move are described by the following predicates:IntStepA(s; t) � 9a: IntA(a) ^ TransA(s; a; t)IntStep�A � �P : �s; t : (s = t) _ 9u: IntStepA(s; u) ^ P(u; t)MoveA(s; a; t) � (IntC (a) ^ IntStep�A(s; t)) _9u1; u2: IntStep�A(s; u1) ^ TransA(u1; a; u2) ^ IntStep�A(u2; t)Then, the existence of a forward simulation can be expressed byisSimCA � �P : �s1; t1: 8a; s2: TransC (s1; a; s2)) 9t2:MoveA(t1; a; t2) ^ P(s2; t2)SimExistsCA � 8a: InpC (a)$ InpA(a) ^ OutC (a)$ OutA(a) ^8s; t : StartC (s) ^ StartA(t)) isSimCA(s; t)Theorem 4.4.3 (Correctness and Completeness)Let C and A be �nite-state I/O automata with �nitely many actions, and let A be deter-ministic. Then, C �S A i� SimExistsCA = trueProof.First, it is obvious that the translation of I/O automata preserves the semantics, as the def-initions for k, hide�, and rename� are encoded in the �-calculus without any modi�cation.Second, the predicate SimExistsCA indeed expresses the existence of a forward simulationbetween C and A. The only uncommon de�nitions are those concerning executions, buttheir correctness is obvious as well: the least �xpoint is used to express a �nite execu-tion of internal steps, and the greatest �xpoint is used to express the correspondence of(possibly) in�nite executions. The actual forward simulation R can easily be constructedfrom SimExistsCA | provided it is true | by de�ning ti 2 R[si ] for all si ; ti occuring inthe corresponding executions. Therefore, one direction of the theorem holds because ofthe correctness of simulations (Theorem 2.4.6). The other one holds because of the partialcompleteness result for forward simulations w.r.t. deterministic speci�cations (Theorem4.11 of [LV95]). 2



60 Abstraction and Model CheckingExample 4.4.4The abstraction example 4.2.16 generated the model checker proof obligation CockpitA �SP4, where P4 expresses the property that Alarm and Info actions always appear in theright order. As P4 is a deterministic automaton, we may use the suggested translationto discharge the proof obligation. Actions and the automaton P4 are encoded in �cke asfollows.enum Alarms {PonR, Fuel, Eng};enum Actions {Alarm, Ack, Info};class Action {Actions act; Alarms arg;};class StateP4 {bool PonRin;};bool IntP4(Action a) a.act = Ack;bool StartP4(StateP4 s) s.PonRin = 0;bool TransP4(StateP4 s, Action a, StateP4 t)(casea.act = Alarm :(if(a.arg = PonR)(t.PonRin = 1)elset.PonRin = s.PonRin);a.act = Ack : 0;a.act = Info :(a.arg = PonR -> s.PonRin = 1) &t.PonRin = s.PonRin;esac);Note that the representation of I/O automata is very close to that in Isabelle (see x8.2),a translation is straight forward. Encoding CockpitA in an analogous way with state typeStateCo, start condition StartCo, and transition relation TransCo we can encode thedesired trace inclusion as follows.bool IntStepP4(StateP4 s, StateP4 t)exists Action a. IntP4(a) & TransP4(s,a,t);mu bool IntStepStarP4(StateP4 s, StateP4 t)s = t | (exists StateP4 u.IntStepP4(s, u) & IntStepStarP4(u, t));bool MoveP4(Action a, StateP4 x, StateP4 y)IntP4(a) & IntStepStarP4(x, y) |(exists StateP4 u1. IntStepStarP4(x, u1) &(exists StateP4 u2. TransP4(u1, a, u2) & IntStepStarP4(u2, y)));nu bool isSim(StateCo s1, StateP4 t1)



4.5 Conclusion and Related Work 61forall Action a, StateCo s2.TransCo(s1, a, s2) ->(exists StateP4 t2. MoveP4(a, t1, t2) & isSim(s2, t2));bool SimExistsforall StateCo s, StateP4 t. StartCo(s) & StartP4(t) -> isSim(s,t); 24.5 Conclusion and Related WorkIn this chapter we laid the foundation for an e�ective veri�cation of I/O automata viaa combination of theorem proving and model checking. We developed abstraction rules,which will be derived in Isabelle in x11. For the remaining proof obligations we presentedtranslations to �cke and the STeP model checker.The main characteristics of the abstraction theory is of practical importance: the interac-tive prover has to reason about steps only, whereas reasoning about entire system runs isleft to the automatic prover.In addition, a further rule allows to improve abstractions without modifying the chosenabstraction function. This can be done by strengthening the abstract model, if that appearsto be too weak to prove the desired property, or by weakening the concrete model, if thatincludes elements which are not needed to prove the desired property, but hinder theintended abstraction.Based on this further rule a methodology is proposed which allows to reuse simple ab-straction functions even for sophisticated liveness properties and therefore decreases therequired intuition.In addition to the usual correctness considerations, we provided a completeness theorem forthe safety part, which characterizes abstraction relations as means to treat implementationsbetween systems featuring merely external actions.Related Work. We �rst sketch the �eld of related abstraction theories. Closely related tothis work are the abstraction rules for TLA by Merz [Mer97]. In fact, our abstraction theorycan be regarded as a combination of the classical automata-theoretic framework [CGL92,Sif83, Kur87] with the ideas of [Mer97] to tackle the problems of liveness abstractions,which has then been adapted to I/O automata. From the theoretical point of view thetheory by Merz is very attractive, as it is formulated in the uniform setting of temporallogic. Therefore, the rules make no distinction between system and property speci�cations.From a practical point of view, however, we argue that it is more adequate to treat safetyaspects with explicit automata and use temporal formulas merely for liveness conditions.In particular, our theory features rules for porperties both expressed as automata or as



62 Abstraction and Model Checkingtemporal formulas. Another distinguishing feature between [Mer97] and our work is thatthe reduction from temporal formulas to step predicates is more complicated in our context.This is again due to the theory of I/O automata, which in comparison to TLA features asimpler basic model, but in return gets a more sophisticated re�nement (resp. abstraction)concept. Recall the discussion of this topic in x3.4.As mentioned above, the main ideas from the standard literature on abstraction [CGL92,Sif83, Kur87] are covered by our theory, but we have to deal with a di�erent setting. Forexample we employ a linear-time instead of a branching-time temporal logic and work withexplicit actions instead of standard Kripke structures.Orthogonal to our theory are approaches that deal with data abstraction and data inde-pendence [SLW95, Wol86]. They would correspond to a notion of action re�nement, justlike our abstraction theory corresponds to state re�nement. Up to our knowledge, however,such notions do not exist for I/O automata. Further work should investigate how interfacere�nement available for other formalisms, e.g. for FOCUS [BDD+93], carries over to I/Oautomata.Further approaches aim at transfering the ideas of abstract interpretation to abstraction[DGG97, Kel95]. They propose speci�c abstraction relations which are remarkably pow-erful, but usually require more intuition from the proof designer. Until now it is an openquestion whether such abstractions can easily be found in practice.Abstraction theories brought up the idea to combine theorem proving and model checking.At �rst this has been done for case studies where the interactive and automatic provers werenot actually integrated [Hun93, KL93, MN95]. Shortly after, several theorem provers havebeen combined with model checkers as external decision procedures [ORR+96, MBB+97].In contrast to our framework for I/O automata, however, usuall y only simple abstractiontheories are supported.Furthermore, some nontrivial case studies have been performed concerning the veri�cationof abstractions in theorem provers [DF95, HS96]. Interestingly, the experiences from thesestudies are quite di�erent. In [HS96] the soundness proof of the abstraction required almostall invariants that would have been necessary for the classical re�nement proof withoutmodel checker as well. In [DF95], however, a procedure similar to our methodology hasbeen employed, though only imformally justi�ed and not tailored for liveness. The resultwas encouraging: the interactive part could considerably be reduced.



Part II: Logical Foundations and Methodology
Chapter 5
A Methodology for HOL and HOLCF
In this chapter we �rst describe our presentation style for theories and proofs, that have beenperformed in Isabelle. The second part develops a methodology which allows the combineduse of Isabelle's logics HOL and HOLCF. In the chapters 8{11 this methodology will be ofvital importance for the formalization of I/O automata in Isabelle.
5.1 Introduction to IsabelleIsabelle [Pau94] is a generic theorem proving environment that supports a number ofobject logics. For the reader of this thesis it is not necessary to be familiar with Isabelle'stechnicalities, with its theory syntax or proof tactics. Both object logics used, Isabelle/HOLand Isabelle/HOLCF, provide together with Isabelle's syntax facilities an expressive andreadable speci�cation formalism. To improve readability even further the syntax has beenslightly tuned in this thesis. Furthermore, proofs are reproduced in a natural language style.For the Isabelle expert, however, it should be straightforward to identify the correspondencebetween the text proofs and concrete tactics.The aim of the following subsections is to explain how de�nitions and proofs, which havebeen performed in Isabelle, are presented in this text. In addition, we give an impressionof the basic ideas of Isabelle.



64 A Methodology for HOL and HOLCF5.1.1 The HOL LogicIsabelle/HOL is Isabelle's instantiation of Higher Order Logic and is very close to Gor-don's HOL system [GM93]. In this thesis HOL is short for Isabelle/HOL. HOL is basedon Church's formulation of simple type theory [Chu40], which has been augmented bypolymorphism, type classes like in Haskell, and extension mechanisms for de�ning newconstants and types. The syntax is that of simply typed �-calculus with an ML-style �rstorder language of types.Types. The syntax of types in HOL is given by� ::= v j (�1; :::; �n)twhere � , �1; :::; �n range over types, v ranges over type variables, and t ranges over n-arytype constructors (n � 0). We usually drop the parentheses if n 2 f0; 1g. Greek letters(e.g. �; �) are generally used for type variables, and sans serif identi�ers (e.g. list, set) areused for type operators. Binary constructors are often written in�x, e.g. function typesas � ! �, which associate to the right. Type abbreviations � = (�1; : : : ; �n)t simplyintroduce aliases for already existing types.Further type constants used in this thesis are the basic types nat and bool, and the poly-morphic types (�)set, �� � and (�) list.Terms. The syntax of terms in HOL is given byM ::= c j v j (t u) j�v : twhere c ranges over constants, v ranges over variables, and t and u range over terms. Sansserif identi�ers (e.g. a, b, c) and non-alphabetical symbols (e.g. ), =, 8) are generallyused for constants, and italic identi�ers (e.g. x ; y ; z ) are used for variables. As usual,application associates to the left and binds most tightly. If there is no nested application,we sometimes rather write t(u) instead of t u. An abstraction body ranges from the dotas far to the right as possible. Nested abstractions like �x : �y : t are abbreviated to �x y : t .Abstractions over pairs are written as �(p1; p2): t .Every term in HOL denotes a total function and has to be well-typed. Writing t :: �indicates explicitly that the term t is of type � . Each constant c has a a type scheme �associated with it and is well typed with any substitution instance of �. Typing rules forabstractions and applications require that �x : t :: �1 ! �2, provided that x :: �1 and t :: �2,and that (t u) :: �2, provided that t :: �1 ! �2 and t :: �1. It follows that the type of a termis uniquely determined by the types of constants and variables it contains. Note that typeinference is decidable in that setting.



5.1 Introduction to Isabelle 65We proceed by introducing syntax for speci�c constants. Lists are constructed using the\cons" operator : and the empty list [ ]. Instead of a1 : : : : : an : [ ] we write [a1; : : : ; an ]as usual. Operators on lists include @ (concatenation), hd; tl, length, map, 2, and �lter.For �lter (�x : P(x )) xs we write [x 2 xs: P(x )] . Tuples are pairs (with projections fst andsnd) nested to the right, e.g. (a; b; c) = (a; (b; c)). Natural numbers are equipped withthe operators 0, Suc, +, and �. Operators on sets include 2, \, [, n. Set comprehensionhas the shape fx j Pg where x is a variable and P a predicate. More generally wewrite ft jx1;:::;xn Pg where t is an arbitrary term and x1; : : : ; xn are those variables whichdetermine the set of values t x1 : : : xn that satisfy P . For relations R the notation R[a]means fb:(a; b) 2 Rg. Function composition is de�ned as (f �g)(x ) = f (g(x )). Conditionalexpressions are written if AthenB elseC . For local de�nitions a let construct is available,and for case distinctions the syntax (case e of c1 ) e1 j : : : j cn ) en) is used.Formulae. Any term of type bool is called a formula. The standard logical connectivesand quanti�ers can be de�ned as �-terms and have the normal syntax (8, 9, :, =, ^, _,),True, False), where earlier in�xes in this list have stronger binding power than later ones.Hilbert's choice operator " is a primitive constant of HOL, its behavior is characterized bythe following rule: P(t)) P(" x :P(x )). The term " x :P(x ) denotes a �xed, but unknownvalue satisfying P . Such a description is always meaningful, but is only useful in proofs, ifthe existence of a value satisfying P can be guaranteed.Nested 8's are abbreviated like nested �'s. For pairs and sets in conjunction with quanti�ersthere are extended notations, e.g. 8(p1; p2) 2 S : P .Theories. A theory consists of a signature (type and constant declarations) and a set ofaxioms. A type constructor t of arity n is declared by writing (�1; : : : ; �n)t and a constantc of type scheme � is introduced by writing c :: �.Axioms are introduced via two canonical ways, concerning type and constant de�nitions.First, constants c are de�ned by c � t , where t has to be well-formed w.r.t. the signature,c must not appear in t , and all type variables on the right-hand side have also to appear onthe left-hand side. In practice, there is a less restrictive version of this de�nition scheme.First, it allows arguments of c to appear on the left, thereby abbreviating a string of�-abstractions. Second, arguments of a pair type may explicitly written as pairs. Forexample, the projection function fst could be de�ned as follows:fst (p1; p2) � p1Isabelle allows also inductive de�nitions using the keyword inductive, which specify theleast setR closed under given rules. Such de�nitions are broken down to canonical constantde�nitions via a �xpoint construction.Furthermore, types � may be de�ned by demanding them to be isomorphic to some non-empty subset of an already existing type. For the reader of this thesis this de�nition



66 A Methodology for HOL and HOLCFmechanism will not appear explicitly, but merely under the surface of inductive datatypede�nitions, supported by HOL's datatype package. The datatype package allows to de�nerecursive datatypes in an ML-style syntax, and generates freeness theorems and inductionrules. For example, lists could be de�ned asdatatype (�) list = [ ] j � : (�) listIt is possible to de�ne primitive recursion on these datatypes using the keyword primrec.Another type, which will be frequently used, is de�ned asdatatype (�)option = None j Some(�)It has an unpacking function the : (�) option ! � such that the (Some x ) = x andthe None = arbitrary where arbitrary is an unknown value.If only these two de�nition schemes, concerning types and constants de�nitions, are em-ployed to introduce new axioms for a theory, the theory extension is guaranteed to bede�nitional. This ensures that no semantic inconsistencies can be introduced. It is one ofthe main characteristics of this thesis that all the theories developed are based on de�ni-tional theory extensions.5.1.2 The HOLCF LogicIsabelle/HOLCF [MNOS98, Reg95, Reg94] (for short HOLCF) conservatively extends HOLwith concepts of domain theory such as complete partial orders, continuous functions anda �xpoint operator. By this means it supports reasoning in Scott's Logic for ComputableFunctions [SG90, Win93]. The logic of the Cambridge LCF prover [Pau87] constitutesa proper sublanguage of HOLCF. Whereas HOL is restricted to total functions, HOLCFallows arbitrary recursive function de�nitions and is therefore especially useful for handlingin�nite or partial objects.Partial Orders as Type Classes. HOLCF uses Isabelle's type classes [Wen97] to dis-tinguish HOL and LCF types. Type classes classify types just like types classify values.Given a type � and a class C , the notation � :: C or simply �C means that � is of class C .Classes are partially ordered. The class of all HOL types is called term; it is the greatestelement in the class hierarchy and the default type class in HOL.For example, there is a type class po of partial orders which is de�ned as follows given apolymorphic constant v :: �! �! bool for every HOL type �:class po < termreexive x v xtransitive x v y ^ y v z ) x v zantisymmetric x v y ^ y v x ) x = y



5.1 Introduction to Isabelle 67Starting from these axioms, we may derive further theorems about v which hold in anytype of class po.Just like in Haskell there is an instance declaration which tells Isabelle that some type isof a certain class. In contrast to Haskell, this comes with the obligation to prove that theaxioms of the class hold for that type. As an illustrative example, let us show that the setof functions from an arbitrary type into a partial order is again a partial order. First, wemake use of the overloading mechanism which allows the symbol v to represent di�erentorderings on di�erent domains. On functions v is de�ned as the pointwise extension of von the range type of the function:f v g � 8x : f (x ) v g(x )Given this de�nition, it is easy to derive the above axioms for po as theorems aboutpointwise ordered functions; call those theorems refl fun, trans fun and antisym fun.Then, Isabelle can be convinced that the pointwise extension of a partial order is again apartial order by declaringinstance ! :: (term; po)po (refl fun; trans fun; antisym fun)From this point onwards all axioms and theorems involving the generic v can be used forfunctions whose range type is of class po because the type checker now knows that thefunction space itself is of class po.HOLCF provides an entire hierarchy of type classes for speci�c partial orders. Next afterpo is the class cpo (complete partial order) which demands that every !-chain has a leastupper bound. The default type class of HOLCF is pcpo (pointed complete partial order),which is a subclass of of po, equipped with a least element ?. Furthermore, there is aclass ch�n that demands every chain to be �nite. Finally, there is the class at, which is asubclass of pcpo and ch�n and postulates the axiom x v y ) x = ? _ x = y .Continuity and Fixpoints. The notions of monotonicity and continuity are introducedaccording to standard domain theory [Win93] as constants of the following type:monofun :: �po ! �po ! boolcont :: �cpo ! �cpo ! boolFor continuous functions between pcpos there is a special type constructor, which is denotedby!c in contrast to the standard HOL constructor!. Furthermore, there are abstractionand application mechanisms for this new type with a special syntax (see Fig. 5.1).Terms built with these continuous abstractions and applications are called operations orLCF terms. The idea of introducing this LCF sublanguage is to use type checking fordetermining continuity as much as possible. The only points where continuity still has to



68 A Methodology for HOL and HOLCFfunction space type constructor abstraction applicationfull ! �x : t f tcontinuous !c �x : t f `tFigure 5.1: Function spaces in HOLCFbe handled on the proof level instead of the type level are due to the special �-reductionrule for continuous functions: cont(f )) (�x : f x ) `t = f tFor this case, however, continuity lemmas have been proved which are able to dischargeevery LCF term, and a corresponding proof procedure has been implemented. Thus, forthe LCF sublanguage reasoning about continuity is completely automated and hidden fromthe user.The �xpoint operator �x :: (�pcpo !c �pcpo)!c �pcpois de�ned as usual and enjoys the �xpoint property �x `f = f `(�x `f ). Note that theassumption of continuity, which is required for this equation, is incorporated in the typeof �x by using !c instead of !.From that de�nition the �xpoint induction rule is derived:adm(P) P(?) (8x : P(x )) P(f `x ))P(�x `f )As known from the literature [Win93] it includes the admissibility of P as an assumption.Admissibility of a predicate P is de�ned by the constant adm :: (�cpo ! bool)! bool andexpresses that P holds for the least upper bound of every chain satisfying P .Admissibility Check. In practice, it is of vital importance that admissibility proofobligations are discharged automatically. For this reason an admissibility check has beenimplemented in HOLCF, which is based on the following theorems.adm(P) ^ adm(Q) ) adm(�x : P(x ) ^ Q(x )) (1)adm(P) ^ adm(Q) ) adm(�x : P(x ) _ Q(x )) (2)8y : adm(P(y)) ) adm(�x : 8y : P y x ) (3)cont(f ) ^ cont(g) ) adm(�x : f (x ) v g(x )) (4)cont(f ) ^ cont(g) ) adm(�x : f (x ) = g(x )) (5)cont(f ) ) adm(�x : f (x ) 6v c) (6)cont(f ) ) adm(�x : f (x ) 6= ?) (7)



5.1 Introduction to Isabelle 69The �rst �ve theorems reduce admissibility obligations for a predicate P to continuityobligations for the functions occurring in P by exploiting the syntactical formula structure.Note that there are no structural rules for negation or existential quanti�cation, which isoften a handicap in practice. In the case of negation there is sometimes a way out, namelyfor the speci�c cases involving constants c or ? given by the last two theorems in the listabove.This check has been automated in Isabelle/HOLCF, such that every predicate P is auto-matically proved to be admissible, if in prenex normal form it does not contain any 9 or :(except for the special cases described above) and if every function occurring in it stemsfrom the (continuous) LCF sublanguage.If this syntactic check fails, there is an extension, which exploits the following two rules,namely the substitution theorem and the fact, that every predicate with a chain-�niteargument type is admissible:cont(f ) ^ adm(P)) adm(�x : P (f x ))adm(�x :: �ch�n: P(x ))By combining these two theorems we get the following rulecont(f )) adm(�x : P ((f x ) :: �ch�n))which has been implemented as a proof procedure that enumerates all such chain-�nitesubterms f (x ) and checks if they are continuous in x . The proof procedure is automaticallyused whenever the standard admissibility check fails. The example f `x 6= TT, where f is acontinuous operation and TT the known value from the at domain of truth values (whichwill be introduced formally in x5.2.3), may serve to illustrate this test, as it cannot bedischarged by the structural rules described above. See x10 for several further applications.Recursive Domains. HOLCF provides a package for the convenient de�nition of re-cursive domains [Ohe95]. It can handle mutually recursive de�nitions of free datatypescommonly used in functional programming, even in�nite ones with non-strict constructors.It determines and proves the characteristic properties of each domain de�ned, includingfreeness, as well as induction and coinduction principles.The HOLCF package, invoked with the keyword domain, works similar to the HOLdatatype package, invoked with the keyword datatype. Internally it is based on a gen-eralization of the type de�nition mechanism used in the HOL package tailored for Scott'sdomain theory. Speci�cally, for each datatype two axioms are introduced which charac-terize this type de�nition mechanism. A third axiom requires the limit of every chainapproximating a given element x to be x already. This ensures that the resulting datatyperepresents indeed the initial (i.e. least) solution of the de�ning domain equation. Thepackage will be explained in detail with the example of possibly in�nite sequences in x6.



70 A Methodology for HOL and HOLCF5.1.3 Presentation of Isabelle ProofsIsabelle does not distinguish between theorems and proof rules, both are represented asformulae. If formulae are of the form A1 ^ : : : ^ An ) P , we often employ a rule-stylesyntax and also allow A1; : : : ;An and P to be labeled. For example, the induction rule onnatural numbers would look likeA1: P(0) A2: 8x : P(x )) P(Suc(x ))C1: 8n: P(n) (nat-ind)which in this thesis is regarded to be the same as1P(0) ^ (8x : P(x )) P(Suc(x )))) 8n: P(n)We call A1; : : : ;An the assumptions and P the conclusion of the theorem/rule. If space isscarce, we write A1; : : : ;An in a vertical instead of horizontal list.Proofs in Isabelle are performed by backward or forward reasoning in a natural deductionstyle. Normally the overall proof structure is a backward proof, where we start with agoal and re�ne it to progressively simpler subgoals until all have been solved. Forwardreasoning is used to derive further facts from the assumptions.As an example for backward reasoning let us verify the simple equationC1: 8n: n + 0 = nabout natural numbers. We apply (nat-ind) in a backward fashion and therefore reducethe initial goal C1 to the two subgoalsC2: 0 + 0 = 0C3: 8m:m + 0 = m ) Suc(m) + 0 = Suc(m)which are both automatically solved by Isabelle via rewriting. As an example of forwardreasoning let us prove A1: P A2: P ) Q A3: Q ) RC1: Rusing the modus ponens rule P ^ (P ) Q) ) Q . First, we apply modus ponens on A1and A2 and get the new assumption A4: Q . Then, the same rule is applied once more onA4 and A3 which yields C1.Note how the handling of assumptions is presented in this example. Whereas Isabelledisplays every assumption after every proof step, we have simply recorded the change ofthe assumption list by introducing new assumptions via a new label. This shortens the1Actually, there is a syntactical di�erence in Isabelle between connectives of the meta-logic and theobject-logics and thus between rules and formulas. However, this di�erence can be neglected in our context.



5.2 Methodology for HOLCF 71proof description considerably and focuses the attention of the reader to the actual changesof the proof step.Apart from these basic proof rules, which are internally based on resolution and higher-order uni�cation, Isabelle provides two tools that work at a higher-level aiming for semi-automatic theorem proving. The classical reasoner performs di�erent styles of proofsearches using a tableau calculus for predicate logic. The simpli�er performs conditionaland unconditional rewriting and exploits contextual information. Both tools are sound asthey work by building proofs. The user may himself de�ne new proof strategies, so calledtactics, using operators called tacticals.In this thesis the presentation of proofs, which have been performed in Isabelle, followsrather closely the actual proof scripts, using the labeling mechanism described above.However, steps which are trivial for the reader, are omitted frequently. On the other side,the classical reasoner or the simpli�er sometimes perform steps that are not obvious tothe reader. In such cases, additional substeps are introduced in the presentation. In anycase, it should be straightforward to replay the proof scripts simultaneously with the proofdescriptions.5.2 Methodology for HOLCFIn this section we address methodological questions concerning the combined use of di�erentlogics. In particular, for the combination of HOL and LCF, we explain the importanceof a well structured approach o�ering di�erent layers. In consequence, we propose a wellde�ned interface between HOL and LCF.5.2.1 Methodological Treatment of HOLCFAlthough HOLCF is built on top of HOL, both logics were initially thought of as twoseparate worlds [Reg94] | HOL's set theoretic one of total functions and LCF's domaintheoretic one of continuous functions. Methodologically this means | at least for users |that HOLCF domains should not be mixed up with HOL types, and partial functions notwith total ones.Two reasons could support this philosophy: First, one of HOLCF's historical roots is theLCF prover [Pau87], a system which was completely restricted to Scott's logic of com-putable functions. A key idea of HOLCF was to build a copy of LCF with the maindi�erence that domain theory should not be axiomatized/hardwired, but represent a de�-nitional extension of HOL. Thus, from the tool builder's point of view HOL was not muchmore than the vehicle allowing a theoretical foundation of LCF. Second, technical problemswere to expect when merging HOL and LCF types and terms. In particular, the continuitycheck supported merely the LCF sublanguage.



72 A Methodology for HOL and HOLCFHowever, from a methodological point of view it is not at all convenient to stay either inLCF or in HOL. LCF provides much more sophisticated constructions, like domains andarbitrary recursion. In return, reasoning in LCF is much more complicated than in HOL.Furthermore, for many speci�cation and veri�cation tasks these sophisticated constructionsare not needed, or even disturbing. Not every type should be modeled as a domain, notevery function has to be continuous.What is desirable is rather the possibility to choose the adequate logic for each part of agiven problem. Furthermore, theories and proofs of HOL should be reusable in HOLCFas much as possible, as HOL provides large theory libraries and a well-established proofinfrastructure.Therefore we propose the following methodology in order to get a fruitful synthesis of HOLand HOLCF:� The speci�cation should be structured into di�erent logical layers, which are sepa-rated by clear and de�nite interfaces. Speci�cally, the order of layers should be HOL{LCF{HOL. This means that every term in HOLCF should obey the type structuregiven in the following �gure, where asterisks represent type schemes and vertical linesdenote logical interfaces.HOL LCF HOL� ! � ! � � � � � � � � !c � !c � � � � � � � � ! � ! �� The guideline for such a structure should be: express as much as possible in the HOLbasis (�rst layer), express as much as necessary in the LCF extension (second layer),use HOL again only to express properties about your speci�cation (third layer).Technically this methodology demands that HOLCF, being composed of HOL and LCF,has to be more than just the sum of its parts. The interfaces have to guarantee thatreasoning in a layer does not interfere with concepts of the layer above it. In particular,continuity in the second layer should not depend on the underlying HOL.In the following section x5.2.2 we present such an interface which is designed to ease thetransition from HOL to its LCF extension and provides completely automated continuitysupport. In x5.2.3 we will illustrate this method by introducing the domain of truth valueson top of the HOL type of boolean values.For the transition from LCF back to HOL additional concepts are not needed, but experi-ence shows that one should be very careful not to involve any LCF terms in the third layerthereby returning to the second layer again.



5.2 Methodology for HOLCF 735.2.2 A Lifting InterfaceThe simple key idea of the HOL/LCF interface is to lift HOL types to at domains, toextend functions on them in a strict way, and | most importantly | to prove that suchconstructions yield only continuous functions.Lifting of Types. We introduce a type constructor (�) lift that lifts HOL types to atdomains by de�ning datatype (�term) lift = Undef j Def �termand declaring the least element and the approximation ordering as follows:? � Undefx v y � (x = Undef _ x = y)Note that ? and v are overloaded and this de�nition only �xes their meaning at type(�term) lift. Both de�nitions together yield immediately the property which justi�es thedesired arity for (�) lift:instance lift :: (term)at (x v y ) x = ? _ x = y)Furthermore, we de�ne an unpacking function the :: (�) lift! � such that the (Def x ) = xand the(Undef) = arbitrary where arbitrary is an unknown value.As Undef plays the rôle of the least element, from now on ? is used in favour of Undef.Moreover, every theorem generated for (�)lift by the datatype package of HOL is reformu-lated with ? instead of Undef, so that Undef is completely hidden from the user.Lifting of Functions. In order to lift also functions on HOL types to continuous oper-ations on domains, we introduce the functionals lift-fun1 and lift-fun2.lift-fun1 :: (�term ! �pcpo)! (�term lift!c �pcpo)lift-fun2 :: (�term ! �term)! (�term lift!c �term lift)The former lifts only the argument type of a HOL function, the latter both argument andrange type. Basically, they extend HOL functions in a strict way. Technically they arede�ned via two auxiliary functions lift-fun01 and lift-fun02lift-fun1 f � �x : lift-fun01 f xlift-fun2 f � �x : lift-fun02 f xwhich have almost the same type as lift-fun1 and lift-fun2, merely di�ering in the typeconstructor of the produced function:lift-fun01 :: (�term ! �pcpo)! (�term lift! �pcpo)lift-fun02 :: (�term ! �term)! (�term lift! �term lift)



74 A Methodology for HOL and HOLCFThese auxiliary functions de�ne the actual lifting behaviour:lift-fun01 f � �x : case x of? ) ?j Def a ) (f a)lift-fun02 f � �x : case x of? ) ?j Def a ) Def (f a)The functions lift-fun01 and lift-fun02 are needed in an intermediate step in order to allowlift-fun1 and lift-fun2 to code the continuity of the lifted function into its type. This isnot possible before proving this continuity as theorems about lift-fun01 and lift-fun02, whichwill be done in the next paragraph. Once the continuity is established, we can derive thedesired behavior for lift-fun1 and lift-fun2, expressed by the following equations:lift-fun1 f `? = ?lift-fun1 f `(Def x ) = (f x )lift-fun2 f `? = ?lift-fun2 f `(Def x ) = Def (f x )Continuity Support. We present now some continuity theorems, which will turn outto form a su�cient HOL/LCF interface.Lemma 5.2.1 (Continuity of Lifting)The following continuity theorems hold about lift-fun01 and lift-fun02:A1: 8y : cont (�x : (f x ) y) A2: cont(g)C1: cont(�x : lift-fun01 (f x ) (g x )) (cont1) cont(g)cont(�x : lift-fun02 f (g x )) (cont2)Proof.In order to prove cont1 we apply the rulecont(f ) 8y : cont (f y) cont(g)cont(�x : (f x ) (g x ))which reduces the initial goal C1 to the subgoalsC2: cont(�x : lift-fun01 (f x ))C3: cont(�x : lift-fun01 (f y) x )C4: cont(g)



5.2 Methodology for HOLCF 75C4 follows immediately by assumption A2. C3 holds as every strict function from a atdomain is continuous: lift-fun01 is strict in its second argument x :: �at. C2 is reduced usingthe rule 8y : cont(�x : f x y)) cont(f ) toC5: 8y : cont(�x : lift-fun01 (f x ) y)Let us eliminate the universal quanti�er by assuming a �xed, but unknown c instead ofy . Then, we distinguish the two cases c = ? and c = Def(a) for some a. Unfolding thede�nition of lift-fun01 the continuity obligation holds trivially in the �rst case, whereas inthe second case it boils down to A1.The second rule cont2 follows by a similar argument. 2Note that the continuity of functions which are the result of the lifting functionals lift-fun1or lift-fun2 is given as a special case of cont1 and cont2, where g := �x : x and x does notoccur in f .Completeness of Continuity Support. In the sequel we explain why the theoremscont1 and cont2 are su�cient to discharge every continuity obligation about terms thatsatisfy the following interface prescription: every term is lifted from HOL to LCF merelyby the three functions Def, lift-fun1, or lift-fun2. The proof is by an inductive argumentover the structure of terms, but will not be given formally here. We merely sketch theintuitive idea.First, consider the case of a term which refers merely to the second and third logical layer.In long ��-normal form such a term t has the structuret = �x1 : : : xn : h f1 f2 : : : `cf1 `cf2 ` : : :where the fi are terms of the same structure as t and the cfi are LCF terms. For everycontinuity obligation cont(�x : t(x )) the type of variable x has to be at least of class po, asotherwise continuity is not expressible. Thus, x either occurs in the fi or cfi or nowhere.In the last case, the proposition holds trivially. In the �rst case the argument appliesinductively as the fi have the same structure as t . In the second case the rule cont(f ) )cont(�x : c (f x )) | which is part of the standard continuity check | is used to reducethe obligation cont(�x : t(x )) to a continuity obligation about a pure LCF term, which iscontinuous because of its syntactical structure.Now assume that t covers the �rst logical layer as well. As lift-fun1, lift-fun2, and Defrepresent the interface between HOL and LCF, this means that the cfi must have the formlift-fun1 f g , lift-fun2 f g , or Def f . Consider lift-fun1 f g �rst. Lemma cont1 together with thede�nition of lift-fun1 reduces any continuity obligation about lift-fun1 f g to the continuityof f and g , which have in turn the same structure as t . Thus, the entire argument appliesinductively.



76 A Methodology for HOL and HOLCFNote that this reasoning allows even an arbitrary switching between HOL and LCF layers.However, the interface prescription has to be respected, which means in particular that thecontinuity of variables x in an LCF layer beneath another LCF layer is restricted to thosex which have been lifted to a at domain. This is in general not the intended way to dealwith pcpo variables. Thus, arbitrary switching is prohibited from a methodological pointof view. This is the reason why there are not any continuity lemmas for cont(�x :Def (f x ))or cont(�x : lift-fun02 (f x )g). This in turn explains why lemma cont2 di�ers slightly fromlemma cont1. Besides, the argumentation for lift-fun2 is exactly the same as for lift-fun1.This �nishes the completeness proof for lift-fun2 as well.At �rst sight one may argue that a third lifting functional would be interesting which liftsonly the range type of a function and could be de�ned aslift-fun3 :: (�pcpo ! �term)! (�pcpo !c �term lift)lift-fun3 f � �x : Def (f x )However, this is not reasonable, as lift-fun3 is not even monotone in its second argument,which is due to the fact that the �rst argument f :: (�pcpo ! �term) allows a transitionfrom LCF to HOL, which cannot be supported continuously in general.Result. Therefore, by adding the theorems cont1 and cont2 to the continuity tactic al-ready available for LCF terms, Isabelle is now able to discharge automatically every conti-nuity obligation of mixed HOL and LCF terms, provided that all HOL terms are \lifted"into LCF using only Def, lift-fun1 or lift-fun2. The result is a well-de�ned interface betweenHOL and its LCF extension that allows to integrate HOL terms without the drawback ofmanual continuity proofs.5.2.3 An Application: Truth ValuesA major application of the (�)lift theory are argument types of recursive domain construc-tions. See x6 for the example of possibly in�nite sequences. Another nice example for theuse of type lifting are the operations on truth values, which will be introduced next.The type tr of truth values is simply de�ned by lifting the type booltr = (bool) liftThen, the truth values TT; FF;? are introduced by associating them to the correspondingboolean values True and False: TT � Def(True)FF � Def(False)



5.2 Methodology for HOLCF 77The continuous conditional expression | written as If tr then e1 else e2 | is obtained bylifting HOL's if b then e1 else e2 in the �rst argument.If-then-else :: tr!c �!c �!c �If-then-else � (�tr e1 e2: lift-fun1 (�b: if b then e1 else e2) `tr)We write If tr then e1 else e2 instead of If-then-else `tr `e1 `e2. Then, the logical connectivescan be de�ned easily. The negation neg is obtained by lifting : in both argument andresult type neg :: tr !c trneg � lift-fun2(:)whereas conjunction andalso and disjunction orelse are de�nable via the If tr thene1 elsee2construct: andalso; orelse :: tr!c tr!c trandalso � (�x y : If x then y else FF)orelse � (�x y : If x then TT else y)Theorems about these connectives can now be derived from theorems about the corre-sponding boolean connectives.



Chapter 6Sequences in HOLCF
We develop a theory of possibly in�nite sequences within Isabelle/HOLCF which will beused to model runs of I/O automata in subsequent chapters. By distinguishing total andpartial sequences it is possible to de�ne powerful functions like in�nite concatenation us-ing simple recursive equations. Using the interface methodology of the previous chaptersequence elements are formalized in HOL. This enables reuse and considerably increasesthe degree of automation. The package o�ers inductive as well as coinductive proof rules.For the latter we provide a tailored proof infrastructure and methodological guidance. Usingthese proof principles about 200 basic theorems have been derived.6.1 IntroductionExecutions and traces of I/O automata are modeled by possibly in�nite sequences. Inthe literature and our introduction to I/O automata in x2 these sequences are treatedinformally. When formalizing the meta-theory of I/O automata rigorously, it is howevernecessary to provide a formal sequence model as well. There are several possibilities forsuch a model. We decided to take lazy lists, formally based on Scott's domain theory.In the following chapter we will provide a comparison with other sequence formalizationstogether with a justi�cation for our design decision.Lazy lists are de�ned by a simple recursive domain equation using HOLCF's domain pack-age. In this setting arbitrary recursion is possible and induction as well as coinduction(take lemma, bisimulation) is provided. A further advantage is that sequences may pro�tfrom the powerful constructions in HOLCF, whereas sequence elements can be treated inthe simpler HOL. This is possible because of the interface methodology of the previouschapter. Furthermore, we will provide proof infrastructure and a tailored methodology forcoinductive proofs, which otherwise do not match recursive de�nitions. The entire sequence



6.2 Sequences as Recursive Domains 79package comprises a remarkable amount of theorems, which mostly have been derived veryeasily. A selection of the theorems is displayed in Appendix B.11.The chapter is organized as follows. In x6.2 sequences are de�ned using HOLCF's domainpackage. Furthermore, the de�nition of recursive functions is explained. In x6.3 the se-quence model is generalized to deal with HOL elements. Then, the proof principles areintroduced and explained by means of a simple example in x6.4. This reveals two situationswhere coinduction is more useful than induction: if the admissibility check fails or if thefunctions involved are more naturally de�ned corecursively. Both cases are dealt with froma logical as well as methodological point of view in x6.5 and x6.6, respectively.6.2 Sequences as Recursive DomainsIn the following we de�ne the datatype of possibly in�nite sequences (also known as lazylists) over elements of any pcpo type �. Note that throughout the entire section the defaulttype class is assumed to be pcpo.De�nition 6.2.1 (Type of Sequences)Using the HOLCF domain package sequences are de�ned by the simple recursive domainequation domain (�)seq = nil j (HD : �)# (lazy (TL : (�)seq))where nil and the right-associative \cons"-operator2 # are the constructors and HD andTL the selectors of the datatype. 2The domain package assumes domain constructors to be strict by default, therefore # isstrict in its �rst argument and lazy in the second. This means, that elements of the type(�)seq come in three avors:Finite total sequences: a1# : : : # an # nilFinite partial sequences: a1# : : : # an #?In�nite sequences: a1# a2# a3 : : :A number of theorems are automatically proved by the package, including case distinc-tions, strictness and de�nedness properties, the application cases of the selectors, and thedistinctness and injectivity of the constructors.In particular, a continuous case functional is de�ned, which uses the same syntax as theHOL case construct, and a take functional of typetake :: nat! (�)seq!c (�)seq1The sequence package is part of the Isabelle distribution and can be found on WWW underhttp://www4.informatik.tu-muenchen.de/~isabelle/library/HOLCF/IOA/index.html.2Note that due to technical reasons the symbol does not reect the actual Isabelle de�nition.



80 Sequences in HOLCFis introduced that is characterized by the following equations:take n `? = ?take 0 `s = ?take (Suc n) `nil = niltake (Suc n) `(a# s) = a# take n `sFurthermore, several proof principles are derived, which will be discussed in x6.4. For moredetails about the domain package, especially concerning its logical foundations, the readeris referred to [MNOS98, Ohe95].We are now capable to capture the three avors of sequences formally.De�nition 6.2.2 (Finite, Partial, In�nite)The set �n of �nite total sequences is de�ned inductively as the least set of sequencessatisfying the following two rules:inductive nil 2 �n (Finite-0) s 2 �n a 6= ?a# s 2 �n (Finite-n)Isabelle's syntax translation mechanism is used to write Finite(x ) for x 2 �n.In�nite and partial sequences are characterized by the following predicates:In�nite(s) � (8n: take n `s 6= s)Partial(s) � :In�nite(s) ^ :Finite(s) 2Isabelle's machinery for inductive de�nitions generates an induction principle for the pred-icate Finite(x ) which can in particular be used to derive the following characterization of�nite sequences: Finite(nil): Finite(?)a 6= ? ) Finite(a# s) = Finite(s)Alternatively, �nite total sequences could be de�ned directly by these rules using thecorresponding �xpoint de�nition. Then, however, the induction principle for �nite totalsequences has to be derived from the induction principle for non-in�nite sequences asprovided by the domain package (see x6.4). But this in turn is not possible | at least notby domain theoretic reasoning | as the predicate :In�nite(s) is not admissible.Let us now show by the example of the mapping functional how recursive functions onsequences can be de�ned.



6.2 Sequences as Recursive Domains 81De�nition 6.2.3 (Mapping Function)The mapping functional smap3 has typesmap :: (�!c �)!c (�)seq!c (�)seqand is de�ned as the following �xpoint:smap � �x `(�h: (�f : �s: case s ofnil ) nilj x # xs ) (f `x )# (h `f `xs)) 2The recursive equations characterizing this function are obtained in a generic way using atactic which essentially requires the �xpoint theorem and the continuity of the body of the�xpoint. In the case of smap the latter is trivially ful�lled because the function f and thecase distinction are continuous by their de�nition using the type constructor !c.Corollary 6.2.4The following recursive equations characterize smap:smap `f `? = ?smap `f `nil = nila 6= ? ) smap `f `(a# s) = (f `a)# smap `f `sAs this characterization is derived automatically, we will not give the �xpoint de�nition forfuture function de�nitions, but introduce them simply by the resulting recursive equations.De�nition 6.2.5 (Further Recursive Functions)Filtering and �nite/in�nite concatenation are de�ned as follows:s�lter :: (�!c tr)!c (�)seq!c (�)seqsconc :: (�)seq!c (�)seq!c (�)seqsatten :: ((�)seq)seq!c (�)seqWe write x � y for sconc `x `y . The characterizing recursive equations are derived imme-diately. s�lter `P `? = ?s�lter `P `nil = nila 6= ? ) s�lter `P `(a# s) = If P `a then a# s�lter `P `selse s�lter `P `s3The names of recursive functions on sequences are preceded by a 's' in order to distinguish them fromthe corresponding functions on lists.



82 Sequences in HOLCF? � s = ?nil � s = x(a# s) � t = a#(s � t)satten `? = ?satten `nil = nilsatten `(s# ss) = s � satten `ss 2Further recursive functions de�ned include stakewhile; sdropwhile and slast. They are de�nedin Appendix A in the way one would expect from functional programming with lazy lists.Here, only the following important predicate is presented.De�nition 6.2.6 (Forall Predicate)The sforall predicate tests whether all elements of a sequence ful�ll a given predicate P .sforall :: (�!c tr)! (�)seq! boolsforall P s � sforallc `P `s 6= FFIt is realized by a computable function, the continuous predicatesforallc :: (�!c tr)!c (�)seq!c trwhich \runs down" the sequence checking P `x for every element x . The function sforallcis characterized by the following recursive equations:sforallc `P `? = ?sforallc `P `nil = TTa 6= ? ) sforallc `P `(a# s) = P `a andalso sforallc `P `sTherefore, the predicate sforall is true if sforallc terminates and returns TT (for �nite xs)or if it does not terminate, therefore returning ? (for in�nite xs). 2Apart from the domain theoretic pre�x v we de�ne a further pre�x notion.De�nition 6.2.7 (Total Pre�x)The notion of a total pre�x is de�ned as follows:� :: (�)seq! (�)seq! bools � t � (9u: t = s � u) 2



6.3 Sequences of Lifted Elements 83The two pre�x notions are in a sense complementary, the following rules highlight theirdi�erent characteristics: Finite(s) s v ts = t :Finite(s) s � ts = tThis means that for �nite total arguments v degenerates, whereas� makes sense only forthem. Note that in I/O automata theory the pre�x notion � is employed. Finite pre�xeswill as well be relevant for the corecursive characterization of recursive functions (see x6.6).Finally, we justify the design decision to model sequences in three avors (�nite, partial,in�nite) instead of only two (partial, in�nite), as done in [SS95]. Actually, there are anumber of advantages:1. We are in in accordance with standard functional programming of lazy lists [BW88].2. It is possible to de�ne the concatenation operator � in a continuous way. Thismeans, that for every partial sequence s holds s � t = s. If we restricted us totwo avors, however, � would not be even monotone. For example we would get? � a# nil = a# nil and b#? � a# nil = b# a# nil with a# nil 6v a# b# nilalthough ? v b#?. A continuous concatenation allows us to to reason about �via structural induction, which is the natural proof principle for sequences. Second,we can even de�ne the in�nite concatenation satten using � and reason about itvia structural induction. In�nite concatenation will be crucial for the correctnessproof of re�nements (see x9). Furthermore, a continuous � operation reects theintuition of sequences that are generated by any kind of computable device (see x7.6for a deeper discussion).3. The distinction between partial and �nite sequences will allow us to distinguish be-tween automata that terminate and those that do not terminate but go on producinginternal transitions.6.3 Sequences of Lifted ElementsThe de�nition of (�) seq requires the argument type � to be of type class pcpo, as thecomplicated domain constructions provided by the domain package do not work for moregeneral type classes in the class hierarchy. However, it will turn out to be crucial thatelements of sequences can be handled in a total fashion, as types of class term. Thereforewe introduce a new type of sequences that allows elements to be of any HOL type usingthe type constructor lift.



84 Sequences in HOLCFDe�nition 6.3.1 (Type of Sequences with Lifted Elements)Sequences with elements lifted to a at domain are de�ned as(�term)sequence = ((�term) lift)seqFurthermore, a new \cons"-operator for elements of type class term is introduced:Cons :: �term ! (�term)sequence !c (�term)sequenceCons � �a: �s: (Def a)# sWe write x^xs instead of Cons x `xs. 2From now on the default type class is assumed to be term. The following syntactic sugaris provided for the di�erent avors of sequences:syntax by de�nition abbreviation�nite total sequences a1^ : : :^an^nil [a1; : : : ; an !]�nite partial sequences a1^ : : :^an^? [a1; : : : ; an?]Recursive functions on (�) sequence gain from this integration of HOL and LCF types, asfollows.De�nition 6.3.2 (Recursive Functions)The standard operations are now de�ned with total functions or predicates handling ele-ments of type class term.Map :: (�! �)! (�)sequence!c (�)sequenceFilter :: (�! bool)! (�)sequence !c (�)sequenceForall :: (�! bool)! (�)sequence ! boolTakewhile;Dropwhile :: (�! bool)! (�)sequence !c (�)sequenceThis is achieved by lifting them to the corresponding partial functions or predicates.Map f � smap `(lift-fun2 f )Filter P � s�lter `(lift-fun2 P)Forall P � sforall (lift-fun2 P)Takewhile P � stakewhile `(lift-fun2 P)Dropwhile P � sdropwhile `(lift-fun2 P) 2Note that for the functions � , satten, and slast no arguments have to be lifted. There-fore, Flatten and Last equal their previous de�nition, just the parameter types have beenspecialized from �pcpo to (�term) lift (see Appendix A).



6.3 Sequences of Lifted Elements 85Lemma 6.3.3 (Recursive Characterizations)The recursive equations simplify as follows:Map f `? = ?Map f `nil = nilMap f `(a^s) = f (a)^Map f `sFilter P `? = ?Filter P `nil = nilFilter P `(a^s) = if P(a) then a^Filter P `selse Filter P `sForall P `?Forall P `nilForall P `(a^s) = P(a) ^ Forall P `sProof.The proofs follow a common scheme and are based on the following properties about Def,lift-fun2, and the truth values connectives:Def(a) 6= ? (Lemma 1)lift-fun2 f `(Def a) = Def (f a) (Lemma 2)a 6= ? ) (a andalso y 6= FF) = (a 6= FF ^ y 6= FF ) (Lemma 3)(Def(a) 6= FF ) = a (Lemma 4)If (Def b) then P elseQ = if b then P elseQ (Lemma 5)We only give the proof for the last Forall equation; the other rules follow analogously.Forall P `(a^s)= fDef. 6.3.2 (Forall), Def. 6.2.6 (sforall), Def. 6.3.1 (Cons)gsforallc `(lift-fun2 P) `(Def(a)# s) 6= FF= fDef. 6.2.6 (sforallc equations), Lemmas 1 and 2g((Def (P a)) andalso sforallc `(lift-fun2 P) `s) 6= FF= fLemmas 3 and 1g(Def (P a)) 6= FF ^ sforallc `(lift-fun2 P) `s 6= FF= fLemma 4, Def. 6.3.2 (Forall), Def. 6.2.6 (sforall)gP(a) ^ Forall P `s 2



86 Sequences in HOLCFThese examples demonstrate the general advantages of sequences whose argument domainsare lifted HOL types. Note that these advantages are due to the lifting of types and notto the atness of the argument domain.� Elements of sequences that do not need support for in�nity or unde�nedness can behandled in the simpler logic HOL | see e.g. the total �ltering predicate P | andlifted to domains as late as possible. Therefore, large theories and proof librariesabout HOL types, as e.g. lists or natural numbers, can be reused.� Not only elements of sequences but also the operations on the sequences themselvespro�t from pushing as much as possible into HOL. For example, the last equa-tion for Forall uses the boolean operator ^ instead of its three-valued counterpartandalso. Similarly, Filter uses the handy if b then e1 else e2 instead of the partialIf tr then e1 else e2. Therefore, proof tools tailored for two-valued predicate logic,like the built-in tableaux calculus or the simpli�er, can be used e�ciently. In ourexperience this represents the most important advantage, as it signi�cantly increasesthe degree of proof automation.On the contrary, an analogous tableaux calculus for a three-valued logic would needa completely new and di�erent design (see for example [AF97]).� Because of the speci�c de�nition of the \cons"-operator as x x̂s = (Def x )# xs, whichinvolves the Def tag enjoying the property (Def x ) 6= ?, it is ensured that all sequenceelements are de�ned. Therefore the nasty assumption x 6= ? previously neededfor every recursive equation involving x # xs can be omitted for the correspondingequations involving x^xs. This saves reasoning about a lot of unnecessary ? cases.Of course, it is as well possible to de�ne recursive functions directly on (�)sequence insteadof lifting a corresponding function from (�) seq. As an example see the Zip function inAppendix A.Frequently, we may want to perform recursion over the pcpo type of sequences with addi-tional arguments. In our setting, these arguments should possibly be of class term. Indeed,this is possible, but the order of the recursive arguments is essential: the pcpo argumenthas preferably to come �rst4. However, this contradicts our interface philosophy betweenHOL and LCF, which does not permit terms of the shape f `x y . Therefore, continuity isnot proved by the interface tactic presented in x5.2. Fortunately, for this special purposethe continuity lemma cont(f ) cont(g)cont(�x : (f x ) `(g x ) c) (cont3)which is easily proved, is su�cient and | more importantly | o�ers enough syntacticstructure to guide the automatic continuity tactic e�ciently. Therefore, continuity canfurther on be handled automatically.4This is due to a sophisticated reason which deals with the automated proof of continuity.



6.3 Sequences of Lifted Elements 87We demonstrate recursion with an additional argument of some term type by a frequentlyused example:De�nition 6.3.4The Forall-Trans predicate checks if all consecutive elements of a sequence are in a givenrelation R, provided that the �rst element is related to a given initial value x .Forall-Trans :: (�� �)set! �! (�)sequence! boolForall-Trans R a s � Forall-Transc R `s a 6= FFIt is realized by a computable function, the continuous predicateForall-Transc :: (�� �)set! (�)sequence!c �! trwhich is de�ned as a �xpoint. The following characterizing equations follow immediatelywhen using the extended continuity tactic.Forall-Transc R `? a = ?Forall-Transc R `nil a = TTForall-Transc R `(b^s) a = (Def (a; b) 2 R) andalso Forall-Transc R `s b 2Corollary 6.3.5The recursive equations for Forall-Trans follow from those for Forall-Transc:Forall-Trans R a ?Forall-Trans R a nilForall-Trans R a (b^s) = (a; b) 2 R ^ Forall-Trans R s bThe following remark concerning the de�nition of sequence predicates may be useful. Pred-icates like Forall-Trans cannot be de�ned directly as a �xpoint, as then the body of the�xpoint would not be continuous. Rather an auxiliary predicate like Forall-Transc has al-ways to be employed. This continuous predicate yields truth values ?;TT, and FF, whichcan then be mapped in the desired manner to the boolean values True and False.Therefore, all sequence predicates are de�ned via the common scheme f `s 6= FF or f `s 6=TT . Note that this speci�c form relaxes admissibility problems considerably: as s 6=FF and s 6= TT are chain-�nite predicates, the extended admissibility check in x5.1.2discharges every predicate of this form automatically, if f `s is continuous. Therefore,sequence predicates may occur either in positive or negated form without causing anyadmissibility problems.



88 Sequences in HOLCF6.4 Proof Principles and ExamplesIn this section we present the proof rules that are available for sequences of lifted elements.We illustrate them by a simple example and raise the question of selecting the most ap-propriate proof rule in a given context. This question is then dealt with in detail in thetwo subsequent sections.Apart from the �nite induction rule (�n-induct), which has been derived by the inductivede�nition of Finite, all proof principles are essentially proved by the HOLCF domain pack-age. They merely had to be adapted to deal with sequences of lifted elements, i.e. of type(�)sequence instead (�)seq.Theorem 6.4.1 (Proof Principles)The standard proof principle is structural induction:adm(P) P(?) P(nil) 8a s: P(s)) P(a^s)P(t) (induct)Additionally, there is the analogous rule for the �nite caseP(nil) 8a s: P(s) ^ Finite(s)) P(a^s)Finite(t)) P(t) (�n-induct)and the non-in�nite case:P(nil) P(?) 8a s: P(s) ^ :In�nite(s)) P(a^s):In�nite(t)) P(t) (noninf -induct)Furthermore, the take lemma8n: take n `s = take n `ts = t (take-lemma)and the bisimulation rule, which follows easily from the take lemma, are available.bisim(R) (s; t) 2 Rs = t (bisimulation)Here, the predicate bisim expressing bisimularity is de�ned as follows:bisim :: ((�)sequence� (�)sequence)set! boolbisim(R) � 8s t : (s; t) 2 R )(s = ? ) t = ?) ^(s = nil) t = nil) ^(9s s 0: s = a^s 0 ) 9b t 0: t = b^t 0 ^ (s 0; t 0) 2 R ^ a = b)Take lemma and bisimulation hold as well when replacing everywhere = by v. 2



6.4 Proof Principles and Examples 89We demonstrate by a simple example the use of the two most important proof principles,structural induction and the take lemma.Example 6.4.2 (Example for Structural Induction)Let us prove the simple propertyMap f `(Map g `s) = Map (f � g) `sby structural induction. We get the following four proof obligations:C1: adm(�s:Map f `(Map g `s) = Map (f � g) `s)C2: Map f `(Map g `?) = Map (f � g) `?C3: Map f `(Map g `nil) = Map (f � g) `nilC4: Map f `(Map g `s) = Map (f � g) `s) Map f `(Map g `(a^s) = Map (f � g) `(a^s)C1 is discharged automatically, as all occurring functions are continuous. C2 and C3 aretrivially solved by rewriting with the equations for Map. Finally, C4 is true because of thefollowing calculations. Map f `(Map g `(a^s)= fEquations for Mapgf (g(a))^Map f `(Map g `s)= fInduction hypothesisgf (g(a))^Map (f � g) `s= fEquations for MapgMap (f � g) `(a^s)In Isabelle the entire proof is performed automatically by a tailored induction tactic thatgenerates the four proof obligations and discharges them via rewriting. 2Example 6.4.3 (Example for the Take Lemma)Let us prove the same property as above using the take lemma5. After applying it westrengthen the result by adding an explicit universal quanti�cation and get:C1: 8s: take n `(Map f `(Map g `s)) = take n `(Map (f � g) `s)Now we use induction on n, where the base case is trivial, as take 0 `s = ? for all s.Assuming C1 as induction hypothesis, it remains to show:C2: 8s: take (Suc n) `(Map f `(Map g `s)) = take (Suc n) `(Map (f � g) `s)5The proof using the bisimulation rule is similar, see Thm. 6.5.1



90 Sequences in HOLCFNow we make a case distinction on s, where the cases s = ? and s = nil are trivial, astake n ? = ? and take (Suc n) nil = nil. Therefore, assume s = a^s1. Then, the desiredresult is obtained by the following simple calculations:take (Suc n) `(Map f `(Map g `(a^s1))= fEquations for Mapgtake (Suc n) `(f (g(a))^Map f `(Map g `s1))= fEquations for takegf (g(a))^take n `(Map f `(Map g `s1))= fInduction Hypothesis with s := s1gf (g(a))^take n `(Map (f � g) `s1)= fEquations for takegtake (Suc n) `(f (g(a))^Map (f � g) `s1)= fEquations for Mapgtake n `(Map (f � g) `(a^s))Note that the universal quanti�cation in C1 is important, as the induction hypothesis isnot used for the n-th pre�x of a^s, i.e. the subsequence with indexes 1 to n, but for thesubsequence s, with indexes 2 to n + 1. 2The two proofs are surprisingly similar. However, there are technical di�erences. In the�rst case induction is done directly on sequences, whereas in the second case it is done onthe length of the sequence. In addition, in the �rst case induction deals with the inputsequence, whereas in the second case it deals with the output sequence. This is the reason,why in the take lemma proof an additional rewriting step with the \cons"-rule for take isneeded. Intuitively speaking, it pushes the added input element a to the resulting outputsequence such that the induction hypothesis concerning the output length can be applied.Therefore, the take lemma proof is a bit more circumstantial. On the other hand, it doesnot require admissibility.Therefore, we face the following methodological question: which of the proof principlesshould be preferred? Inductive proof principles (�nite, non-in�nite, general structuralinduction) or coinductive proof principles (take lemma, bisimulation)?Actually, the great majority of the basic sequence lemmas are very conveniently proved bystructural induction. We proved about 170 theorems, mostly by a single invocation of theinduction tactic. Therefore, at �rst sight it seems to be superuous to use coinductive proofprinciples in our setting. In fact, up to our knowledge there is no convincing argument fortheir use in the literature dealing with coinduction in a PCF setting [Pit94, BW88, Gor95],



6.5 Infrastructure and Methodology for Coinduction 91i.e. a context where functions are de�ned recursively. The only motivation given in [BW88]is the example of the iterate function which does not contain an explicit sequence argumentto induct over. This seems to be a rather arti�cial case. However, we have identi�ed twosigni�cant reasons for employing coinduction instead of induction:1. Sometimes coinduction is preferable if induction breaks down because the admissi-bility check fails. The application of coinductive proof principles (in such cases) is,however, not always as simple as in the example given above. The reason is that re-cursive de�nitions match inductive proof principles, whereas corecursive de�nitionsmatch coinductive proof principles. Therefore, we have to provide further infrastruc-ture, which allows to apply coinductive proof methods for recursive de�nitions aswell.2. In addition, functions occurring in the proof goal may be more naturally de�nedcorecursively. Therefore, coinductive proof principles are more appropriate. However,as domain theory does not support a corecursive de�nition style, we have to derivea corecursive characterization of the relevant recursively de�ned functions.We deal with these two subjects in the next two sections x6.5 and x6.6, respectively.6.5 Infrastructure and Methodology for CoinductionAs mentioned already, structural induction is a very convenient proof principle in oursetting, as it is well amenable for automation. However, sometimes the admissibility checkmay fail, as it does not handle negation and existential quanti�cation in general. As anexample see Lemma 6.5.2(1). In our experience it is in almost all such cases possibleto reformulate the goal to satisfy the admissibility criterion or to get by with the �niteinduction rule. In the remaining cases, however, it seems not to be advisable to proveadmissibility via its de�nition, as this then often becomes the hardest part of the entireproof. Instead, one should switch to coinductive proof principles, i.e. the take lemma orthe bisimulation rule.In such cases, it is not possible to apply the take lemma or the bisimulation rule directly,as they allow to treat merely sequence equalities. Equalities, however, are always automat-ically proved to be admissible, as we deal only with continuous functions. Therefore, wehave to improve the coinductive proof rules to cover negation or existential quanti�cationas well, if they ought to be of any use for tackling the problems mentioned above. We willaccomplish this, at least partially, later on.First, we restrict our attention to sequence equalities and recast Examples 6.4.2 { 6.4.3 inan abstract way. Speci�cally, we show f (s) = g(s) for sequences s using either structuralinduction, take lemma, or bisimulation. To make the points clearer we hereby restrict us



92 Sequences in HOLCFto functions f and g which obey a speci�c recursion scheme, namely one that correspondsto primitive recursion for �nite lists. We pursue three goals:� Demonstrate the use of the three proof principles in a schematic way.� Compare the power of the respective proof principles.� Elaborate the problems occurring w.r.t. coinduction in a setting featuring recursion.The following theorem deals with these goals for all three proof principles collectively.Theorem 6.5.1 (Comparison of Proof Principles I)Let f and g be continuous functions of type (�) sequence !c (�) sequence. Furthermore,assume that for every X 2 ff ; gg there is an hX such that:X (a^s) = hX (a) � X (s) ^ Finite(hX (a))Then, f (s) = g(s) is provable using either structural induction, take lemma, or bisimula-tion, provided the following respective assumptions are ful�lled:1) f (?) = g(?) ^ f (nil) = g(nil)2) a) Structural Induction: b) Take Lemma: c) Bisimulation:hf = hg hf = hg ^ hf = hg ^8a: hf (a) 6= nil ^ 8a: 9e: hf (a) = [e!] ^hg(a) 6= nil hg(a) = [e!]Proof.We apply structural induction, the take lemma and the bisimulation rule subsequently.� Structural Induction: The necessary admissibility requirement follows from thecontinuity of f and g , the base cases follow from 1). Using 2)a) and the inductionhypothesis f (s) = g(s) the inductive case is proved as follows:f (a^s) = hf (a) � f (s) = hg(a) � g(s) = g(a^s)� Take Lemma: After applying the take lemma and strengthening the result with anexplicit quanti�cation we get:C1: 8s: take n `(f s) = take n `(g s)In contrast to Example 6.4.3 we apply the more general induction rule8m: (m < n ) P(m)) P(n))) P(n)



6.5 Infrastructure and Methodology for Coinduction 93on natural numbers, and therefore have to prove C1 under the assumption A1:A1: 8m:m < n ) 8s: takem `(f s) = takem `(g s)After eliminating the universal quantor of C1, we make a case distinction on s. Thebase cases s = ? and s = nil follow immediately from 1). For the \cons"-case s = â s1it remains to show:C2: 8s: take n `(f (a^s1)) = take n `(g (a^s1)) (�)First, we derive the following lemma:s1 6= ? ^ s1 6= nil s1 = s2 8m:m < n ) takem `t1 = takem `t2take n `(s1 � t1) = take n `(s2 � t2) (take-reduce)Then, we get the desired result as follows:take n `(f (a^s1)) = take n `(hf (a) � f (s1))= take n `(hg(a) � g(s1))= take n `(g (a^s1))Here, we applied lemma (take-reduce) in the second rewriting step, which requires2)b), the �niteness of the hX , and the induction hypothesis A1. Note that the non-emptiness of the hX in 2)b) is required in lemma (take-reduce) as otherwise thereduction to a truly smaller m would not be guaranteed.� Bisimulation: For the bisimulation relation we take the \canonical" choice:R � f(x ; y) j 9s: x = f (s) ^ y = g(s)gTherefore, applying the bisimulation rule, the emerging subgoal (f (s); g(s)) 2 Rholds trivially. It remains to show that R is a bisimulation, i.e. to show:C1: f (s) = ? ) g(s) = ?C2: f (s) = nil) g(s) = nilC3: f (s) = b^t1 ) 9c t2: g(s) = c^t2 ^ b = c ^ 9s 0: t1 = f (s 0) ^ t2 = g(s 0)We proceed by case distinction on s. For the cases s = ? and s = nil C1 and C2 aretrivially true because of 1). Similarly, C3 is true because of 1) and b t̂1 6= nil^ b t̂1 6=?. Therefore, assume s = a^s1. Now, C1 is true, as hf (a) is �nite and thereforef (a ŝ1) = hf (a) � f (s1) 6= ?, which yields a contradiction in the assumption of C1. Asimilar contradiction is generated for C2 by f (a ŝ1) = hf (a) � f (s1) 6= nil, which holdsbecause of hf (a) 6= nil. It remains to show C3 for s = a^s1. From the assumptionf (a ŝ1) = b t̂1 of C3 we get with f (a ŝ1) = hf (a) � f (s1) and 2)c) the existence of an



94 Sequences in HOLCFe such that e f̂ (s1) = b t̂1. Therefore, b = e and t1 = f (s1). Therefore, it remains toshow: C4: 9c t2: g(a^s1) = c^t2 ^ e = c ^ 9s 0: f (s1) = f (s 0) ^ t2 = g(s 0)Instantiating c with e, t2 with g(s1), and s 0 with s1 we get the result immediatelyusing the recursion scheme for g . 2Therefore, comparing the proof principles it is obvious that proofs by structural inductionare the simplest in this context. A further interesting result is that the use of the bisimula-tion rule is stronger restricted than that of the take lemma. Whereas bisimulation requiresthat every input element produces exactly one output element (9e: hX (a) = [e]), the takelemma admits also more than one output element (hX (a) 6= nil).Both restrictions, however, are rather severe and are not ful�lled for many functions f andg . Take for example the Filter function w.r.t. a predicate P . If an input element a doesnot satisfy P , it will not produce any output. Rather we have :P(a) ) Filter P `(a^s) =Filter P `s. Therefore, it is not possible to apply the take lemma or bisimulation in thefashion proposed in Thm. 6.5.1 and Examples 6.4.2 { 6.4.3. The problem is that coinduction�ts well with corecursive de�nitions, but not with recursive ones. This is motivated asfollows. Coinduction essentially means to reason about the output elements producedsubsequently by f and g . Corecursion matches this proof style conveniently as it determinesfor every output element the corresponding input elements, if one exists. In our context,however, f and g are given recursively. This means, that for every input element thecorresponding output elements are determined, if one exists. Therefore, when applyingcoinduction, a neat correspondence between input and output is of advantage. Such aneat correspondence is given if every input produces exactly one output (as assumed inExamples 6.4.2 { 6.4.3) or at least one output (as assumed in Thm. 6.5.1). If this is notthe case, as for Filter, we have to re�ne the proof method proposed in Thm. 6.5.1, i.e. toprovide a more powerful proof infrastructure.In the sequel we will accomplish this by requiring the user to supply a predicate Q , de�nedon the elements of the input sequence s, that allows to treat the cases of empty outputsseparately. Concretely, Q should be chosen in such a way that it characterizes the �rstelement in s that produces a nonempty output by both f and g . Basically, the predicateQ incorporates the intuition which would have been necessary if f and g were de�nedcorecursively. In fact, we will see in x6.6 that Q can be found automatically if f and g arecharacterized corecursively.Before presenting the re�ned proof method we �rst need the following lemma.Lemma 6.5.2 (Subdivision of Sequences by Predicates)If a is the �rst element produced by �ltering a sequence s w.r.t. a predicate P , then s canbe subdivided into a �nite pre�x not satisfying P , followed by a (which satis�es P) and



6.5 Infrastructure and Methodology for Coinduction 95a su�x. Moreover, if not all elements in s satisfy P , then there is an element a with theaforementioned property in negated form.(a^xs) v Filter P `s ) (1)s = ((Takewhile (�x : :P(x )) `s) � a^TL `(Dropwhile (�x : :P(x )) `s)) ^Finite (Takewhile (�x : :P(x )) `s ^ P(a):Forall P s ) 9a bs rs: s = (bs � a^rs) ^ Finite(bs) ^ Forall P bs ^ :P(a) (2)Proof.(1) It is not reasonable to apply structural induction immediately, as the admissibilitycheck would fail: adm(�s: (a^xs) 6v Filter P `s) cannot be discharged automatically.However, we get by with a reformulation of the goal. Using the implication(a^xs) v Filter P `s ) HD `(Filter P `s) = Def(a)which holds because of the monotonicity of HD, we strengthen (1) to the followingproposition, which can easily be proved using structural induction.HD `(Filter P `s) = Def(a)) (10)s = ((Takewhile (�x : :P(x )) `s) � a^TL `(Dropwhile (�x : :P(x )) `s)) ^Finite (Takewhile (�x : :P(x )) `s ^ P(a)Note that the admissibility obligation can be discharged automatically (but only bythe extended admissibility check), as Def(a) is of chain-�nite type.(2) Similar to the previous proof, the goal can be reduced to (10) using the implication:Forall P s ) (9a: HD `(Filter (�a: :P(a)) `s) = Def(a))which is provable by structural induction. The admissibility of this implication isagain automatically proved by the extended check, as Def(a) is chain-�nite. 2Now we are able to re�ne the proof of f (s) = g(s) using either bisimulation or the takelemma by requiring a speci�c predicate Q . The following theorem shows that thereforethe restriction 8a: hX (a) 6= nil can be dropped for the take lemma proof. The bisimulationproof, however, still needs the former restriction 8a:9e:hX (a) = [e], and therefore appearsto be less powerful.Theorem 6.5.3 (Comparison of Proof Principles II)Let f and g be continuous functions of type (�) sequence !c (�) sequence. Furthermore,assume a predicate Q :: � ! bool such that for every X 2 ff ; gg there is a hX which



96 Sequences in HOLCFsatis�es the following equations::Q(a) ) X (a^s) = hX (a) � X (s) ^ Finite(hX (a)) ^ hX (a) 6= nil (rec1)Q(a) ) X (a^s) = f (s) (rec2)Then, f (s) = g(s) is provable using either the take lemma or the bisimulation rule, providedthe following respective assumptions are ful�lled:1) Forall Q s ^ :Finite(s)) f (s) = ? ^ g(s) = ?2) a) Take Lemma: b) Bisimulation:hf = hg hf = hg ^8a: 9e: hf (a) = [e!] ^ hg(a) = [e!]Proof.We apply the take lemma and the bisimulation rule subsequently.� Take Lemma: First, we proceed analogously to the proof of Thm. 6.5.1. Therefore,we apply the take lemma, strengthen the result with an explicit quanti�cation, andapply induction from m < n to n. Therefore, we have to prove C1 under assumptionA1 given as follows:C1: 8s: take n `(f s) = take n `(g s)A1: 8m:m < n ) 8s: takem `(f s) = takem `(g s)At this point, we do not make a case distinction on s as in the proof of Thm. 6.5.1,as the �rst input element in s may not produce the �rst output element. Rather wemake a case distinction on the predicate Q which characterizes according to (rec1)and (rec2) the �rst element of s that produces a nonempty output:� Case ForallQ s:{ Case Finite(s): From ForallQ s, Finite(s), and (rec2) follows easily by �nitestructural induction on s that f (s) = nil and g(s) = nil. Therefore we getf (s) = g(s), which implies C1.{ Case :Finite(s): From 1) we get f (s) = ? and g(s) = ?, which implies C1similar to the previous case. Note that 1) cannot be derived in general fromForall Q s and :Finite(s) by structural induction, as Finite(s) is de�nitelynot admissible. Therefore, 1) has to be proven by other means dependingon the actual Q .� Case :Forall Q s:The assumption of this case allows us to apply Lemma 6.5.2(2) which ensuresthe existence of values a, bs, and rs, such thatA2: s = (bs � a^rs) ^ Finite(bs) ^ Forall Q bs ^ :Q(a)



6.5 Infrastructure and Methodology for Coinduction 97Therefore, rewriting C1 with this equation for s it remains to show:C2: take n `(f (bs � a^rs)) = take n `(g (bs � a^rs))Using the facts Finite(bs), Forall Q bs, and (rec2) it is easily shown by �nitestructural induction that for X 2 ff ; gg holds: X (bs � x ) = X (x ). Therefore,C2 reduces to C3: take n `(f (a^rs)) = take n `(g (a^rs))Now we have reached a proposition similar to (�) in the proof of Thm. 6.5.1,and the argumentation is from now on analogous to there. This means that weapply lemma (take-reduce) in order to be able to apply the induction hypothesis,which �nishes the proof.� Bisimulation: First, we proceed analogously to the proof of Thm. 6.5.1. Therefore,we take the canonical bisimulation relation, apply the bisimulation rule, and get:C1: f (s) = ? ) g(s) = ?C2: f (s) = nil) g(s) = nilC3: f (s) = b^t1 ) 9c t2: g(s) = c^t2 ^ b = c ^ 9s 0: t1 = f (s 0) ^ t2 = g(s 0)Now we leave the proof of Thm. 6.5.1 and proceed similar to the take-lemma proofabove.� Case ForallQ s:{ Case Finite(s): From ForallQ s, Finite(s), and (rec2) follows easily by �nitestructural induction on s that f (s) = nil and g(s) = nil. Therefore, C1 { C3are directly ful�lled.{ Case :Finite(s): From 1) we get f (s) = ? and g(s) = ?, which implies C1{ C3 similar to the previous case.� Case :ForallQs: The assumption of this case allows us to apply Lemma 6.5.2(2)which ensures the existence of values a, bs, and rs, such thatA2: s = (bs � a^rs) ^ Finite(bs) ^ Forall Q bs ^ :Q(a)Therefore, rewriting C1 { C3 with this equation for s, it remains to show:C4: f (bs � a^rs) = ? ) g(bs � a^rs) = ?C5: f (bs � a^rs) = nil) g(bs � a^rs) = nilC6: f (bs � a^rs) = b^t1) 9c t2: g(bs � a^rs) = c^t2 ^ b = c ^ 9s 0: t1 = f (s 0) ^ t2 = g(s 0)Using the facts Finite(bs), Forall Q bs, and (rec2) it is easily shown by �nitestructural induction that for X 2 ff ; gg holds: X (bs � x ) = X (x ). Therefore,



98 Sequences in HOLCFC1 { C3 reduce toC4: f (a^rs) = ? ) g(a^rs) = ?C5: f (a^rs) = nil) g(a^rs) = nilC6: f (a^rs) = b^t1) 9c t2: g(a^rs) = c^t2 ^ b = c ^ 9s 0: t1 = f (s 0) ^ t2 = g(s 0)Now we return to the proof of Thm. 6.5.1 and proceed analogously to the cases = a^s1 described there. This �nishes the proof. 2Therefore, we have compared the power of coinductive proof principles and proposed a proofmethodology for them. However, the method is still restricted to sequence equalities. Inorder to be useful for problems for which the admissibility check fails we have to developextensions that cover negation or existential quanti�cation as well. Concerning existentialquanti�cation we will see below that coinduction is as useless as induction. Concerningnegation, however, we will now present proof rules that allow to treat sequence equalitiesunder an arbitrary assumption, i.e. we prove A(s)) f (s) = g(s). This seems to be a verycommon and useful property whose admissibility, however, is discharged only in rare cases,as A appears in negated form. We will restrict the presentation to the take lemma, as thecorresponding rule for bisimulation is analogous, but weaker.The two subsequent rules incorporate the main proof ideas of Thm. 6.5.1 and Thm. 6.5.3,respectively. However, they are more general (even apart from the additional assumptionA), as they permit arbitrary recursion. This is the reason why the application of theinduction hypothesis cannot be included in the proof of the rules. Instead, we give theinduction hypothesis as explicit premise in the rules and provide a lemma that allows toreduce the n-takes of the respective sequences. This lemma has to be used after applyingthe actual proof rule. Note that the theorems below have actually been proved in Isabelle,whereas the weaker Thm. 6.5.1 and Thm. 6.5.3 were merely described to motivate them.Theorem 6.5.4 (Take Lemma Proof Rule I)Sequence equalities f (s) = g(s) for sequences s can be shown under an assumption A(s)by the following proof rule, if f and g produce exactly one output element for every inputelement.A(?)....f (?) = g(?) A(nil)....f (nil) = g(nil) 8t : A(t)) take n `(f t) = take n `(g t)A(a^s2) ....take (Suc n) `(f (a^s2)) = take (Suc n) `(g(a^s2))8s: A(s)) f (s) = g(s)Proof.Simple generalization of the proof of Thm. 6.5.1. 2



6.6 Corecursive Characterizations 99Theorem 6.5.5 (Take Lemma Proof Rule II)Sequence equalities f (s) = g(s) for sequences s can be shown in general under an assump-tion A(s) by the following proof rule.ForallQ s:Finite(s)A(s) ....f (s) = ? ^g(s) = ?
Forall Q sFinite(s)A(s)....f (s) = nil ^g(s) = nil

8t m:m < n ^ A(t)) takem `(f t) = takem `(g t)ForallQ s1 ^ Finite(s1) ^ :Q(a)A(s1 � a^s2) ....take n `(f (s1 � a^s2)) = take n `(g(s1 � a^s2))8s: A(s)) f (s) = g(s)Proof.Simple generalization of the proof of Thm. 6.5.3. 2In order to apply the induction hypothesis in these proof rules, i.e. the �rst assumption ofthe third assumption, we provide the following lemma.Lemma 6.5.6 (Take Reduction)Equalities of sequence pre�xes of length n can be reduced to analogous equalities of lengthless than n if a nonempty coinciding pre�x exists.a = b s1 = s2 8m:m < n ) takem `t1 = takem `t2take n `(s1 � a^t1) = take n `(s2 � b^t2) 2For an example of how these rules are used see Lemma 6.6.3. Furthermore, they will be ofvital importance for the compositionality proof of I/O automata in x10.Finally, we show why these rules cannot be extended to existential quanti�cation. Assumewe want to prove the sequence equality 9x : f (x ) = g(x ) with x being of arbitrary type.Applying the take lemma leaves us with 9x : 8n: take n `(f x ) = take n `(g x ). In order toapply induction on n now, we �rst have to change the order of the quanti�ers 9 and 8.However, the needed 8x : 9y : f x y ) 9y : 8x : f x y does not hold in general. Therefore, thetake lemma cannot be applied in this context.6.6 Corecursive CharacterizationsIn the previous section we presented coinductive proof support for properties of the formA(s) ) f (s) = g(s). The motivation was the failing admissibility check for induction.



100 Sequences in HOLCFIn this section we deal with a further motivation for employing coinduction instead ofinduction: it could be the case that f and g are de�nable via recursion, though only inan awkward way, whereas a corecursive de�nition would be much more natural. Then wemay derive rewrite rules from the recursive de�nition, which characterize the operatorscorecursively. In such a case coinduction obviously is more appropriate than induction.However, up to our experience, it is not frequently the case that a corecursive de�nition ismore intuitive than a recursive one. The reason may be that functions are more naturallyspeci�ed by describing how they react on inputs than by determining the associated inputsto observed outputs. In any case, corecursive de�nitions usually | compare the experi-ences by Paulson [Pau97] | involve more case distinctions than recursive de�nitions. Inparticular, there seems to be no explicit example for a mandatory corecursive function inthe literature [JR97, HJ97b, Pit94, BW88, Gor95]. Nevertheless, we encountered an exam-ple during the compositionality proof for I/O automata, which we will use in the followingto demonstrate corecursive characterizations.De�nition 6.6.1 (Chop)The function Chop cuts a sequence s after the last element satisfying a predicate P . Itis given via a recursive de�nition by �rst �ltering s w.r.t. P and then remerging everyelement in s not satisfying P into the resulting sequence, up to its last element.Chop :: (�! bool)! (�)sequence ! (�)sequenceChop P s � Paste P `s `(Filter P `s)The merging process is de�ned by the recursive function Paste.Paste :: (�! bool)! (�)sequence !c (�)sequence !c (�)sequencePaste P `s `? = ? (Paste1)Paste P `s `nil = nil (Paste2)Paste P `bs `(a^rs) = Takewhile (�x : :P(x )) `bs) (Paste3)� (a^Paste P `(TL `(Dropwhile (�x : :P(x )) `bs) `rs)) 2At �rst sight it seems that Chop cannot be de�ned as a computable function at all, asrunning down the sequence one never knows when the last element satisfying P will appear.However, as the de�nition above shows, it is possible by running down the sequence twice:�rst the length of the resulting sequence is determined and then every element that hasbeen lost during this check is re-added. Nevertheless, a corecursive characterization ofChop is much more natural:Corollary 6.6.2 (Corecursive Characterization of Chop)The following rewrite rules characterize Chop according to the produced outputs.A1: Forall (�x : :P(x )) s A2: :Finite(s)Chop P s = ? (Chop1)



6.6 Corecursive Characterizations 101A1: Forall (�x : :P(x )) s A2: Finite(s)Chop P s = nil (Chop2)A1: P(a) A2: Forall (�x : :P(x )) bs A3: Finite(bs)C1: Chop P (bs � a^rs) = bs � a^Chop P rs (Chop3)Proof.� Chop1: From A1 and A2 we derive Filter P `s = ? using the sequence lemmaForall (�x : :P(x )) s :Finite(s)Filter P `s = ? (�)which is proved by structural induction. Then the result follows as given below:Chop P s = Paste P `s `(Filter P `s) = Paste P `s `? = ?� Chop2: Analogous to the previous case. Instead of (�) the following lemma is used:Forall (�x : :P(x )) s Finite(s)Filter P `s = nil (��)� Chop3: First, we derive the following sequence lemmas by structural induction.Filter P `(s � t) = Filter P `s � Filter P `t (1)Forall P s ) Takewhile P `(s � t) = s � (Takewhile P `t) (2)Finite(s) ^ Forall P s ) Dropwhile P `(s � t) = Dropwhile P `t (3)Then, the desired result follows by the following calculations:Chop P (bs � a^rs)= fDef. 6.6.1 (Chop)gPaste P `(bs � a^rs) `(Filter P `(bs � a^rs))= f(1), (��), A1{A3, Equations for FiltergPaste P `(bs � a^rs) `a^(Filter P `rs)= fDef. 6.6.1 (Paste)gTakewhile (�x : :P(x )) `(bs � a^rs))� (a^Paste P `(TL `(Dropwhile (�x : :P(x )) `(bs � a^rs)) `rs))= f(2), A1 {A3, Equations for Takewhile, (3), Equations for Dropwhilegbs � (a^Paste P `(TL `(Dropwhile (�x : :P(x )) `rs) `rs))= fDef. 6.6.1 (Chop)gbs � a^Chop P rs 2



102 Sequences in HOLCFUsing this new characterization of Chop we can now conveniently prove properties aboutit using the take lemma. The following lemma displays such a proof exemplarily. Notethat the three equations Chopi match directly the three cases that have to be consideredaccording to the proof rule of Thm. 6.5.5. In particular, the predicate Q can therefore befound automatically by resolution.More generally this means that the predicate Q can either be determined beforehand bycharacterizing every occurring function corecursively or case by case when a coinductiveproof principle is employed. We argue that an a priori characterization should only beaspired to if it is the more natural one. Otherwise, the predicate Q should be provided ondemand, as coinductive proofs will then be the exception.Lemma 6.6.3 (Basic Properties about Chop)The Chop operation has no relevance if a corresponding Filter operation is performed af-terwards. Furthermore, it is idempotent and commutes with Map.Filter P `(Chop P x ) = Filter P `x (1)Chop P (Chop P x ) = Chop P x (2)Map f `(Chop (P � f ) x ) = Chop P (Map f `x ) (3)Proof.We prove only (2) using the take lemma support provided by Thm. 6.5.5. The remainingproperties are proved analogously: they are slightly more complicated, as they involve notcorecursively characterized operations as well (Filter, Map), but follow along the same line.Applying Thm. 6.5.5 to (2) with Q := �x : :P(x ) and A := �s: True leaves us with twobase cases and the main case.Base Cases: For both base cases we may assume A1: Forall (�a: :P(a)) s.� Case :Finite(s): We have to show C1: ChopP (ChopP s) = ? and C2: ChopP s = ?.C2 follows immediately by (Chop1) using A1 and the case information. Therefore, C1reduces to ChopP ? = ? which again follows by (Chop1), where the assumptions aretrivially ful�lled.� Case Finite(s): Analogous to the previous case, using (Chop2) instead of (Chop1).Main Case: For the main case the proof assumptions and obligations are given as follows:A1: 8t m:m < n ) takem `(Chop P (Chop P t)) = takem `(Chop P t)A2: Forall (�x : :P(x )) s1 ^ Finite(s1) ^ P(a)C1: take n `(Chop P (Chop P (s1 � a^s2))) = take n `(Chop P (s1 � a^s2))



6.7 Conclusion and Related Work 103Here it pays o� that Chop is characterized corecursively, as (Chop3) matches C1 immediately.Concretely, the following calculations yield the result.take n `(Chop P (Chop P (s1 � a^s2)))= fCor. 6.6.2 (Chop3), A2gtake n `(s1 � a^Chop P (Chop P s2))= fLemma 6.5.6 (Take-reduction), A1gtake n `(s1 � a^Chop P s2)= fCor. 6.6.2 (Chop3), A2gtake n `(Chop P (s1 � a^s2))Given the (Chopi) the proof is completely automated in Isabelle. 2Lemma 6.6.4 (Chop is Pre�x Closed)The Chop operator is pre�x closed w.r.t. the two pre�x notions v and �.Finite(s)Chop P s � s (1) :Finite(s)Chop P s v s (2)Proof.The �rst proposition cannot be proved using the take lemma, as it involves an existentialquanti�er (s � t = 9r : t = r � s). Rather we employ �nite structural induction, whichis not hindered by an existential quanti�er, because it does not require admissibility. Theproof is nasty as Chop is easier dealt with coinductively than inductively.The second proposition is proved using the take lemma version with v instead of =, bymeans of a proof rule analogous to Thm. 6.5.5. 26.7 Conclusion and Related WorkWe described a formalization of possibly in�nite sequences as recursive domains in HOLCF.In the presentation emphasis was laid on logical design decisions and the methodologicalinfrastructure provided for the underlying proof principles.The following objections may be raised against the framework of domain theory: all typesmust denote domains; all functions must be continuous; admissibility obligations encumberreasoning. The contributions of this chapter, however, turn domain theory into a powerfulas well as practical and convenient vehicle for reasoning about sequences. In detail, thementioned objections are invalidated as follows:



104 Sequences in HOLCFFirst, the lifting datatype allows to employ domains only there where they are actuallyneeded. This contributes to more adequate formalizations, but increases as well the degreeof automation, saves reasoning about unde�nedness, and o�ers the possibility of reusingtheory libraries from HOL.Second, continuity indeed requires functions to be computable. This means that non-computable functions cannot be de�ned without leaving the LCF sublanguage. However,we did not encounter any non-computable function apart from the fair merge functionduring our extensive use of the sequence package in verifying I/O automata theory. Thisis, at least partly, due to our important design decision to model sequences as consisting ofthree avors instead of only two. This enables us, for example, to de�ne powerful functionslike in�nite concatenation continuously.Third, the notion of admissibility actually provides advantages rather than disadvantages.It allows to extend the familiar structural induction rule to in�nite objects modulo amerely syntactical criterion. This makes induction a convenient and easily automatedproof tool. Our experience with the syntactical criterion is quite encouraging: in almostall cases it was possible (sometimes by reformulating the goal) to satisfy this criterionor to get by with the �nite induction rule. In the remaining cases, it turned out to bemore reasonable to switch to coinduction than to prove admissibility by its de�nition.Therefore, we extended coinduction to deal also with properties for which the admissibilitycheck fails. Furthermore, we provided a tailored proof infrastructure for the take lemmaand bisimulation. This closes a gap which still existed between recursive de�nitions andcoinductive proofs. Previously it has merely been shown in [Pit94] that coinduction isin principle derivable in domain theory, which has then been implemented in the domainpackage of HOLCF [Ohe95] without providing the necessary infrastructure.Related Work. The entire following chapter is dedicated to discuss di�erent formaliza-tions of sequences. Here we merely mention some approaches that are, similar to our work,based on recursion.The domain package of Isabelle/HOLCF is also used by Schaetz and Spies [SS95], who pro-vide a formalization of streams for the development method FOCUS [BDD+93, Bro93b].However, their model consists of merely two sequence avors: partial and in�nite ones.This forces them to de�ne concatenation non-continuously using Hilbert's "-operator. It isby no means clear how to reason about this de�nition in a feasible way, or how to extendthis de�nition to in�nite concatenation. Nevertheless, most of the contributions of thischapter are easily (or have already been) transfered to their setting.Recently, Feferman [Fef96] developed a recursion theory and applied it to the formalizationof sequences. Similar to our sequence model, his solution incorporates �nite, partial andin�nite sequences. However, it does not require continuity. His approach has not beenmechanized in a theorem prover yet.



Chapter 7Comparison of SequenceFormalizations
In this chapter we compare the domain-theoretic sequence model of the previous chapterwith four further formalizations of possibly in�nite sequences in theorem provers based onhigher-order logic. The formalizations have been carried out in Isabelle, Gordon's HOL, andPVS, mostly in the context of system veri�cation. In the comparison particular emphasisis laid upon the proof principles made available for each approach.7.1 IntroductionSequences occur frequently in all areas of computer science and mathematics. In particular,formal models of reactive, distributed systems often employ (possibly in�nite) sequencesto describe system behavior over time. This applies to I/O automata, but as well toseveral further formalisms, e.g. TLA [Lam94], model checking frameworks [Hol91, CGL94,BBC+96], or FOCUS [BDD+93].Recently, there is a growing interest in using theorem provers to support reasoning in suchformalisms. This is the reason why the sequence model of the previous chapter representsnot the only e�ort to formalize possibly in�nite sequences. In this chapter we comparea number of such formalizations, which were carried out in theorem provers based onhigher-order logic. The aim is to draw conclusions w.r.t. appropriateness and applicability.Speci�cally, the following �ve approaches are evaluated and compared:� HOL-Fun: Sequences are de�ned as functions by(�)sequence = nat! (�)option



106 Comparison of Sequence Formalizationswhere the (�)option datatype is used to incorporate �nite sequences into the model:\non-existing" elements are marked explicitly by None . This approach has beentaken by Nipkow, Slind and M�uller [NS95, MN97], where it has been used to formalizeparts of I/O automata meta-theory. It has been carried out in Isabelle/HOL [Pau94].� PVS-Fun: Sequences are de�ned as functions from a downward closed subset of nat,where the cardinality of the subset corresponds to the length of the sequence. Thisis achieved by the dependent sum(�)sequence = PS 2 index-sets : S ! �where index-sets � (nat) set denotes the set of all downward closed subsets of nat.This approach has been taken by Devillers and Gri�oen [DG97], who also formalizedI/O automata meta-theory. It has been carried out in PVS [ORSH95].� HOL-Sum: Sequences are de�ned as the disjoint sum of �nite and in�nite sequences:(�)sequence = FinSeq((�) list) j InfSeq(nat! �)This approach has been taken by Chou and Peled [CP96] in the veri�cation of apartial-order reduction technique for model checking and by Agerholm [Age94b] asan example of his formalization of domain theory. Both versions have been carriedout independently from each other in Gordon's HOL [GM93].� PVS-Co: Sequences are characterized by an unspeci�ed type (�) sequence withdestruction operatornext :: (�)sequence! (�� (�)sequence)optionincorporating the intuition of HD and TL. A single axiom postulates that everyfunction f on sequences is uniquely determined by the outputs of f successivelyobserved by next. This coalgebraic approach has been taken by Hensel and Ja-cobs [HJ97a], based on the principles presented in [HJ97b]. It has been carried outin PVS [ORSH95]. Further coalgebraic sequence formalizations have been performedby Paulson [Pau97] in Isabelle/HOL and by Leclerc and Paulin-Mohring [LPM93] inCoq [DFH+93].� HOL-LCF: In domain theory, sequences can be de�ned by the recursive domainequation (�)sequence = nil j (�)# (�)sequencewhere the \cons"-operator # is strict in the �rst and lazy in its second argument.This approach is the one that has been presented in x6 and will therefore not beexplained here. It has been carried out in Isabelle/HOLCF [MNOS98, Reg95].



7.2 HOL-Fun: Functions in Isabelle/HOL 107In the comparison we consider the following �ve operations on possibly in�nite sequences:tl, map, length, concat, and �lter. Furthermore, we will develop a classi�cation, whichallows to evaluate all other standard functions as well. This guarantees a representativeresult for the general datatype of possibly in�nite sequences.The aim of any formalization is a su�ciently rich collection of theorems, such that inde-pendence on the speci�c model is reached. In our experience, this will not completely bepossible, for instance because one always wants to be able to de�ne new operations for thedatatype. Therefore we focus our comparison on the proof principles that are o�ered bythe respective approaches. Their usability, applicability and degree of automation are espe-cially essential for the user of the sequence package and inuence proof length considerably.In addition, speci�c characteristics of the respective logics are taken into account.The chapter is organized as follows. In x7.2 { x7.5 the four newly introduced approachesare described in brief. In x7.6 each approach is discussed for itself. Finally, x7.7 providesa comparison and the resulting conclusions.7.2 HOL-Fun: Functions in Isabelle/HOLIn the sequel we summarize the approach taken by Slind, Nipkow, and M�uller [NS95, MN97]using Isabelle/HOL.De�nition 7.2.1 (Type of Sequences)Sequences are de�ned by the type(�)sequence = nat! (�)optionFurthermore a predicate is introduced, which has to hold or every well-formed sequence:is-sequence(s) � (8i : s(i) = None) s(i + 1) = None)The None element of the option datatype represent \nonexisting" elements and is used tomodel �nite sequences. The is-sequence predicate avoids the case in which Nones appearwithin a sequence not as an in�nite su�x of the sequence only.Sequences therefore can be regarded as a quotient structure, where is-sequence characterizesthe normal form of each equivalence class. Of course, every operation has to yield a valuein normal form. This is the main disadvantage of this approach, as it is not straightforwardto construct the normal form for e.g. the Filter function, which will be discussed below.In the following we use several times natural numbers extended by an in�nity element.datatype nat1 = Fin(nat) j Inf



108 Comparison of Sequence FormalizationsIn particular, we assume that the arithmetic operations and relations on them (as e.g. +,�, <) have been extended accordingly. Furthermore, the cardinality # on sets is supposedto be expanded to cover in�nite sets as well.Functions on sequences are de�ned pointwise. This is especially simple if the output lengthis equal to the input length (e.g. Map) or if it can easily be computed from it (e.g. � ).De�nition 7.2.2 (Basic Functions)TL :: (�)sequence! (�)sequenceTL(s) � �i :s(i + 1)Map :: (�! �)! (�)sequence! (�)sequenceMap f s � f � sLength :: (�)sequence! nat1Length(s) � #fi : s(i) 6= Noneg� :: (�)sequence! (�)sequence! (�)sequences � t � �i : if i < Length(s) then s(i) else t(i � Length(s))Filtering is divided into two steps (see Fig. 7.1): �rst, the projection function proj replacesevery element not satisfying P by None, then the resulting sequence is brought into normalform. Normalization is achieved by an index transformation it, that has to meet threerequirements: �rst, normalization has to maintain the ordering of the elements, second,every Some(a) has to appear in the normal form, and third, if there is a None in the normalform, then there will be no Some afterwards. These requirements can directly serve as thede�nition for it using Hilbert's description operator ".De�nition 7.2.3 (Filter)proj :: (�! bool)! (�)sequence! (�)sequenceproj P s � �i : case s(i) of None ) Nonej Some(a) ) if P(a) then Some(a) else Noneit :: (�)sequence! (nat! nat)it(s) � " it : monofun(it) ^8i : s(i) 6= None) i 2 range(it) ^is-sequence(s � it)NF :: (�)sequence! (�)sequenceNF(s) � s � it(s)Filter :: (�! bool)! (�)sequence! (�)sequenceFilter P s � NF � (proj P s)The de�nition for it is a nice requirement speci�cation, but it is not simple to work with it,as for every " x :Q(x ) the existence of an x satisfying Q has to be shown. Theoretically, this



7.3 PVS-Fun: Functions in PVS 109Some(b) Some(a) Some(b) Some(a)s
itproj P s

NF � (proj P s)
Some(a) Some(a)None None

Some(a) Some(a) None None
: : :
: : :
: : :Figure 7.1: Filter function with P = (�x : x = a).can be done using proof by contradiction, as we are in a classical logic, but it is not obvioushow to do this in this case. In practice, an explicit construction seems to be unavoidable.In the subsequent approach PVS-Fun this index transformation will reappear in a similarfashion, and an explicit construction will be provided.Theorem 7.2.4 (Proof Principles)The standard proof principle in this setting is extensionality, i.e. the pointwise equality offunctions, where sequences have to be in normal form.is-sequence(s) is-sequence(t) 8i : s(i) = t(i)s = t7.3 PVS-Fun: Functions in PVSThe sequence formalization in [DG97] makes use of PVS concepts, which will briey beintroduced in the sequel. The notation we use for the PVS logic will stay as near as possibleto our previous presentations, although sets and types are identi�ed in PVS.The PVS Logic. Similar to HOL, the PVS logic [ORSH95] is based on higher-order logic,but type expressions are more expressive, featuring set-theoretic semantics. Whereas HOLallows only simple types, PVS o�ers mechanisms for subtyping and dependent types.Subtyping is expressed with the usual set notation, e.g., fn 2 nat : even(n)g is the setof all even natural numbers. The dependent sum P x 2 A : Bx | in which the secondcomponent Bx depends on a member x of the �rst set A | denotes the set of all pairs(a; b) where a 2 A and b 2 Ba . For example, if S i denotes a string of length i thensome members of (i :: nat�fa; b; cgi) would be (2; ab) and (3; bac). A dependent productQ x 2 A : Bx denotes all functions f where if a 2 A then f (a) 2 Ba . For example, if f is a



110 Comparison of Sequence Formalizationsmember of the dependent product (i :: nat ! fa; b; cgi), then f (2) = ab and f (3) = acbare type-correct. Furthermore, we use �0 and �1 for the �rst and second projection in apair, e.g., �0((a; b)) = a. Note that type checking is not decidable in this framework.To de�ne sequences we �rst need the set of all downward closed subsets of the naturalnumbers, called index sets.De�nition 7.3.1 (Index Sets)below :: nat! (nat)setbelow(n) � fm 2 nat :m < ngindex-sets = fbelow(n) : n 2 natg [ natNote that index-sets is isomorphic to nat1. We use index-sets to represent the possibledomains of sequences which are modeled as functions. Finite sequences are represented byfunctions whose domain is an initial segment of nat, whereas in�nite sequences are functionsfrom the entire natural numbers. This is achieved by a dependent sum of an index set anda mapping from that index set to the data set. The sets of �nite and in�nite sequences arede�ned with the use of predicate subtyping, where the predicate �nite describes sets with�nite cardinality.De�nition 7.3.2 (Type of Sequences)(�)sequence = PS 2 index-sets : S ! �(�)�n-sequence = fs 2 (�)sequence : �nite(�0(s))g(�)inf-sequence = fs 2 (�)sequence : :�nite(�0(s))gSubsequently, we will write dom(s) for the domain of a sequence s, and s(i) for the i -thelement of a sequence. bSc denotes the smallest element of the set S , and Finite describessequences of type (�)�n-sequence.Since index-sets contains �nite sets as well as an in�nite set, basic functions on sequencescan sometimes be de�ned without the distinction between �nite and in�nite arguments(e.g. Map). However, in other cases the distinction is still necessary to determine thedomain of the sequence function (e.g. � ).De�nition 7.3.3 (Basic Functions)TL :: (�)sequence! (�)sequenceTL(s) � let S = dom(s)nbdom(s)cin (S ; �i :: S : f (i + 1))Map :: (�! �)! (�)sequence! (�)sequenceMap f s � (dom(s); �i :: dom(s): f (s i))



7.3 PVS-Fun: Functions in PVS 111Length :: (�)�n-sequence! natLength(s) � #dom(s)� :: (�)�n-sequence! (�)sequence! (�)sequences � t � let l = Length(s); S = if Finite(t) then below(l + Length(t)) else natin (S ; (�i :: S : if i < l then s(i) else t(i � l)))Filtering a sequence s w.r.t. a predicate P is basically de�ned by an index transformationon ordered sets of natural numbers. Let witnessP s be the set of all indexes i which satisfyP(s(i)). Furthermore, for all ordered subsets S of the natural numbers let it(S ) be theindex transformation function satisfying it S i = j , whenever j is the i -th element of S .Note that it(S ) is as well a sequence, namely of natural numbers. Then s � it (witness P s)is the desired �ltered sequence.As an example consider Fig. 7.2. The goal is to �lter all symbols a in the sequence s =[b; a; a; c; b; a; : : :]. Therefore, P = (�x : x = a) and witness P s = f1; 2; 5; : : :g. Then, theindex transformation function it (witness P s) is represented by the sequence [1; 2; 5; : : :].Therefore, s � it (witness P s) = [b; a; a; c; b; a; : : :] � [1; 2; 5; : : :] = [a; a; a; : : :].De�nition 7.3.4 (Filter)witness :: Q(S ; s) 2 ((�)set! (�)sequence) : (dom(s))setwitness P s � fi 2 dom(s) j P(s(i))giso-set(S ) :: (nat)set! index-setsiso-set(S ) � if �nite(S ) then below(#(S )) else natgreater :: (nat)set! nat! (nat)setgreater S 0 = Sgreater S (n + 1) = if (greater S n) = ; then ; else (greater S n)nbgreater S ncit :: Q S 2 (nat)set : iso-set(S )! Sit(S ) � �i : bgreater S icFilter :: (�! bool)! (�)sequence ! (�)sequenceFilter P s � (iso-set (witness P s); s � (it (witness P s)))Note that the index transformation it in this context plays the same rôle as for HOL-Fun. However, here it is not merely de�ned descriptively, but given in a constructive way.Basically, it S i is de�ned recursively by removing the i smallest elements of S and takingthen the smallest element of the remaining set.However, there is a technical di�erence between the index transformations used in HOL-Fun and PVS-Fun. Whereas in PVS-Fun the index transformation is an integral partof Filter, in HOL-Fun it is separated into the additional function NF that generates the
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Figure 7.2: Filter function in PVS-Funnormal form. This is necessary and not only a matter of methodology. Consider an in�nitesequence s �ltered to a �nite one, say of length n. An index transformation in HOL-Funwould have to relate the Nones appearing for all indexes greater n to indexes of the originalsequences s, which is not possible, as s is in�nite. In PVS-Fun this is possible, as �nitesequences have indeed �nite domains, due to the construction by dependent types.Nevertheless, the index transformations are in both cases the reason why proofs aboutFilter tend to be tremendously complicated, although proofs about the previous sequenceoperators are mostly simple and straightforward.Theorem 7.3.5 (Proof Principles)The standard proof principle in this setting is extensionality, i.e. the pointwise equality offunctions, where the domains of the functions have to coincide.dom(s) = dom(t) 8i 2 dom(s): s(i) = t(i)s = tFor �nite sequences, rules for structural induction and induction on the length of thesequence have been derived as well.7.4 HOL-Sum: Lists and Functions in Gordon's HOLIn the following we present the approach by Chou and Peled [CP96] carried out in Gordons'sHOL [GM93]. Agerholm [Age94b] formalized a similar model that relies on domain theoryand is more elaborate. We will discuss the relevant extensions in x7.6.



7.4 HOL-Sum: Lists and Functions in Gordon's HOL 113De�nition 7.4.1 (Type of Sequences)Sequences are de�ned as the disjoint union of lists (representing �nite sequences) andfunctions from the natural numbers (representing in�nite sequences).(�)sequence = FinSeq((�) list) j InfSeq(nat! �)The twofold character of (�)sequence is reected in the de�nition of all operators on it. Formost of the basic functions it is su�cient to implement them separately for �nite lists andfor functions. As examples, see the following de�nitions of TL, Map, and Length, where tl,map, and length denote the respective functions on �nite lists.De�nition 7.4.2 (Basic Functions)TL :: (�)sequence! (�)sequenceTL(FinSeq l) = tl(l)TL(InfSeq f ) = InfSeq(�i : f (i + 1))Map :: (�! �)! (�)sequence! (�)sequenceMap g (FinSeq l) = map g lMap g (InfSeq f ) = InfSeq(g � f )Length :: (�)sequence! nat1Length(FinSeq l) = Fin(length l)Length(InfSeq f ) = InfWhenever it is not straightforward to de�ne operators separately for both representations,the idea is to stay in one representation as long as possible and to convert the resultafterwards. For the functional representation, for instance, there is a conversion functionseq, which takes a number n :: nat1 and a function f as arguments, and constructs thecorresponding sequence to f of length n. In the de�nition below, genlist f n is the �nitelist of the �rst n values f (1); : : : ; f (n).De�nition 7.4.3 (Function Conversion)seq :: nat1 ! (nat! �)! (�)sequenceseq (Fin n) f = FinSeq(genlist f n)seq Inf f = InfSeq(f )The concatenation function � , for example, is de�ned by means of this function. If �were de�ned using standard case distinctions on the arguments, one would need four casesinstead of two. In the following de�nition, nth s i denotes the i -th element of s.De�nition 7.4.4 (Concatenation)� :: (�)sequence! (�)sequence! (�)sequences � t � seq (Length(s) + Length(t))(�i : if i < Length(s) then nth s i else nth t (i � Length(s)))



114 Comparison of Sequence FormalizationsOnce more, Filter is the most complicated function to de�ne. This time, because it mayproduce both �nite and in�nite sequences from an in�nite sequence. Therefore, a connec-tion between the �nite and in�nite representation has to be constructed. It is achieved byde�ning Filter as the limit of all �nite �ltered pre�xes, which are in turn de�ned via recur-sion on lists. Therefore, the operation is essentially performed on the �nite representationand converted to general sequences in the end, just the opposite approach as taken for � .In detail, v and chains are de�ned according to the pre�x ordering. The limit of a chain cis the sequence seqn f where the length n is the least upper bound lub of all lengths in thechain c, and f (i) is the i -th element of the �rst sequence in the chain that contains at leasti elements. The function Filter P s is then the limit of the chain of all �ltered pre�xes ofs, which are produced by FilterChain. In the following de�nition, mk-list transforms �nitesequences into �nite lists, and take s i denotes the pre�x of s up to the i -th element.De�nition 7.4.5 (Filter)v :: (�)sequence ! (�)sequence! bools v t � 9u: t = s � zchain :: (nat! (�) list)! boolchain(c) � 8j : c(j ) v c(j + 1)limit :: (nat! (�) list)! (�)sequencelimit(c) � seq (lub (�n: 9j : n = Length(c j )))(�i : nth (c (least(�j : i < Length(c j )))) i)FilterChain :: (�! bool)! (�)sequence! nat! (�)sequenceFilterChain P s � �i : FinSeq(�lter P (mk-list(take s i)))Filter :: (�! bool)! (�)sequence! (�)sequenceFilter P s � limit (FilterChain P s)For instance, when �ltering all even numbers out of the sequence of squares [1; 4; 9; 16; 25; : : :]the resulting chain will be nil v [4] v [4] v [4; 16] v : : :. The limit of this chain is, of course,the in�nite sequence of squares of even numbers.Theorem 7.4.6 (Proof Principles)The basic proof principles are structural induction on �nite lists and extensionality forin�nite sequences. Using seq, proofs have to be split up as follows:8n f : P(seq (Fin n) f ) 8g : P(seq Inf g)8t : P(t)The following extensionality principle is also available:Length(s) = Length(t) 8i < Length(s): nth s i = nth t is = t



7.5 PVS-Co: Coalgebraic Lists in PVS 115For particular functions as �lter and � , the notions of chains, limits and sometimes con-tinuity are used to prove equality of sequences only by proving their equality for all �nitesequences.7.5 PVS-Co: Coalgebraic Lists in PVSIn the sequel we present the PVS framework for coalgebraicly de�ned sequences developedin [HJ97a]. Although the main ideas are reproduced directly, the actual encoding andpresentation has been considerably modi�ed and improved. Di�erences to the alternativecoalgebraic frameworks by Paulson [Pau97] in Isabelle and by Leclerc and Paulin-Mohring[LPM93] in Coq [DFH+93] are discussed mainly in x7.6.De�nition 7.5.1 (Type of Sequences)Sequences are characterized by an unspeci�ed, parametrized type (�) sequence with de-struction operator next :: (�)sequence! (�� (�)sequence)optionThe approach is in some sense dual to HOL-LCF. Whereas domain-theoretic sequencesare characterized by the constructors nil and ^, the next operation here incorporates theintuition of the destructors HD and TL, together with the additional output None, if thesequence is empty1.First, we describe the single axiom, which is stated to derive both a de�nition and a proofprinciple for corecursively de�ned sequences. The key idea is that functions f of type� ! (�)sequence are always de�ned via an auxiliary function h of type � ! (���)option.The desired function f is then obtained by \unfolding" h. The function h is called astructure map.De�nition 7.5.2 (Structure Maps)(�; �)struct-type = � ! (�� �)optionstruct-map :: (�; �)struct-type! (� ! (�)sequence)! boolstruct-map h f � 8s: next(f (s)) = case h(s) ofNone ) Nonej Some (a; s1) ) Some(a; f (s1))The intuition behind this de�nition style is exactly dual to recursive de�nitions in HOL-LCF. For any element s the structure map h is used to determine the next output elementof the desired function f , i.e. h either determines that the output is empty or produces the1We will de�ne HD and TL directly by means of next, as soon as the empty sequence has been de�ned.



116 Comparison of Sequence Formalizationsnext output element a together with the remaining rest s1 of s, which has still to be treatedby f . Recursive de�nitions, however, determine how the next input element is treated by f ,i.e. it is declared how the empty sequence is treated and how a possible input a is treated,where the remaining rest s1 is trivially determined as the tail of s.The following axiom states now that for every structure map h there is a unique functionf generated from h by unfolding.axiom 8h: 9! f : struct-map h f (ax )Subtyping is used to denote the only function f satisfying struct-map h f as corec(h). Theaxiom is sound because of category theory: it simply states that we deal with a �nalcoalgebra [JR97]. In the following the existence stated in (ax ) is used as a de�nitionprinciple for functions dealing with sequences. Later on, the uniqueness will be employedto derive the associated proof principle for sequences.As a simple example we de�ne the usual constructors nil and ^ using the inverse of next asthe structure map h.De�nition 7.5.3 (Constructors)next-inv-h :: (�; (�� (�)sequence)option)struct-typenext-inv-h opt � case opt ofNone ) Nonej Some (a; s) ) Some(a; opt)next-inv :: (�� (�)sequence)option! (�)sequencenext-inv � corec(next-inv-h)nil � next-inv(None)a^s � next-inv(Some(a; s))As mentioned above, the usual destructors are now easily de�ned.De�nition 7.5.4 (Destructors)HD :: (�)sequence! (�)optionHD(s) � case next(s) of None) None j Some(a; s1)) Some(a)TL :: (�)sequence! (�)sequenceTL(s) � case next(s) of None) nil j Some(a; s1)) s1Further de�nitions of functions f on sequences always follow the same scheme: in order toconstruct the structure map h the input sequence s is inspected to �nd the element whichis responsible for the next output produced by f . This is especially simple if the de�nitionis pointwise, i.e. if the desired input element is directly available as the head of s. Thismeans that a case distinction w.r.t. next(s) su�ces to de�ne h. Examples are Map and � .



7.5 PVS-Co: Coalgebraic Lists in PVS 117De�nition 7.5.5 (Map and Concatenation)Map-h :: (�! �)! (�; (�)sequence)struct-typeMap-h f s � case next(s) ofNone ) Nonej Some (a; s1) ) Some(f (a); s1)Map f � corec(Map-h f )� -h :: (�; (�)sequence� (�)sequence)struct-types � -h t � case next(s) ofNone ) case next(t) ofNone ) Nonej Some (b; t1) ) Some(b; (nil; t1))j Some (a; s1) ) Some(a; (s1; t))� � corec(� -h)The case is more complicated for functions, where the desired input element has to besearched in some way. The �lter function is an instructive example. In particular, forFilter it is possible that for some s the desired input element does not exist at all, as theoutput is empty, although the input sequence s still contains some elements. Therefore, thesearch process is not computable and cannot be \programmed". There are several solutionsout. In [HJ97a] the search is speci�ed declaratively. The de�nition is given below, wherethe functions nth :: (�) sequence ! nat ! (�) option (denoting the n-th element of asequence, if it exists) and Drop :: (�) sequence ! nat ! (�) sequence (denoting the n-thtail of a sequence) are de�ned by primitive recursion on the nat argument.De�nition 7.5.6 (Filter)holds-�rst-at :: (�! bool)! (�)sequence! (nat)optionholds-�rst-at P s � if 8n: nth s n 6= None) :P(the(nth s n))then Noneelse Some(least(fn j nth s n 6= None ^ P(the(nth s n))g))Filter-h :: (�! bool)! (�; (�)sequence)struct-typeFilter-h P s � case holds-�rst-at P s ofNone ) Nonej Some n ) Some(the(nth s n);Drop s (1 + n))Filter P � corec(Filter-h P)Inspired by the comparison in this chapter, Paulson extended his sequence model in [Pau97]by a �lter function where the necessary search is speci�ed inductively. Concretely, therelation between a given sequence s and its possibly existing longest su�x t , whose headsatis�es P , is formalized by an inductive de�nition. If it does not exist, the desired t is set



118 Comparison of Sequence Formalizationsto nil. This seems to be a convenient de�nition combining induction and coinduction in anappropriate way.De�nition 7.5.7 (Alternative De�nition of Filter)search-su�x :: (�! bool)! ((�)sequence � (�)sequence)setinductive P(a)(a^s; a^s) 2 search-su�x(P) :P(a) (s; t) 2 search-su�x(P)(a^s; t) 2 search-su�x(P)get-su�x :: (�! bool)! (�)sequence! (�)sequenceget-su�x P s � " t : (s; t) 2 search-su�x(P) _ (t = nil ^ s 62 domain(search-su�x(P)))Filter-h :: (�! bool)! (�; (�)sequence)struct-typeFilter-h P s � case get-su�x P s ofnil ) Nonej a^t ) Some(a; t)Filter P � corec(Filter-h P)Similar combinations of induction and coinduction are possible for in�nite concatenation,but have not yet been formalized in Isabelle.Theorem 7.5.8 (Proof Principles)The natural proof principle in this setting is the bisimulation rulebisim h1 h2 R (x1; x2) 2 R(corec h1) x1 = (corec h2) x2which is easily derived from the uniqueness stated in axiom (ax ). Here, the bisimulationproperty is speci�ed by the predicate bisim:bisim :: (�1; �1)struct-type! (�2; �2)struct-type! (�1 � �2)set! boolbisim h1 h2 R � 8x1 x2: (x1; x2) 2 R )h1(x1) = None, h2(x2) = None ^9x 01; x 02; a1; a2: h1(x1) = Some (a1; x 01))h2(x2) = Some (a2; x 02)a1 = a2 ^ (x 01; x 02) 2 RA take lemma can easily be proved via bisimulation.8n: nth s n = nth t ns = t



7.6 Discussion of the Individual Approaches 119Note that the bisimulation rule is more general than the analogous rule for HOL-LCF: thebisimulation relation is not required directly for the sequences s and t , which are shownto be equal, but only for elements x1 and x2 of arbitrary type, which then generate s and tvia two structure maps h1 and h2. On the other hand, the take lemma is weaker than thecorresponding one in HOL-LCF, as it refers to nth instead of take. As a result, the takelemma follows from bisimularity and not vice versa, as in HOL-LCF.In the setting of [HJ97a] rules for proving invariants and for structural induction are de-rived as well. However, the latter is only reasonably applicable for �nite sequences, asthe otherwise necessary admissibility obligation cannot be discharged automatically, ascontinuity cannot be guaranteed (e.g. Filter is not de�ned continuously in this setting).7.6 Discussion of the Individual ApproachesIn this section we discuss the di�erent approaches separately, i.e. for each approach advan-tages and drawbacks are analyzed. Furthermore, di�erences between alternative versions ofthe same approach are mentioned. Comparisons between di�erent approaches and resultingconclusions will be provided in x7.7.Discussion of HOL-Fun. As already mentioned, the crucial point of this formalization isthe dependency of �ltering on normal forms: if no normal form is postulated for sequences,then �ltering is easy to de�ne as projection, otherwise �ltering requires a sophisticatedindex transformation, which makes reasoning about it extremely awkward.Therefore, why do not abstain from normal forms at all? The problem is that for mostapplications None-elements between de�ned sequence elements have no semantical counter-part, i.e. all sequences of an equivalence class are semantically equivalent. In a presentationwithout normal forms, however, this semantical equivalence cannot be expressed.To illustrate this, we consider reactive systems, where a distinction is made between observ-able and non-observable actions. Take I/O automata as an example. Traces characterizethe observable behaviors, whereas schedules contain internal as well as external actions.Implementation is de�ned via trace inclusion. The problem is that this notion of implemen-tation cannot be captured by sequences without normal forms. This is due to None-stepswhich stand for nothing, but in fact are not really nothing. Rather they enforce the sametime raster between implementation and speci�cation, which does not allow the implemen-tation or the speci�cation to make internal steps while the other component waits. Addingarbitrary \stuttering" steps [AL88] merely helps in one direction: the implementation isallowed to take internal steps, but the speci�cation is not. What is necessary is to allow\mumbling" [Bro93a], i.e. the removal of None-steps, which corresponds to the generationof normal forms.



120 Comparison of Sequence FormalizationsAs a concrete counterexample see Fig. 7.3, where two I/O automata with the same set oftraces are depicted. If �ltering is just represented by projection, we do not get traces(C ) �traces(A). Indeed, Fig. 7.4 shows traces of C which are not traces of A.
s1 s2 tC Aext extintFigure 7.3: Automata with same observable behaviorAll possible schedules All possible tracesC (Some(ext) Some(int))� (Some(ext) None)�A Some(ext)� Some(ext)�Figure 7.4: Traces which should represent the same observable behaviorThe starting point of this thesis was the I/O automaton model in [NS95] based on theHOL-Fun sequence formalization, but without normal forms. By adding arbitrary stutteringsteps, the implementation could perform internal steps, but the speci�cation could not.Therefore, merely a very restricted notion of implementation could be supported (cf. x8.3).Nevertheless, a nontrivial case study has been carried out in this model.The intention of this thesis is to support the original implementation relation betweenI/O automata. However, we did not extend the existing sequence model by normal forms,but developed the new sequence model HOL-LCF. The reason was the awkward indextransformations, which are discussed in the next paragraph.Discussion of PVS-Fun. Similar to HOL-Fun, the crucial point of this formalization isthe complexity of index transformations needed for the �lter function. At �rst sight it seemsto be a facilitation that this transformation is not given descriptively as in HOL-Fun, butby an explicit construction. However, the intrinsic di�culties are inherently connected withthe relocation of elements in a functional model, i.e. a model where indexes and therefore�xed locations play a vital rôle. Therefore, proofs of even the most basic properties aboutFilter, as e.g. its idempotency (which in HOL-LCF is proved automatically), appear to bevery awkward.Discussion of HOL-Sum. The HOL-Sum approach is a pragmatic mixture of algebraiclists for �nite sequences and functions for in�nite sequences. Equality of sequences there-fore can be proven with structural induction for the �nite case, and function equality inthe in�nite case. Therefore proofs always show a twofold character. The Filter function,



7.6 Discussion of the Individual Approaches 121however, is still a problem, as there the two representations have to be related, since Filtermay produce a �nite sequence from an in�nite one. For this reason, notions of chains,limits and continuity are introduced in [CP96] which, however, are only used for proofsabout speci�c functions, whereas general proof principles known from domain theory arenot developed.Agerholm [Age94b], however, takes this step and carries over the entire world of domaintheory to this setting. For that purpose he employs his embedding of domain theory inGordon's HOL, called HOL-CPO [Age94b]. The partial order v on sequences is de�nedin a threefold fashion | both sequences �nite, both in�nite, and �nite/in�nite. Themain disadvantage of this approach is that this results in up to six versions of everysingle fact, because proofs show a twofold character. Agerholm himself concludes that thisdevelopment of sequences was long and tedious (50 pages of 70 lines each) and rather an\ad-hoc approach".Discussion of PVS-Co. As already mentioned, the approach PVS-Co is almost perfectlydual toHOL-LCF. Therefore, it is of particular interest to compare these both approaches.As this will be done in x7.7 in detail, we sketch here only alternative versions of PVS-Co.Closely related to PVS-Co is the coalgebraic formalization of sequences in Isabelle/HOLby Paulson [Pau97]. Paulson does not provide a body of lemmas as large as the formal-izations discussed so far, because his theory of sequences represents only an example fora more general framework for (co)induction and (co)recursion. However, a remarkableadvantage w.r.t. PVS-Co is that he does not state the existence and uniqueness of corecas an axiom, but derives them within Isabelle. This is possible because Paulson does notintroduce an unspeci�ed type sequence (as done in PVS-Co), but encodes this type in asophisticated way as greatest �xpoint of monotone operators on a suitable domain.Furthermore, Leclerc and Paulin-Mohring formalize streams coalgebraicly in Coq [LPM93]using existential types. Their impredicative encoding provides a corecursion combinatorsimilar to corec, which is based on [Wra89]. However, existential types (without an addi-tional axiomatization for uniqueness) yield only weakly �nal coalgebras and therefore onlythe existence part of corec. Therefore, they cannot develop coinductive proof principleslike bisimulation or invariants, but rather stick to stream speci�c principles using indexesand positions.Discussion of HOL-LCF. For a comprehensive discussion of HOL-LCF the reader isreferred to the previous chapter, in particular to x6.7. Here, we will merely add thefollowing additional point which is interesting in the context of this chapter.De�nitions in HOL-LCF have a computational semantics, whereas the other formaliza-tions feature descriptive semantics. This is best explained by the equation FilterP `(x � y) =Filter P `x � Filter P `y which holds in HOL-LCF in general, but in the other formal-izations only for �nite x . Take, for example, P = (�x : x = a), x = [a; b; b; b; : : :] andy = [a; a; a; : : :]. Then, in HOL-LCF both sides produce [a?], the other formalizations,



122 Comparison of Sequence Formalizationshowever, produce [a!] and [a; a; a; : : :]. The reason is that the �lter function in the domain-theoretic formalization returns \divergence" which is preserved by concatenation.We argue that this computational semantics is more appropriate for applications wheresequences represent the behaviour of any kind of computing device, as for example modeledby I/O automata. However, it is possible to get a descriptive semantics in HOL-LCF aswell by using a non-continuous � operator, see [SS95]. Just the other way around, it ispossible to de�ne an alternative next operator in PVS-Co, which features a computationalsemantics, see [HJ97a]. Therefore, the type of semantics seems not to be an especiallyimportant distinguishing feature.7.7 Comparative AnalysisBased on the analysis of x7.6 we now compare the di�erent approaches and draw conclu-sions. First, we explain why the three approaches HOL-Fun, PVS-Fun, and HOL-Sumare not really appropriate. Then, we discuss the remaining two formalizations: the alge-braic and the coalgebraic framework.7.7.1 Evaluating HOL-Fun, PVS-Fun, and HOL-SumAs mentioned earlier, HOL-Fun and PVS-Fun are similar to the extent that they bothuse functions to de�ne sequences. To achieve this common goal, two complementary waysare chosen. Whereas HOL-Fun extends the codomain of the function by the element Nonemodeling partiality, PVS-Fun restricts the domain of the function using dependent types.As both approaches are based on functions, operations are de�ned via indexes, and thenatural proof principle is extensionality. This is adequate for operations where the elementpositions of the original and resulting sequence can easily be computed from each other,which is the case for functions like TL, Map, � , etc. (let us call them to be of type M). Itis, however, infeasible for functions that change element positions in an inhomogenous way.Examples for such functions are Filter, Flatten, Takewhile, and Dropwhile (let us call themto be of type F). We have seen in x7.6 that the problems are due to the complexity of indextransformations, which on the one hand cannot be circumvented, and on the other handcannot be signi�cantly facilitated by a constructive instead of declarative de�nition. Itseems to be inappropriate in general to handle functions of type F by, intuitively speaking,modifying existing sequences via the relocation of elements. Instead it appears to bepreferable to build a really new sequence, either by regarding the input of the function(recursion in HOL-LCF) or the output of the function (corecursion in PVS-Co).As a result, the approaches HOL-Fun and PVS-Fun appear to be infeasible for appli-cations where functions of type F are required. Therefore, there are only very restrictedapplication areas, like re�nement notions with the same time frame for speci�cation andimplementation, or temporal logics without a notion of stuttering (cf. x11).



7.7 Comparative Analysis 123HOL-Sum seems to be a promising mixture of algebraic lists and functions at �rst sight.However, it turned out that notions from domain theory are needed to relate the �nite andin�nite representations. Therefore it appears to be preferably to use HOL-LCF instead,where domain-theoretic notions are provided in a more general fashion. This has beenrealized by Agerholm [Age94b], but he goes only half the way. Domain theory deals withboth recursive functions and recursive domains. Agerholm's inconsequence lies in the factthat he employs domain theory to de�ne recursive functions on sequences, but representsthe sequences themselves not by recursive domains. Actually, his motivation is obvious: hewants to circumvent the axiomatic, externally justi�ed foundation underlying the domainpackage of Isabelle/HOLCF. As a strictly de�nitional embedding of recursive domainsis not feasable in simply typed higher-order logic2, he switched to a HOL-Sum relatedsequence model, which, however, turned out to be inappropriate in practice.7.7.2 Comparing HOL-LCF and PVS-CoLet us �rst mention an implementation-speci�c point. Both approaches HOL-LCF andPVS-Co are essentially based on a single axiom. For PVS-Co it determines the propertyof being a �nal coalgebra, whereas in HOL-LCF it ensures that initial algebras and �nalcoalgebras coincide (see [AJ94, Fio96]). Interestingly, both approaches have alternativelybeen developed in a de�nitional way as well: PVS-Co by Paulson [Pau97] and HOL-LCFby Agerholm [Age94b]. But whereas Paulson succeeded in hiding the additional overheade�ciently, Agerholm had to turn to an unmanageable, HOL-Sum like approach, as thenecessary limit construction cannot be formalized in simply typed higher-order logic.In the following we compare algebraic and coalgebraic sequence models in general, inde-pendent of speci�c realizations in a theorem prover. We discuss �rst (co)recursion andthen (co)induction.Concerning de�nition principles, recursion in LCF is restricted to computable functions,whereas corecursion can describe non-computable functions as well. On the other hand,corecursion cannot handle divergent computations. Furthermore, the �xpoint constructionsin LCF allow arbitrary recursion, whereas the de�nition scheme o�ered by corec permitsonly \primitive" corecursion. Furthermore, corecursive de�nitions seem to be less intuitivethan recursive ones. The reason may be that functions are more naturally speci�ed bydescribing how they react on inputs than by determining the associated inputs to observedoutputs. In addition, corecursive de�nitions usually | compare the experiences by Paulson[Pau97] | involve more case distinctions than recursive ones.Concerning proof principles, structural induction in LCF is more powerful than coinduc-tion. Whereas bisimulation is essentially restricted to the proof of sequence equalities,2However, remark Agerholm's de�nitional embedding of recursive domains [Age94a] by means of theinverse limit construction in HOL-ST [Gor94], a version of Gordon's HOL system that supports a ZF-likeset theory together with higher-order logic.



124 Comparison of Sequence Formalizationsinduction can handle arbitrary predicates, subject to the syntactical admissibility crite-rion. As this criterion holds for every equation of sequences, admissibility o�ers morepower than bisimulation. Invariants provide an alternative proof rule in the coalgebraicsetting, but are restricted to deal with safety properties.Furthermore, the experiences made with HOL-LCF and PVS-Co suggest that structuralinduction o�ers a greater potential for proof automation than bisimulation does. This ismainly due to the higher amount of case distinctions in corecursive de�nitions and theautomated admissibility check in HOL-LCF.Finally, we have shown in the previous chapter that coinduction can be used in HOL-LCF as well by providing an infrastructure that makes coinduction accessible for recursivede�nitions. On the other hand, the structural induction rule has been derived in PVS-Co, but it is of little use in this framework as there are no means to tackle the generatedadmissibility obligations by simple syntactic criteria. In particular they cannot be reducedto continuity, as computability is not a general prerequisite in this setting. Therefore, inHOL-LCF the complementary proof principle is of advantage, in PVS-Co it is not.To conclude, HOL-LCF seems to be the reasonable choice. This applies in particular,if the problem in question incorporates a notion of computability. Only if this is not thecase, PVS-Co might be considered an alternative.



Part III: I/O Automata in Isabelle
Chapter 8Basic Theory of I/O Automata
In this chapter fair I/O automata are embedded into Isabelle, where system runs are for-malized using the sequence model described in the previous two chapters. An importantresult from a methodological point of view is that the use of HOLCF is restricted to meta-theoretic arguments while actual re�nement proofs are carried out in the simpler HOL.This is possible because of the interface between HOL and HOLCF described in x5.2. Asa result we get a framework, which is both e�cient for system veri�cation and su�cientlyexpressive for meta-theoretic investigations.8.1 IntroductionThis chapter is the �rst in a series of chapters describing the formalization of I/O automatain Isabelle. First of all we explain the methodological background and give an overview ofthe entire developments within Isabelle.The overall aim of the I/O automata embedding in Isabelle is twofold:1. A tool environment for the analysis of I/O automata should be provided, which facil-itates and (at least partially) automates the often tedious re�nement and abstractionproofs on paper. Thus, the embedding should be e�cient and easy to use in practice.2. We want to verify the theory of I/O automata itself, i.e. prove meta-theoretic notionslike the soundness of re�nement concepts by setting them on a �rm logical foundation.



126 Basic Theory of I/O AutomataThus, the embedding should be powerful and allow sophisticated constructions intheory.These requirements seem to be contradictory. We solve the problem by combining the twologics HOL and HOLCF in a tailored way using the interface methodology described inx5.2. Whereas the user of the tool environment employs the simpler logic HOL for reasoningabout single steps of an automaton, meta-theoretic proofs concerning entire system runsmay employ the more powerful logic HOLCF. The prerequisites for this methodology aretreated in more detail in x8.5.Below we give an overview of the Isabelle developments described in the next �ve chapters.Fig. 8.1 and Fig. 8.2 display the dependency graph of the Isabelle theories1, which showsthe interconnections between the associated sections of this text as well.

RefMappings x8.4 CompoExecs x10.2 ShortExecutions x10.4Simulations x8.4 CompoScheds x10.3RefCorrectness x9.2SimCorrectness x9.3 NonInterference x10.6 CompoTraces x10.4Compositionality x10.5IOA x8.5

Traces x8.3
HOL HOLCFSignatures x8.2 Seq x6.2Automata x8.2 Sequences x6.3

Figure 8.1: Isabelle Theory Structure for Lynch/Vaandrager I/O AutomataThe present chapter deals with the basic notions of fair I/O automata. This includes theI/O automata de�nition itself (x8.2), runs of automata (x8.3), re�nement notions (x8.4),1The entire I/O automaton model is part of the Isabelle distribution and can be found underhttp://www4.informatik.tu-muenchen.de/~isabelle/library/HOLCF/IOA/index.html.



8.2 Fair I/O Automata 127a description of the proof infrastructure and methodology (x8.5), and an evaluation ofthe resulting tool environment (x8.6). Thus, it o�ers a rather user-oriented view on theformalization. HOL Sequences x6.3 IOA x8.5Pred x11.2 TL x11.2
LiveIOA x11.4TLS x11.3

Abstraction x11.5Figure 8.2: Isabelle Theory Structure for I/O Automata ExtensionsThe two subsequent chapters 9 and 10 deal with meta-theoretic notions by proving thesoundness of (fair) re�nement mappings (x9.2) and forward simulations (x9.3), composi-tionality for safe I/O automata (x10.2 { x10.5), and noninterference (x10.6).Finally, chapter 11 deals with extensions to the theory of Lynch/Vaandrager [Lyn96, LV95]including temporal logics (x11.2 { x11.3), which are used to support live I/O automata(x11.4), and an abstraction theory (x11.5), which aims for an e�ective combination withmodel checkers.8.2 Fair I/O AutomataThis section presents the basic I/O automaton de�nition, operators to build more complexautomata, and an invariant proof rule.De�nition 8.2.1 (Action Signatures)An action signature is described by a triple of action sets of the following type:(�)signature = (�)set� (�)set� (�)setThe �rst, second and third components of an action signature may be extracted by thefunctions inputs, outputs, and internals, respectively.



128 Basic Theory of I/O AutomataThe following sets contain all actions, the externally visible actions, and the locally con-trollable actions, respectively.actions(sig) � inputs(sig) [ outputs(sig) [ internals(sig)externals(sig) � inputs(sig) [ outputs(sig)locals(sig) � outputs(sig) [ internals(sig)Furthermore, for well-formed signatures the action sets have to be disjoint:is-sig(sig) � inputs(sig) \ outputs(sig) = fg ^inputs(sig) \ internals(sig) = fg ^outputs(sig) \ internals(sig)= fg 2Lemmas proven about action signatures can be found in Appendix B.2.De�nition 8.2.2 (Type of Fair I/O Automata)A fair I/O automaton with action type � and state type � is de�ned as a tuple of type(�; �) ioa = (�)signature� (�)set� (� � �� �)set� ((�)set)set� ((�)set)setwhere the members of the tuple are extracted by the projection functions sig-of, starts-of,trans-of, wfair-of, and sfair-of, repectively. 2Notation. Isabelle's syntax translation mechanism is used to write s a!A t for (s; a; t) 2trans-of(A). Furthermore the abbreviations act; ext; int; in; out, and local are introducedfor actions � sig-of, externals � sig-of, internals � sig-of, inputs � sig-of, outputs � sig-of, andlocals � sig-of, respectively.De�nition 8.2.3 (Fair I/O Automata)Requirements posed on safe I/O automata are expressed by the predicate is-safe-IOA. Itdemands that the �rst component be an action signature, the second be an non-empty setof start states and the third be an input-enabled state transition relation, whose actionsstem from the action signature:is-sig-of(A) � is-sig (sig-of A)is-starts-of(A) � starts-of(A) 6= fgis-trans-of(A) � 8(s; a; t) 2 trans-of(A): a 2 act(A)input-enabled(A) � 8a 2 in(A): 8s: 9t : s a!A tis-safe-IOA(A) � is-sig-of(A) ^ is-starts-of(A) ^ is-trans-of(A) ^ input-enabled(A)Additional requirements needed for fair I/O automata are expressed by the predicateis-fair-IOA. For its de�nition we have to introduce the notion of enabledness of an ac-tion set as in a state s �rst:enabled :: (�; �) ioa! (�)set! � ! boolenabled A as s � 9a 2 as: 9t : s a!A t



8.2 Fair I/O Automata 129Then, is-fair-IOA demands that the fairness sets are input resistant subsets of the locally-controlled actions.input-resistant; is-fair-IOA :: (�; �) ioa! boolinput-resistant(A) � 8as 2 sfair-of(A): 8s a t :reachable A s ^ reachable A t ^a 2 in(A) ^ enabled A as s ^ s a!A t) enabled A as tis-fair-IOA(A) � (8as 2 (wfair-of(A) [ sfair-of(A)): as � local(A)) ^input-resistant(A) 2We have introduced constants for every subproperty of is-safe-IOA and is-fair-IOA, as withthis �ner distinction it is possible to state precisely the assumptions needed for every meta-theoretic theorem to be proved in the sequel. For instance, compositionality does not needinput-enabledness in the safe case, or the is-starts-of assumption is not needed anywherein the meta-theoretic parts.Interaction of I/O automata is speci�ed by a parallel composition operator. Automatasynchronize on their common actions and evolve independently on the others. Compositionis de�ned only for compatible I/O automata. Compatibility requires that each action isunder the control of at most one automaton.De�nition 8.2.4 (Parallel Composition)Parallel Composition is de�ned as a binary operator k as follows:k :: (�; �) ioa! (�; �) ioa! (�; � � �) ioaA k B � (sig-comp (sig-ofA) (sig-ofB);f(u; v) j u 2 starts-of(A) ^ v 2 starts-of(B)g;f(s; a; t) j (a 2 act(A) _ a 2 act(B)) ^if a 2 act(A) then (fst s) a!A (fst t)else (fst s) = (fst t) ^if a 2 act(B) then (snd s) a!B (snd t)else (snd s) = (snd t)g;wfair-of(A) [ wfair-of(B);sfair-of(A) [ sfair-of(B))where sig-comp de�nes the composition of signatures as follows:sig-comp :: (�)signature! (�)signature! (�)signaturesig-comp sigA sigB � ((inputs(sigA) [ inputs(sigB)) n (outputs(sigA) [ outputs(sigB));outputs(sigA) [ outputs(sigB);internals(sigA) [ internals(sigB))



130 Basic Theory of I/O AutomataCompatibility requires that each action is an output action of at most one I/O automatonand that internal action names are unique.compatible :: (�; �) ioa! (�; �) ioa! boolcompatible A B � (out(A) \ out(B)= fg) ^(act(A) \ int(B) = fg) ^(act(B) \ int(A) = fg) 2There are several reasons for de�ning parallel composition as a binary operator and notby index sets as in x2. First, it is easier to reason about pairs than about indexed families.Second, a binary operator gives more exibility in the type of states than an operatorbased on indexed families. Whereas binary composition has type(�; �) ioa! (�; �) ioa! (�; � � �) ioaa version using � as an index set for automata families would have type(� ! (�; �) ioa)! (�; � ! �) ioaThus it requires that every member of the indexed set has the same type, i.e. all automataare de�ned over the same state and action space. This may be �ne for replicating the sameI/O automaton many times but awkward when composing a system from many di�erentcomponents. The binary operator, however, requires only a common action signature,but is exible w.r.t. the type of the component states. Finally, restricting the parallelcomposition operator to �nitely many automata preserves compatibility with the timedmodel, where composition of in�nitely many live I/O automata is not possible.Note that by the de�nition of sig-comp an action a modeling interprocess communicationremains as an (external) output action of the composed automaton. Hiding of internalcommunication between subcomponents is provided by a separate operator:De�nition 8.2.5 (Hiding and Restriction)Hiding a set of actions acts of an I/O automaton is accomplished by an operation on itsaction signature sig : All external actions in acts are changed to internal actions.hide-sig :: (�)signature! (�)set! (�)signaturehide-sig sig acts � (inputs(sig);outputs(sig) n acts;internals(sig) [ acts)Hiding is canonically extended from signatures to automata:hide :: (�; �) ioa! (�)set! (�; �) ioahide A acts � (restrict-sig (sig-ofA) acts;starts-of(A); trans-of(A)wfair-of(A); sfair-of(A))



8.2 Fair I/O Automata 131Similarly, a dual operator allows to restrict the external interface of a signature sig to aset of actions acts by changing all external actions not in acts to internal actions:restrict-sig :: (�)signature! (�)set! (�)signaturerestrict-sig sig acts � (inputs(sig);outputs(sig) \ acts;internals(sig) [ (externals(sig) n acts))The extension from signatures to automata is the same as above:restrict :: (�; �) ioa! (�)set! (�; �) ioarestrict A acts � (restrict-sig (sig-ofA) acts;starts-of(A); trans-of(A)wfair-of(A); sfair-of(A)) 2Recall that the parallel composition operator requires that each process to be composedmust already be de�ned over all actions in the composition, even those not in its ownaction signature. This is feasible for a system built from a �xed number of processes butprecludes the reuse of generic components. The latter can be achieved with the followingoperation for renaming actions.De�nition 8.2.6 (Renaming)A mapping f :: � ! (�)option induces a renaming of every set S of type � in the followingway: rename-set :: (�)set! (� ! (�)option)! (�)setrename-set S f � fb j 9a: f (b) = Some(a) ^ a 2 SgRenaming of automata extends rename-set to automata as follows:rename :: (�; �) ioa! (� ! (�)option)! (�; �) ioarename A f � ((rename-set (in A); rename-set (out A); rename-set (int A));starts-of(A);f(s; b; t) j 9a: f (b) = Some(a) ^ s a!A t g;frename-set acts f jacts acts 2 wfair-of(A)g;frename-set acts f jacts acts 2 sfair-of(A)g) 2Action renaming can also be used to avoid name clashes that lead to incompatibilities ofI/O automata to be composed. In contrast to the literature (e.g. [LT87], see x2 as well)the action renaming function f has been de�ned with type � ! (�) option instead of



132 Basic Theory of I/O Automata�! �. De�ning f in the inverse direction has the advantage that the otherwise necessaryinjectivity requirement can be omitted. For example, in our setting the theoremis-sig(A)) is-sig(rename A f )holds without further requirements on f . Therefore, every renamed I/O automata is againan I/O automata for an arbitrary renaming function f . This considerably facilitates rea-soning about complex automata built by composition, hiding, and renaming. The price forthat simpli�cation is merely that the meta-theory does not exclude already that actionsof the original automaton may be ignored in the renamed automaton. However, this doesnot a�ect any meta-theoretic results and, in addition, may even sometimes be intended bythe speci�er.De�nition 8.2.7 (Reachability and Invariants)The set of reachable states of an I/O automaton A is de�ned inductively as the least setof states satisfying the following two rules:inductive s 2 starts-of(A)s 2 reachable(A) (reachable-0) s 2 reachable(A) s a!A tt 2 reachable(A) (reachable-n)Isabelle's syntax translation mechanism is used to write reachable A s for s 2 reachable A.A state predicate P :: � ! bool is called an invariant of an I/O automaton A if it holdsfor all reachable states:invariant A P � (8s: reachable A s ) P(s)) 2The de�nition of reachable di�ers from the standard one in the literature [GSSL93]: A states is reachable i� there is a �nite execution that ends in s. The reason is that our inductivede�nition is tailored for inductive proofs on sequences, namely by talking about stepsrather than about entire sequences. Moreover, it allows to derive the following importantinduction theorem for invariants directly:Theorem 8.2.8 (Invariant Rules)A state predicate is an invariant i� it holds for every start state and is preserved by everyreachable step:(8s: s 2 starts-of(A)) P(s)) (8s a t : reachable A s ^ P(s) ^ s a!A t ) P(t))invariant A P (invI )An invariant holds for every reachable state:invariantA P reachable A sP(s) (invE )



8.3 Fair Traces 133Proof.Rule (invI ) is easily proved by the induction rule for reachable which is generated byIsabelle for every inductive de�nition. The second rule (invE ) follows immediately fromthe de�nition of an invariant. 2Lemmas about these basic I/O automata notions can be found in Appendix B.2.Isabelle Syntax of I/O Automata. So far, we de�ned I/O automata as parameterizedtuples over arbitrary state and action types. In the sequel we will describe how concretestate spaces and actions are represented in Isabelle.Actions are de�ned easily using Isabelle's datatype construct. States are not representedby variables, but as tuples, where each component represents a variable. Selector functionsare introduced, whose names are identical to the variable names in the informal description.This approach conforms with [Lyn96].Let us illustrate this format with the simple example of a bu�er. The bu�er Buf is modeledby a variable queue of type (bool)list , which is initially empty. Actions and transitions aregiven in the usual precondition/e�ect style as:input S (m);m 2 bool output R(m);m 2 boolpost: queue := queue@[m] pre: queue = m : rstpost: queue := rstIn Isabelle the action type of Buf is de�ned as datatype action = S (bool) j R(bool). Theautomaton Buf is then described as follows, where queue is the identity on the (trivial)tuple of type (bool)list , and transitions are represented in a set comprehension format.Buf � (Buf -sig ; f[ ]g;Buf -trans; fg; fg)Buf -sig � (Sm2boolfS (m)g;Sm2boolfR(m)g; fg)Buf -trans � f(s; a; s 0) j case a ofS (m) ) queue(s 0) = queue(s)@[m]j R(m) ) queue(s) = m : rst ^ queue(s 0) = rstgAn automatic translation of the precondition/e�ect style into the set comprehension formatis trivially possible, but not the focus of our research.8.3 Fair TracesThis section contains de�nitions and theorems concerning the behaviors of I/O automata| executions, schedules, and traces | and, in particular, the de�nition of implementationrelations between I/O automata.Executions are embedded in Isabelle using the sequence model de�ned in x6.3.



134 Basic Theory of I/O AutomataDe�nition 8.3.1 (Type of Executions)Executions of an I/O automaton A are modeled by a pair of a start state and a sequenceof action/state pairs: (�; �)execution = � � (�� �)sequence 2The additional start state is necessary because otherwise the �rst transition starts from anunknown state and, more importantly, because a state has to be associated with the emptyexecution. The latter is required for simulation steps, where the empty execution is usedto simulate an internal step of the implementation. Here it would not be possible with anempty execution without state (i.e. nil) to keep track of the connection to the state of thepreceding simulation step.Several alternative formalizations of executions have been studied as well, the most impor-tant of them will briey be discussed in the following:� At �rst glance, a sequence of transition triples seems to be more natural:(�; �)execution = � � (� � �� �)sequenceThe advantage is that (� � � � �) triples are already part of the automaton def-inition. But an important drawback is the redundancy of this representation. Ithas to be guaranteed that the transitions coincide on the intermediate states: thestate/sequence pair (s1; [(s2; a1; s3); (s4; a2; s5)!]), for example, would be an executiononly if s1 = s2 and s3 = s4.� In [NS95] a pair of sequences, one for actions and one for states, has been chosen,which in our setting would correspond to:(�; �)execution = (�)sequence � (�)sequenceThis is a natural representation for sequences as functions on natural numbers, but inour setting it is rather inconvenient, as it allows the two sequences to be of di�erentlength, which has to be ruled out explicitly. This, however, contradicts the philosophyin our approach to avoid indexes as much as possible. For an argumentation againsta formalization of sequences as functions, see the discussion in x7.7.� Of course, it is also possible to stay as near as possible to the informal description:An alternating sequence of states and actions could be formalized as(�; �)execution = ((�; �)element)sequencewhere elements are de�ned bydatatype (�; �)element = act(�) j state(�)



8.3 Fair Traces 135A further predicate has to guarantee that states and actions really alternate. Such apredicate has to express three requirements, namely that the sequence begins with astate and ends with a state if it is �nite, and that every action (state) is followed by anstate (action). In our solution, however, all these requirements are coded already intothe type. To reduce the number of requirements one could instead determine statesor actions by checking if the corresponding indexes are odd or even. This wouldagain introduce indexes, which is not adequate in our setting. Furthermore, notethat in both cases additional reasoning is needed to show that the predicate holdsafter a concatenation. All in all, although this solution is nearest to the set theoreticcharacterization, it turns out to be the most complicated in our typed setting.In contrast to the preceding three solutions, our formalization has the following advantages:� Most of what it means to be an execution is already coded into the type.� There is no redundancy in the representation, every element is represented once.� The representation is tailored for induction proofs instead of index reasoning.� The de�nition of the concatenation of two executions exec1 and exec2 is natural, aseliminating the duplicate occurrence of the �rst state of exec2 is just pair projection:exec1 �ex exec2 � (fst exec1; (snd exec1) � (snd exec2))� The projection of an execution of A k B to A means deleting every action not inact(A) together with its following state. This can be de�ned in a natural way, asactions are already paired with their following state.Notation. In the sequel exec stands for variables of type (�; �) execution, whereas s andex denote the the start state and the sequence of action/state pair, if the execution isexplicitly written as a pair.De�nition 8.3.2 (Executions)The predicate is-exec-frag identi�es sequences of type (�; �) execution that are a properexecution fragment of an I/O automaton A:is-exec-frag :: (�; �) ioa! (�; �)execution! boolis-exec-frag A (s; ex ) � is-exec-fragc A `ex s 6= FFIt is realized by a computable function, the continuous predicateis-exec-fragc :: (�; �) ioa! (�� �)sequence!c � ! trwhich \runs down" the sequence checking if all of its transitions are transitions of theautomaton A. The predicate is-exec-frag A (s; ex ) is true if the operation terminates and



136 Basic Theory of I/O Automatareturns TT (for �nite ex ) or if the operation does not terminate, thus returning ? (forin�nite ex ). The operation is-exec-fragc is de�ned as a �xpoint. The following equationsfollow immediately from its de�nition:is-exec-fragc A `? s = ?is-exec-fragc A `nil s = TTis-exec-fragc A `((a; t)^ex ) s = (Def s a!A t ) andalso is-exec-fragc A `ex tExecutions are execution fragments beginning with a start state.executions(A) � f(s; ex ): s 2 starts-of(A) ^ is-exec-frag A (s; ex )g 2Corollary 8.3.3The following equations have been derived for is-exec-frag using those for is-exec-fragc:is-exec-frag A (s;?) = Trueis-exec-frag A (s; nil) = Trueis-exec-frag A (s; (a; t)^ex ) = s a!A t ^ is-exec-frag A (t ; ex )See x6.3 for the schema to prove such recursive rules for boolean predicates.Di�erently from most accounts on I/O automata and our introduction in x2 we do notdirectly de�ne traces as originating from executions, but introduce schedules in an interme-diate step. This contributes to a more structured and simpler proof of the compositionalityresult. With this decision we follow [LT87], the only article where compositionality is dealtwith to some extent. Alternatively, we provide an operator that generates traces directlyfrom executions.De�nition 8.3.4 (Schedules and Traces)The actions of an execution may be extracted by projecting every pair in the sequenceonto the action component.Filter-act :: (�� �)sequence !c � sequenceFilter-act � Map fstThe resulting subsequence of actions is called a schedule of A.schedules(A) � fFilter-act `ex jex 9s: (s; ex ) 2 executions AgTraces represent the visible behaviour of an I/O automaton A. They are obtained byremoving all internal actions from the schedules of A.traces(A) � fFilter (�a: a 2 ext A) `sch jsch sch 2 schedules Ag



8.3 Fair Traces 137The operation mk-trace transforms an execution of an I/O automaton A into the corre-sponding trace.mk-trace :: (�; �) ioa! (�� �)sequence !c � sequencemk-trace(A) � �ex : Filter (�a: a 2 ext A) `(Filter-act `ex ) 2Corollary 8.3.5The following rewrite rules for mk-trace follow immediately from those for Filter and Map:mk-trace A `? = ?mk-trace A `nil = nilmk-trace A `(a; t)^ex = if a 2 ext A then a^mk-trace A `exelse mk-trace A `exLemma 8.3.6 (Alternative Characterization of Traces)Using mk-trace the set of traces of an I/O automaton A is characterized as:traces(A) = fmk-trace A `ex jex 9s: (s; ex ) 2 executions AgProof.Trivial, but not fully automatic due to the 9 in the de�nition of jx . 2To formalize the notion of fair traces, which follows next, we need to talk about the laststate of an execution. Obviously, there is no last state of an in�nite execution. However, alast state will only be needed when dealing with �nite executions. Therefore an arbitrarydefault de�nition is chosen for the partial and in�nite case.De�nition 8.3.7 (Last State)The last state of an execution (s; ex ) is de�ned to be the last state of ex if ex is �nite,otherwise it is the �rst state s.last-state :: (�; �)execution! �last-state (s; ex ) � case Last `ex of? ) sj Def at ) snd(at) 2Although it makes no sense to speak about the continuity of last-state because � is ofclass term, every function that refers to last-state (and has a codomain with a partial orderde�ned on it), will not be continuous in ex .



138 Basic Theory of I/O AutomataCorollary 8.3.8For the �nite case, last-state can be characterized inductively:last-state (s; nil) = sFinite(ex )) last-state (s; (a; t)^ex ) = last-state (t ; ex )Proof.Case distinction: For ex = nil unfolding of the de�nition and rewriting yields the result.For ex 6= nil the lemma Finite(ex )^ex 6= nil) Last`ex 6= ? shows the desired property. 2De�nition 8.3.9 (Fair Executions and Traces)To de�ne fairness we �rst have to capture the notion that a predicate P holds �nitely orin�nitely often in a sequence s. This is done by checking the �niteness of s after having�ltered it w.r.t. P :inf-often; �n-often :: (�! bool)! (�)sequence! boolinf-often � In�nite (Filter P `s)�n-often � :inf-often P sFairness is divided into weak fairness and strong fairness , which are de�ned by the predi-cates is-wfair and is-sfair on executions (s; ex ) of I/O automata A:is-wfair; is-sfair; is-fair :: (�; �) ioa! (�; �)execution! boolis-wfair A (s; ex ) � 8as 2 wfair-of(A):if Finite(s) then :enabled A as (last-state (s; ex ))else (inf-often (�(a; t): a 2 as) ex _inf-often (�(a; t): :enabled A as ex ) ex )is-sfair A (s; ex ) � 8as 2 sfair-of(A):if Finite(s) then :enabled A as (last-state (s; ex ))else (inf-often (�(a; t): a 2 as) ex _�n-often (�(a; t): enabled A as ex ) ex )is-fair A exec � is-wfair A exec ^ is-sfair A execThen, the set of fair executions can be characterized as those executions that admissibil-itysatisfy is-fair, and the set of fair traces is obtained by the mk-trace operator as in thesafe case:fair-executions(A) � fexec: exec 2 executions(A) ^ is-fair A execgfair-traces(A) � fmk-trace A `(snd exec) jexec ex 2 fair-executions(A)g 2As examples, two lemmas concerning behaviours of I/O automata are shown below.



8.3 Fair Traces 139Lemma 8.3.10Execution fragments are pre�x closed w.r.t. the two pre�x notions v and �.is-exec-frag A (s; ex2) ^ ex1 v ex2 ) is-exec-frag A (s; ex1)is-exec-frag A (s; ex2) ^ ex1 � ex2 ) is-exec-frag A (s; ex1)Proof.Both propositions are essentially proved by structural induction on ex2 and subsequentcase splitting of ex1 (for ?, nil, x^xs). Note that for the �rst proposition the ex1 and ex2could not be interchanged, as otherwise the automatic check would fail. 2Lemma 8.3.11Actions of executions, schedules, and traces originate from the signature of A.is-trans-of(A) ^ exec 2 executions(A) ) Forall (�a: a 2 act A) `(Filter-act `(snd exec))is-trans-of(A) ^ sch 2 schedules(A) ) Forall (�a: a 2 act(A)) `schtr 2 traces(A) ) Forall (�a: a 2 act(A)) `trProof.The �rst proposition is proved by structural induction on (snd exec). The second is di-rectly implied by the �rst. The third proposition follows from the general sequence lemma(8x :P(x )) Q(x ))) ForallQ (Filter P `xs) and from a 2 ext(A)) a 2 act(A). Thereforeit does not need the is-trans-of assumption. 2In the previous section we have introduced invariants as a means to express state propertiesof an I/O automaton A. Sometimes it is more naturally to formulate properties of A asproperties of its behaviours. Thus, we introduce, analogous to [Lyn96], sets of behavioursthat describe such properties.De�nition 8.3.12 (Properties of Behaviours)Execution (resp. schedule and trace) properties are pairs of an action signature and a setof executions (resp. schedules and traces) which comply with this signature.(�; �)exec-prop = (�)signature� ((�; �)execution)set(�)sched-prop = (�)signature� ((�)sequence)set(�) trace-prop = (�)signature� ((�)sequence)setEvery I/O automaton A induces its canonical execution, schedule, and trace property.Execs(A) � (sig-of(A); executions(A))Scheds(A) � (sig-of(A); schedules(A))Traces(A) � (sig-of(A); traces(A)) 2



140 Basic Theory of I/O AutomataIn x10 composition operators shall be de�ned for each type of behaviour property. Thiswill allow us to formulate compositionality results in a succinct way.De�nition 8.3.13 (Safe and Fair Implementation)Safe and fair implementation are de�ned via trace inclusion and fair trace inclusion, re-spectively. Furthermore, the external actions have to be the same.C �S A � in(C ) = in(A) ^ out(C ) = out(A) ^traces(C ) � traces(A)C �F A � in(C ) = in(A) ^ out(C ) = out(A) ^fair-traces(C ) � fair-traces(A) 2Note that ext(C ) = ext(A) would not be su�cient: it could be the case that input andoutput actions are exactly interchanged. This rather pathological case has to be excluded.8.4 Re�nement NotionsIn our I/O automata formalization implementation relations between automata are shownby the use of simulations or by the simpler re�nement mappings (cf. x2). A re�nementmapping f is a function from the state space of a concrete automaton C to the state spaceof a more abstract automaton A, which has to ful�ll two requirements. First, start states ofC have to be mapped to start states of A. Second, for every step s a!C t of the automatonC there has to be a corresponding move of A, i.e. a �nite execution fragment with �rststate f (s), last state f (t), and external behavior a. This property of f is depicted in Figure8.3. Simulations use a relation instead of a function to relate concrete and abstract states.
e1 e1 e2e2Speci�cation LevelRe�nement MappingImplementation Level : : :: : :Figure 8.3: Re�nement mapping: ei are external actions, internal actions are omitted.To formalize the notion of a simulation we �rst need the de�nition of a move:De�nition 8.4.1 (Moves)A move (s; ex ) from a state s to a state t with external behavior a is characterized by the



8.4 Re�nement Notions 141predicate is-move A ex (s; a; t):is-move :: (�; �) ioa! (�� �)sequence! (� � �� �)! boolis-move A ex (s; a; t) � is-exec-frag A (s; ex ) ^ Finite(ex ) ^last-state (s; ex ) = t ^mk-trace A `ex = (if a 2 ext(A) then [a!] else nil) 2By de�ning is-move over sequences of type (���)sequence and not over executions of type(�; �)execution we can skip the requirement on the �rst state, as fst (s; ex ) = s is triviallyful�lled. See x9.2 for a further advantage of de�ning is-move this way.De�nition 8.4.2 (Simulations and Re�nement Mappings)Forward simulations are de�ned by the predicate is-simulation:is-simulation :: (�1 � �2)set! (�; �1) ioa! (�; �2) ioa! boolis-simulation R C A � (8s0 2 starts-of(C ):R[s0] \ starts-of(A) 6= fg) ^(8s s 0 t a:reachable C s ^ s a!C t ^ (s; s 0) 2 R) 9t 0 ex : (t ; t 0) 2 R ^ is-move A ex (s 0; a; t 0) )Thus, a corresponding move from a given state is postulated. Backward simulations pos-tulate a corresponding move towards a given state.is-back-simulation :: (�1 � �2)set! (�; �1) ioa! (�; �2) ioa! boolis-back-simulation R C A � (8s0 2 starts-of(C ):R[s0] � starts-of(A) ^(8s s 0 t a:reachable C s ^ s a!C t ^ (t ; t 0) 2 R) 9s 0 ex : (s; s 0) 2 R ^ is-move A ex (s 0; a; t 0) )Re�nement mappings are de�ned by the predicate is-ref-map:is-ref-map :: (�1 ! �2)! (�; �1) ioa! (�; �2) ioa! boolis-ref-map f C A � (8s0 2 starts-of(C ): f (s0) 2 starts-of(A)) ^(8s t a:reachable C s ^ s a!C t) 9ex : is-move A ex (f s; a; f t) ) 2In several practical cases a weaker notion of re�nement su�ces to establish the implemen-tation relation between automata. Therefore weak re�nement mappings are introduced.They allow to simulate a step of C not by an execution fragment, but by at most a singlestep of A only. Two corresponding executions induced by a weak re�nement mapping aredepicted exemplarily in Fig. 8.4.



142 Basic Theory of I/O Automata
e1e1 e2e2Speci�cation LevelWeak Re�nement MappingImplementation Level i� � � � � �Figure 8.4: Weak Re�nement Mapping: ei are external actions, i is internal.De�nition 8.4.3 (Weak Re�nement Mapping)Weak re�nement mappings are de�ned by the predicate is-weak-ref-map:is-weak-ref-map :: (�1 ! �2)! (�; �1) ioa! (�; �2) ioa! boolis-weak-ref-map f C A � (8s0 2 starts-of(C ): f (s0) 2 starts-of(A)) ^(8s t a:reachable C s ^ s a!C t) if a 2 ext(C ) then f (s) a!A f (t)else f (s) = f (t) ) 2Note, however, that the use of weak re�nement mappings is severely limited. For exam-ple, they do not generally allow to show that an automaton re�nes itself: The predicateis-weak-ref-map (�x : x )C C only holds if C has no internal actions. This applies more gen-erally: weak re�nement mappings always assume that the abstract automaton A has nointernal actions. This may be acceptable if A is the initial speci�cation, but in a hierarchyof layered implementations it is inappropriate. See x12.3 for an example. Note that be-cause of this strong limitations weak re�nement mappings permit to work with sequencesmodeled as functions of type nat ! (�)option without normalizing, which has been donein [NS95]. This is explained in x7.7.The relation between several of the re�nement notions is easily established.Lemma 8.4.4 (Relation between Re�nement Notions)Weak re�nement mappings are re�nement mappings. Re�nement mappings induce forwardsimulations in the canonical way.ext(C ) = ext(A) is-weak-ref-map f C Ais-ref-map f C A is-ref-map f C Ais-simulation f(i ; o): f (i) = og C AProof.1. Case distinction on a 2 ext(A). Use the lemmass a!A t9ex : is-move A ex (s; a; t) a 62 ext(A) s = t9ex : is-move A ex (s; a; t)



8.5 Proof Infrastructure and Methodology 143for the two cases, respectively. The assumption ext(C ) = ext(A) is needed, as is-moveis de�ned on A, whereas weak re�nement mappings make a case distinction on a 2ext(C ).2. Using the lemma (R[x ] \ S 6= fg) = (9y : (x ; y) 2 R ^ y 2 S ) about sets it is easyto show the implication of the start state conditions. The implication of the stepcondition is ful�lled, because the existence of some t 0 with (t ; t 0) 2 R can easily beshown by de�ning it to be f (t). 2De�nition 8.4.5 (Fair Simulations and Re�nement Mappings)Re�nement mappings that transfer fairness from every execution to its corresponding oneare called fair re�nement mappings2:is-fair-ref-map :: (�1 ! �2)! (�; �1) ioa! (�; �2) ioa! boolis-fair-ref-map f C A � is-ref-map f C A ^8exec 2 executions(C ): is-fair C exec) is-fair A (correspref A f exec)Forward (resp. backward) simulations with the analogous behavior are called fair forward(resp. backward) simulations:is-fair-simulation :: (�1 � �2)set! (�; �1) ioa! (�; �2) ioa! boolis-fair-simulationR C A � is-simulation R C A ^8exec 2 executions(C ): is-fair C exec) is-fair A (correspsim A R exec)is-fair-back-simulation :: (�1 � �2)set! (�; �1) ioa! (�; �2) ioa! boolis-fair-back-simulationR C A � is-back-simulation R C A ^8exec 2 executions(C ): is-fair C exec) is-fair A (correspsim A R exec)28.5 Proof Infrastructure and MethodologyAn important methodological point of this formalization is the separation of meta-theoryand theory of I/O automata w.r.t. the employed logic: whereas the meta-theory makesheavy use of the advanced concepts of HOLCF, the user can stay within the simplersublogic HOL. Subsequently, we present the technical prerequisites for this division.2The notions correspref and correspsim referred to below are de�ned in x9.



144 Basic Theory of I/O AutomataThe meta-theoretic notion of safe implementation is trace inclusion which uses HOLCFto formalize the notion of traces. Simulations and re�nement mappings, however, whichrepresent the working vehicle for the user, can be formalized completely in plain HOL.For weak re�nement mappings this is obvious, as the predicate is-weak-ref-map does notinvolve any variable of type (�) sequence. For re�nement mappings and simulations thisis not immediately clear, as both postulate the existence of a move, i.e. a state/sequencepair representing a �nite execution fragment. Since the sequence has to be �nite, however,its existence will be shown by explicitly specifying the steps that build the sequence. Suchan approach is supported by schemes which are o�ered to the user. For example, for twosteps the following lemmas are provided:s1 a!A s2 s2 i!A s3 i 62 ext(A)9ex : is-move A ex (s1; a; s3) s1 i!A s2 s2 a!A s3 i 62 ext(A)9ex : is-move A ex (s1; a; s3)Analogous schemes are provided for three (resp. four) steps, of which two (resp. three) areinternal3. Theoretically, simulating moves may consist of arbitrarily many steps, althoughin a recent paper [GV98] it has been shown that a maximal length for every simulating movecan be determined a priori without loosing completeness. In practice, the length shouldnot exceed four steps, as otherwise the re�nement proof itself becomes too complicated.Instead one should rather add a further implementation level in the re�nement hierarchy.This methodology allows to reuse the well-established proof infrastructure provided byHOL. In particular, proof strategies can be specialized to deal with the speci�c needs ofour automaton model. We mention merely two examples. The tactic ioa invariant tacapplies the invariant rule (InvI ), performs induction on the occurring actions and simpli�esthe remaining goals as far as possible. The tactic ioa condition tac discharges veri�ca-tion obligations which are typically generated by the application of meta-theoretic rules likecompositionality. These obligations are mainly subproperties of the predicate is-safe-IOA.The tactic proves them for every basic automaton and uses the following structural rulesto extend the result to composed automata.Lemma 8.5.1 (Structural Rules for Discharging I/O Automata Conditions)is-trans-of (A k B) is-trans-of(A)is-trans-of (restrict A as) is-trans-of(A)is-trans-of (rename A f )is-sig-of(A) is-sig-of(B) compatible A Bis-sig-of (A k B) is-sig-of(A)is-sig-of (restrict A as) is-sig-of(A)is-sig-of (rename A f )compatible A B compatible A Ccompatible A (B k C ) compatible A B (ext(B) n as) \ ext(A) = ;compatible A (restrict B as)compatible A C compatible B Ccompatible (A k B) C input-enabled(A) input-enabled(B) compatible A Binput-enabled (A k B) 23A tactic chooses the appropiate scheme for any given pair consisting of the number of steps and thepattern of internal/external actions.



8.6 Evaluation and Related Work 1458.6 Evaluation and Related WorkThis chapter described the foundation for the veri�cation environment we provide for I/Oautomata. In the sequel we summarize the bene�ts of this framework in general. First,we discuss the advantages which are due to the choice of I/O automata, Isabelle, andhigher-order logic.Con�dence in Speci�cation The expressiveness of higher-order logic and Isabelle's fa-cilities for structuring speci�cations and proofs (theories, lemmas, hierarchic simpli�-cation sets, etc.) guarantee a neat correspondence between the formal description andthe actual speci�cation on the one hand (cf. the direct translation of I/O automatainto Isabelle in x8.2), and the proof scripts and the informal, intuitive arguments onthe other hand. This increases the con�dence in really specifying and proving whatone actually had in mind.Con�dence in Veri�cation Computer-assisted proofs are usually more reliable thanmanual proofs, as they force the user to supply details for all cases. There aretwo reasons why this con�dence in machine-checked proofs is even higher in our casethan e.g. for proofs performed in PVS [ORR+96] or LP [GG91]. First, Isabelle itselfis built according to the LCF system approach [Pau87], which means that every proofis broken down to a small and clear set of primitive inferences. Second, we introducenew theories only in a de�nitional way, which ensures that no inconsistencies, forexample caused by contradictory axioms, can occur.Scalability Interactive provers like Isabelle in general scale up better than fully auto-matic proof tools like model checkers. In addition, we believe that our I/O automataformalization is in particular quali�ed for full-scale applications, because of the fol-lowing reason. Proofs of both simulations and invariants are essentially performed bycase-splitting on actions and state components. If the number of actions and statecomponents increases, the number of cases that have to be considered, increases aswell, but each case appears to be no more complicated than in simple examples. Thisconjecture will be con�rmed by the case studies in x12.Readability Isabelle provides syntactical facilities like mix�x operators and powerfultranslations. Furthermore, most of the standard mathematical symbols like 8, ^,2 are supported4. Together with the expressiveness of higher-order logic this in-creases readability and thus considerably speeds up interactive proofs and the searchfor errors in speci�cations.Rechecking During the course of carrying out a large proof, it is likely that de�nitionsor lemmas have to be modi�ed. Furthermore, one likes to polish already completedproofs. This can much safer and easier be done with computer-assistance.4Actually, the syntax employed in this thesis represents only a slight modi�cation, concerning subscriptsand further special symbols.



146 Basic Theory of I/O AutomataThere are further aspects which in particular pro�t from our methodology which combinesHOL and HOLCF in such a way that both meta-theory and system veri�cation are handledin the adequate logic, respectively. First, we discuss the rôle of HOL, i.e. the bene�ts forthe user.Automation Isabelle's automatic proof procedures permit to discharge the large amountof trivial, intermediate steps or simple cases which usually appear in re�nementproofs. This applies in particular to the simpli�er and the classical reasoner, whichare tailored for the use in HOL (cf. x6.3). Furthermore, user-de�ned tactics like theaforementioned ioa invariant tac and ioa condition tac increase the degree ofautomation.Reuse HOL provides large data type libraries, which can be reused and need not be redonefor each application.Simplicity The conceptually simple HOL is much easier to use than HOLCF, whichincorporates the entire complexity of Scott's domain theory (cf. x5.2).Second, we discuss the rôle of HOLCF, i.e. the advantages for establishing meta-theory.Expressiveness HOLCF provides in�nite datatypes and arbitrary recursion. This allowsto de�ne runs of automata and powerful recursive functions like in�nite concatenationor sophisticated merge functions, which will turn out to be crucial for proving meta-theoretic results (cf. x9 and x10).Extensibility Having the meta-theory at our disposal, we have a greater degree of exi-bility because we do not need to hardwire certain proof methods but can derive newones at any point. A remarkable example for such an extension is the temporal logicwhich will be build on top of the sequence model in x11.2.There is, however, one drawback of our framework, at least w.r.t. the status of this chapter.While the safety part can be proved by reasoning about automaton steps, the fairness parthas to take entire system runs into account. Thus, the user has to employ the morecomplicated logic HOLCF for this part. The reason is that we directly encoded the usualde�nition of fairness [Lyn96, RV96] into Isabelle. In x11, however, we will provide furtherinfrastructure for fairness (and general liveness) using temporal logic. This will result in aframework, where the user treats liveness with standard rules of temporal logic or by theuse of HOL only, whereas the HOLCF-speci�c parts are proved once and for all as derivedrules of the meta-theory.Related Work: There are several other works in the area of tool supported I/O automataveri�cation.The MIT distributed systems group, which originally developed I/O automata, has donesubstantial e�orts in verifying simulations between I/O automata using the Larch Prover



8.6 Evaluation and Related Work 147(LP) [SAGG+93, PPG+96]. A number of case studies have been performed, involvingtiming based systems as well (e.g. [LSGL94, Gri95]). Current work [GLV97] aims at aformal language for I/O automata which allows to develop tools like static type checkers,simulators and code generators. The distinguishing feature to our work is is the fact thatLP is a theorem prover for �rst-order logic. This means that the abstract notions of I/Oautomata incorporating composition operators and behaviours cannot be expressed withinthe logic. Instead, results on paper are used to extract a set of proof obligations from theformal description of the system. In particular, reasoning about meta-theory is impossible.Archer and Heitmeyer [AH97a, AH97b] veri�ed several benchmark problems modeled asLynch/Vaandrager timed automata [LV96] in PVS [ORR+96]. Their goal is to build acustomized prover on top of PVS, which is designed to process proof steps that resemblein style and size the typical steps in hand proofs. This is accomplished by tailored proofstrategies, which resemble pretty much our specialized Isabelle tactics. However, theirframework is restricted to invariant proofs, simulations are not taken into account untilnow. Furthermore, they do not consider meta-theory, although the logic of PVS would bepowerful enough.Further case studies have been performed with Coq [DFH+93] in the area of communicationprotocols [HSV94, BPV94]. Again, the works rely much more on unformalized meta-theorythan we do.Inspired by our work Gri�oen and Devillers [GD98] formalized the meta-theory of I/Oautomata in PVS [ORR+96] and proved the correctness of re�nement mappings. Theframework has been used to verify a small part of the software of a multimedia bus protocol.For more details see x9.4.



Chapter 9Soundness of Re�nement NotionsIn this chapter we establish the soundness of (fair) re�nement mappings and (fair) forwardsimulations within Isabelle. Surprisingly, the proof scripts are relatively short comparedwith the corresponding paper proofs in the literature. This is due to the algebraic sequencemodel, which in particular allows to de�ne and reason about in�nite concatenation veryeasily.9.1 IntroductionIn this chapter we prove the soundness of re�nement mappings and forward simulations(Thm. 2.4.6) and their fair counterparts in Isabelle.The key idea of the proofs is the fact, that there is a certain correspondence between theexecutions of the involved automata and not only between their traces. If a forward sim-ulation R exists between an implementation automaton C and a speci�cation automatonA, then for every execution exec1 in C there is a corresponding execution exec2 in A thathas the same trace as exec1. More speci�cally, every step s a!C t in exec1 corresponds toa subsequence of exec2 that is a move of A. This means that the corresponding executionexec2 represents the in�nite concatenation of all the moves that correspond to the singlesteps of exec1 under R (see Fig. 8.3).Thus, it is essential that de�ning and reasoning about in�nite concatenation is easily dealtwith. As the de�nition of the Flatten operator in x6.3 shows, this is the case in our algebraicsequence model. In fact it will turn out that the proofs are very concise and, in addition,easy to automate.9.2 Soundness of Re�nement MappingsWe start with the de�nition of the desired corresponding execution (see Fig. 9.1).



9.2 Soundness of Re�nement Mappings 149De�nition 9.2.1 (Corresponding Execution)Given an execution (s; ex ) of C and a function f between the states of C and A the functioncorrespref builds a state/sequence pair of A that corresponds to (s; ex ) under f .correspref :: (�; �2) ioa! (�1 ! �2)! (�; �1)execution! (�; �2)executioncorrespref A f (s; ex ) � (f s; corresprefc A f `ex s)The start state s is mapped to the corresponding start state f (s). Furthermore, the in�niteconcatenation of the moves of A is realized by the following operation:corresprefc :: (�; �2) ioa! (�1 ! �2)! (�� �1)sequence !c �1 ! (�� �2)sequenceThe following equations follow immediately from the de�nition:corresprefc A f `? s = ?corresprefc A f `nil s = nilcorresprefc A f `((a; t)^ex1) s = (" ex2: is-move A ex2 (f s; a; f t))� corresprefc A f `ex1 t 2Corollary 9.2.2The following equations for correspref follow immediately from those for corresprefc :correspref A f (s;?) = (f s;?)correspref A f (s; nil) = (f s; nil)correspref A f (s; (a; t)^ex1) = (f s; (" ex2: is-moveA ex2 (f s; a; f t))� snd (correspref A f (t ; ex1)) 2Intuitively, correspref works as follows: every step in the execution ex of C is mapped tothe corresponding move of A, then these in�nitely many moves are concatenated yieldingthe corresponding execution. Technically however, correspref cannot be realized by Mapand Flatten, as ex contains only pairs (a; t), whereas entire steps (s; a; t) are needed toconstruct the corresponding move. Therefore, the state s has to be carried over from thelast pair using a fourth argument for corresprefc .Furthermore, note that correspref does not take executions as argument, but merely theirsecond projections, i.e. their sequence parts. This avoids to eliminate t when concatenating(s; ex1) and (t ; ex2). In addition, it matches the de�nition of is-move very well, which alsotakes only the sequence part of an execution as argument. Nevertheless, the �rst statess and t are not neglected in is-move and corresprefc , but are taken care of implicitly. Thisis necessary, as otherwise it would not be true that (s; ex1 � ex2) is an execution. To



150 Soundness of Re�nement Notionscorrespref A f exec (f (s0); [ (e0; s 00); (i2; f (s1)) !] � nil � [ (e1; f (s3)) !])" " - "exec (s0; [ (e0; s1); (i1; s2); (e1; s3) !])Figure 9.1: A corresponding execution: ei denote external, ij internal actions, f (s1) = f (s2).prove this, it is required that t is the last state of ex1. See the example in Fig. 9.1, whichillustrates these facts.Note that the use of the description operator " does not complicate reasoning in thiscontext, as the desired ex2 always exists: the de�nition of is-ref-map exactly states theexistence of a simulation move for every reachable state of C . Thus, the descriptionoperator " can always be eliminated: the only property we need about " ex2, namely thatit is a move of A, is always guaranteed. This is expressed in the following lemma.Lemma 9.2.3 (Existence of Move)Given a re�nement mapping f there is a corresponding move of A for every reachable states and step s a!C t . is-ref-map f C A reachable C s s a!C tis-move A (" ex : is-moveA ex (f s; a; f t)) (f s; a; f t)Proof.Simple consequence of the de�nition of is-ref-map and (9x : P x )) P (" y : P y). 2Corollary 9.2.4 (Move Properties)The following theorems are simple implications of the preceding lemma:is-ref-map f C A reachable C s s a!C tis-exec-frag A (f s; " ex : is-move A ex (f s; a; f t)) (1)is-ref-map f C A reachable C s s a!C tFinite (" ex : is-move A ex (f s; a; f t)) (2)is-ref-map f C A reachable C s s a!C tlast-state (f s; " ex : is-move A ex (f s; a; f t)) = (f t) (3)is-ref-map f C A reachable C s s a!C tmk-trace A `(" ex : is-moveA ex (f s; a; f t)) =(if a 2 ext A then [ a !] else nil) (4) 2



9.2 Soundness of Re�nement Mappings 151The main correctness result can be divided into two steps. Given a re�nement mapping ffrom C to A, we have to show� Trace Equality: the traces of exec and (correspref A f exec) coincide and� Execution Property: (correspref A f exec) is an execution of A.The two properties will be shown consecutively.9.2.1 Trace Equality.The is-move property guarantees that every move of A and its simulated step of C havethe same trace. These local trace equalities have to be extended to the concatenation ofmoves, which is essentially possible because of the following trivial lemma:Lemma 9.2.5Generating traces distributes over concatenation.mk-trace A `(ex1 � ex2) = (mk-trace A `ex1) � (mk-trace A `ex2)Proof.Follows immediately from the fact, that both Filter and Map distribute over � . 2This lemma is now used to show trace equivalence not only for the binary concatenationof moves, but for their in�nite concatenation produced by correspref .Lemma 9.2.6 (Trace Equality)The traces of the execution (s; ex ) and correspref A f (s; ex ) coincide if f is a re�nementmapping from C to A and the external actions are the same.A1: is-ref-map f C A A2: ext(C ) = ext(A)C1: 8s:reachable C s ^ is-exec-frag C (s; ex )) mk-trace A `(snd (correspref A f (s; ex ))) = mk-trace C `exProof.The proof is by structural induction on ex . The admissibility condition is dischargedautomatically and the base cases ex = ?; ex = nil are trivial.Inductive step ex = (a; t)^ex1: Assume C1 as induction hypothesis. Thus, we get a newgoal which has to be shown under three further assumptions.A3: reachable C s A4: s a!C t A5: is-exec-frag C (t ; ex1)C2: mk-trace A `(snd (correspref A f (s; (a; t)^ex1))) = mk-trace C `((a; t)^ex1)



152 Soundness of Re�nement NotionsCase a 2 ext(A):mk-trace A `(snd (correspref A f (s; (a; t)^ex1)))= fCor. 9.2.2: (Equations for correspref)gmk-trace A `(" ex2: is-move A ex2 (f s; a; f t) � (snd (correspref A f (s; ex1))))= fLemma 9.2.5: (Distributivity of mk-trace over � )gmk-trace A `(" ex2: is-move A ex2 (f s; a; f t))�mk-trace A `(snd (correspref A f (s; ex1)))= fIH with s := t, ex := ex1, A1 { A3, and Def. 8.2.7 (reachable).gmk-trace A `(" ex2: is-move A ex2 (f s; a; f t)) � mk-trace C `ex1= fLemma 9.2.4 (Move property (4)), A1, A3, a 2 ext(A)g[a!] � mk-trace C `ex1= fDef. 6.2.5 (� ), Cor. 8.3.5: (Equations for mk-trace), A2gmk-trace C `((a; t)^ex1)Case a 62 ext(A): Analogous. 2The assumption ext(A) = ext(C ) is needed, as mk-trace generates traces w.r.t. the signatureof A on the lhs and traces w.r.t. the signature of C on the rhs. The other assumptions(is-ref-map f C A) and (reachableC s) are needed to ensure the existence of a move, i.e. toapply Lemma 9.2.4.9.2.2 Execution Property.Just as before, the is-move property yields already the property of being an execution-fragment for every simulation move. To prove the property for the entire correspondingexecution, we need lemmas that propagate it from single executions to their �nite andin�nite concatenation. The next lemma treats binary concatenation �rst.Lemma 9.2.7The predicate is-exec-frag propagates from single executions (s; ex1) and (u; ex2) to theirconcatenation (s; ex1 � ex2) provided that u is the last state of ex1.C1: Finite(ex1)) 8s:is-exec-frag A (s; ex1) ^ is-exec-frag A (u; ex2) ^last-state (s; ex1) = u) is-exec-frag A (s; ex1 � ex2)



9.2 Soundness of Re�nement Mappings 153Proof.The proof is by �nite structural induction on ex1: The base case ex1 = nil is trivial.Inductive step ex1 = (a; t )̂ ex 01: Assume C1 as induction hypothesis. Thus, we get a newgoal which has to be shown under three further assumptions.A1: s a!A t ^ is-exec-frag A (t ; ex 01)A2: is-exec-frag A (u; ex2)A3: last-state (s; (a; t)^ex 01) = last-state (t ; ex 01) = uC2: is-exec-frag A (s; ((a; t)^ex 01) � ex2)The following equalities yield the result.is-exec-frag A (s; ((a; t)^ex 01) � ex2)= fDef. 8.3.3, Def. 6.2.5, (Equations for is-exec-frag and � )gs a!A t ^ is-exec-frag A (t ; ex 01 � ex2)= fA1gis-exec-frag A (t ; ex 01 � ex2)= fInduction hypothesis with s := t, ex1 := ex 01, A1 { A3gTrue 2Notice that the assumption Finite(ex1) is not necessary, as the goal is-exec-fragA (s; ex1 �ex2) reduces to is-exec-frag A (s; ex1) if ex1 is partial or in�nite. In our context, how-ever, we need the lemma only under this assumption, as we argue about moves, and theis-move property includes the �niteness requirement. Furthermore, last-state (s; ex ) is notcontinuous in ex , therefore the lemma cannot be proven to be admissible using the syntac-tic admissibility test. Thus, in�nite structural induction cannot be applied immediately.Finite structural induction, however, can be applied very easily, as last-state has beencharacterized inductively for �nite sequences (Lemma 8.3.8).Now we propagate the execution property from single sequences to their in�nite concate-nation.Lemma 9.2.8 (Execution Property)Given a re�nement mapping f from C to A, correspref A f (s; ex ) is an execution fragmentof A, provided (s; ex ) is an execution fragment of C .A1: is-ref-map f C AC1: 8s:reachable C s ^ is-exec-frag C (s; ex )) is-exec-frag A (correspref A f (s; ex ))



154 Soundness of Re�nement NotionsProof.The proof is by structural induction on ex . The admissibility is discharged automat-ically and the base cases ex = ?; ex = nil are trivial.Inductive step ex = (a; t)^ex1: Assume C1 as induction hypothesis. Thus, we get a newgoal which has to be shown under three further assumptions.A2: reachable C s A3: s a!C t A4: is-exec-frag C (t ; ex1)C2: is-exec-frag A (correspref A f (s; (a; t)^ex1))The following equalities yield the result.is-exec-frag A (correspref A f (s; (a; t)^ex1))= fCor. 9.2.2 (Equations for correspref)gis-exec-frag A (f s; " ex2: is-move A ex2 (f s; a; f t) � snd (correspref A f (t ; ex1)))= fLemma 9.2.7 (is-exec-frag propagates to � ), t := f (t) gis-exec-frag A (f s; " ex2: is-move A ex2 (f s; a; f t)) ^is-exec-frag A (f t ; snd (correspref A f (t ; ex1))) ^last-state (f s; " ex2: is-move A ex2 (f s; a; f t)) = (f t)= f2� Lemma 9.2.4 (Move properties (1) and (3)), A1 { A3gis-exec-frag A (f t ; snd (correspref A f (t ; ex1)))= fUnfold, simplify and fold Def. 9.2.1: (correspref)gis-exec-frag A (correspref A f (t ; ex1))= fIH with s := t, ex := ex1, A2 {A4, Def. 8.2.7 (reachable-n)gTrue 29.2.3 Main Soundness ResultsUsing the two important properties about correspref that have been proved in the previoussubsections, it is now straight-forward to derive the main soundness result for re�nementmappings.Theorem 9.2.9 (Soundness of Re�nement Mappings)A implements C safely if there is a re�nement mapping from C to A and the externalactions are the same.A1: is-ref-map f C A A2: in(C ) = in(A) ^ out(C ) = out(A)C1: C �S A



9.2 Soundness of Re�nement Mappings 155Proof.Because of A2 and by the de�nition of �C , C1 reduces to C2: traces(C ) � traces(A) whichreduces further by elementary set equalities, some propositional logic, and the characteri-zation of traces (Lemma 8.3.6) toC3: exec1 2 executions(C )) 9exec2 2 executions(A):mk-trace C `(snd exec1) = mk-trace A `(snd exec2)Thus, the existence of an execution exec2 2 executions(A) has to be shown, that has thesame trace as exec1. Such an execution is exactly the corresponding execution of exec1 givenby exec2 := correspref Af exec1. Therefore, by writing (s1; ex1) for exec1, using the equationsfor is-exec-frag, and unfolding the de�nition of executions, C3 reduces to the propositionsC4: correspref A f (s1; ex1) 2 executions AC5: mk-trace C `ex1 = mk-trace A `(snd (correspref A f (s1; ex1)))which have to be shown under the assumptionA3: s1 2 starts-of(C ) ^ is-exec-frag C (s1; ex1)For C5, Lemma 9.2.6 (Trace equality) can immediately be applied using A1{A3 and theinductive rule reachable-0 (Def. 8.2.7). For C4, it has to be shown that f (s1) 2 starts-of(A),which is an implication of A1 together with A3. Then Lemma 9.2.8 (Execution Property)can be applied using A1 and A3. 2For fair re�nement mappings an analogous soundness result is obtainable, which uses thesame two important lemmas concerning trace equality and execution correspondence.Theorem 9.2.10 (Soundness of Fair Re�nement Mappings)A implements C fairly if there is a fair re�nement mapping from C to A and the externalactions are the same.A1: is-fair-ref-map f C A A2: in(C ) = in(A) ^ out(C ) = out(A)C1: C �F AProof.Because of A2 and by the de�nition of �F , C1 reduces to C2: fair-traces(C ) � fair-traces(A)which reduces further by elementary set equalities, some propositional logic, and the de�-nition of fair-traces toC3: exec1 2 executions(C ) ^ is-fair C apexec1) 9exec2 2 executions(A):mk-trace C `(snd exec1) = mk-trace A `(snd exec2) ^is-fair A exec2



156 Soundness of Re�nement NotionsFor exec2 we choose as before the corresponding execution of exec1 given by exec2 :=correspref A f exec1. Therefore, by writing (s1; ex1) for exec1, using the equations foris-exec-frag, and unfolding the de�nition of executions, C3 reduces to the propositionsC4: correspref A f (s1; ex1) 2 executions AC5: mk-trace C `ex1 = mk-trace A `(snd (correspref A f (s1; ex1)))C6: is-fair A (correspref A f (s1; ex1))which have to be shown under the assumptionA3: (s1; ex1) 2 executions(C ) ^ is-fair C exec1C4 and C5 are discharged in the same manner as in the soundness proof for the safe case.C6 follows from A1 and A3 with the de�nition of a fair re�nement mapping. 29.3 Soundness of Forward SimulationsThe correctness of forward simulations is a stronger result than the correctness of re�ne-ment mappings, as every re�nement mapping induces a forward simulation. Therefore, itwould be su�cient to show only the correctness of forward simulations. However, we de-cided to perform both proofs, as although they follow along the same lines, the simulationcorrectness proof is distinctly more subtle in detail. Thus, for sake of simplicity we willdescribe the simulation proof in terms of what changes in the proof of the previous section.Forward simulations di�er from re�nement mappings in using relations R instead of func-tions f between the states of C and A. This mainly implies that the construction of thecorresponding execution has to consider more underspeci�cation, which is accomplishedby further uses of the choice operator. In detail, the following changes to correspref have tobe made to construct a corresponding execution correspsim for simulations (cf. Fig. 9.2 andthe de�nition below):� For every start state s of C the corresponding state s 0 of A has to be chosen in sucha way that (s; s 0) 2 R and s 0 2 starts-of(A).� Consider a step u b!C v , its succeeding step s a!C t , and their correspondingmoves of A. First, note that from v = s it does not follow in general that theircorresponding states are equal, as f (v) = f (s) is true for a function f , but not forall values v 0 2 R[v ] and s 0 2 R[s] for an arbitrary relation R. Thus, for correspsim itdoes not su�ce to hand over the concrete state of the last step as further argument,but its corresponding state is needed as well. Actually, the concrete state can beneglected then.Second, the state t 0 that corresponds to t has to be chosen in such a way that(t ; t 0) 2 R and that there is a move from s 0 to that t 0.
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s ta
R[s] R[t ]s 0 t 0a

Figure 9.2: A Step of a Forward SimulationTherefore two more applications of the choice operator are needed, where one is nestedwith the choice operator already used for correspref :De�nition 9.3.1 (Corresponding Execution for Forward Simulations)Given an execution (s; ex ) of C and a relation R between the states of C and A the functioncorrespsim constructs a state/sequence pair of A that corresponds to (s; ex ) under R.correspsim :: (�; �2) ioa! (�1 � �2)set! (�; �1)execution! (�; �2)executioncorrespsim A R (s; ex ) � let s 0 = " s 0: (s; s 0) 2 R ^ s 0 2 starts-of(A)in (s 0; correspsimc A R `ex s 0)For the start state s a corresponding start state s 0 is chosen. Furthermore, the in�niteconcatenation of the moves of A is realized by the following operation:correspsimc :: (�; �2) ioa! (�1 � �2)set! (�� �1)sequence !c �2 ! (�� �2)sequenceThe following equations follow immediately from the de�nition:correspsimc A R `? s = ?correspsimc A R `nil s = nilcorrespsimc A R `((a; t)^ex1) s 0 = let (ex2; t 0) = " (ex2; t 0):(t ; t 0) 2 R ^is-move A ex2 (s 0; a; t 0)in ex2 � correspsimc A R `ex1 t 0 2Note that rewrite rules like those for correspref are not derivable for correspsim, as therequirement on the start state " s 0: (s; s 0) 2 R ^ s 0 2 starts-of(A) does not allow a recursivecharacterization. We work with correspsimc instead, which enables us to talk about thisrequirement merely for the main correctness result.



158 Soundness of Re�nement NotionsAs for re�nement mappings, the choice operators do not complicate reasoning because ofthe following lemma.Lemma 9.3.2 (Existence of Move)Given a forward simulation R there is a corresponding move of A for every reachable states and step s a!C t .is-simulation R C A reachable C s s a!C t (s; s 0) 2 Rlet (ex2; t 0) = " (ex2; t 0): (t ; t 0) 2 R ^ is-move A ex2 (s 0; a; t 0)in (t ; t 0) 2 R ^ is-move A ex2 (s 0; a; t 0)Proof.Follows essentially by applying (9x : P x )) P (" y : P y). 2Similar to the previous section, lemmas can directly be derived which describe this resultfor every subproperty of is-move. They will not be displayed here, but implicitly assumedwhen referring to the result above.The facts that trace generation and the execution property propagate from executions totheir binary concatenation can be reused. We merely have to redo the proof for the in�niteconcatenation, i.e. for correspsim instead of correspref . In turn, only the changes to thecorresponding proofs for correspref are explained.Lemma 9.3.3 (Trace Equality)Given a forward simulation R between C and A, the traces of the execution (s; ex ) andcorrespsim A R (s; ex ) coincide.is-simulation R C A ext(C ) = ext(A)8s s 0:reachable C s ^ is-exec-frag C (s; ex ) ^ (s; s 0) 2 R) mk-trace A `(correspsimc A R `ex s 0) = mk-trace C `exProof.Similar to the proof for correspref . Merely s 0 has to be instantiated bysnd (" (ex2; t 0): (t ; t 0) 2 R ^ is-move A ex2 (s 0; a; t 0))for applying the induction hypothesis. Such a value t 0 exists because of Lemma 9.3.2. 2Lemma 9.3.4 (Execution Property)Given a forward simulation R between C and A, correspsim A R (s; ex ) is an executionfragment of A, provieded that (s; ex ) is an execution fragment of C .is-simulation R C A8s s 0:reachable C s ^ is-exec-frag C (s; ex ) ^ (s; s 0) 2 R) is-exec-frag A (s 0; correspsimc A R `ex s 0)



9.3 Soundness of Forward Simulations 159Proof.Similar to the proof for correspref . Merely s 0 has to be instantiated bysnd (" (ex2; t 0): (t ; t 0) 2 R ^ is-move A ex2 (s 0; a; t 0))for applying the induction hypothesis. Such a value t 0 exists because of Lemma 9.3.2. Thesame instantiation has to be used to apply Lemma 9.2.7 (execution fragments are preservedby concatenation). 2There is one more theorem needed than in the previous section, because the existence ofa corresponding start state has to be established. This is guaranteed by the is-simulationproperty. Reasoning about the third additional use of the choice operator, which choosesthe corresponding start state, is facilitated by the following lemma.Lemma 9.3.5 (Existence of Corresponding Start State)Given a forward simulation relation R between C and A and a start state s of C , there isalways a start state s 0 of A with (s; s 0) 2 R.is-simulation R C A s 2 starts-of(C )let s 0 = " s 0: (s; s 0) 2 R ^ s 0 2 starts-of(A)in (s; s 0) 2 R ^ s 0 2 starts-of(A)Proof.Follows essentially from (9x : P x ) ^ (8x : P(x )) Q(x ))) Q (" y : P y). 2Now the main soundness result for forward simulations can be established.Theorem 9.3.6 (Soundness of Forward Simulations)The traces of A include those of C if there is a forward simulation from C to A and theexternal actions are the same.A1: is-simulation R C A A2: in(C ) = in(A) ^ out(C ) = out(A)C1: C �S AProof.By the de�nition of �S C1 reduces to C2: traces(C ) � traces(A) which reduces furtherby elementary set equalities, some propositional logic, and the characterization of traces(Lemma 8.3.6) toC3: exec1 2 executions C) 9exec2 2 executions A:mk-trace C `(snd exec1) = mk-trace A `(snd exec2)Thus, the existence of an execution exec2 2 executions(A) has to be shown, that has thesame trace as exec1. Such an execution is exactly the corresponding execution of exec1 given



160 Soundness of Re�nement Notionsby exec2 := correspsimAf exec1. Therefore, by writing (s1; ex1) for exec1, using the equationsfor is-exec-frag, and unfolding the de�nition of executions, C3 reduces to the propositionsC4: correspsim A f (s1; ex1) 2 executions AC5: mk-trace C `ex1 = mk-trace A `(snd (correspsim A f (s1; ex1)))which have to be shown under the assumptionA3: s1 2 starts-of(C ) ^ is-exec-frag C (s1; ex1)Until now, the proof is analogous to the one for correspref . But for the application of theLemmas 9.3.3 (Trace Equality) and 9.3.4 (Execution Property) the preceding Lemma 9.3.5has to be employed at three places. It is used to guarantee the existence of a correspondingstart state and to justify the additional assumption (s; s 0) 2 R for the two main Lemmas9.3.3 and 9.3.4. In detail:For C5, Lemma 9.3.3 can be applied using A1{A3, reachable-0 (Def. 8.2.7), and Lemma9.3.5. For C4, it has to be shown that(" s 0: (s; s 0) 2 R ^ s 0 2 starts-of A) 2 starts-of Awhich is implied by A1 together with A3 and Lemma 9.3.5. Then Lemma 9.3.4 can beapplied using A1, A3, and once more Lemma 9.3.5. 2Again a soundness result for the fair case is obtainable in an analogous way.Theorem 9.3.7 (Soundness of Fair Forward Simulations)A implements C fairly if there is a fair forward simulation from C to A and the externalactions are the same.is-fair-simulation f C A in(C ) = in(A) ^ out(C ) = out(A)C �F AProof.The proof is analogous to the soundness proof of fair re�nement mappings (Lemma 9.2.10).For the main lemmas concerning trace equality and correspondence of executions Lemmas9.3.3 and 9.3.4 are used instead of Lemmas 9.2.6 and 9.2.8. 2
9.4 Conclusion and Related WorkThe meta-theoretic proofs of this chapter provide a re�nement framework which has beenveri�ed completely within the theorem prover. Note that the proofs had only to be done



9.4 Conclusion and Related Work 161once and for all. Concerning the completeness of the veri�ed re�nement notions merelybackward simulations have not been considered. As backward simulations have the sameexpressiveness as re�nement mappings together with prophecy variables [LV95], merely thecorrectness of prophecy variables has not been veri�ed.As the description in this chapter showed, the proofs are rather succinct. In addition,they are easy to automate because they mainly employ structural induction on sequenceswhich appears to be especially suitable for automatic simpli�cation. The soundness proofof forward simulations includes 104 proof commands on 4 pages and therefore seems to bevery concise compared to the paper proof of [GSSL93] of about 5 pages (only counting therelevant parts, as backward simulations have been considered there as well).This seems to be surprising, and in the following chapter we will indeed make the oppositeexperience. However, it is due to the di�erent sequence models which underly the respectiveapproaches. Whereas we use domain-theoretic lazy lists, in [GSSL93] partial functions onnatural numbers are employed. In [GSSL93] the correspondence between two executions ofC and A is given descriptively by a (rather sophisticated) index mapping that relates theindexes of a step and its corresponding move (Def. 2.4.5). The corresponding executionis then calculated as a limit construction of index intervals. We, however, de�ne thecorresponding execution constructively as the in�nite concatenation of the correspondingmoves. Thus, indexes do not have to be considered at all.In addition, our algebraic sequence model is in particular suitable to treat in�nite con-catenation, which is demonstrated by the simple �xpoint de�nition of correspref . This isespecially true compared to models that formalize sequences as functions, as discussed inx7.Related Work: Inspired by our work, Gri�oen and Devillers [GD98] formalized the meta-theory of I/O automata in PVS [ORSH95] and proved the correctness of safe re�nementmappings, but not of forward simulations. However, de�ning and reasoning about in�niteconcatenation turned out to be very awkward in their functional sequence model [DG97](cf. the discussion in x7 and [DGM97]). Thus, they are currently investigating whetherthey should switch to a coalgebraic sequence model [HJ97a].Our veri�cation framework is a modi�cation and signi�cant extension of [NS95], wheresequences are described as functions of type nat ! (�) option without normalizing (cf.x7.2). As explained in x7.6, such a sequence model does not permit to prove re�nementconcepts which are more general than weak re�nement mappings. This applies similarlyto the restricted notion of re�nement supported in the tool AutoFocus [HSSS96], whichis planned to be integrated with Isabelle.



Chapter 10Compositionality andNon-Interference
In this chapter we prove compositionality and non-interference for safe I/O automata withIsabelle. In contrast to the short proof in the literature, which is based on an informalsequence model, our rigorous proof shows considerable complexity. This is due to noncon-tinuous functions and admissibility problems, i.e. complications which are caused by theformal sequence model and thereby are neglected in the informal proof. In particular, theoverall proof outline has to be modi�ed slightly in order to circumvent a noncontinuous fairmerge function. Because of its complexity the proof enables a meaningful evaluation of theusability of HOLCF.10.1 IntroductionIn this chapter we establish compositionality (Thm. 2.4.10) and non-interference (Thm.2.4.11) for safe I/O automata within Isabelle. Compositional reasoning is a major require-ment for every reasonable veri�cation formalism (cf. [dRe97]) and means in the contextof I/O automata that it su�ces to show the existence of implementation relations for thecomponents of a system. This already implies that there is an implementation relationfor the entire system. More precisely we will prove in x10.5 that for compatible safe I/Oautomata A1;A2;B1;B2 holds: A1 �S A2 B1 �S B2(A1 k B1) �S (A2 k B2)As the implementation relation �S is de�ned via trace inclusion this theorem boils downto the fact that the traces of a parallel composition are uniquely determined by the tracesof its components. Therefore, in x10.4 the following theorem will be provedTraces (A k B) = Traces(A) ktr Traces(B)



10.1 Introduction 163where ktr essentially means set intersection and A and B are compatible I/O automata.This theorem in turn relies on similar theorems for schedules and executionsScheds (A k B) = Scheds(A) ksch Scheds(B)Execs (A k B) = Execs(A) kex Execs(B)for appropriate operators ksch and kex . These theorems will be proved in x10.3 and x10.2,respectively. In the sequel these properties are referred to as compositionality for trace/schedule/execution properties.In x10.6 we prove non-interference for safe I/O automata, which means that parallel com-position preserves the property that a system controls the performance of its local actions.Clearly, this property is a consequence of the compositionality for schedules and the input-enabledness of I/O automata.The proofs represent a nontrivial challenge for HOLCF, as we face a noncontinuous fairmerge function and have to deal with proof obligations which can hardly be proved to beadmissible. The �rst problem forced us to modify the overall proof outline of the informalcompositionality proof sketch in [LT87], the second was the motivation for the coalgebraicinfrastructure for sequences developed in x6.5 and x6.6. In more detail:Fair Merge The key idea of the compositionality proofs is to paste together executions(resp. schedules) of components in such a way, that an execution (resp. schedule) ofthe composition is obtained. This can be accomplished by some kind of fair mergefunction, which is not continuous in general. Fortunately, for executions an oracle canbe carried along which guarantees the fairness and therefore, makes the merge processcontinuous. For schedules, however, such an oracle can only predict the membershipof external actions. This implies that possibly occurring internal actions after thelast external one have to be merged without oracle and therefore noncontinuously.Our solution is to modify the proof in such a way, that it is possible to work withschedules whose internal rests have been cut o�. This cut-o� operator is exactly theChop operator introduced in x6.6, and therefore demonstrates the need for functions,which are more naturally characterized corecursively.Admissibility In the compositionality proofs for schedules and traces propositions occurwhose admissibility cannot be discharged automatically by the admissibility tactic.Furthermore, proving admissibility by its de�nition would boil down to essentiallyproving the entire proposition. For schedules we get along with tricky reformulationsof the initial goal. For traces, however, this is not possible. Instead, we take advantageof the infrastructure for take lemma proofs concerning recursively de�ned operatorsprovided in x6.5.In x10.7 we report on the experiences with these proofs and draw conclusions w.r.t. thepower and applicability of HOLCF.



164 Compositionality and Non-Interference10.2 Compositionality for ExecutionsThis section describes the compositionality result on the execution level. First, someoperations on executions have to be introduced.De�nition 10.2.1 (Execution Projections)Executions of parallel compositions may be projected onto their �rst or second component.This is done by ProjA and ProjB, respectively:ProjA :: (�; � � �)execution! (�; �)executionProjA (s; ex ) � (fst s;ProjAc `ex )ProjAc :: (�� (� � �))sequence !c (�� �)sequenceProjAc � Map (�(a; t): (a; fst t))ProjB :: (�; � � �)execution! (�; �)executionProjB (s; ex ) � (snd s;ProjBc `ex )ProjBc :: (�� (� � �))sequence !c (�� �)sequenceProjBc � Map (�(a; t): (a; snd t)) 2De�nition 10.2.2 (Filtering Executions)The operation Filter-ex removes from an execution each action not in a given signaturetogether with its following state:Filter-ex :: (�; �)signature! (�; �)execution! (�; �)executionFilter-ex sig (s; ex ) � (s; Filter-exc `ex )Filter-exc :: (�; �)signature! (�� �)sequence !c (�� �)sequenceFilter-exc sig � Filter (�(a; s): a 2 actions(sig)) 2Corollary 10.2.3The following rewrite rules for Filter-exc follow immediately from those for Filter:Filter-exc sig `? = ?Filter-exc sig `nil = nilFilter-exc sig `(a; t)^ex = if (fst a) 2 actions(sig) then (a; t)^Filter-exc sig `exelse Filter-exc sig `exThe operation Filter-ex is de�ned over a signature instead of an I/O automaton. This allowsus to use it for sets of executions, which are not necessarily generated by I/O automata, aswell. See Def. 10.3.9 where Filter-ex is used in the context of general execution properties.



10.2 Compositionality for Executions 165Furthermore, note that Filter-exc can directly be de�ned using Filter because executionsare formalized using sequences of action/state pairs. In x10.3.3 this allows us to de-rive nice commutation properties for Filter-exc and Filter. For a similar reason ProjA andFilter-ex (sig-of A) are de�ned as separate operations in contrast to the literature (cf. x2):more abstract properties can be proven about ProjA without connection to Filter-ex. Fur-thermore, ProjA will as well be used in other contexts, for example in connection with thefollowing predicate:De�nition 10.2.4 (Stuttering)The predicate Stutter checks for all transitions s a! t occurring in an execution whethers = t provided a is not in a given signature:Stutter :: (�; �)signature! (�; �)execution! boolStutter sig (s; ex ) � Stutterc sig `ex s 6= FFThe Stutter predicate is realized by the computable operationStutterc :: (�; �)signature! (�� �)sequence !c � ! trwhich runs down the sequence examining every transition w.r.t. the desired property. Thefollowing equations characterize Stutterc:Stutterc sig `? s = ?Stutterc sig `nil s = TTStutterc sig `((a; t)^ex ) s = (if a 62 actions(sig) then Def(s = t) else TT)andalso Stutterc sig `ex t 2Corollary 10.2.5The following rewrite rules for Stutter follow immediately from those for Stutterc:Stutter sig (s;?) = TrueStutter sig (s; nil) = TrueStutter sig (s; (a; t)^ex ) = (a 62 actions(sig)) s = t) ^ Stutter sig (t ; ex )Proof Outline. The following lemmas all contribute to the main theorem of this sec-tion, Thm. 10.2.8, which expresses the compositionality of executions (see an example inFig. 10.1): executions of a composition induce executions of the components by project-ing them onto the components' states (ProjA;ProjB) and �ltering out action/state pairsunknown to the components (Filter-ex). Conversely, suppose exec is of type execution.Then exec is an execution of A k B , if Filter-ex and ProjA;ProjB induce executions ofthe components and the Stutter predicate holds for the projections onto the components.Furthermore, it is required that exec contains only actions of the signature of A k B .



166 Compositionality and Non-Interferenceexec ((sA1 ; sB1 ); [(a1; sA2 ; sB1 );(a2; sA2 ; sB2 )!])Filter-ex (sig-of A) (ProjA exec) (sA1 ; [(a1; sA2 )!] )Filter-ex (sig-of B) (ProjB exec) (sB1 ; [(a2; sB2 )!] )Figure 10.1: An Execution of A k B and its Projections on A and B .Proof Automation. The proofs in the sequel could be automated very well, as negationscannot make the admissibility test fail: all involved predicates (is-exec-frag, Stutter, andForall) are de�ned via the common scheme f `ex 6= FF . As explained in x6.3 terms satisfyingthis scheme are always admissible.Therefore, the proofs are essentially done by a tactic, called ex induct tac, which appliesstructural induction and simpli�es all subgoals | base cases, admissibility, and inductivecase. For the inductive case elements in executions are split into explicit pairs beforesimpli�cation. The simpli�er is enriched by a set of lemmas that describe the de�nitionof k in detail. The tactic is followed by some predicate-logical reasoning, case-splitting ofif then else constructs and further tailored simpli�cation, which in most cases �nishesthe proof.As the actual proof scripts are very short, the next proof is given exemplarily in moredetail, whereas the subsequent lemmas are presented without proof.Lemma 10.2.6Executions of A k B imply executions on the components A and B :C1: 8s:is-exec-frag (A k B) (s; ex )) is-exec-frag A (Filter-ex (sig-of A) (ProjA (s; ex ))) ^is-exec-frag B (Filter-ex (sig-of B) (ProjB (s; ex )))Proof.Rewriting with Filter-ex and ProjA, ProjB reduces C1 toC2: 8s:is-exec-frag (A k B) (s; ex )) is-exec-frag A (fst s; Filter-exc (sig-of A) `(ProjAc `ex )) ^is-exec-frag B (snd s; Filter-exc (sig-of B) `(ProjBc `ex ))This rewriting is necessary, because Filter-ex and ProjA, ProjB cannot be characterizedrecursively, as the start state precludes a recursive de�nition.Now, we apply structural induction on ex . The admissibility condition is dischargedautomatically, the base cases ex = nil, ex = ? are trivial.



10.2 Compositionality for Executions 167Inductive step ex = (a; t)^ex1: Assume C2 as induction hypothesis. Therefore, we get anew goal which has to be shown under a further assumption.A1: s a!AkB t ^ is-exec-frag (A k B) (t ; ex1)C3: is-exec-frag A (fst s; Filter-exc (sig-of A) `(ProjAc `(a; t)^ex )) ^is-exec-frag B (snd s; Filter-exc (sig-of B) `(ProjBc `(a; t)^ex ))We prove only the �rst part of C3, the second follows by an analogous argument.� Case a 2 act(A): In this case, the component A can take a transition, as theprojection of every step in the composition A k B is at the same time a step of Aprovided that the respective action is in the signature of A. Formally, the problemis reduced by the following equalities:is-exec-frag A (fst s; Filter-exc (sig-of A) `(ProjAc `(a; t)^ex ))fEquations for ProjAc and Filter-excg= is-exec-frag A (fst s; (a; fst t)^Filter-exc (sig-of A) `(ProjAc `ex ))fEquations for is-exec-fragg= fst s a!A fst t ^ is-exec-frag A (fst t ; Filter-exc (sig-of A) `(ProjAc `ex ))The �rst conjunct of the remaining proposition follows from the de�nition of k us-ing s a!AkB t , which holds by A1, and a 2 act(A). The second conjunct can bedischarged by the induction hypothesis by instantiating ex with ex1 and s with t .� Case a 62 act(A): In this case, the component A stutters according to the de�nitionof the composition A k B in the case where the component does not know therespective action. Therefore, the state is just passed on for the next pair in ex to bechecked. Formally, the problem is reduced by the following equalities:is-exec-frag A (fst s; Filter-exc (sig-of A) `(ProjAc `(a; t)^ex ))fEquations for ProjAc and Filter-excg= is-exec-frag A (fst s; Filter-exc (sig-of A) `(ProjAc `ex ))From s a!AkB t , which holds because of A1, and a 62 act(A) follows (fst s) = (fst t).Therefore the induction hypothesis can be applied by instantiating ex with ex1 ands with t . 2Lemma 10.2.7Executions of A k B imply the Stutter predicate on the components' executions. Fur-thermore, they contain only actions of the signature of A k B , and represent speci�c



168 Compositionality and Non-Interferencecompositions of executions of the components A and B .8s:is-exec-frag (A k B) (s; ex )) Stutter (sig-of A) (ProjA (s; ex )) ^Stutter (sig-of B) (ProjB (s; ex )) ^Forall (�x : fst x 2 act (A k B)) ex8s:is-exec-frag A (Filter-ex (sig-of A) (ProjA (s; ex ))) ^is-exec-frag B (Filter-ex (sig-of B) (ProjB (s; ex ))) ^Stutter (sig-of A) (ProjA (s; ex )) ^Stutter (sig-of B) (ProjB (s; ex )) ^Forall (�x : fst x 2 act (A k B)) ex) is-exec-frag (A k B) (s; ex )Proof.Essentially by ex induct tac. 2Theorem 10.2.8 (Compositionality for Executions)Executions of A k B are related to the executions of A and B via the following theorem:exec 2 executions (A k B) =Filter-ex (sig-of A) (ProjA exec) 2 executions(A) ^Filter-ex (sig-of B) (ProjB exec) 2 executions(B) ^Stutter (sig-of A) (ProjA exec) ^Stutter (sig-of B) (ProjB exec) ^Forall (�x : fst x 2 act (A k B)) (snd exec)Proof.Basic application of Lemma 10.2.7 and Lemma 10.2.6. 2This theorem implicitly contains a construction that describes how executions of a com-position can be generated from the executions of the components. To make this explicit,we de�ne a composition operator for sets of executions with a given signature.De�nition 10.2.9 (Execution Property Composition)Parallel composition on execution properties is de�ned as follows:kex : (�; �)exec-prop! (�; �)exec-prop! (�; � � �)exec-prop



10.3 Compositionality for Schedules 169(sigA; execsA) kex (sigB ; execsB) �fsig-comp sigA sigB ;fexec j Filter-ex sigA (ProjA exec) 2 execsAg\ fexec j Filter-ex sigB (ProjB exec) 2 execsBg\ fexec j Stutter sigA (ProjA exec)g\ fexec j Stutter sigB (ProjB exec)g\ fexec j Forall (�x : fst x 2 (actions sigA [ actions sigA)) (snd exec)ggThis composition operator allows us to rephrase Theorem 10.2.8 in a concise way.Corollary 10.2.10 (Compositionality of Execution Properties)Execution properties are compositional:Execs (A k B) = Execs(A) kex Execs(B)10.3 Compositionality for SchedulesIn order to guide the reader through the subsequent proofs, we start with the main theoremin a top down fashion. Its proof will reveal the main veri�cation tasks and thereby motivatethe subsequent lemmas.Theorem 10.3.1 (Compositionality for Schedules)Schedules of A k B are related to those of A and B via the following theorem:sch 2 schedules (A k B) =Filter (�a: a 2 act A) `sch 2 schedules(A) ^Filter (�a: a 2 act B) `sch 2 schedules(B) ^Forall (�a: a 2 act (A k B)) schProof.See also Fig. 10.2 and Fig. 10.3, which illustrate the main proof ideas.\)": The assumption sch 2 schedules (A k B) guarantees the existence of an exec withA1: exec 2 executions (A k B) ^ sch = Filter-act `(snd exec)There are three conjuncts to prove. The third one is trivial, as a schedule of A k Bcontains only actions from the signature of A k B . Formally, that is proved byLemma 10.2.7, part 1, and the sequence lemma Forall (P � f ) s = Forall P (Map f `s).



170 Compositionality and Non-InterferenceExecutions SchedulesA
A k B
B

execA schAFilter-act � snd
Filter-act � sndFilter-ex (sig-of A) � ProjA Filter (�a: a 2 act A)exec sch

execB schBFilter-act � sndFilter-ex (sig-of B) � ProjB Filter (�a: a 2 act B)
Figure 10.2: Compositionality for SchedulesTherefore, we restrict our intention to the �rst conjunct; the second one is provedanalogously. It has to be shown that there is an execA withC1: execA 2 executions(A)C2: Filter-act `(snd execA) = Filter (�a: a 2 act A) `schWe de�ne execA to be Filter-ex (sig-of A) (ProjA exec). Then, C1 is directly dischargedby the compositionality result for executions (Thm. 10.2.8) using A1. C2 turns intoC3: Filter-act `(snd (Filter-ex (sig-of A) (ProjA exec)))= Filter (�a: a 2 act A) `(Filter-act `(snd exec))by rewriting with sch = Filter-act `(sndexec) from A1 and with the de�nition of execA.The resulting proposition C3 means that the diagram in Fig. 10.2 commutes. Thisis essentially shown by Lemma 10.3.4 which will be proved later on. In detail, the



10.3 Compositionality for Schedules 171proof proceeds as follows, where (s; ex ) is written for exec:Filter-act `(snd (Filter-ex (sig-of A) (ProjA (s; ex ))))= fDef. 10.2.2 (Filter-ex), Def. 10.2.1 (ProjA)gFilter-act `(Filter-exc (sig-of A) `(ProjAc `ex ))= fLemma 10.3.4 (1) (Filtering and action projection commutes)gFilter (�a: a 2 act A) `(Filter-act `(ProjAc `ex ))= fLemma 10.3.4 (2) (State and action projections are independent)gFilter (�a: a 2 act A) `(Filter-act `ex )\(": The assumptions imply that there are executions execA and execB withA1: execA 2 executions(A) ^ Filter-act `(snd execA) = Filter (�a: a 2 act A) `schA2: execB 2 executions(B) ^ Filter-act `(snd execB) = Filter (�a: a 2 act B) `schA3: Forall (�a: a 2 act (A k B)) schIt has to be shown that there is an execution exec withC1: exec 2 executions (A k B)C2: Filter-act `(snd exec) = schA major challenge is to de�ne such an exec appropriately. Basically execA and execBhave to be pasted together in such a way, that the order of the actions is given bysch. The state components of execA and execB have to be paired, and when theorder of actions of execA or execB does not �t with that of sch, stutter states haveto be inserted. This is done by mkex via a recursive de�nition (Def. 10.3.2) which isexplained in detail later on. Therefore, we de�ne: exec := mkexAB sch execA execB .To prove C1 we use the compositionality result for executions (Thm. 10.2.8) and getC3: Filter-ex (sig-of A) (ProjA exec) 2 executions(A)C4: Filter-ex (sig-of B) (ProjB exec) 2 executions(B)C5: Stutter (sig-of A) (ProjA exec)C6: Stutter (sig-of B) (ProjB exec)C7: Forall (�x : fst x 2 act (A k B)) (snd exec)Instead of C3 and C4 we proveC8: Filter-ex (sig-of A) (ProjA exec) = execAC9: Filter-ex (sig-of B) (ProjB exec) = execBwhich su�ces because of the �rst conjuncts of A1 and A2. All remaining proposi-tions C2 and C5 { C9 can be proved by structural induction using the assumptions



172 Compositionality and Non-InterferenceA1 { A3 after some tricky reformulations. This will be done in the Lemmas 10.3.5{ 10.3.8. Note that reformulations of several of the propositions C2 { C7 are neces-sary, as otherwise the second conjuncts of the assumptions A2 and A3 would not bedischargable by the admissibility test. To �nd the right reformulations was anothermajor challenge of the proof. 2Therefore, two major challenges of the preceding proof have been identi�ed: the de�nitionof a function that merges two executions and a schedule in a speci�c way, and the cir-cumvention of formulae which are not amenable for the admissibility test. The followingdescription will mainly focus on these points by discussing them in the next subsectionsx10.3.1 and x10.3.2, respectively. The remaining lemmas are then presented in x10.3.3.10.3.1 A speci�c Merge FunctionBasically, a function mkex has to be de�ned which pastes two executions execA of A andexecB of B together in such a way, that the order of the actions is given by a schedule sch.This schedule sch contains actions from both A and B and serves as some kind of oraclein the merge process.Before giving the recursive de�nition in HOLCF, we present the semi-formal de�nition asformulated in [LT87], where a semiformal proof of compositionality is given. The syntaxused for I/O automata and informal sequences stems from the introduction in x2.Let A = A1 k � � � k An . Suppose sch = a1a2 � � � is a schedule of A and execiare executions of Ai which have the schedule schdAi for all i . Then we canwrite execi = s i0ai1s i1ai2s i2 � � � where i0 = 0. Now the result of merging execiand sch is de�ned as exec := s0a1s1 � � � where the si are de�ned as follows: Ifik � j � ik+1, then sj dAi = s ik . That is, the automaton Ai remains in states ik between the performance of actions aik and aik+1, and changes state to s ik+1upon the performance of aik+1.There is, however, a signi�cant problem with this de�nition, as it assumes that the execican be reformulated as execi = s i0ai1s i1ai2s i2 � � �, i.e. that the elements can be reassigned tothe order given by sch. It is by no means clear, how to ensure this possibility without givingan explicit merge function which builds the desired exec constructively. In the followingwe de�ne an operator mkex, which represents such a constructive merge function.Informally, mkex merges (sA; exA), (sB ; exB) and sch as follows (see also Fig. 10.3). First,the start states sA and sB are paired. Then, a possibly in�nite recursive merging processstarts, which is explained exemplary with the �rst step. Suppose a is the �rst action ofsch and (aA; tA) and (aB ; tB) are the �rst elements of exA and exB , respectively. Then the



10.3 Compositionality for Schedules 173Executions SchedulesAA k B sA a tA a(sA; sB) a (tA; sB) b (tA; tB) a bB sB b tB bFigure 10.3: Compositionality for Schedules { An Example�rst element of the merged sequence is (a; tA; tB) in the case that a is an action of bothA and B . Otherwise, if a is not an action of, say A, then the state component of A hasto stutter. This means, that instead of tA the previous state in the recursive process sA istaken.Note the tricky point why mkex is computable and therefore expressible as a continuousfunction in contrast to an ordinary fair merge of exA and exB . The oracle sch is notonly used to predict the order of the action components, but also to predict if one of theexecutions exA or exB has become empty or equals ?. This is possible because of thefollowing \environment assumptions" which can always be presumed when dealing withmkex: Filter (�a: a 2 act(X )) `sch = Filter-act `exX (EA)where X stands for A or B . This means, that the action subsequences of execX and sch�ltered onto the signature of X are the same. Therefore, a look on sch su�ces to determineif a further action exists for exA or exB . Therefore, whereas a function unfairmerge, whichmerges exA and exB in an strict, unfair way, would always yield unfairmerge exA ? = ?,for mkex the following holds:Filter-act `exB = Filter (�a: a 2 act B) `sch sch 6= ?snd (mkex A B sch (sA; exA) (sB ;?)) 6= ?Informally speaking, the oracle sch guarantees that mkex is able to merge exA and exB ina fair way without \running on ?" if applied in our setting. Consequently, all lemmasmentioning mkex will assume these environment assumptions, but in the following weakerform because of certain admissibility problems to be discussed later:Filter (�a: a 2 act(X )) `sch v Filter-act `exXNote that this weaker form su�ces to assure the same reasonable behavior for mkex, as wemerely need the implication of the existence of actions in sch to that in exX and not viceversa.



174 Compositionality and Non-InterferenceDe�nition 10.3.2 (Merge of Executions)Given two executions (sA; exA) and (sB ; exB) of A and B and a schedule sch of A k B thefunction mkex merges them as just described informally.mkex :: (�; �) ioa! (�; �) ioa! � sequence! (�; �)execution! (�; �)execution! (�; � � �)executionThe start states are paired. Furthermore, the possibly in�nite merge of the sequence partsis accomplished by the operation mkexcmkex A B sch (sA; exA) (sB ; exB) � ((sA; sB);mkexc A B `sch `exA `exB sA sB)which is de�ned as follows:mkexc :: (�; �) ioa! (�; �) ioa! � sequence!c (�� �)sequence!c (�� �)sequence ! � ! � ! (�� � � �)executionThe following rewrite rules have been derived from the �xpoint de�nition:mkexc A B `? `exA `exB sA sB = ?mkexc A B `nil `exA `exB sA sB = nila 2 act(A) a 62 act(B)mkexc A B `(a^sch) `(at^exA) `exB sA sB =(a; snd at ; sB )^mkexc A B `sch `exA `exB (snd at) sBa 62 act(A) a 2 act(B)mkexc A B `(a^sch) `exA `(at exB) sA sB =(a; sA; snd at)^mkexc A B `sch `exA `exB sA (snd at)a 2 act(A) a 2 act(B)mkexc A B `(a^sch) `(at1^exA) `(at2^exB) sA sB =(a; snd at1; snd at2)^mkexc A B `sch `exA `exB (snd at1) (snd at2) 2



10.3 Compositionality for Schedules 175Corollary 10.3.3The following rewrite rules for mkex follow immediately from those for mkexc:mkex A B ? (sA; exA) (sB ; exB) = ((sA; sB);?)mkex A B nil (sA; exA) (sB ; exB) = ((sA; sB); nil)a 2 act(A) a 62 act(B)mkex A B (a^sch) (sA; at^exA) (sB ; exB) =((sA; sB); (a; snd at ; sB)^snd (mkex A B sch (snd at ; exA) (sB ; exB)))a 62 act(A) a 2 act(B)mkex A B (a^sch) (sA; exA) (sB ; at^exB) =((sA; sB); (a; sA; snd at)^snd (mkex A B sch (sA; exA) (snd at ; exB)))a 2 act(A) a 2 act(B)mkex A B (a^sch) (sA; at1^exA) (sB ; at2^exB) =((sA; sB); (a; snd at1; snd at2)^snd (mkex A B sch (snd at1; exA) (snd at2; exB)))10.3.2 Admissibility ProblemsTypical properties to be veri�ed in this and the next section consist of predicates oversequences which hold only under certain sequence equalities. More precisely, propertiesP x y have the form f (x ) = g(y)) A x ywhere x :: (�) sequence and y :: (�) sequence represent sequences. In our context, theequation f (x ) = g(y) may represent one of the environment assumptions (EA) for mkex.The admissibility of such predicates, however, cannot be discharged by the admissibilitytest as the syntactic rules simplify adm (�x : P x y)to adm (�x : f (x ) 6= g(y)) _ adm (�x : A x y)of which the �rst disjunct cannot be simpli�ed further. Furthermore, proving admissibilitymanually by its de�nition would be very hard in this case, as it would boil down toestablishing the property P itself for at least in�nite streams x .In this section the problems could be circumvented by the following two solutions:� Often it was possible to strengthen the proposition P by weakening the assumptionfrom f (x ) = g(y) to f (x ) v g(y). Then the rulecont(f )adm (�x : f (x ) 6v c)



176 Compositionality and Non-Interferencewhich is part of the standard admissibility test (rule (6) in x5.1.2) can be used toautomatically discharge the admissibility requirement. In our concrete application,this weakening is possible for the environment assumptions (EA).� The other solution searches, roughly speaking, for the inverse function g�1 of g andproves y = g�1(f x )) Ax y or even simpler Ax (g�1(f x )) instead of Px y . Obviously,in most cases there will not be an inverse function of g . In this section, however, gis always of the form Map fst, and thus something similar to an inverse function canbe constructed: we exploit the fact that(Map fst `y v z ) = (y = Zip `z `(Map snd `y))which is a slightly stronger result than the intuitively clear statementy = Zip `(Map fst `y) `(Map snd `y)Therefore, instead of f (x ) = Map fst `y ) A x ywe prove f (x ) v Map fst `y ) A x (Zip `(f x ) `(Map snd `y)) (10.1)which is automatically discharged by the admissibility test. Note that this trick isspeci�cally tailored for g = Map fst. In particular, it does not work any longer forg = Filter h, which will turn out to be the main admissibility problem in the nextsection.10.3.3 Lemmas needed for the Main TheoremAs mentioned already, for the simple direction of Thm. 10.3.1 only two lemmas are needed.Lemma 10.3.4Projecting actions commutes with �ltering actions, respectively action/state pairs. Fur-thermore, projecting states does not a�ect projecting actions.Filter-act `(Filter-exc (sig-of A) `ex ) = Filter (�a: a 2 act(A)) `(Filter-act `ex ) (1)Filter-act `(ProjAc `ex ) = Filter-act `ex (2)Filter-act `(ProjBc `ex ) = Filter-act `exProof.The �rst one boils down to commutativity of Filter and Map, the others are easily provedby structural induction of ex . 2



10.3 Compositionality for Schedules 177The more complicated direction of Thm. 10.3.1 requires several related proofs of propertiesof mkex. These proofs could be generalized in such a way, that a speci�cally designed tacticcould be used for all of them. That is the reason why merely the proof of the followinglemma is shown exemplarily.Lemma 10.3.5Given an execution which results from merging two executions and an oracle sch, projectingonto the action components yields sch again.C1: 8exA exB s t :Forall (�x : x 2 act (A k B)) sch ^Filter (�x : x 2 act A) `sch v Filter-act `exA ^Filter (�x : x 2 act B) `sch v Filter-act `exB ^) Filter-act `(snd (mkex A B sch (s; exA) (t ; exB ))) = schProof.The proof is by structural induction on sch. The admissibility condition can bedischarged by the admissibility test, as the assumptions have been weakened according tothe considerations in x10.3.2. The base cases sch = ?, sch = nil are trivial.Inductive step sch = a^sch 0: Let us take C1 as induction hypothesis. Therefore, we geta new goal which has to be proved under three further assumptions.A1: (a 2 act(A) _ a 2 act(B)) ^ Forall (�x : x 2 act (A k B)) sch 0A2: Filter (�x : x 2 act(A)) `(a^sch 0) v Filter-act `exAA3: Filter (�x : x 2 act(B)) `(a^sch 0) v Filter-act `exBC2: Filter-act `(snd (mkex A B (a^sch 0) (s; exA) (t ; exB))) = a^sch 0� Case a 2 act(A):� Case a 2 act(B):{ Case exA = ?: A2 rewrites to a^Filter (�x : x 2 act A) `sch 0 v ? which isfalse. Therefore the entire proposition is true.{ Case exA = nil: A2 rewrites to a^Filter (�x : x 2 act A) `sch 0 v nil which isfalse. Therefore the entire proposition is true.{ Case exA = at1^ex 0A:� Case exB = ?: A3 rewrites to a^Filter (�x : x 2 act B) `sch 0 v ? whichis false. Therefore the entire proposition is true.� Case exB = nil: A3 rewrites to a^Filter (�x : x 2 actB) `sch 0 v nil whichis false. Therefore the entire proposition is true.� Case exB = at2^ex 0B : Using the rewrite rules for Filter and Filter-act,A2 rewrites toA4: a^Filter (�x : x 2 act(A)) `sch 0 v (fst at1)^Filter-act `ex 0A



178 Compositionality and Non-Interferencewhich simpli�es further toA5: a = (fst at1) ^ Filter (�x : x 2 act(A)) `sch 0 v Filter-act `ex 0ASimilarly, A3 rewrites toA6: a^Filter (�x : x 2 act(B)) `sch 0 v (fst at2)^Filter-act `ex 0Bwhich simpli�es further toA7: a = (fst at2) ^ Filter (�x : x 2 act(B)) `sch 0 v Filter-act `ex 0BNow C2 may be proved by the following equations:Filter-act `(snd (mkex A B (a^sch 0) (s; exA) (t ; exB )))= fEquations for mkex and Filter-actga^Filter-act `(snd (mkex A B sch 0 (snd at1; ex 0A) (snd at2; ex 0B)))= fInduction hypothesis with sch := sch 0, exA := ex 0A, exB := ex 0B , gfs := snd at1, t := snd at2, A1, A5 and A7ga^sch 0� Case a 62 act(B):{ Case exA = ?: A2 rewrites to a^Filter (�x : x 2 act A) `sch 0 v ? which isfalse. Therefore the entire proposition is true.{ Case exA = nil: A2 rewrites to a^Filter (�x : x 2 act A) `sch 0 v nil which isfalse. Therefore the entire proposition is true.{ Case exA = at^ex 0A: Using the rewrite rules for Filter and Filter-act A2rewrites toA4: a^Filter (�x : x 2 act A) `sch 0 v (fst at)^Filter-act `ex 0Aand simpli�es further toA5: a = (fst at) ^ Filter (�x : x 2 act(A)) `sch 0 v Filter-act `ex 0ASimilarly, as a 62 act B , A3 rewrites toA6: Filter (�x : x 2 act(B)) `sch 0 v Filter-act `exBNow C2 may be proved by the following equations:Filter-act `(snd (mkex A B (a^sch 0) (s; exA) (t ; exB)))= fEquations for mkex and Filter-actga^Filter-act `(snd (mkex A B sch 0 (snd at ; ex 0A) (t ; exB)))= fInduction hypothesis with sch := sch 0, exA := ex 0A, exB := exB , gfs := snd at, t := t, A1, A5, and A6ga^sch 0



10.3 Compositionality for Schedules 179� Case a 62 act(A):� Case a 2 act(B): Analogous to the previous case.� Case a 62 act(B): This case is a contradiction to the �rst conjunct of A1,which �nishes the proof. A1 is needed in the proposition merely because of thisargument. 2As already mentioned, a tactic has been written, called mkex induct tac, which general-izes this proof and can be applied in the subsequent proofs. The tactic basically appliesstructural induction, where in the inductive step it distinguishes between the 12 cases de-scribed in the previous proof. For every case the simpli�er is invoked which is enrichedwith a series of speci�c lemmas needed in this context, among them the characterizingequations of possibly occurring recursively de�ned operations.Lemma 10.3.6The projection onto A of an execution, which results from merging two executions of Aand B and an oracle sch, ful�lls the Stutter predicate and contains only actions from thesignature of A k B provided sch does the same.Forall (�x : x 2 act (A k B)) sch ^Filter (�x : x 2 act A) `sch v Filter-act `(snd exA) ^Filter (�x : x 2 act B) `sch v Filter-act `(snd exB) ^) Stutter (sig-of A) (ProjA (mkex A B sch exA exB)) ^Forall (�x : fst x 2 act (A k B)) (snd (mkex A B sch (s; exA) (t ; exB)))Proof.By mkex induct tac. 2Lemma 10.3.7Reformulation of Lemma 10.3.8 according to formula (10:1) in order to be amenable forthe admissibility check:Forall (�x : x 2 act (A k B)) sch ^Filter (�x : x 2 act A) `sch v Filter-act `exA ^Filter (�x : x 2 act B) `sch v Filter-act `exB ^) Filter-exc (sig-of A) `(ProjAc `(snd (mkex A B sch (s; exA) (t ; exB))))= Zip `(Filter (�x : x 2 act A) `sch) `(Map snd `exA)Proof.By mkex induct tac. Note that the reformulation does not match exactly formula (10:1),



180 Compositionality and Non-Interferenceas the equation exA = Zip `(Filter (�x : x 2 act A) `sch) `(Map snd `exA)is not substituted for every occurrence of exA in the conclusion, but only on the rhs . Thisis su�cient to perform the inductive proof and, on the other side, does not blow up thestatement. 2Lemma 10.3.8Given an execution which results from merging two executions exA and exB and an oracle,projecting it onto the states of A and �ltering out action/state pairs, whose action part isnot in the signature of A, yields exA again.Forall (�x : x 2 act (A k B)) sch ^Filter (�x : x 2 act A) `sch = Filter-act `(snd exA) ^Filter (�x : x 2 act B) `sch = Filter-act `(snd exB) ^) Filter-ex (sig-of A) (ProjA (mkex A B sch exA exB)) = exAProof.By Lemma 10.3.7 using the admissibility considerations in x10.3.2. Note that the equalityin the assumptions cannot be replaced by v in this case, as otherwise the statement wouldnot hold for sch = ? and sch = nil, which means that in the inductive proof the base casesfail. Intuitively speaking, the action subsequence of sch, exA (exB) must have the samelength, as the merge result cannot be longer than the oracle sch, whereas its equality toexA has to be established. 2The result holds analogously for projection and �ltering w.r.t. the signature of B , yieldingexB instead of exA.De�nition 10.3.9 (Schedule Property Composition)Parallel composition on schedule properties is de�ned as follows:ksch : (�)sched-prop! (�)sched-prop! (�)sched-prop(sigA; schedsA) ksch (sigB ; schedsB) �fsig-comp sigA sigB ;fsch j Filter (�a: a 2 act A) `sch 2 schedsAg\ fsch j Filter (�a: a 2 act A) `sch 2 schedsBg\ fsch j Forall (�a: a 2 (actions sigA [ actions sigA)) schggAgain we can rephrase the main compositionality result (Theorem 10.3.1) in a concise way.



10.4 Compositionality for Traces 181Corollary 10.3.10 (Compositionality of Schedule Properties)Schedule properties are compositional.Scheds (A k B) = Scheds(A) ksch Scheds(B)10.4 Compositionality for TracesAs in the previous section, we start with the main compositionality theorem and its proofin a top-down manner. The aim is to motivate the subsequent lemmas, which are thenreported in a bottom-up fashion according to the dependency graph depicted in Fig. 10.4.Lem. 10.4.6 - 10.4.7 Lem. 10.4.8 - 10.4.12Lem. 10.4.4Lem. 10.4.5 Lem. 10.4.13Thm. 10.3.1 Thm. 10.4.1Cor. 10.4.15

x10.4.1 x10.4.2 x10.4.3

Figure 10.4: Dependency Graph of Lemmas proven in x10.4The proof structure of the following theorem, which represents the formal counterpart ofThm. 2.4.9, part 2, is rather similar to that of Theorem 10.3.1. Furthermore, note thesimilarity of Fig. 10.2 and Fig. 10.5.Theorem 10.4.1 (Compositionality for Traces)Traces of A k B are related to those of A and B via the following theorem:A1: compatible A BA2: is-trans-of(A) ^ is-trans-of(B)A3: is-sig-of(A) ^ is-sig-of(B)C1: tr 2 traces (A k B) =Filter (�a: a 2 act(A)) `tr 2 traces(A) ^Filter (�a: a 2 act(B)) `tr 2 traces(B) ^Forall (�a: a 2 ext (A k B)) tr



182 Compositionality and Non-InterferenceSchedules TracesA
A k B
B

schA trAFilter (�a: a 2 ext A)
Filter (�a: a 2 ext (A k B))Filter (�a: a 2 act A) Filter (�a: a 2 act A)sch tr

schB trBFilter (�a: a 2 ext B)Filter (�a: a 2 act B) Filter (�a: a 2 act B)
Figure 10.5: Compositionality for TracesProof.See also Fig. 10.5 and Fig. 10.6, which illustrate the main proof ideas.\)": The assumption tr 2 traces (A k B) guarantees the existence of sch withA4: sch 2 schedules (A k B) ^ tr = Filter (�a: a 2 ext (A k B)) `schThere are three conjuncts to prove. The third one is trivial, as a trace of A k Bcontains only external actions from the signature of A k B . Formally, that is provedby the sequence lemma Forall P (Filter P `s). Therefore, we restrict our intention tothe �rst conjunct; the second one is proved analogously. It has to be shown thatthere is an schA withC1: schA 2 schedules(A)C2: Filter (�a: a 2 ext(A)) `schA = Filter (�a: a 2 act(A)) `trWe de�ne schA to be Filter (�a: a 2 act A) `sch. Then, C1 is directly discharged bythe compositionality result for schedules (Thm. 10.3.1) using A1. C2 turns intoC3: Filter (�a: a 2 ext(A)) `(Filter (�a: a 2 act(A)) `sch)= Filter (�a: a 2 act(A)) `(Filter (�a: a 2 ext (A k B)) `sch)by rewriting with tr = Filter (�a: a 2 ext (A k B)) from A4 and with the de�nition ofschA. The resulting proposition C3 means that the diagram in Fig. 10.5 commutes.



10.4 Compositionality for Traces 183This is essentially shown by properties about Filter and the compatibility of A andB . In detail, using the lemmasFilter P `(Filter Q `s) = Filter (�a: P(a) ^ Q(a)) `sa 2 ext (A k B) = a 2 ext(A) _ a 2 ext(B)proposition C3 reduces toC4: a 2 ext(A) ^ a 2 act(A) = a 2 act(A) ^ (a 2 ext(A) _ a 2 ext(B))which is derived automatically from A1, the compatibility of A and B .\(": The assumptions imply that there are schedules schA and schB withA4: schA 2 schedules(A) ^ Filter(�a: a 2 ext(A)) `schA = Filter (�a: a 2 act(A)) `trA5: schB 2 schedules(B) ^ Filter(�a: a 2 ext(B)) `schB = Filter (�a: a 2 act(B)) `trA6: Forall (�a: a 2 ext (A k B)) trIt has to be shown that there is a schedule sch withC1: sch 2 schedules (A k B)C2: Filter (�a: a 2 ext (A k B)) sch = trA major challenge is to de�ne such a sch appropriately. Basically, schA and schBhave to be merged in such a way, that the order of the external actions is givenby tr , whereas the internal actions of schA and schB have to be interleaved in anappropriate way. At �rst sight, such a sch can be recursively de�ned quite in thespirit of mkex: the external action sequence serves as an oracle, which determineswhich internal actions of schA or schB have to be interleaved next. However, thereis a severe complication for the case when schA or schB end with internal instead ofexternal actions. The concrete problem will be explained later on. Fortunately, thereis a remarkable solution to it: Lemma 10.4.5 will allow us to take two di�erent sch 0Aand sch 0B instead of schA and schB which necessarily end with an external action |a property expressed by the predicate Last-act-is-ext. Therefore, there are sch 0A andsch 0B withA7: sch 0A 2 schedules(A) ^ Filter(�a: a 2 ext(A)) `sch 0A = Filter (�a: a 2 act(A)) `tr ^Last-act-is-ext A sch 0AA8: sch 0B 2 schedules(B) ^ Filter(�a: a 2 ext(B)) `sch 0B = Filter (�a: a 2 act(B)) `tr ^Last-act-is-ext A sch 0AUsing these sch 0A and sch 0B a merge function mksch can be de�ned recursively whichis done in Def. 10.4.2 and will be explained in detail later on. We set:sch := mksch A B tr sch 0A sch 0B



184 Compositionality and Non-InterferenceTo prove C2 structural induction is used together with weakening of the assumptionsin order to �t the admissibility test (Lemma 10.4.6), analogous to the proofs forschedule composition. To prove C1 we use the compositionality result for schedules(Thm. 10.3.1) and getC3: Filter (�a: a 2 act(A)) `sch 2 schedules(A)C4: Filter (�a: a 2 act(B)) `sch 2 schedules(B)C5: Forall (�a: a 2 act (A k B)) schHere, C5 can be reduced to Forall (�a: a 2 act (A k B)) tr by Lemma 10.4.7, which inturn is a consequence of A6 because of a 2 ext(A) ) a 2 act(A). Instead of C3 andC4 we prove C6: Filter (�a: a 2 act(A)) `sch = sch 0AC7: Filter (�a: a 2 act(B)) `sch = sch 0Bwhich su�ces because of the �rst conjuncts of A7 and A8. Unfortunately, C6 and C7cannot easily be proved by induction, as weakening of the assumptions or reformu-lations are not possible in order to �t the admissibility check. Therefore, the takelemma is employed instead (Lemma 10.4.13), using the proof infrastructure providedin x6.5. The proof of Lemma 10.4.13 represents | besides the de�nition of the mergefunction | the major challenge of the overall proof. 2This proof outline shows that the main challenges of the compositionality proof for tracesare analogous to those of the proof for schedules. A complicated merge function has tobe de�ned constructively, and admissibility problems due to sequence equalities in thepremises have to be solved.However, the task is more di�cult this time, as the solutions provided in the last section donot apply here. First, it is true a merge function can be de�ned, but it does only operateproperly, if the input sequences are modi�ed, which requires a change of the overall proof,di�ering from that found in the literature [LT87]. This is discussed in x10.4.1.Second, the workarounds to circumvent the admissibility problems proposed in x10.3.2,whose aim is to reformulate the proof goal in such a way that the syntactic admissibilitytest can be applied, does not always work here. The reason is, that the statements obeythe form Filter h `y = f (x )) A x ywhich does not allow us to reformulate them according to formula (10:1) developed inx10.3.2. Instead, we use the take lemma, which does not require admissibility, and takeadvantage of the proof infrastructure provided for its use in x6.5. Indeed, the necessarytake lemma proof of this section was the initial motivation for building this infrastructure.Lemmas which can be treated by reformulations are discussed in x10.4.2, the remainder inx10.4.3.



10.4 Compositionality for Traces 18510.4.1 A speci�c Merge FunctionBasically, schA and schB have to be merged in such a way, that the order of the externalactions is given by tr , whereas the internal actions of schA and schB have to be interleavedin an appropriate way. In particular, the common external action of schA and schB haveto be synchronized according to the oracle tr .First, the semi-formal de�nition is presented, as formulated in [LT87]. The syntax usedfor I/O automata and informal sequences stems from the introduction in x2.Let A = A1 k � � � k An . Suppose tr = a1a2 � � � is a trace of A and schiare schedules of Ai which have the trace trdAi for all i . Then we can writeschi = int i0 ext i1 int i1 � � � where int ij is a (possibly empty) sequence of internalactions of Ai , and ext ij is aj if aj is an external action of Aj , otherwise the emptysequence. Now the result of merging schi and tr is de�ned as sch := 0a11a2 � � �where i is an arbitrary interleaving of the actions appearing in int ij .Similar to the previous section, this de�nition is not constructive, as the schi are reformu-lated in a descriptive way. As before, it is by no means clear how to prove the existenceof such a reformulation without a constructive merge function. However, this time it isnot possible to come up with a recursive de�nition that matches the informal one. This isdue to complications caused by internal actions possibly following the last external actionin schA or schB . To explain that, let us �rst suppose, that schA and schB do not containany internal action after the last external one. Then, the merge process can be formal-ized recursively as given in De�nition 10.4.2. The de�nition of mksch is explained by thefollowing example, which is illustrated in Figure 10.6.Schedules TracesAA k B i1 eA i2 e eA ei1 eA i3 eB i2 i4 e eA eB eB i3 eB i4 e eB eFigure 10.6: Compositionality for Traces { An ExampleLet tr = eA eB e, schA = i1 eA i2 e, and schB = i3 eB i4 e, where eA is an external actionof A, eB an external action of B , e a common external action, and the remaining actionsrepresent internal ones.



186 Compositionality and Non-InterferenceThe merge process is guided by tr : as the �rst element eA is an action of A, the internalactions of schA in front of eA are taken �rst, then eA itself. Similarly for eB , as it is anaction of B , the internal actions of schB in front of eB are taken, then eB itself. Therefore,the result up to now equals i1 eA i3 eB . Now we have to synchronize on e, as it is an actionof both A and B . This means that �rst all internal actions of schA in front of e are taken,then those of schB and then e itself. The �nal result is sch := i1 eA i3 eB i2 i4 e. Note thatarbitrary interleaving of the internal actions would also be possible.De�nition 10.4.2 (Merge of Schedules)Given two schedules schA and schB of A and B and a trace tr of A k B the function mkschmerges them as just described informally.mksch :: (�; �) ioa! (�; �) ioa! � sequence!c � sequence!c � sequence!c � sequence!c � sequenceThe following rewrite rules have been derived from the �xpoint de�nition:mksch A B `? `schA `schB = ?mksch A B `nil `schA `schB = nila 2 act(A) a 62 act(B)mksch A B `(a^tr) `schA `schB =(Takewhile (�a: a 2 int A) `schA)� (a^mksch A B `tr `(TL `(Dropwhile (�a: a 2 int A) `schA)) `schB)a 62 act(A) a 2 act(B)mksch A B `(a^tr) `schA `schB =(Takewhile (�a: a 2 int B) `schB)� (a^mksch A B `tr `schA `(TL `(Dropwhile (�a: a 2 int B) `schB)))a 2 act(A) a 2 act(B)mksch A B `(a^tr) `schA `schB =(Takewhile (�a: a 2 int A) `schA)�(Takewhile (�a: a 2 int B) `schB)� (a^mksch A B `tr `(TL `(Dropwhile (�a: a 2 int A) `schA))`(TL `(Dropwhile (�a: a 2 int B) `schB))) 2Note that, quite similar to the environment assumptions for mkex, mksch has to be usedonly under the assumptionsFilter (�x : x 2 act(A)) `tr v Filter (�x : x 2 ext(A)) `schAFilter (�x : x 2 act(B)) `tr v Filter (�x : x 2 ext(B)) `schB



10.4 Compositionality for Traces 187which guarantee that mksch does not expect elements from schedules which equal nil or ?,and therefore behaves properly.The problem with this continuous de�nition is that it cannot take care of internal actionsappearing after the last external action in schA or schB , because the merge process termi-nates with the end of the oracle tr . At �rst sight, it seems that this could be compensatedby a noncontinuous fairmerge function which merges both internal rests of schA and schBin a fair way. The fair merge result could then be appended to the result of mksch by aspecial noncontinuous concatenation function. Of course, this would complicate reasoningabout the merge result signi�cantly, as it does not match the inductive proof principles anylonger and admissibility cannot be reduced to the continuity of the occurring functions.But even worse, it does not produce the correct result, as it fails when one schedule containsin�nitely many external actions whereas the other contains only �nitely many and someinternal actions afterwards.To see this, consider the simple case where schA = eee � � �, schB = iii � � �, and tr = eee � � �.This means that all actions e stem from A. As mksch follows tr it only looks at schA anddoes not consider schB at all. The problem is that there is no way to append schB to theresult of mksch afterwards, as this result is already in�nite, no matter whether a fairmergefunction or a noncontinuous concatenation is used or not.Therefore, the integration of the internal rests has to be incorporated already in the func-tionality of mksch. Unfortunately, this cannot be done in a continuous way, as we do notknow, which action is the last external one, when looking along the schedules. Therefore acorrect mksch allowing arbitrary schedule input could not take advantage of the powerfulrecursion mechanisms provided in HOLCF. It is by no means clear how to de�ne mkschinstead.Therefore, the only way out is to circumvent schedules as input for mksch which containinternal actions after the last external one. Fortunately, this is possible as a deeper analysisof the proof of Theorem 10.4.1 shows that there is certain freedom in selecting the scheduleinputs: schA, for example, has to be chosen in such a way that it is indeed a schedule ofA and yields a given trace tr when �ltering out internal actions. In the following we willshow that if such a schA exists, there is always another sch 0A which satis�es in addition tothese two requirements the restriction that it does not contain internal actions after thelast external one. The idea is quite obvious: sch 0A is obtained from schA by deleting allinternal actions after the last external one. Intuitively it is now clear that sch 0A is stillan execution of A as internal \divergence" does not a�ect this property. Furthermore thetrace of sch 0A will be tr as well, as schA and sch 0A di�er only concerning internal actions.The formal treatment of these facts starts with the de�nition of the desired property.De�nition 10.4.3 (External Last Action)The predicate Last-act-is-ext identi�es those schedules of an I/O automaton A which donot permit internal actions of A to follow the last external action, or, if no external actions



188 Compositionality and Non-Interferenceexist, do not consist of internal actions of A only.Last-act-is-ext :: (�; �) ioa! � sequence! boolLast-act-is-ext A sch � Chop (�x : x 2 ext(A)) sch = sch 2The question may arise why this de�nition is needed: instead of claiming for sch to satisfyLast-act-is-ext one could use sch 0 := Chop (�x : x 2 ext(A)) sch in place of sch. ThenLast-act-is-ext would be satis�ed implicitly for every occurrence of sch 0. However, we preferto encapsulate the property Last-act-is-ext by a predicate which can be used only when itis really needed.The following result about Chop represents one of the main requirements for the nextlemma.Lemma 10.4.4The execution fragment property is closed under the Chop operator.is-exec-frag A (s; ex )is-exec-frag A (s;Chop P ex )Proof.The proof is by case distinction on the �niteness of ex :� Case Finite(ex ):We use Lemma 6.6.4(1) to conclude that there is a y such that ex = ChopP ex � y .Therefore, we may assume: is-exec-fragA (s;ChopP ex � y). The fact that executionfragments are pre�x closed w.r.t. � yields the result (Lemma 8.3.10(2)).� Case :Finite(ex ):We use Lemma 6.6.4(2) to conclude that Chop P ex is a pre�x of ex . The fact, thatexecution fragments are pre�x closed w.r.t. v yields the result (Lemma 8.3.10(1)).2Therefore, we can present the main result, which allows us to choose always such a schedule,which ful�lls the Last-act-is-ext predicate and therefore guarantees a proper behaviour ofmksch.Lemma 10.4.5For every schedule sch1 of an I/O automaton A with given trace tr there is another schedule



10.4 Compositionality for Traces 189sch2 of A with the same trace tr but ful�lling the Last-act-is-ext predicate.A1: sch1 2 schedules(A)A2: tr = Filter (�x : x 2 ext(A)) `sch1C1: 9sch2:sch2 2 schedules(A) ^ tr = Filter (�x : x 2 ext(A)) `sch2 ^Last-act-is-ext A sch2Proof.Interestingly, the lemma is a consequence of the following basic lemmas about Chop, whichhave all been proved using the take-lemma (Lemma 6.6.3):Chop P (Chop P x ) = Chop P xFilter P `x = Filter P `(Chop P x )Map f `(Chop (P � f ) `x ) = Chop P (Map f `x )In detail, the proof proceeds as follows. Unfolding the de�nition of schedules, A1 and A2guarantee the existence of an exec1 withA3: exec1 2 executions(A)A4: sch1 = Filter-act `(snd exec1)A5: tr = Filter (�x : x 2 ext(A)) `sch1Accordingly, proposition C1 reduces toC2: 9sch2 exec2: exec2 2 executions(A) ^ sch2 = Filter-act `(snd exec2) ^tr = Filter (�x : x 2 ext(A)) `sch2 ^ Last-act-is-ext A sch2by the de�nition of schedules and some predicate-logical reasoning. Intuitively, exec2 maybe gained from exec1 by eliminating all action/state pairs with internal actions occurringafter the last external action. Writing (s; ex ) for exec1 this is done by the Chop operator:exec2 := (s;Chop (�a: (fst a) 2 ext A) ex )sch2 := Filter-act `(snd exec2)By instantiating these de�nitions and rewriting with A4 and A5 C2 divides into threesubgoals:C3: (s;Chop (�a: (fst a) 2 ext(A)) ex ) 2 executions(A)C4: Filter (�x : x 2 ext(A)) `(Filter-act `ex )= Filter (�x : x 2 ext(A)) `(Filter-act `(Chop (�a: (fst a) 2 ext(A)) ex )C5: Last-act-is-extA (Filter-act `(Chop (�a: (fst a) 2 ext(A)) ex ))



190 Compositionality and Non-InterferenceNote that the second conjunct of C2 disappeared, because it has become trivial due to thede�nition of sch2. As A3 assures s 2 starts-of(A), C3 together with A1 turn into:C6: is-exec-frag A (s; ex )) is-exec-frag A (s;Chop (�a: (fst a) 2 ext A) ex )which is a consequence of Lemma 10.4.4.Using the fact, that Chop commutes with Map (Lema 6.6.3), and unfolding the de�nitionof Last-act-is-ext, C4 and C5 turn into:C7: Filter (�x : x 2 ext(A)) `(Filter-act `ex )= Filter (�x : x 2 ext(A)) `(Chop (�a: (fst a) 2 ext A) (Filter-act `ex ))C8: Chop (�a: (fst a) 2 ext A) (Chop (�a: (fst a) 2 ext A) (Filter-act `ex )= Chop (�a: (fst a) 2 ext A) (Filter-act `ex )This transformation reduced the remaining propositions to some standard properties aboutthe Chop operator: C7 is an implication of Filter P `x = FilterP `(ChopP x ) (Lemma 6.6.3),and C8 expresses that Chop is idempotent (Lemma 6.6.3). 210.4.2 Lemmas using Structural InductionThe following lemmas needed for Theorem 10.4.1 can be proved using structural induction.They do not require schedule inputs that satisfy the Last-act-is-ext predicate.Lemma 10.4.6Given a schedule which results from merging two schedules and a trace tr of A, �ltering itonto the external actions of A yields tr again.A1: compatible A B A2: is-sig-of(A) ^ is-sig-of(B)C1: 8schA schB :Forall (�x : x 2 ext (A k B)) tr ^Forall (�x : x 2 act A) schA ^Forall (�x : x 2 act B) schB ^Filter (�x : x 2 act A) `tr v Filter (�x : x 2 ext A) `schA ^Filter (�x : x 2 act B) `tr v Filter (�x : x 2 ext B) `schB ^) Filter (�x : x 2 ext (A k B)) `(mksch A B `tr `schA `schB) = trProof.The proof is by structural induction on tr . The admissibility condition is discharged bythe admissibility test, as the assumptions have been weakened according to the explanationsabove. The base cases tr = ?, tr = nil are trivial.



10.4 Compositionality for Traces 191Inductive step tr = a t̂r 0: Take C1 as induction hypothesis. Therefore, we get a new goalwhich has to be proved under four further assumptions:A3: (a 2 ext(A) _ a 2 ext(B)) ^ Forall (�x : x 2 ext (A k B)) tr 0A4: Forall (�x : x 2 act(A)) schA ^ Forall (�x : x 2 act(B)) schBA5: Filter (�x : x 2 act(A)) `(a^tr 0) v Filter (�x : x 2 ext(A)) `schAA6: Filter (�x : x 2 act(B)) `(a^tr 0) v Filter (�x : x 2 ext(B)) `schBC2: Filter (�x : x 2 ext (A k B)) `(mksch A B `(a^tr 0) `schA `schB) = a^tr 0We distinguish between four cases according to a 2 act(A) and a 2 act(B). The casea 62 act(A) ^ a 62 act(B) is ruled out because of A3 and a 2 ext(A) ) a 2 act(A). Theother three cases are rather similar, we restrict our attention to the simplest case to makethe proof idea clear:Case a 2 act(A) ^ a 62 act(B): Lemma 6.5.2 is used to deriveA7: schA = Takewhile (�x : x 62 ext(A)) `schA � a^TL `(Dropwhile (�x : x 62 ext(A)) `schA)^ Finite (Takewhile (�x : x 62 ext(A)) `schA ^ a 2 ext(A)from A5. Because of A2 it is possible to rewrite the resulting assumption withis-sig S ) (a 62 externals S ) = (x 2 internals S _ x 62 actions S )Subsequently, the assumption is rewritten withForall P s ) Takewhile (�x :Q(x ) _ (:P(x ))) `s = Takewhile Q `sand the analogous lemma for Dropwhile, which is possible because of A4. Therefore, A7turns intoA8: schA = Takewhile (�x : x 2 int(A)) `schA � a^TL `(Dropwhile (�x : x 2 int(A)) `schA)^ Finite (Takewhile (�x : x 2 int(A)) `schA ^ a 2 ext(A)Note that A4 is needed only here to establish that non-external actions of the schedulesare internal actions, as expected. Now, the equation for schA in A8 is substituted in A5.The result is further simpli�ed by the sequence lemmaFinite (Takewhile Q `s) ^ (8x :Q(x )) P(x ))) Filter P `(Takewhile Q `s) = nilwhich is possible because of the last two conjuncts of A8, the lemmais-sig(S )) (a 2 internals(S )) a 62 externals(S )and A2. We get, together with the equations for Filter and the case information a 2 act(A),the following:A9: a^Filter (�x : x 2 act(A)) `tr 0 va^Filter (�x : x 2 ext(A)) `(TL `(Dropwhile (�x : x 2 int(A)) `schA))



192 Compositionality and Non-InterferenceThe a in front can be eliminated as v on sequences expresses the pre�x ordering. Similarto the transformation of A5 it is possible to rewrite A4 with the equation for schA in A8.Together with the fact that Forall distributes over � we derive from A4A10: Forall (�x : x 2 act(A)) (TL `(Dropwhile (�x : x 2 int(A)) `schA))Using the case information a 62 act(B) and the Filter rewrite rules A6 simpli�es toA11: Filter (�x : x 2 act(B)) `tr 0 v Filter (�x : x 2 ext(B)) `schBUntil now, we merely performed forward reasoning on the assumptions in order to makethem applicable for the induction hypothesis later on. Now, we turn to the proposition toprove, C2, and rewrite it with the mksch rewrite rules:C3: Filter (�x : x 2 ext (A k B))`(Takewhile (�a: a 2 int(A)) `schA)� (a^mksch A B `tr 0 `(TL `(Dropwhile (�a: a 2 int(A)) `schA)) `schB) = a^tr 0Intuitively, the internal actions from schA interleaved by mksch will again be �ltered outwhen generating the external trace. Formally, C3 is simpli�ed by the same sequence lemmaas above about Filter and Takewhile, which is possible because of the last two conjuncts ofA8, the facts is-sig(S )) a 2 internals(S )) a 62 externals(S ))compatible A B ) x 2 int(A)) x 62 ext(B)Filter P `(s � t) = Filter P `s � Filter P `ta 2 ext (A k B) = a 2 ext(A) _ a 2 ext(B)and the assumptions A2 and A1. Therefore, we get:C4: Filter (�x : x 2 ext (A k B))`(a^mksch A B `tr 0 `(TL `(Dropwhile (�a: a 2 int(A)) `schA)) `schB) = a^tr 0As A8 guarantees a 2 ext(A), C4 further simpli�es toC5: Filter (�x : x 2 ext (A k B))`mksch A B `tr 0 `(TL `(Dropwhile (�a: a 2 int(A)) `schA)) `schB = tr 0which can be discharged using the induction hypothesis with the instantiations schA :=TL `(Dropwhile (�a: a 2 int A) `schA) and schB := schB using A3, the second conjunct ofA4, A9, A10, and A11. 2Lemma 10.4.7A schedule which results from merging two schedules of A and B and an oracle tr containsonly actions from the signature of A k B provided tr does the same.C1: 8schA schB :Forall (�x : x 2 act (A k B)) tr) Forall (�x : x 2 act (A k B)) (mksch A B `tr `schA `schB)



10.4 Compositionality for Traces 193Proof.The proof is by structural induction on tr . The admissibility condition is dischargedby the admissibility test. The base cases tr = ?, tr = nil are trivial.Inductive step tr = a^tr 0: Take C1 it as induction hypothesis. Therefore, we get a newgoal and a �rst assumption.A1: (a 2 ext(A) _ a 2 ext(B)) ^ Forall (�x : x 2 ext (A k B)) tr 0C2: Forall (�x : x 2 act (A k B)) (mksch A B `(a^tr 0) `schA `schB)We distinguish between four cases according to a 2 act(A) and a 2 act(B). The casea 62 act(A) ^ a 62 act(B) is ruled out because of A1 and a 2 ext(A) ) a 2 act(A). Theother three cases are similar, as in the previous proof we restrict us to the following case:Case a 2 act(A) ^ a 62 act(B): Rewriting C2 with the mksch rewrite rules yields:C3: Forall (�x : x 2 act (A k B))(Takewhile (�a: a 2 int A) `schA� (a^mksch A B `tr 0 `(TL `(Dropwhile (�a: a 2 int A) `schA)) `schB))Now, we apply the sequence lemma ForallP s ^ForallP t ) ForallP (s � t) to C3 and get:C4: Forall (�x : x 2 act (A k B)) (Takewhile (�a: a 2 int A) `schA)C5: a 2 act (A k B)C6: Forall (�x : x 2 act (A k B))(mksch A B `tr 0 `(TL `(Dropwhile (�a: a 2 int A) `schA)) `schB)Note that the sequence lemma above holds for the other direction as well, but only underthe additional assumption Finite(s). It is the tricky point of the proof to prevent us fromthis �niteness assumption, as the four additional assumptions of Lemma 10.4.6 would havebeen necessary to satisfy it, whereas this lemma needs only one assumption.C4 can be discharged using a 2 int(A)) a 2 act(A) and(8a: P(a)) Q(a)) Forall Q (Filter P `s)C5 follows from A1, and C6 can be discharged by the induction hypothesis using schA :=TL `(Dropwhile (�a: a 2 int A) `schA), schB := schB , and A1. 210.4.3 Lemmas using the Take LemmaThe aim of this subsection is to prove Lemma 10.4.13. As mentioned earlier, it cannot beproved by structural induction, as reformulations according to formula (10:1) in x10.3.2 inorder to be amenable for the admissibility check are not possible. The take lemma is usedinstead. To apply it to Lemma 10.4.13, a number of auxiliary lemmas are needed, whichare developed in a bottom up manner in the sequel (cf. Fig. 10.4).



194 Compositionality and Non-InterferenceLemma 10.4.8Schedules of A that satisfy Last-act-is-extA and do not contain external actions of A, equalnil if they are �nite, otherwise they equal ?.Last-act-is-ext A sch Filter (�x : x 2 ext(A)) `sch = nilsch = nilLast-act-is-ext A sch Filter (�x : x 2 ext(A)) `sch = ?sch = ?Proof.The following sequence lemmasFilter P `s = nil ) (Forall (�a: :P(x )) s ^ Finite s)Filter P `s = ? ) (Forall (�a: :P(x )) s ^ :Finite s)are used for forward reasoning on the second conjunct of the assumption. Then, the char-acterizing equations for Chop (Lemma 6.6.2) yield the result immediately after unfoldinghe de�nition of Last-act-is-ext. 2Lemma 10.4.9A schedule which results from merging two schedules of A and B and an oracle tr containsonly actions from the signature of A and not of B , provided tr does the same.compatible A B8schA schB :Forall (�x : x 2 act A ^ x 62 act B) tr) Forall (�x : x 2 act A ^ x 62 act B) (mksch A B `tr `schA `schB)Proof.The proof is similar to that of Lemma 10.4.7. Therefore, we merely comment on thedi�erences. First, there is only one case, namely a 2 act(A)^a 62 act(B). Second, to applythe lemma (8a: (P(a) ) Q(a)) ) Forall Q (Filter P `s) the fact compatible A B ) x 2int(A) ) x 62 ext(B) is additionally needed, which makes the compatibility requirementnecessary. 2



10.4 Compositionality for Traces 195Lemma 10.4.10Every schedule which results from merging two schedules schA and schB and a trace tr is�nite, provided tr is �nite.Finite(tr) compatible A B is-sig-of(A) ^ is-sig-of(B)8schA schB :Forall (�x : x 2 act (A k B)) tr ^Forall (�x : x 2 act A) schA ^Forall (�x : x 2 act B) schB ^Filter (�x : x 2 ext A) `schA = Filter (�x : x 2 act A) `tr ^Filter (�x : x 2 ext B) `schB = Filter (�x : x 2 act B) `tr) Finite (mksch A B `tr `schA `schB)Proof.The proof is by �nite structural induction on tr and follows along the lines of the proof ofLemma 10.4.6. Therefore, merely the characteristics will be outlined. Some notes on thenecessity of the assumptions: the equationsFilter (�x : x 2 ext(A)) `schA = Filter (�x : x 2 act(A)) `trFilter (�x : x 2 ext(B)) `schB = Filter (�x : x 2 act(B)) `trare needed, as a �nite oracle does not su�ce to yield a �nite merge result. Rather theinternal parts that are interleaved with this oracle have to be �nite as well. This holdsespecially for the last internal actions after a possible last external action of schA or schB .Therefore, we really need the equality in these assumptions, weakening to a pre�x relationwould not su�ce. Note that this does not lead to admissibility problems here, as �nitestructural induction is used.The key lemma is Finite (s � t) = (Finite(s)^Finite(t)) in contrast to Lemma 10.4.6, wherethe distribution of Filter over � plays this rôle. 2The following lemma represents the inverse direction of the preceding result.Lemma 10.4.11Given a �nite schedule which results from merging two schedules schA and schB and atrace tr , tr is �nite. Finite (mksch A B `tr `schA `schB)Finite(tr)Proof.The proof is by �nite structural induction. However, as induction cannot be done on theterm mksch A B `tr `schA `schB , the proposition has to be strengthened before. We obtain



196 Compositionality and Non-Interferencethe following lemma Finite y) 8z tr :Forall (�x : x 2 ext (A k B)) tr ^y = z � (mksch A B `tr `schA `schB)) Finite trwhich can be proved by �nite structural induction on y . The proof is very tedious becauseof many case distinctions, but does not give further insight. 2The following lemma represents the basis for the take lemma application in Lemma 10.4.13.It allows to \push" certain elements through mksch which do not produce any output.Therefore, the �rst element which is responsible for the output of mksch can be identi�ed.Lemma 10.4.12Under certain restrictions mksch distributes over � in the oracle argument as follows:Finite(bs) A1: compatible A B A2: is-sig-of(A) ^ is-sig-of(B)8schB :Forall (�a: a 2 act B) schB ^Forall (�a: a 2 act B ^ x 62 act A) as ^Filter (�a: a 2 ext B) `schB = Filter (�a: a 2 act B) `(bs � tr)) 9x1 x2:mksch A B `(bs � tr) `schA `schB = x1 � mksch A B `tr `schA `x2 ^Forall (�a: a 2 act B ^ a 62 act A) x1 ^Finite x1 ^ schB = (x1 � x2) ^Filter (�a: a 2 ext B) `x1 = bsProof.The proof is by �nite structural induction on as:Base case as = nil: Trivial with x1 := nil and x2 := schB .Inductive step bs = b^ss: Take C1 as induction hypothesis. Therefore, we may assume:A3: Forall (�a: a 2 act B) schBA4: b 2 act(B) ^ a 62 act(A) ^ Forall (�a: a 2 act B ^ x 62 act A) ssA5: Filter (�a: a 2 ext B) `schB = b^Filter (�a: a 2 act B) `(ss � tr)We have to show:C2: 9x 01 x 02:mksch A B `(b^ss � tr) `schA `schB = x 01 � mksch A B `tr `schA `x 02 ^Forall (�a: a 2 act B ^ a 62 act A) x 01 ^Finite x 01 ^ schB = (x 01 � x 02) ^Filter (�a: a 2 ext B) `x 01 = (b^ss)



10.4 Compositionality for Traces 197Lemma 6.5.2 is used to deriveA6: schB = Takewhile (�x : x 62 ext B) `schB � b^TL `(Dropwhile (�x : x 62 ext B) `schB)^ Finite (Takewhile (�x : x 62 ext B) `schB ^ b 2 ext(B)from A5. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 10.4.6 this can be simpli�ed toA7: schB = Takewhile (�x : x 2 int B) `schB � b^TL `(Dropwhile (�x : x 2 int B) `schB)^ Finite (Takewhile (�x : x 2 int B) `schB ^ b 2 ext(B)because of A2 and A3. Now, the equation for schB in A7 is substituted in A5. The resultis further simpli�ed, again according to the proof of Lemma 10.4.6, toA8: Filter (�x : x 2 act B) `(ss � tr) =Filter (�x : x 2 ext B) `(TL `(Dropwhile (�x : x 2 int B) `schB))using A7 and A2. Similarly, by substituting the equation for schA in A3 and simpli�cationwe derive A9: Forall (�a: a 2 act B) (TL `(Dropwhile (�x : x 2 int B) `schB))fromA3. Therefore, the induction hypothesis can be applied with the instantiation schB :=TL `(Dropwhile (�x : x 2 int B) `schB), which guarantees the existence of x1 and x2, suchthat A10: mksch A B `(ss � tr) `schA `(TL `(Dropwhile (�x : x 2 int B) `schB))= x1 � mksch A B `tr `schA `x2A11: Forall (�a: a 2 act B ^ a 62 act A) x1 ^ Finite x1A12: (TL `(Dropwhile (�x : x 2 int B) `schB)) = (x1 � x2)A13: Filter (�a: a 2 ext B) `x1 = ssNow we have derived su�cient information from the assumptions to turn to C2. Theexistence of x1 and x2 is used to instantiate x 01 and x 02 as follows:x 01 := (Takewhile (�x : x 2 int B) `schB) � b^x1 and x 02 := x2Therefore, C2 reduces toC3: mksch A B `(b^ss � tr) `schA `schB= ((Takewhile (�x : x 2 int B) `schB) � b^x1) � mksch A B `tr `schA `x2C4: Forall (�a: a 2 act B ^ a 62 act A) ((Takewhile (�x : x 2 int B) `schB) � b^x1)C5: Finite ((Takewhile (�x : x 2 int B) `schB) � b^x1)C6: schB = (((Takewhile (�x : x 2 int B) `schB) � b^x1) � x2)C7: Filter (�a: a 2 ext B) `((Takewhile (�x : x 2 int B) `schB) � b^x1) = ss



198 Compositionality and Non-InterferenceC3 follows from the rewrite rules for mksch and A10. As Forall distributes over � , C4 followsfrom A4, A11, and the application of the sequence lemma(8a: Q(a)) P(a)) ) Forall P (TakewhileQ `s)which in turn requires basic lemmata about the action signatures, in particular compatibil-ity, i.e A1. Similarly, as Finite distributes over � , C5 follows from A7 and A11. C6 followsfrom the equation for schA in A7, A12, and associativity of � . Finally, C7 follows fromA13, b 2 ext(B) in A7, and some sequence reasoning, similar to that needed for C3 of theproof of Lemma 10.4.6. 2The result holds analogously for \pushing actions through" mksch which are only from thesignature of A instead of that of B .In the following we prove the most sophisticated lemma of the entire compositionalityproof. As there is no way to satis�y the admissibility check, we apply the take lemma.Lemma 10.4.13Given a schedule which results form merging two schedules schA and schB of A and B andan oracle tr , �ltering it w.r.t. actions of A yields schA again.A1: compatible A BA2: is-sig-of(A) ^ is-sig-of(B)A3: Forall (�x : x 2 ext (A k B)) trA4: Forall (�x : x 2 act(A)) schA; Forall (�x : x 2 act(B)) schBA5: Filter (�x : x 2 act A) `tr = Filter (�x : x 2 ext A) `schAA6: Filter (�x : x 2 act B) `tr = Filter (�x : x 2 ext B) `schBA7: Last-act-is-ext A schA ^ Last-act-is-ext A schBC1: Filter (�x : x 2 act A) `(mksch A B `tr `schA `schB) = schAProof.We apply the proof rule in Thm. 6.5.5 that supports the take lemma together with inductionfrom all k < n to n, and use the instantiation Q := �x :x 2 act(A)^x 62 act(B). Therefore,we have to solve two subgoals, called basic step and main step in the sequel:Basic step: The further assumptionA8: Forall (�x : x 2 act(B) ^ x 62 act(A)) tris guaranteed by the proof rule 6.5.5. The following case distinction is made:� Case Finite(tr) : The goal is to show, that both sides of C1 equal nil. To show thatschA = nil, we employ Lemma 10.4.8 and A7, so that it remains to showC2: Filter (�a: a 2 ext(A)) `schA = nil



10.4 Compositionality for Traces 199which equals Filter (�x :x 2 actA) `tr = nil according to A5. This in turn is dischargedusing the sequence lemmaForall Q s ^ Finite(s) ^ (8a: Q(a)) :P(a))) Filter P `s = niltogether with A8.To show that Filter (�x : x 2 act A) `(mksch A B `tr `schA `schB) = nil, we employ thesame sequence lemma as above to generate the following proof obligations:C3: Forall (�x : x 2 act(B) ^ x 62 act(A)) (mksch A B `tr `schA `schB)C4: Finite (mksch A B `tr `schA `schB)C5: x 2 act(B) ^ x 62 act(A)) x 62 act(A)C3 follows from Lemma 10.4.9 together with A1 and A8, C4 follows from Lemma10.4.10 together with A1 { A8, and C5 is trivial.� Case :Finite(tr) : Similar to the previous case, it is shown that both sides of C1equal ?. Instead of Lemma 10.4.10 we have to use Lemma 10.4.11.Main step: We assume the induction hypothesisA8 8m:m < n ) 8tr schA schB :Forall (�x : x 2 ext (A k B)) tr^Forall (�x : x 2 act A) schA ^ Forall (�x : x 2 act B) schB^Filter (�x : x 2 act A) `tr = Filter (�x : x 2 ext A) `schA^Filter (�x : x 2 act B) `tr = Filter (�x : x 2 ext B) `schB^Last-act-is-extA schA; Last-act-is-ext A schB) Filter (�x : x 2 act A) `(mksch A B `tr `schA `schB)jm = schAjmwhere we write jm for take n and, in parts instead of A3, A5, A6:A9: Forall (�x : x 2 ext (A k B)) (bs � a^rs)A10: Filter (�x : x 2 act A) `(bs � a^rs) = Filter (�x : x 2 ext A) `schAA11: Filter (�x : x 2 act B) `(bs � a^rs) = Filter (�x : x 2 ext B) `schBA12: Finite(bs) ^ Forall (�x : x 2 act(B) ^ x 62 act(A)) bsA13: a 62 act(B) _ a 2 act(A)It has to be proved:C2: Filter (�x : x 2 act A) `(mksch A B `(bs � a^rs) `schA `schB)jn = schAjn



200 Compositionality and Non-InterferenceFirst, Lemma 10.4.12 allows forward reasoning on the assumptions A4, A11, and A12.Therefore, there are x1 and x2 such thatA14: mksch A B `(bs � a^rs) `schA `schB = x1 � mksch A B `(a^rs) `schA `x2A15: Forall (�a: a 2 act B ^ a 62 act A) x1A16: Finite x1A17: schB = (x1 � x2)A18: Filter (�a: a 2 ext B) `x1 = bsUsing A14 we reduce C3 toC4: Filter (�x : x 2 act A) `(x1 � mksch A B `(a^rs) `schA `x2)jn = schAjnFurthermore note, that Filter (�x : x 2 act A) `x1 = nil because of the sequence lemmaForall Q s ^ Finite(s) ^ (8a:Q(a)) :P(a)) ) Filter P `s = nil (�)together with A12. Therefore, as Filter distributes over � , C4 reduces toC5: Filter (�x : x 2 act A) `(mksch A B `(a^rs) `schA `x2)jn = schAjnNow, we have obtained a statement similar to the initial proposition, but with a there isan element in front of the oracle, that will not be eliminated by the Filter operation likethe elements in bs before. Roughly speaking, the e�ort till now was the tribute for workingwith the take lemma instead of structural induction. From now on, the proof is in somesense analogous to familiar inductive proofs.We make a case distinction on a. Because of A13 there are only three cases:� Case a 2 act(A) ^ a 62 act(B): Let us �rst perform forward reasoning on some ofthe assumptions. The assumptions A9 { A11 are transformed intoA19: Forall (�x : x 2 ext (A k B)) rsA20: a^(Filter (�x : x 2 act A) `rs) = Filter (�x : x 2 ext A) `schAA21: Filter (�x : x 2 act B) `rs = Filter (�x : x 2 ext B) `x2A19 follows from A9 by the distributivity of Forall over � . A20 follows from A10 andA12 by an argument similar to that used to derive C5. A21 follows from A11 by thefollowing two calculations:Filter (�x : x 2 act B) `(bs � a^rs)= fA12 , A13, distributivity of Filter over � , (*)gbs � Filter (�x : x 2 act B) `rs= fA18gFilter (�a: a 2 ext B) `x1 � Filter (�x : x 2 act B) `rs)



10.4 Compositionality for Traces 201which shows the transformation of the left side, andFilter (�x : x 2 ext B) `schB= fA17gFilter (�x : x 2 ext B) `(x1 � x2)= fDistributivity of Filter over �gFilter (�x : x 2 ext B) `x1 � Filter (�x : x 2 ext B) `x2which shows the transformation of the right side. Now, Lemma 6.5.2 is used to deriveA22: schA =Takewhile (�x : x 62 ext A) `schA� a^TL `(Dropwhile (�x : x 62 ext A) `schA)^ Finite (Takewhile (�x : x 62 ext A) `schA ^ a 2 ext(A)from A20. Because of A2 it is possible to rewrite the resulting assumption withis-sig S ) (a 62 externals S ) = (x 2 internals S _ x 62 actions S ). Subsequently,the assumption is rewritten with Forall P s ) Takewhile (�x : Q(x ) _ (:P(x ))) `s =Takewhile Q `s and the analogous lemma for Dropwhile, which is possible because ofA4. Therefore, A22 turns intoA23: schA =Takewhile (�x : x 2 int A) `schA� a^TL `(Dropwhile (�x : x 2 int A) `schA)^ Finite (Takewhile (�x : x 2 int A) `schA ^ a 2 ext(A)Let us return to the proposition to prove. C5 is rewritten by the rule for mksch toC6: Filter (�x : x 2 act A) `(Takewhile (�x : x 2 int A) `schA� a^mksch A B `rs `(TL `(Dropwhile (�x : x 2 int A) `schA)) `x2)jn =schAjnThis is simpli�ed using distributivity of Filter over � and the lemma (8a: Q(a) )P(a)) ) Filter P `(Takewhile Q `s) = Takewhile Q `s. Furthermore, on the right sidethe equation for schA in A23 is substituted. Therefore, we get:C7: Takewhile (�x : x 2 int A) `schA� a^mksch A B `rs `(TL `(Dropwhile (�x : x 2 int A) `schA)) `x2)jn =Takewhile (�x : x 2 int A) `schA � a^TL `(Dropwhile (�x : x 2 int A) `schA)jnAs the pre�xes of both sides coincide, the compared sequence length can be reducedusing Lemma 6.5.6. Therefore, it remains to show that for all k with k < n holds:C8: mksch A B `rs `(TL `(Dropwhile (�x : x 2 int A) `schA)) `x2)jk =TL `(Dropwhile (�x : x 2 int A) `schA)jk



202 Compositionality and Non-InterferenceThis matches the proposition of the induction hypothesis. In order to apply it, someassumptions have to be further transformed. First, we getA24 Forall (�x : x 2 act(A)) (TL `(Dropwhile (�x : x 2 int A) `schA))A25 Forall (�x : x 2 act(B)) x2A24 follows from the fact that Forall is closed under the TL and Dropwhile operations,and A25 follows from A17 and the distributivity of Forall over � . Next, A20 is furthertransformed toA26: Filter (�x : x 2 act A) `rs =Filter (�x : x 2 ext A) `(TL `(Dropwhile (�x : x 2 int A) `schA)))by substituting the equation for schA in A23 and using sequence lemma (*). Finally,A7 is transformed intoA27 Last-act-is-ext A (TL `(Dropwhile (�x : x 2 int A) `schA))) ^ Last-act-is-ext A x2using the facts, that Last-act-is-ext is closed under TL and Dropwhile, and distributesover � . Therefore, the induction hypothesis can be applied using the instantiationstr := rs, schA := TL `(Dropwhile (�x :x 2 intA) `schA)), and schB := x2, which �nishesthe proof of this case.� Case a 2 act(A) ^ a 2 act(B): Even more elaborate than the previous case, butanalogous.� Case a 62 act(A)^a 62 act(B): From A9 and the fact that Forall distributes over �it follows that a 2 ext (A k B), which is equal to a 2 ext(A)_ a 2 ext(B). Therefore,a contradiction to the actual case is derived from the fact a 2 ext(A)) a 2 act(A),which �nishes the proof. 2The result holds analogously for �ltering on the actions of B , yielding schB instead of schA.De�nition 10.4.14 (Trace Property Composition)Parallel composition on trace properties is de�ned as follows:ktr : (�) trace-prop! (�) trace-prop! (�) trace-prop(sigA; tracesA) kex (sigB ; tracesB) �fsig-comp sigA sigB ;ftr j Filter (�a: a 2 act A) `tr 2 tracesAg\ ftr j Filter (�a: a 2 act A) `tr 2 tracesBg\ ftr j Forall (�a: a 2 (externals sigA [ externals sigA)) trgg



10.5 Compositional Reasoning 203Again we rephrase the compositionality result of Theorem 10.4.1 in a succinct way.Corollary 10.4.15 (Compositionality of Trace Properties)Trace properties are compositional.compatible A Bis-trans-of(A) ^ is-trans-of(B)is-sig-of(A) ^ is-sig-of(B)Traces (A k B) = Traces(A) ktr Traces(B)10.5 Compositional ReasoningIn order to prove the main compositionality result we merely need a single further lemma.Lemma 10.5.1Compatibility ensures that for traces which contain only external actions of A or B �lteringto external and all actions of A coincides.A1: compatible A B A2: Forall (�a: a 2 ext (A k B)) trC1: Filter (�a: a 2 act A) `tr = Filter (�a: a 2 ext A) `trProof.We �rst apply the sequence lemma8x : P x ) (Q x = R x ) Forall P sFilter Q `s = Filter R `sInstantiating P by �a: a 2 ext (A k B) the goal C1 reduces toC2: a 2 ext (A k B)) a 2 act A = a 2 ext AC3: Forall (�a: a 2 ext (A k B)) trwhere C3 can directly be discharged by A2. C2 can be reduced by rewriting a 2 ext (A k B)to a 2 ext(A) _ a 2 ext(B) and automatic �rst order reasoning toC4: a 2 ext(A)) a 2 act(A)C5: a 2 ext(B) ^ a 62 ext(A)) a 62 act(A)The �rst holds by de�nition of ext, the second is a consequence of the compatibility of Aand B , which is guaranteed byA1. 2



204 Compositionality and Non-InterferenceTheorem 10.5.2 (Main Compositionality Theorem)The safe implementation relation is compositional.A1: is-trans-of(A1) ^ is-trans-of(A2) ^ is-trans-of(B1) ^ is-trans-of(B2)A2: is-sig-of(A1) ^ is-sig-of(A2) ^ is-sig-of(B1) ^ is-sig-of(B2)A3: compatible A1 B1 ^ compatible A2 B2A4: A1 �S A2A5: B1 �S B2 C1: (A1 k B1) �S (A2 k B2)Proof.By de�nition of �S A4 and A5 rewrite to:A6: traces A1 � traces A2 ^ in A1 = in A2 ^ out A1 = out A2A7: traces B1 � traces B2 ^ in B1 = in B2 ^ out B1 = out B2Similarly, C1 can be reduced to:C2: traces (A1 k B1) � traces (A2 k B2)C3: in (A1 k B1) = in (A2 k B2) ^ out (A1 k B1) = out (A2 k B2)C3 can easily be discharged by the de�nition of in and k using A6 and A7. To reduce C2 weuse compositionality on the trace level (Theorem 10.4.1) for which A1 { A3 are necessary.Therefore, the following has to be shown for every trC4: Filter (�a: a 2 act A2) `tr 2 traces A2 ^ Filter (�a: a 2 act B2) `tr 2 traces B2C5: Forall (�a: a 2 ext (A2 k B2)) trunder the further assumptionsA8: Filter (�a: a 2 act A1) `tr 2 traces A1 ^ Filter (�a: a 2 act B1) `tr 2 traces B1A9: Forall (�a: a 2 ext (A1 k B1)) trFrom A6 and A7 we get that the external actions of the components are equal:A10: ext(A1) = ext(A2) ^ ext(B1) = ext(B2)Therefore, using A9 and ext (C1 k C2) = ext C1 [ ext C2, C5 can be discharged. It remainsto show C4. Using the trace inclusion properties of the components in A6 and A7 it canbe inferred by forward reasoning from A8 that the �ltered tr is not only in A1 but also inA2, and analogously for B1 and B2:A11: Filter (�a: a 2 act A1) `tr 2 traces A2 ^ Filter (�a: a 2 act B1) `tr 2 traces B2



10.6 Non-Interference 205Therefore, to show C4 it su�ces to showC6: Filter (�a: a 2 act A1) `tr = Filter (�a: a 2 act A2) `tr ^Filter (�a: a 2 act B1) `tr = Filter (�a: a 2 act B2) `trWe consider only the �rst conjunct of C6, the case for B1;B2 follows analogously. To proveC6 we make use of the fact that tr has only external actions of A1 or A2, which impliestogether with the compatibility of the component automata that �ltering all actions fromtr actually means �ltering only the external ones (Lemma 10.5.1). However, the externalactions are equal according to A10. Formally, the following equalities terminate the proof:Filter (�a: a 2 act A1) `tr= f Lemma 10.5.1, A3, A9 gFilter (�a: a 2 ext A1) `tr= fA10gFilter (�a: a 2 ext A2) `tr= f Lemma 10.5.1, A3, A9, A10 gFilter (�a: a 2 act A2) `tr 2
10.6 Non-InterferenceIn this section a central property of I/O automata, called non-interference, is derived: inan arbitrary network of I/O automata a component A may always perform a local action.The other components cannot block A, instead they either have to stutter or to enable thedesired communication. As a result, when reasoning about the enabling of an action inthis network, it is su�cient to reason about the enabling of the action at one component.This property is mainly a consequence of the input-enabling of I/O automata and of theircompatibility. As the input-enabling condition was not yet necessary in the precedingproofs, it is of interest how it gets involved here. In addition, non-interference needscompositionality on schedule level and some lemmas that have been derived in the contextof the correctness proof of re�nement mappings. Therefore the proof of this property maybe regarded as a remarkable quintessence of the previous veri�cation e�orts.We start with a lemma, that reveals the inuence of the input-enabling condition.Lemma 10.6.1 (Schedules are always extendible by Inputs)A1: a 2 in(A) A2: input-enabled(A) A3: Finite(sch) A4: sch 2 schedules(A)C1: (sch � [a!]) 2 schedules(A)



206 Compositionality and Non-InterferenceProof.We �rst perform forward reasoning on the assumptions. A4 guarantees the existence of anexecution (s; ex1) with the following properties:A5: s 2 starts-of(A) ^ is-exec-frag A (s; ex1) ^ sch = Filter-act `ex1From sch = Filter-act `ex1 and Finite(sch) (A3) follows Finite(ex1) by the lemmaFinite (Map f `seq)) Finite seqwhich holds for every sequence seq . As every �nite execution has a last state, the existenceof a state u with A6: last-state (s; ex1) = uis given. A2 ensures input-enabledness of A, i.e. 8s: 9t : s a!A t . Therefore, there is also astate t from the last state of (s; ex1): A7: u a!A tNow we turn to the proposition C1 and reduce it by unfolding the schedule de�nition to:C2: 9ex2 2 executions(A): (sch � [a!]) = Filter-act `(snd ex2)Such an ex2 can be de�ned as an extension of ex1 as follows:ex2 := (s; ex1 � [(a; t)!])Therefore, using the de�nition of executions C2 reduces toC3: s 2 starts-of(A)C4: is-exec-frag A (s; ex1 � [(a; t)!])C5: (sch � [a!]) = Filter-act `(ex1 � [(a; t)!])C3 follows fromA5. Using the distributivity ofMap over � , C5 reduces to sch = Filter-act`ex1which is trivial also from A5. It remains to show C4. Here Lemma 9.2.7 is applied, whichstates that the is-exec-frag property propagates under certain conditions from sequences totheir concatenation. The free variable in the rule is instantiated by u. Therefore it remainsto show: C6: is-exec-frag (s; ex1) ^ is-exec-frag (u; [(a; t)!]) ^ last-state (s; ex1) = u:The �rst and last conjunct of C6 are discharged by A5 and A6, respectively. The secondconjunct rewrites to u a!A t and therefore follows from A7. 2



10.6 Non-Interference 207Theorem 10.6.2 (Non-Interference of I/O Automata)A1: a 2 local(A)A2: compatible A BA3: input-enabled(B)A4: Finite(sch)A5: sch 2 schedules (A k B)A6: Filter (�x : x 2 act(A)) `(sch � [a!]) 2 schedules(A)C1: (sch � [a!]) 2 schedules (A k B)Proof.Compositionality on schedule level (Theorem 10.3.1) allows to deriveA7: Filter (�x : x 2 act A) `sch 2 schedules AA8: Filter (�x : x 2 act B) `sch 2 schedules BA9: Forall (�x : x 2 act (A k B)) schfrom A5. The same theorem applies to C1 and reduces it toC2: Filter (�x : x 2 act A) `(sch � [a!]) 2 schedules AC3: Filter (�x : x 2 act B) `(sch � [a!]) 2 schedules BC4: Forall (�x : x 2 act (A k B)) sch ^ a 2 local(A)C2 is discharged by A6, whereas the �rst conjunct in C4 is just A9 and the second is a simpleconsequence of A1. Therefore it remains to show C3. This is done by case distinction on a.Case a 2 int(A): Because of the compatibility of A and B (A2) a cannot be an actionof B . Therefore, intuitively speaking, B has to stutter in the current step. Formally, thefollowing equalities yield the result:Filter (�x : x 2 act B) `(sch � [a!])fDistributivity of Filter over �g= Filter (�x : x 2 act B) `sch � Filter (�x : x 2 act B) `[a!]fa 62 act(B)g= Filter (�x : x 2 act B) `schfA8g2 2 schedules(B)Case a 2 out(A): Because of the compatibility of A and B (A2) a can only be an inputaction of B . Note that here not only the encapsulation of internal actions is needed but alsothe condition out(A)\ out(B) = fg of the compatibility requirement. In the compatibilityproofs this was not the case. Intuitively speaking, B can now always extend the schedule



208 Compositionality and Non-InterferenceFilter (�x : x 2 act(B)) `sch by this input action a because B is input-enabled. Thereforewe get the desired property:Filter (�x : x 2 act B) `sch 2 schedules(B)Formally, the property is an application of the preceding lemma, using the assumptionsA3, A4, and A8, together with distributivity of Filter over � and the fact that any �nitesequence remains �nite after �ltering. 2
10.7 Conclusion and Related WorkThe compositionality proof turned out to be a nontrivial challenge. In particular it permitsto draw conclusions w.r.t. the power and applicability of HOLCF on the one hand, andthe general insu�ciency of semi-formal paper proofs on the other hand. Both aspects willbe discussed subsequently.� For the proof it was essential to take advantage of HOLCF's possibilities to de�neand reason about sophisticated recursive functions. We argue that a de�nition of thenecessary merge functions in pure HOL would be extremely awkward, if not infeasi-ble. Despite of these signi�cant strengths of HOLCF we also reached its limits:First, admissibility proof obligations occurred, which could not be discharged auto-matically. This problem could be circumvented by providing and applying the takelemma infrastructure of x6.5, which does not need admissibility. We believe that thisproof infrastructure will be mandatory for every serious application of sequences inHOLCF.Second, we faced a noncontinuous fair merge function. In our concrete context, wegot along with a modi�cation of the overall proof. However, this modi�cation wouldnot be applicable to a generalization of the compositionality proof to fair or live I/Oautomata. The reason is that fairness considers internal actions as well. Therefore, itis not possible to cut o� the internal rests of an execution without making the corre-sponding trace potentially unfair. This is the reason why we proved compositionalityonly for safe I/O automata and did not extend the result to live I/O automata.In addition, it demonstrates that the de facto restriction of HOLCF to continuousfunctions can become a handicap in complex applications.� The corresponding compositionality proof in the literature [LT87], which is based onan informal sequence model, comprises only two pages. This has several reasons:First, the relation between behaviours of a composition and its components is de-scribed implicitly, whereas in our rigorous approach this relation has to be madeexplicit by de�ning nontrivial merge functions. It is not clear at all how to provethe existence of such a relation if it is described only implicitly. Our explicit merge



10.7 Conclusion and Related Work 209function seems to be the most feasable way to perform the proof, but it neverthelessposes remarkable complications. For details recall the comparative discussions in therespective sections.Furthermore, and even more importantly, reasoning about this informal relation is in-tuitively appealing, whereas a rigorous argumentation brings about unexpected com-plications. In our formalization the complications manifest themselves in nontrivialadmissibility obligations. Other complications are to be expected for alternative se-quence models, for example nontrivial limes constructions for the model nat! bool.In fact, the major complexity of the proof is due to these complications, which arehidden under the surface of the informal proof.We conclude that the power of HOLCF should only be used carefully at places where it isreally needed. This con�rms our HOL/HOLCF methodology described in x5.2.Furthermore, we conclude that rigorous proofs are worthwhile, as they often reveal subtledetails which are easily neglected in an informal argumentation, but have signi�cant in-uence on the entire proof. This applies in particular to formalisms involving (possibly)in�nite sequences, as sequences are intuitively simple, but require quite a mass of theorywhen being treated formally.To our knowledge, there is no directly related work.



Chapter 11Temporal Logic, Live I/O Automata,and Abstraction
In this chapter the extensions to the theory of I/O automata described in the chapters 3{4 are de�nitionally embedded in Isabelle. This includes the temporal logic TLS, live I/Oautomata, and the abstraction theory. Thereby TLS is built on top of a generic temporallogic. This allows us to study semantic embeddings of temporal logics in general and,furthermore, reveals the connection to the temporal logic of Manna and Pnueli.11.1 IntroductionIn this chapter the notions developed in x3 { x4 are de�nitionally embedded in Isabelle,building on top of the sequence model of x6 and the safe I/O automaton model of x8{x10.The extensions include the temporal logic TLS, live I/O automata, and the abstractiontheory. Thereby, TLS is not encoded directly, but as an instance of a generic temporallogic which is evaluated over sequences of arbitrary elements. This has several advantages:� It allows us to study the adequateness of our domain-theoretic sequence modelw.r.t. temporal logics in a general setting.� It reveals the connection to standard temporal logics over state sequences [MP95,Kr�o87]. In particular, we will see that validities from these logics carry over to oursetting, which enables us to reuse many results from [MP95] and [Kr�o87]. Althoughthe opposite direction does not hold in general, particularities of I/O executions willbe captured in speci�c TLS formulas, which increases the extent of reuse.� It o�ers an abstract view on the special treatment of �nite computations in TLS.



11.2 A Generic Temporal Logic 211Using TLS the I/O automaton model in Isabelle is extended to general liveness. To provelive implementation we introduce live re�nement mappings and live forward simulationsand establish their soundness within Isabelle.Finally, the entire abstraction theory for functions is de�nitionally embedded in Isabelleon top of TLS and the live I/O automaton model. Thus, we may use the theorem provernot only to check the soundness of abstractions, but to describe and reason about complexsystems in a compositional manner as well.The chapter is organized as follows. In x11.2 a generic temporal logic is embedded inIsabelle, which is used in x11.3 to embed TLS. In x11.4 live I/O automata are formalizedand in x11.5 the abstraction rules are derived within Isabelle.11.2 A Generic Temporal LogicIn the second part of this chapter we will now embed the notions developed in the previoussubsections into Isabelle. In this section we �rst embed a generic temporal logic over �niteand in�nite sequences (called TL), compare it with the logics in [Kr�o87] and [MP95], andevaluate the domain-theoretic sequence model w.r.t. this temporal logic.We will use a shallow embedding, which means that we do not distinguish between syntaxand semantics of temporal formulas as done in x3.2. Instead, formulas are directly regardedas predicates and temporal operators as predicate transformers. However, Isabelle's syntaxfacilities permit to denote these transformers by the usual syntax.De�nition 11.2.1 (Predicates)We introduce a type for predicates and a corresponding notion of evaluation, which simplymeans function application.(�)pred = �! boolj= :: �! (�)pred! boolx j= P � P(x )The boolean connectives ^, _, :,), and = are lifted to predicates in a pointwise way1. 2As (�)pred is polymorphic, it will be used to describe both state predicates and sequencepredicates. The latter represent temporal formulas and are de�ned below.De�nition 11.2.2 (TL { A Generic Temporal Logic)Formulas of the temporal logic TL are described by the type(�) temporal = ((�)sequence)pred1Because it is always clear from the context whether a connective is lifted or not, we use the samesymbols, although in Isabelle the syntax di�ers slightly.



212 Temporal Logic, Live I/O Automata, and AbstractionAs lifted boolean connectives exist already for this type, it su�ces to de�ne 2, , and h�i, where the latter means lifting a state predicate to a temporal formula.h�i :: (�)pred! (�) temporalhPi � �s: P (the (HD `s))2; :: (�) temporal! (�) temporal2 P � �s: 8s2: s2 �+ s ) P(s2) P � �s: if TL `s = ? then P(s) else P (TL `s)where su�xes and non-empty su�xes are de�ned as follows:�; �+ :: (�)sequence ! (�)sequence! bools2 � s � 9s1: Finite s1 ^ s = s1 � s2s2 �+ s � s2 6= nil ^ s2 6= ? ^ (s2 � s)Further temporal operators are de�ned as usual:3 P � :2:PP ; Q � 2 (P ) 3Q)Validity of P means that it holds for all non-empty sequences2:j= P � 8s: s 6= nil ^ s 6= ? ) s j= P 2Treatment of Finite Sequences. Obviously, the empty sequence represents a patho-logical case in every temporal logic involving �nite computations. In the de�nitions abovethis is reected by the fact that nil j= hPi equals P(arbitrary), where arbitrary is a �xed,but unknown value (recall the de�nition of the in x5.2.2). Therefore nothing reasonablecan be concluded for this case. We solve the problem by circumventing the cases s = ?and s = nil completely. They are ruled out in the validity de�nition and the temporaloperators are de�ned in such a way, that they do not introduce new statements of the formnil j= P or ? j= P3. This is the reason why we de�ne 2 using only non-empty su�xes anduse the TL operator for  only if the sequence consists of at least two elements. Therefore,if s = [a] then TL `s 6= ? and therefore P s = P s.The key observation is now, that the exclusion of empty sequences su�ces already to treat�nite computations. This in turn conforms very well with the semantics of TLS: whenembedding TLS in TL in the next section we will see that the additional stuttering step,2In Isabelle di�erent symbols are used for validity and evaluation to avoid ambiguities.3Note however, that ? j= P and nil j= P are indeed true in our formalization, but they are not used inthe validity de�nition.



11.2 A Generic Temporal Logic 213that stutters the last state of non-in�nite executions, excludes the cases s = nil and s = ?.Therefore the stuttering action p in TLS can, in a more abstract view, also be regardedas a remedy to rectify the insu�ciency of general temporal logics involving non-in�nitecomputations.Comparison with standard LTL. We will now show thatj=LTL P i� j= Pwhere j=LTL denotes validity in [MP95] or [Kr�o87] and P is restricted to the operators ofTL. There are two requirements to satisfy: �rst, the temporal operators must have thesame semantics, and second, it must make no di�erence whether formulas are evaluatedover �nite and in�nite sequences (for j=) or over in�nite sequences only (for j=LTL).The �rst requirement is not completely trivial as we did not de�ne the operators pointwise(as in [MP95]) in order to match our sequence model (see below), but it is easy to see. Thesecond requirement follows by an argument analogous to Lemma 3.2.7. It is trivial thatj= P implies j=LTL P , as j=LTL regards only the subset of in�nite executions considered byj=. For the other direction de�ne the operator r0 that adds in�nite stuttering in a slightlymodi�ed version asr0� � 8>><>>: arbitrary if � = nil _ � = ?�snsn : : : if � = s0s1 : : : sn is �nite or partial� if � is in�niteNow, suppose j=LTL P , which means that P holds for all in�nite sequences. We have toshow that P holds for every non-empty sequence � as well. As r0� j= P is in�nite in thiscase, we directly get the result by the fact that � j= P equals r0� j= P , which holds underthe assumption � 62 fnil ;?g and follows by an argument similar to that of Lemma 3.2.7.We now can exploit this comparison to get a completeness result for TL simply by carryingit over from [Kr�o87]. Below we prove some theorems in Isabelle, which represent a completeset of rules w.r.t. validity in TL according to [Kr�o87]4.Lemma 11.2.3 (TL Theorems)The following theorems about TL have been proved in Isabelle.j= P ) Q j= Pj= Q (mp) j= Pj= P (nex ) j= P ) Q j= P ) Pj= P ) 2Q (ind)j= :P = :P (ax1)j= (P ) Q) ) (P ) Q) (ax2)j= 2P ) (P ^ 2P) (ax3)4Note that this completeness result cannot be proved in Isabelle as we use a shallow embedding.



214 Temporal Logic, Live I/O Automata, and AbstractionProof.The induction rule (ind) boils down to �nite structural induction, where the step case issubtle as elements are added at the end instead of in front of the sequence. The otherproofs are straightforward, the proof of (ax3) is presented as an example. Unfolding thede�nitions of j= and ^, (ax1) reduces to the propositionsC1: 2P(s)) P(s)C2: 2P(s)) 2P(s)which have to be shown for every s with s 6= ? ^ s 6= nil. C1 reduces further toC3: (8s2: s2 6= ? ^ s2 6= nil ^ s2 � s ) P(s2))) P(s)which is true because of s � s and s is nonempty. C2 reduces similarly to the lemmas 6= ? ^ s 6= nil ) (s2 � TL `s ) s2 � s)which �nishes the proof for (ax1). 2Domain-Theoretic Sequences and Temporal Logics. The domain-theoretic sequencemodel in HOLCF turned out to be surprisingly adequate for de�ning a temporal logic. Asthe de�nition of the temporal operators shows, every theorem about TL boils down tosequence lemmas about HD, TL, and � . Furthermore, admissibility obligations mostlycease to apply, as �+ needs � only with a �nite �rst argument, so that �nite structuralinduction can be applied. If admissibility obligations appear nevertheless, they can usuallybe discharged automatically, as the operators HD;TL, and � are all de�ned continuously5.This simplicity is the result of a careful choice of the way the operators are formalized. Infact, a pointwise de�nition like in [MP95] would be inappropriate in our sequence model,the same holds for a 2 operator de�ned by some kind of drop operator motivated by thesemantics of TLA [Lam94]. Furthermore, note that the interface methodology proposedfor HOL and HOLCF in x5.2 has been carefully respected by, for example, using the HOLquanti�er 8 instead of a HOLCF sequence to describe all su�xes in the de�nition of 2.A number of di�erent attempts have already been made to de�nitionally embed temporallogics in higher-order logic [L�an94, Wri92, Cho93]. Up to our knowledge, only in�nitesequences have been considered, which are represented by functions on natural numbers.It is not obvious, how these approaches should be generalized to deal with �nite sequencesas well. Furthermore, operators that deal with stuttering are not considered there. Take,for example, the operator that eliminates stuttering by replacing all subsequences s � � � s5Note the di�erence here to the HOLCF sequence model in [SS95] which features only two avorsof sequences and is used for FOCUS [BDD+93]. This model would be inappropriate in this context, asit provides a non-continuous � operator, which implies that proofs about � tend to be tremendouslydi�cult.



11.3 The Temporal Logic of Steps 215by s. This would be some kind of �lter operation which is easily dealt with in our set-ting. In a functional setting, however, we face an operator which relocates elements inan inhomogeneous way, which is extremely awkward to handle according to the results ofx7.7.11.3 The Temporal Logic of StepsIn this section we use the generic temporal logic over sequences of the previous sectionto embed TLS, i.e. a temporal logic over executions of I/O automata. The idea is toencode executions � = s0a1s1 : : : into a sequence of triples, where every triple (si ; ai+1; si+1)represents one step si ai+1! A si+1 of the automaton A. As �nite executions are asymmetricin the sense that they contain one more state than actions, a stuttering triple (sn ;p; sn) isadded for the last state sn of �nite executions. This ensures that every state of the executionappears as the �rst component of some triple in the resulting sequence. Furthermore, itmatches exactly the \stutter" semantics of TLS.In Isabelle, this encoding consists of two parts. First, executions, which are represented asstate/sequence pairs, are transformed into triple sequences. Note that hereby redundancyis introduced, as most of the states are represented twice. Second, the action type � isextended to (�) option, which ensures that the stuttering action, represented by None, isnot already an element of the action type �. Both transformations are performed by thefunction ex-to-seq de�ned below.De�nition 11.3.1 (Encoding Executions)The transformation ex-to-seq from executions to sequences is de�ned as followsex-to-seq :: (�; �)execution! (� � (�)option� �)sequenceex-to-seq (s; ex ) � ex-to-seqc `(mk-total ex ) susing a continuous operation ex-to-seqc which runs down the sequence component of theexecution ex , transforms the actions, and adds the stutter step.ex-to-seqc :: (�� �)sequence!c � ! (� � (�)option� �)sequenceex-to-seqc `? s = ?ex-to-seqc `nil s = [(s;None; s)!]ex-to-seqc `((a; t)^ex ) s = (s; Some(a); t)^ex-to-seqc `ex tIn the case of ex being partial, it is made total �rst, which means that the �nal ? issubstituted by nil.mk-total :: (�)sequence! (�)sequencemk-total(s) � if Partial(s) then " t : Finite(t) ^ s = t � ?else s 2



216 Temporal Logic, Live I/O Automata, and AbstractionNote that ex-to-seq cannot be de�ned as a continuous function, as adding a further elementto a partial sequence is not even monotone. Therefore, we divided the de�nition into thecontinuous ex-to-seqc and the discontinuous mk-total. This reduces the occurring discon-tinuity to a generic function with the further advantage that it may be reused for otherdiscontinuous de�nitions as well, e.g. for de�ning fair merge.Corollary 11.3.2 (Characterization of ex-to-seq)Providing an equational characterization of mk-total, it is easy to derive the desired rewriterules for ex-to-seq from those for ex-to-seqc.mk-total(?) = nilmk-total(nil) = nilmk-total(a^s) = a^(mk-total s)ex-to-seq (s;?) = [(s;None; s)!]ex-to-seq (s; nil) = [(s;None; s)!]ex-to-seq (s; (a; t)^ex ) = (s; Some(a); t)^ex-to-seq (t ; ex )De�nition 11.3.3 (TLS { Temporal Logic of Steps)Formulas of TLS are represented by TL formulas, whose sequence elements are transitiontriples extended by an optional stuttering action None. Predicates over these triples arecalled step predicates.(�; �) tls-temporal = (� � (�)option� �) temporal(�; �)step-pred = (� � (�)option� �)predEvaluating formulas over executions boils down to evaluating formulas over sequences usingex-to-seq. Validity and A-validity are de�ned accordingly6.j=ex :: (�; �)execution! (�; �) tls-temporal! boolexec j=ex P � (ex-to-seq exec) j= Pj=ex P � 8exec: exec j=ex PA j=A P � 8exec 2 executions(A): exec j=ex P 2Note, that for j=ex the boolean connectives have the same pointwise meaning as for j=,e.g. exec j=ex :P = exec 6j=ex P . This, however, does not hold for j=A.When talking about I/O automata it is often more convenient to use predicates on statesand actions rather than step predicates, which always take the stuttering action into ac-count. Below we present the necessary link between these predicates.6Once more the symbol j=ex is overloaded in a way not supported by Isabelle.



11.3 The Temporal Logic of Steps 217De�nition 11.3.4 (Lifting Predicates)The functions exts and exta lift state and action predicates to step predicates. Possiblyoccurring stuttering actions force the resulting step predicate to evaluate to False.exts :: (�)pred! (�; �)step-predexts(P) � �(s; a; t): P(s)exta :: (�)pred! (�; �)step-predexta(P) � �(s; a 0; t): case a 0 ofNone ) Falsej Some a ) P(a) 2We use the following abbreviating syntax, which looks slightly less appealing in Isabelle.hPis = hexts(P)i hPia = hexta(P)iLemma 11.3.5 (Relation between Validities)Validity on sequences is stronger than on executions.j= P ) j=ex P (Val-Rel)Therefore, the theorems (ax1)� (ax3) from Lemma 11.2.3 carry over from j= to j=ex. Thesame holds for the theorems (mp), (nex ), and (ind).Proof.We merely prove (Val-Rel) which postulates that ex-to-seq(exec) j=ex P holds for everyexec, provided that s j=ex P holds for every s with s 6= ?^ s 6= nil. This is true as ex-to-seqproduces only non-empty sequences. 2Note that the other direction of (Val-Rel) is not true, as not every transition sequence isan image under ex-to-seq: there may be None elements occurring not only after the �nalstate of non-in�nite executions, or non-identical successor states.Therefore, the completeness considerations for TL do not carry over to TLS. However, thespeci�c form of sequences generated by ex-to-seq can be captured by a temporal formulafor each automaton step. Having derived these step formulas, it is often su�cient to usefurther on only rules for j= instead of j=ex. Therefore, they build some kind of interfacebetween TL and TLS.Lemma 11.3.6 (Interface of Step Formulas)Pre- and postconditions for I/O automata steps imply a directly corresponding temporalformula for every action a. 8s t : P(s) ^ s a!A t ) Q(t)A j=A hPis ^ h�x : x = aia ) hQis



218 Temporal Logic, Live I/O Automata, and AbstractionProof.Suppose (s1; ex ) 2 executions(A). We have to show that ex-to-seq(s1; ex ) j= hPis^h�x :x =aia ) hQis. If ex = ? or ex = nil, the stuttering step added by ex-to-seq leads toexta(�x : x = a)(None) = False, which falsi�es the assumption and therefore proves theentire proposition. Otherwise, ex = (a1; t1)^ex1. Therefore, we may assume P(s1), and, asstuttering actions are only added for empty executions, a1 = a. With (s1; (a1; t1)^ex1) 2executions(A) we get s1 a!A t1 and therefore with the assumption of the entire propositionQ(t1). It remains to show ex-to-seq(s1; (a; t1)^ex1) j= hQis. As ex-to-seq produces alwaysidentical succeeding states we get ex-to-seq(s1; (a; t1)^ex1) = (s1; a; t1)^(t1; ?; ?)^?, whichshows the desired result immediately. 2As the proof shows, these formulas incorporate the fact, that ex-to-seq adds stutteringsteps only at the end of �nite executions and produces always identical succeeding states.Therefore, the application of these formulas yields temporal formulas, which can then betreated by standard LTL reasoning.11.4 Live I/O AutomataBelow, the I/O automata model in Isabelle (see x8) is extended to general liveness. Inparticular, fairness speci�ed by TLS formulas replaces the former fairness sets.De�nition 11.4.1 (Live I/O Automata, L-Validity, Implementation)Live I/O automata are represented by a pair of a safe7 I/O automaton and a TLS formula.(�; �) live-ioa = (�; �) ioa� (�; �) tls-temporalA TLS formula P is L-valid for a live I/O automaton (A;L) if it is A-valid for A under thefurther assumption L: (A;L) j=L P � A j=A (L) P)Live executions, traces, and implementations generalize the corresponding fair notions ina canonical way.live-executions (A;L) � fexec: exec 2 executions(A) ^ exec j=ex Lglive-traces (A;L) � fmk-trace A `(snd ex ) jex ex 2 live-executions (A;L)gC �L A � in(C ) = in(A) ^ out(C ) = out(A) ^live-traces(C ) � live-traces(A) 27We assume implicitly that every automaton of type (�; �) ioa features empty fairness sets in thiscontext.



11.4 Live I/O Automata 219De�nition 11.4.2 (Fair I/O Automata)Weak and strong fairness is de�ned by the TLS formulas WF and SF.WF; SF :: (�; �) ioa! (�)set! (�; �) tls-temporalWF A acts � 32henabled A actsis ) 23h�a: a 2 actsiaSF A acts � 23henabled A actsis ) 23h�a: a 2 actsia 2The use of the lifting function exta in the fairness formulas prevents them from being truefor �nite executions only because a stuttering action has been added at the last state.Therefore the semantics of fairness coincides for both �nite and in�nite executions withthe usual one using fairness sets.De�nition 11.4.3 (Live Re�nement Notions)Re�nement mappings which transfer liveness from every execution to its corresponding oneare called live re�nement mappings:is-live-refmap :: (�1 ! �2)! (�; �1) live-ioa! (�; �2) live-ioa! boolis-live-refmap f (C ;L) (A;M ) � is-ref-map f C A ^8exec 2 execution(C ): exec j=ex L) (correspref A f exec) j=ex MForward simulations with the analogous behaviour are called live forward simulations:is-live-simulation :: (�1 � �2)set! (�; �1) live-ioa! (�; �2) live-ioa! boolis-live-simulationR (C ;L) (A;M ) � is-simulation R C A ^8exec 2 execution(C ): exec j=ex L) (correspsim A R exec) j=ex M 2Theorem 11.4.4 (Soundness of Live Re�nement Notions)Live re�nement mappings and live forward simulations induce live implementation, if theexternal actions coincide.is-live-refmap f (C ;L) (A;M ) in(C ) = in(A) ^ out(C ) = out(A)(C ;L) �L (A;M )is-live-simulation R (C ;L) (A;M ) in(C ) = in(A) ^ out(C ) = out(A)(C ;L) �L (A;M )Proof.Simple generalizations of the soundness proofs for fair re�nement mappings (Theorem9.2.10) and fair simulations (Theorem 9.3.7). 2



220 Temporal Logic, Live I/O Automata, and Abstraction11.5 Abstraction RulesThe entire abstraction theory of x4, apart from the extension to relations, has been de�-nitionally embedded in Isabelle on top of TLS (x11.2 { x11.3) and the live I/O automatonmodel (x11.4). In the sequel we sketch this development.First, the function ch for any state function h is encoded as a mapping functional, thenthe di�erent notions of weakenings/strengthenings and abstraction functions for the safeand live case are introduced.De�nition 11.5.1 (Functional Correspondence)correspabs :: (�1 ! �2)! (�; �1)execution! (�; �2)executioncorrespabs h (s; ex ) � (h s;Map (�(a; t): (a; h t)) `ex )De�nition 11.5.2 (Weakening and Strengthening)aut-weak :: (�; �2) ioa! (�; �1) ioa! (�1 ! �2)! boolaut-weak A C h � 8exec 2 executions(C ): correspabs h exec 2 executions(A)temp-strength; temp-weak :: (�; �2) tls-temporal! (�; �1) tls-temporal! (�1 ! �2)! booltemp-strength Q P h � 8exec: (correspabs h exec) j=ex Q)) exec j=ex Ptemp-weak Q P h � temp-strength (:Q) (:P) hstep-strength; step-weak :: (�; �2)step-pred! (�; �1)step-pred! (�1 ! �2)! boolstep-strength Q P h � 8s a t : Q (h s; a; h t)) P (s; a; t)step-weak Q P h � step-strength (:Q) (:P) hDe�nition 11.5.3 (Abstraction Functions)is-abstraction :: (�1 ! �2)! (�; �1) ioa! (�; �2) ioa! boolis-abstraction h C A � (8s0 2 starts-of C : (h s0) 2 starts-of A) ^(8s t a:reachable C s ^ s a!C t) (h s) a!A (h t)is-live-abstraction :: (�1 ! �2)! (�; �1) live-ioa! (�; �2) live-ioa! boolis-live-abstraction h (C ;M ) (A;L) � is-abstraction h C A ^ temp-weakM L hTheorem 11.5.4 (Soundness of Abstractions)Abstractions permit to reduce automaton weakenings to step weakenings (Sound-1), safeabstractions are sound w.r.t. safe implementation (Sound-2), and live abstractions are



11.5 Abstraction Rules 221sound w.r.t live implementation (Sound-3).is-abstraction h C Aaut-weak A C h (Sound-1)is-abstraction h C A in(C ) = in(A) ^ out(C ) = out(A)C �S A (Sound-2)is-live-abstraction h (C ;L) (A;M ) in(C ) = in(A) ^ out(C ) = out(A)(C ;L) �L (A;M ) (Sound-3)Proof.See the proofs of Theorems 4.2.6, 4.2.15, and 4.2.8. 2Theorem 11.5.5 (Abstraction Rules for Live I/O Automata)As examples we present the rules (Abs-P2) and (Abs-A2) for live I/O automata.
is-live-abstraction h (C ;L) (A;M )temp-strength Q P h(A;M ) j=L Q(C ;L) j=L P

in(C ) = in(A) ^ out(C ) = out(A)in(Q) = in(P) ^ out(Q) = out(P)is-live-abstraction h1 (C ;LC ) (A;LA)is-live-abstraction h2 (Q ;LQ) (P ;LP )(A;LA) �L (Q ;LQ)(C ;LC ) �L (P ;LP )Proof.See the proofs of Theorems 4.2.11 and 4.2.17. 2The additional abstraction rules (Abs-P1), (Abs-A1), (Abs-P3) and (Abs-A3) are providedas well. It should be clear how they are encoded and proved.The following theorems represent the dual concept to Lemma 4.2.4 which allows to reduceglobal weakenings/strengthenings to local ones. As we use a shallow embedding, the resultcannot be presented as a single theorem in terms of the syntactical formula structure.Rather we provide a bunch of structural rules which have been used to build a tactic,which automatically performs the desired reductions.



222 Temporal Logic, Live I/O Automata, and AbstractionTheorem 11.5.6The following rules hold as well, when interchanging temp-strength with temp-weak.temp-strength P1 Q1 h temp-strength P2 Q2 htemp-strength (P1 ? P2) (Q1 ?Q2) h ? 2 f^;_g temp-weak P Q htemp-strength (:P) (:Q) htemp-weak P1 Q1 h temp-strength P2 Q2 htemp-strength (P1 ? P2) (Q1 ?Q2) h ? 2 f);;g step-strength P Q htemp-strength hPi hQi htemp-strength P Q htemp-strength (?P) (?Q) h ? 2 f2;3;gProof.For ^, _, :, and ) the rules follow directly from the de�nition of these operators onpredicates. Therefore, it is su�cient to proof the rules for Init, 2, and , as the remainingoperators are de�ned by means of these.\Init": Using the de�nitions of temp-strength, step-strength, 2, and j= we have to showC1: Q (the (HD `(ex-to-seq (correspabs h exec))))for every execution exec using the assumptionsA1: P (the (HD `(ex-to-seq exec)))A2: 8s; a; t : P (h s; a; h t)) Q (s; a; t)Writing (s; ex ) for exec we make a case distinction on ex . If ex = ? _ ex = nil, A1rewrites to P (h s;None; h s), as ex-to-seq adds a stutter step in this case. Similarly, C1rewrites to Q (s;None; s), which is true because of A2. Otherwise, if ex = (a; t)^ex 0,A1 rewrites to P (h s;Def a; h t), and C1 to Q (s;Def a; t), which holds because of A2as well.\2": Using the de�nitions of temp-strength, step-strength, Init, and j= we have to showC1: Q(s3)for every sequence of transitions s3 under the assumptionsA1: 8exec: P (ex-to-seq (correspabs h exec))) Q (ex-to-seq exec)A2: 8s2: s2 �+ ex-to-seq (correspabs h exec)) P(s2)A3: s3 �+ ex-to-seq(exec)The following auxiliary constant plays the rôle of correspabs on sequences.correspabss :: (�1 ! �2)! (�1 � (�)option� �1)sequence! (�2 � (�)option� �2)sequencecorrespabss h s � Map (�(s; a; t): (f s; a; f t)) `s



11.6 Conclusion and Related Work 223It has been introduced, as it is simpler to derive lemmas involving sequences insteadof executions. In particular, the following lemmas are needed during the proof.ex-to-seq (correspabs h exec) = correspabss h (ex-to-seq exec) (1)s �+ ex-to-seq(exec) ) 9exec 0: s = ex-to-seq(exec 0) (2)s �+ t ) (correspabss h s)�+ (correspabss h t) (3)The �rst one allows to delay the construction of the corresponding execution afterthe transformation ex-to-seq to sequences, the second characterizes stability of thistransformation under \shifting", and the last one essentially means commutation ofMap and � .From A3 we get with Lemma (2) the existence of an exec 0 with s3 = ex-to-seq(exec 0),which turns A3 into ex-to-seq(exec 0)�+ ex-to-seq(exec). This in turn reduces byLemma (3) toA4: correspabss h (ex-to-seq exec 0)�+ correspabss h (ex-to-seq exec)We use Lemma (1) to rewrite A2 and apply it then to A4 with the instantiations2 := correspabss h (ex-to-seq exec 0). Therefore, we getA5: P (correspabss h (ex-to-seq exec 0))Once more, we use Lemma (1), this time to rewrite A1, which we apply then to A5.Therefore, we get Q (ex-to-seq exec 0), which equals C1, as s3 = ex-to-seq(exec 0).\": Analogous to the proof for 2. Instead of Lemmas 2 and 3 we use the following.ex 6= ? ^ ex 6= nil ) 9exec 0: TL `(ex-to-seq (s; ex )) = ex-to-seq(exec 0) (20)correspabss h (TL `s) = TL `(correspabss h s) (30)The proof is by case distinction on 9x xs: TL `(ex-to-seq exec) = x^xs. 2Note that the key idea of the proof is the functional correspondence between executions,which means that the corresponding execution is de�ned by a pointwise mapping | seee.g. Lemma (30).11.6 Conclusion and Related WorkWe presented a de�nitional embedding of the linear-time temporal logic TLS and live I/Oautomata in Isabelle. Furthermore, we laid the foundation for combining Isabelle withmodel checkers by providing a veri�ed abstraction theory.



224 Temporal Logic, Live I/O Automata, and AbstractionThe detour over a generic temporal logic turned out to be worthwhile, as therefore the proofinfrastructure developed for temporal logics in [MP95, Kr�o87] can be reused. Furthermore,the stuttering action p could be interpreted as a means to avoid the empty sequence inthe corresponding generic logic.TLS has been embedded in HOLCF in a shallow way, where the algebraic sequence modelturned out to be surprisingly adequate for these intentions. In contrast to sequencesmodeled as functions on the natural numbers [L�an94, Wri92, Cho93] it allows to incorporate�nite sequences and to deal with operators that remove stuttering very easily.An important result from a methodological point of view is the following: the resultingIsabelle support for liveness proofs obeys our tailored separation of HOL and HOLCF aswell. HOLCF is hidden from the user, who operates only within the simpler HOL or usesstandard rules of temporal logic.Related Work. TLA has been embedded in higher-order logic several times already(e.g. [L�an94, Wri92, Mer95]). The formalizations in [L�an94, Wri92] have already beendiscussed, the distinguishing feature to [Mer95] is the fact that the temporal logic is ax-iomatized instead of de�nitionally embedded. Furthermore, temporal rules like inductionare more complicated than in our setting, because primed variables have to be used insteadof the usual next-time operator. For the same reason TLA has not been encoded via ageneric logic, although TLA does not feature predicates over single states, but over somekind of tuple, similar to TLS. Thus it would in principle be possible to embed TLA intoa generic temporal logic similar to TL. However, such a generic logic would lack the next-time operator which would abandon every possibility to refer to the next state. Thereforethe logic would degenerate to a modal logic, whose expressiveness is too far away from thedesired TLA.



Part IV: Applications and Evaluation
Chapter 12Case Studies
In this chapter three case studies are presented that have been carried out within the Isabelleframework for I/O automata. The aim is to evaluate the practicability and scalabilityof our tool environment. The studies deal with an industrial cockpit control system, anextended version of the Alternating Bit Protocol, and a simple memory manager. Wedemonstrate the combination of Isabelle with model checking via abstractions as well asthe interactive proof of implementation relations via forward simulations. Furthermore, weelaborate methodological aspects concerning (liveness) abstractions and propose a solutionfor the problem of model checking unbounded bu�ers which are caused by the interleavingsemantics of I/O automata.12.1 IntroductionThe aim of this chapter is to show the usability, practicability, and scalability of the I/Oautomata framework that has been developed in x8 { x11. Therefore, we perform threecase studies, each of them covering di�erent aspects of the tool set.First, we deal with a cockpit control system from the area of avionics, which has beentaken from a current industrial development [MG95]. The display manager of this con-trol system has been veri�ed by a combination of Isabelle and SteP in a student project[Ham98]. Safety-critical properties are expressed as TLS formulas and cover safety as wellas liveness aspects. In particular, the rule for improving liveness abstractions can be usedto advantage.



226 Case StudiesSecond, we deal with the safety part of the Alternating Bit Protocol. Once more we useabstraction in order to reduce the size of unbounded channels, but this time the property tobe veri�ed is expressed as an I/O automaton. Thus, one of the abstraction rules for down-scaling implementation relations is used. Furthermore, we have to address the problem ofan unbounded sender bu�er, which is caused by the input-enabled interleaving semanticsof I/O automata. The solution of this problem demonstrates impressively the usefulnessof compositionality when dealing with hierarchies of implementation layers.Finally, we deal with a very simple example of a memory manager. The aim is to verifyan implementation relation, which cannot be proved by a re�nement mapping, but needsa forward simulation, i.e. the additional power of history variables.Most of the case studies deal with abstraction, as this allows us to evaluate not only thepracticability of our tool environment but the e�ectiveness of our abstraction theory aswell. Note that the �rst case study has an industrial background, whereas the remainingstudies represent rather trivial standard examples which are employed to illustrate certainspeci�c aspects of the approach.Notation. In this chapter we use a post�x dot notation to represent selector functionsfor state components. Similarly, dots are employed to select components of an automatonnetwork. Thus, if s is a state of some system incorporating Buf as a component, thens:Buf :queue denotes the queue of Buf . However, the representation by tuples and the dotnotation are only used in the presentation of proofs, whereas speci�cations are describedin the usual precondition/e�ect style. Because of this higher description level we do notuse the sans serif font for constants, although all case studies in this chapter have beenperformed within Isabelle.12.2 Cockpit Control System: Alarm ManagementIn this section we deal with an industrial case study that describes the display managerof a cockpit alarm system. The study presents a small fragment of an actual helicopterdevelopment performed by the company ESG [MG95]. It originated in the KorSys project[BDE+97] where several companies provided industrial case studies in order to evaluatethe scalability of formal methods. The veri�cation described in the following has beencarried out in a two month student project [Ham98] and represents a full size version ofthe Examples 4.2.10 { 4.2.14. The idea is to combine Isabelle with the STeP model checkervia the abstraction of TLS properties (proof obligation (C ;FC ) j= P). In particular, theimprovement of liveness abstractions is considered.The aim of the cockpit control system is to control and monitor the operation of the non-avionics components like bord electronics, fuel and engine management. Safety-criticalincidents and failures concerning the physical devices are noti�ed by a series of di�erentalarm messages. The pilot has to observe those messages and react immediately and



12.2 Cockpit Control System: Alarm Management 227
DisplayManager AlarmEngineDisplayKeyControl ControlControlEnvironment PhysicalDe

vicesUser
Figure 12.1: Architecture of the Cockpit Control Systemproperly. The architecture of the system is depicted in Fig. 12.1. We consider only theespecially critical display manager of the control system. The user interface components(key manager, display) as well as the interface to the physical devices (engine, failuresensors) are not taken into account. The display manager has to store incoming alarmmessages, display them immediately via a small alarm notice, and enable the pilot tochoose between di�erent pages of further information depending on the actual ight mode.There are 16 alarms with di�erent priority, which have to be stored in the order theyarrive. Furthermore, acknowledged alarms are not deleted immediately, but only after thepilot leaves a speci�c information mode. The complexity of the alarms made it impossibleto handle the system completely by model checking. An attempt using Spin in [PS97]could treat not more than 4 alarms. However, we will be able to prove some safety-criticalproperties about the alarm PonR (Point of no Return) using abstraction techniques withoutreducing the overall number of alarms. Treat(a); a 2 AlarmsAlarm(a); a 2 AlarmsKey(k); k 2 KeysFigure 12.2: Dataow of the Cockpit Alarm System12.2.1 The Concrete SystemIn the following we describe the display manager of the cockpit alarm system in I/Oautomaton notation. First, we introduce the di�erent ight modes, the keys representingthe possible interactions by the pilot, and the di�erent alarms (cf. Fig. 12.6). The state



228 Case Studiesoutput Treat(a); a 2 Alarmspre: state 6= cPFD ^ state 6= cNAV^a = (if (alarmlist 6= [ ]) then hd(alarmlist)else if (warninglist 6= [ ]) then hd(warninglist)else None)post: info := None;state := cAC -DO ;alarmlist := if (alarmlist = [ ]) then [ ] else tl(alarmlist);warninglist := if (alarmlist = [ ] ^ warninglist 6= [ ]) then tl(warninglist)else warninglist ;acklist := if (alarmlist 6= [ ]) then acklist@[hd(alarmlist)]else if (warninglist 6= [ ]) then acklist@[hd(warninglist)]else if (acklist 6= [ ])then tl(acklist)@[hd(acklist)]else [ ];display := if (alarmlist 6= [ ]) then hd(alarmlist)else if (warninglist 6= [ ]) then hd(warninglist)else if (acklist 6= [ ]) then hd(acklist)else NoneFigure 12.3: Action Treat of CockpitCcPFD characterizes the normal ight mode, cNAV the navigation mode, and cAC thealarm management mode. The remaining states are substates of cAC and determinewhether the pilot deals with engine or fuel alarms or operates speci�c lists featuring checkinformations or instructions.The alarms are divided into fuel alarms, engine alarms, and warnings by the functionsisFuelAlarm, isEngineAlarm, and isWarning , where warnings have lower priority.Key presses cause state changes, which are speci�ed by means of the function h-state givenas follows: h-state(PFD) = cPFDh-state(NAV ) = cNAVh-state(AC ) = cACh-state(F1) = cAC -ENGh-state(F3) = cAC -FUEh-state(F8) = cAC -CHKh-state(k) = cAC -oth; for all other kThe states of the automaton CockpitC modeling the display manager are given as follows:



12.2 Cockpit Control System: Alarm Management 229input Alarm(a); a 2 Alarmspost: info := if (a = None) then info else a;state := if (a = None _ isWarning(a)) then stateelse if isFuelAlarm(a) then cAC -FUEelse if isEngineAlarm(a) then cAC -ENGelse cAC -oth;alarmlist := if (a = None _ isWarning(a)) then alarmlistelse a : [x 2 alarmlist :x 6= a];warninglist := if (a = None) then warninglistelse if isWarning(a) then a : [x 2 warninglist :x 6= a]else warninglist ;acklist := if (a = None) then acklist else [x 2 acklist :x 6= a];display := if (a = None _ isWarning(a)) then display elseNoneFigure 12.4: Action Alarm of CockpitCField Type Initially Explanationstate: States cPFD ight modeinfo: Alarms None content of the immediate alarm noticedisplay : Alarms None content of detailed information pagesalarmlist : (Alarms)list [ ] list of not acknowledged fuel and engine alarmswarninglist : (Alarms)list [ ] list of not acknowledged warningsacklist : (Alarms)list [ ] list of acknowledged alarms and warningsNote that the number of states according to the employed datatypes in this automaton is8� 16� 16� 16!� 16!� 16! � 1043. Although not all of these states are reachable, this isthe reason why model checking is infeasible.The dataow of the system is depicted in Fig. 12.2. The input action Alarm has tostore incoming alarms in one of the alarm lists according to their priority. Possibly olderoccurrences of new alarms in the stack are removed. Furthermore, the associated alarmnotice is displayed in the cockpit. The input action Key allows the pilot to change betweendi�erent ight and information modi. Finally, the output action Treat allows to handle andacknowledge stored alarms. It is only possible to treat the most recent alarm with highestpriority. Treated alarms are displayed via the detailed information pages and then shiftedto acklist . In detail, the transitions are given in Fig. 12.5{12.3. The precondition/e�ectstyle describing state sets by predicates allows for a very succinct presentation of theautomaton. Therefore, it may often be favorable to graphical descriptions.



230 Case StudiesinputKey(k); k 2 Keyspost: info := if (k 6= F9 ^ state = cAC -DO) then None else info;state := if (k = F9 _ ((state = cPFD _ state = cNAV ) ^k 6= PFD ^ k 6= NAV ^ k 6= AC ))then stateelse h-state(k);alarmlist := alarmlist ;warninglist := warninglist ;acklist := if (k 6= F9 ^ state = cAC -DO) then [ ] else acklist ;display := if (k 6= F9 ^ state = cAC -DO) then None else displayFigure 12.5: Action Key of CockpitCStates = fcPFD ; cNAV ; cAC ; cAC -ENG ; cAC -FUE ; cAC -CHK ; cAC -DO ; cAC-othgKeys = fPFD ;NAV ;AC ;F1;F2;F3;F4;F5;F6;F7;F8;F9gAlarms = fNone;PonR;FuelNG1;FuelNG2 : : :g; (altogether 16 elements)Figure 12.6: State Information for CockpitC12.2.2 The Abstract SystemIn this study we are only interested in properties about the crucial alarm PonR (Point ofno Return). Therefore, the key idea of the abstraction is to neglect the display and thelists warninglist and acklist completely and reduce the list alarmlist to a single booleanvariable PonR-in stating whether PonR is stored or not. The components state and infoare retained. Thus, the state space of the abstract automaton CockpitA looks as follows:Field Type Initially Explanationstate: States cPFD ight modeinfo: Alarms None content of the immediate alarm noticePonR-in: bool false ag stating whether PonR is stored or notObviously, the desired abstraction function is de�ned ash(s) � (s:state; s:info;PonR 2 s:alarmlist)The concrete transitions of CockpitA are given in Fig. 12.7.



12.2 Cockpit Control System: Alarm Management 231output Treat(a); a 2 Alarmspre: if (a = None) then PonR-in = falsepost: info := None;PonR-in := if (a = PonR) then false else true;state := cAC -DOinputAlarm(a); a 2 Alarmspost: info := if (a = None)then infoelse a;PonR-in := if (a = PonR) then True else PonR-in;state := if (a = None _ isWarning(a)) then stateelse if isFuelAlarm(a) then cAC -FUEelse if isEngineAlarm(a) then cAC -ENGelse cAC -othinputKey(k); k 2 Keyspost: info := if (k 6= F9 ^ state = cAC -DO) then None else info;PonR-in := PonR-in;state := if (k = F9 _ ((state = cPFD _ state = cNAV ) ^k 6= PFD ^ k 6= NAV ^ k 6= AC ))then stateelse h-state(k)Figure 12.7: Actions of CockpitA12.2.3 Veri�cation of Safety-Critical PropertiesOur aim is to verify the following �ve properties about the alarm PonR, where we use theabbreviation act for a = act in TLS formulas.P1 � 2(Alarm(PonR)! (info = PonR ^ PonR 2 alarmlist))P2 � 2((PonR 62 alarmlist ^ :Alarm(PonR))! (PonR 62 alarmlist))P3 � 2(Treat(PonR)! (PonR 62 alarmlist))P4 � 2((PonR 2 alarmlist ^ :Treat(PonR))! (PonR 62 alarmlist))P5 � 2(32:(9a1:Alarm(a1) ^ a1 6= None) ^ 23(9a1:Treat(a1)))! 3PonR 62 alarmlist)The formulas P1 and P2 express that PonR is immediately stored upon and only upon theAlarm(PonR) action. Furthermore, P1 states that the alarm notice info is set correctly.P3 and P4 express that PonR is removed from the alarm list upon and only upon theTreat(PonR) action. Finally, P5 expresses that PonR is eventually removed from the



232 Case Studiesalarm list, provided that from some point on no further (nontrivial) alarm arrives andin�nitely often some arbitrary Treat action is performed.We prove all these properties using the same abstraction function h. The safety propertiesP1 { P4 are proved using rule (Abs-P1) of x4.2.2, the liveness property P5 using rule(Abs-P3). Thus, we �rst have to show CockpitC �AF CockpitA via h. This represents themain interactive part of the abstraction proof, but consists of only a handful invariants.Then we de�ne P+1 { P+5 , which represent the corresponding properties to P1 { P5 in theabstract system.P+1 � 2(Alarm(PonR)! (info = PonR ^ PonR-in))P+2 � 2((:PonR-in ^ :Alarm(PonR))! :PonR-in)P+3 � 2(Treat(PonR)! :PonR-in)P+4 � 2((PonR-in ^ :Treat(PonR))! :PonR-in)P+5 � 2(32:(9a1:Alarm(a1) ^ a1 6= None) ^ 23(9a1:Treat(a1)))! 3:PonR-in)As the formulas P+i merely interchange the atomic formula PonR 2 alarmlist in Pi byPonR-in, Isabelle proves automatically that the P+i are temporal strengthenings of the Pi .Thus, for i = 1; ::; 4 we easily get the desired CockpitC j= Pi by checking CockpitA j= P+iin STeP.Concerning the liveness property P5, things are not that simple, as CockpitA j= P+5 does nothold. This is due to speci�c loops introduced in CockpitA (see Example 4.2.14 for a deeperdiscussion). Thus, we may either modify the abstraction function h or strengthen theabstract system with an additional assumption H1. Our experience in this study suggeststo rather maintain the abstraction function from the safety part, as this saves us fromredoing the abstraction proof CockpitC �AF CockpitA. Furthermore, it seems to requireless intuition to add speci�c further assumptions than to invent a new abstraction function.Therefore, we easily prove the additional assumptionH1 � 23(9a1: Treat(a1) ^ a 6= None)) 23(9a1: Alarm(a1) ^ a = None)in the concrete system. Taking its corresponding abstract property H+1 as an assumption inthe abstract system, it is easy to verify the desired property with the STeP model checker.12.3 Alternating Bit ProtocolIn this section we will use the Alternating Bit Protocol to illustrate the abstraction of im-plementation relations (proof obligation (C ;FC ) �S (A;FA)). Concretely, we will employthe abstraction rule (Abs-A1) of x4.2.3. Furthermore, we will demonstrate the usefulness ofdi�erent implementation layers and compositionality in the development process. We re-strict us to safety, as liveness has already been extensively studied by means of the previouscase study.



12.3 Alternating Bit Protocol 233The Alternating Bit Protocol (ABP) [BSW69] is designed to ensure that messages aredelivered in order, from a sender to a receiver, in the presence of channels that can loseand duplicate messages. We employ a particular implementation of the Alternating BitProtocol, namely one using unbounded channels. This is in contrast to pure model checkingapproaches where the channels are always of a �xed capacity (usually 1). The key idea ofthis exercise is the fact that channels may lose and duplicate, but not reorder messages.Thus is is possible to \compactify" channels without altering their behaviour by collapsingall adjacent identical messages. This is what the abstraction function will do.

S-Ch
R-Ch ReceiverSenderS-msg R-msgR-pktS-pkt

S-ackR-ack
1 111Implementation

Speci�cation S-msg R-msg1
Layers 1 to 3 see Fig. 12.9

Figure 12.8: Dataow of the ABP: Speci�cation and Implementation. Circles representI/O automata, numbers give \cardinality" of datastructures, single arrows denote weakre�nement mappings (and data ow), double arrows denote re�nement mappings, anddotted arrows indicate identity.
12.3.1 System DescriptionFirst, we describe the I/O automata that represent the desired behaviour for the commu-nication protocol and its realization (cf. Fig. 12.8).



234 Case StudiesSpeci�cation. The FIFO-communication of the ABP can be speci�ed by a simple queue,an I/O automaton Spec. The state of Spec is a message queue q , initially empty, modeledwith the type (�)list , where the parameter � represents the message type. The actions areS-msg , putting a message at the end of of the queue, and R-msg , taking a message fromthe head of the queue. input S-msg(m) output R-msg(m)post: q := q@[m] pre: q = m : rstpost: q := rstImplementation. The implementation is a parallel composition of 4 processes, a Sender ,a Receiver , and proprietary channels S-Ch and R-Ch for both. The \dataow" in thesystem is depicted in Fig. 12.8. Messages are transmitted from the Sender to the Receivertogether with a single header bit as packets of type bool � �.The Sender receives messages by the action S-msg and stores them in the sender queue.The head of this queue is repeatedly sent to S-Ch, until the corresponding header bitreturns as acknowlegdement via R-Ch. Then it is removed from the queue and the nextmessage is sent with the inverted header bit. The Receiver stores at most one message andpasses it on via R-msg . Notice that we use unbounded bu�ers for the channels S-Ch andR-Ch and the Sender (see Fig. 12.8, we use 1 to denote unbounded queues).Sender and Receiver. The states of the Sender and the Receiver are given as follows:Sender : Field Type Initiallyq : (�)list [ ]header : bool true Receiver : Field Type Initiallymessage: (�)option Noneheader : bool falseThe Sender makes the following transitions:input S-msg(m) output S-pkt(b;m) input R-ack(b)post: q := q@[m] pre: q = m : rst ^ post:header = b if b = headerthen q := tl(q); header := :headerThe Receiver makes the following transitions:output R-msg(m)pre:message = Some(m)post:message := None



12.3 Alternating Bit Protocol 235input R-pkt(b;m)post:if b 6= header ^message = Nonethen message := Some(m); header := :headeroutput S-ack(b)pre: b = headerNote that R-pkt does not change the state unless message = None. This ensures that theReceiver has passed the last message on via R-msg before accepting a new one.The Channels. The channels, R-Ch and S-Ch, have very similar functionality. There-fore they can be designed as instances of a generic channel Ch, which has a single statecomponent q : (�)list , initially empty, that makes the following transitions:input S (a) output R(a)post: q := q@[a] or q := q pre: q 6= [ ] ^ a = hd(q)post: q := tl(q) or q := qThe optional possibility to cause no e�ect for both actions S and R models for the inputaction S the possibility of losing messages, and for the output action R the possibility ofduplicating messages. The concrete channels S-Ch and R-Ch are obtained from the genericchannel Ch by renaming S and R appropriately (see the dataow diagram in Fig. 12.8).12.3.2 Abstraction of the Sender QueueWhat we are aiming at is a �nite-state description of the Alternating Bit Protocol thatrepresents an abstraction of the implementation described above. To achieve this, we haveto address three problems:1. The message alphabet has to be �nite.2. The sender queue has to be bounded.3. The channel queues have to be bounded.The �rst requirement deals with data abstraction as opposed to state abstraction, whichis not covered by our abstraction theory, as a notion of interface re�nement does not existfor I/O automata (cf. x4.5). Other formalisms, however, address this kind of abstraction.Wolper, for example, develops a notion of data independence, which allows to reduce anin�nite data domain to a small �nite one [Wol86]. In [ACW90] and [Sab88] this methodis applied to the Alternating Bit Protocol. There, only three di�erent message values areneeded to verify the protocol's functional correctness. Although we did not investigate how



236 Case Studiesto transfer the theory of Wolper to our setting in general, we may transfer this particularresult for the Alternating Bit Protocol. The necessary data independence is easily checked:the transitions of all occurring I/O automata are independent of the value of messages beingtransmitted. Thus, we will analogously restrict the model checking algorithm used lateron to deal with only three di�erent message values.A formal treatment of data-abstraction in Isabelle/HOL would need a modi�cation of theway we model data. Currently the diversity of data is modeled by polymorphic types1.But since types are a meta-level notion and cannot be talked about (e.g. quanti�ed) inHOL, even formalizing data independence seems to be impossible. Using object-level setsinstead of polymorphism would cure this problem but is likely to complicate the theory.In this section we deal with the second requirement: the boundedness of the sender queue.Due to the inherent input enabledness of I/O automata we are not allowed to simplyrestrict the number of input actions of the sender in order to bound its bu�er. Thus, weface a problem which applies more generally: aiming at model checking, how should we dealwith unbounded bu�ers, which are part of the implementation because of the interleavingsemantics and the input enabledness of I/O automata?We propose the following general solution. As we cannot restrict the environment directly,the needed assumption about the environment is embodied into a further automaton Env ,which plays the rôle of this particular part of the environment. A limited number ofinput actions can then be achieved by a handshake protocol with Env . Compositionalityallows us to exclude the Env component from model checking. Thus, the usually neededunbounded bu�er is circumvented.In the context of our protocol this means that the Sender is replaced by the parallelcomposition Env k Sender1 , where Env represents an unbounded queue and Sender1 aone-element bu�er (cf. Fig. 12.9 and Fig. 12.8). Env passes a message on to Sender1 (viaS-pass) only if it is requested to do so by the explicit action Next issued by Sender1 .Therefore Sender1 is bounded to at most one element.Formally, Env is modeled by the pairField Type Initiallyq : (�)list [ ]send-next : bool trueand performs the following transitions.input Next input S-msg(m) output S-pass(m)post: send-next := true post: q := q@[m] pre: q = m : rst ^send-next = truepost: q := rst1It is not true that a polymorphic IOA is automatically data independent: HOL-formulae may containthe polymorphic equality \=" which destroys data independence.
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238 Case StudiesThe process Sender1 is modeled by the pairField Type Initiallymessage: (�)option Noneheader : bool trueand makes the following transitions:output Next input S-pass(m)pre:message = None post:message := Some(m)output S-pkt(b;m) input R-ack(b)pre:message = Some(m) ^ post:b = header if b = headerthenmessage := None; header := :headerIn order to show the desired implementation relation between the implementation andlayer 1 of Fig. 12.9 we only have to establish Sender �S (Env k Sender1 ) because ofthe compositionality of our automaton model. This is easily proved in Isabelle using are�nement mapping. Note, however, that a weak re�nement mapping would not su�ceas Next and S-pass are internal messages, and weak re�nement mappings do not permitinternal actions in the abstract system.As the speci�cation does not consider the component Env , we introduce a further layerby dividing the speci�cation into two automata: Env and an additional Bu�er (layer 3 inFig. 12.9). The idea is to replace one unbounded bu�er by two unbounded bu�ers whichinteract by a handshake-protocol. Formally, the component Bu�er consists of a queue q ,initially empty, which makes the following transitions:output Next input S-pass(m) output R-msg(m)pre: true post: q := q@[m] pre: q = m : rstpost: q := rstIt is easily established by a weak re�nement mapping, that layer 3 implements the speci-�cation.12.3.3 Abstraction of the Channel QueuesThus, it remains to show, that layer 1 implements layer 3. We will do this by a combinationof model checking and abstraction using rule (Abs-A1) of x4.2.3. Abstraction is employedto reduce the size of the channels, which are still unbounded.



12.3 Alternating Bit Protocol 239Once more, we can take advantage of the compositionality of I/O automata by provingthis abstraction only for the channels. The other components of layer 1 remain unchanged.The idea of the channel abstraction is based on the observation that at most two di�erentmessages are held in each channel. This is easily explained: each message is repeatedlysent to S-Ch, until the corresponding acknowledgment arrives. Once we switch to the nextmessage, S-Ch can only contain copies of the previous message. Hence, S-Ch's queue isalways of the form old�new �. The same is true for R-Ch. Thus, if all adjacent identicalmessages are merged, the channels have size at most 2.We accomplish this merge of adjacent identical messages in a generic way for the channelCh, as the process is the same for both concrete channels S-Ch and R-Ch. A compacti�edchannel RedCh is obtained from Ch if new messages are only added provided they di�erfrom the last one added. Thus RedCh is identical to Ch except for the action S :input S (a)post: if a 6= hd(reverse(q)) _ q = [ ]then q := q@[a] or q := qThe associated abstraction function h that merges adjacent identical messages is given asfollows: h([ ]) = [ ]h(x : xs) = case xs of[ ] ) [x ]y : ys ) if x = y then h(xs) else x : h(xs)Thus, to ensure the correctness of the abstraction, we have to show the proof obligationis-abstraction h Ch RedCh. The proof in Isabelle is rather straightforward, no invariant isneeded.In order to transfer this result to the instantiated channels, we rename RedCh and obtainthe collapsed versions of R-Ch and S-Ch, called R-RedCh and S-RedCh. Using a theoremthat guarantees that abstractions are closed under renaming, we get the desired abstractionresults also for the concrete channels S-Ch, R-Ch and their collapsed versions S-RedChand R-RedCh.12.3.4 Model CheckingFinally, it remains to show for the model checker that layer 2 without the Env component,i.e. the system with compacti�ed channels and bounded sender queue, implements thebu�er of layer 3.For this task we cannot use any of the standard model checkers available. In particular,we cannot take advantage of the tailored translation to the �-calculus model checker �ckeprovided in x4.4. The reason is that the abstraction of the channels yields a system that is



240 Case Studiesnot explicitly �nite, as the queues of the channels are still modeled by (unbounded) lists.Finiteness is only implied by the context, i.e. the behaviour of the protocol. It is merelyour intuition about the protocol which guarantees that at any one time there are at mosttwo di�erent messages on each channel. Thus, the model checker which should con�rmthis intuition has to be able to handle unbounded datatypes as well.Thus, we wrote a simple model checker in ML which performs full state space exploration.Concretely, given a function f between two (implicitly) �nite state systems, the modelchecker tests for every reachable transition that f is indeed a weak re�nement mapping.In our case, the function f is given byf (s) � l(s:Receiver :message) @ if s:Receiver :header = s:Sender :headerthen l(s:Sender :message)else tl(l(s:Sender :message))where l : (�)option ! (�)list is de�ned by l(Some(x )) = [x ] and l(None) = [ ].The successful termination of the model checker tells us that the compacti�ed channelsrepresent indeed a �nite system in the context of the ABP. Furthermore, it establishes thedesired implementation relation between layer 2 and layer 3, which �nishes our case study.Methodology and Related Work. Note that our choice to abstract the channels onlyto implicitly �nite state systems and not to explicitly �nite datatypes has a signi�cantadvantage from a methodological point of view: the decision saves us from explicitly provingour intuition about the �niteness in Isabelle. This is the reason why our abstractionfunction is so simple, and no invariants are needed for the proof of its correctness. Thus,by pushing the proof of the invariants to the model checker we delegated as much as possibleto the automatic proof tool. Compare with this the experiences made by Havelund andShankar [HS96] in verifying a communication protocol via abstraction. Their correctnessproof of the abstraction in PVS involved 45 of the entire 57 invariants which were neededfor the proof without model checker.Also related to this case study is the result by Abdulla and Jonsson [AJ93] that certainproperties of �nite state systems communicating via unbounded lossy channels are decid-able, which they apply to the Alternating Bit Protocol. However, in our work the channelscan both lose and duplicate messages, hence their result does not apply directly.12.4 Dynamic Memory ManagementIn this section we present a very simple example of a memory component, that has beenre�ned in our Isabelle framework. The example, however, is powerful enough to illustratethe necessity of history variables. In our setting this means that this time a re�nement



12.4 Dynamic Memory Management 241mapping does not su�ce, but a forward simulation has to be applied. Thus, the importanceof the correctness proof for forward simulations in x9.3 is demonstrated.The dataow of both the speci�cation and the implementation of the memory componentis depicted in Fig. 12.10. The task of the component is to manage the memory of a com-puting system in a dynamic way: new memory locations are requested by the environment(action New), then allocated by the system (action Loc), and �nally set free again by theenvironment (action Free). The implementation of the system is simply done by providingthe memory locations one-by-one in an increasing manner, where garbage collection doesnot take place, i.e. the action Free has no e�ect on the system.Loc(l); l 2 natNewFree(l); l 2 natFigure 12.10: Dataow of the Memory ComponentSpeci�cation. Concretely, the state space of the speci�cation A is given by a set used ofnatural numbers, which characterizes the locations that are actually allocated, and a agnew which indicates whether a new request has arrived.Field Type Initiallyused : (nat)set ;new : bool falseThe transitions of the speci�cation are given as follows:input New output Loc(l); l 2 nat input Free(l); l 2 natpost: new := true pre: new ^ l 62 used post: used := used n flgpost: used := used [ flg;new := falseImplementation. The implementation C employs instead of a set of natural numbersjust one natural number, which indicates the point up to which locations have already beenallocated. Furthermore, a ag new is used, which has the same meaning as before.Field Type Initiallyinc: nat 0new : bool false



242 Case StudiesThe transitions of the implementation are given as follows:input New output Loc(l); l 2 nat input Free(l); l 2 natpost: new := true pre: new ^ l = inc post: No e�ectpost: inc := inc + 1; new := falseRe�nement. Let us �rst prove that there is not any re�nement mapping that couldestablish the desired re�nement. Suppose f is such a re�nement mapping. Then, it holdsin particular, that for all locations l 2 nat , if s Free(l)! C t then f (s) Free(l)) A f (t) . As theaction Free has no e�ect in C , and A has no internal actions, this implication reduces tot = s ) f (s) Free(l)! A f (t) . As the action Free(l) in A removes l from the set of allocatedlocations, this in turn reduces to f (s):used = f (s):used n flg. This, however, can only beful�lled for all l if f (s):used = ; for all s. Obviously, this trivial function f would not be are�nement mapping for Loc. On the contrary, Loc requires that f ((s:inc+1; s:new)):used =f (s):used [ fs:incg, which is shown analogously to the Free case above. The problem isthat the implementation does not perform garbage collection, i.e. it forgets about locationswhich are no longer in use. This results in a lack of information, which is revealed by theFree action, that handles the removal of no longer needed locations. What we need iseither a history variable, that keeps track of all returned locations in the implementation,or a relation that leaves it open whether a location is still in use or not. We take the latterapproach and de�ne the following relation:R :: ((nat � bool)� ((nat)set � bool))set ! boolR � f(s; t): (8l 2 t :used : l < s:inc) ^ s:new = t :newgOur I/O automata framework proves nearly automatically that R is a forward simulationbetween the two systems. Thus, the correctness result for forward simulations proved inx9.3 yields the desired implementation relation within Isabelle.12.5 ConclusionThe case studies of this chapter showed the power and usability of our I/O automataframework in Isabelle. In particular, we demonstrated the support for forward simulationsand the combination of Isabelle with model checking using the two di�erent abstractionvariants. The last case study demonstrated the necessity of forward simulations. The �rsttwo case studies permit a number of conclusions, which are presented in the following.Cockpit Alarm System. Because of its industrial background this study allows �rst con-clusions w.r.t. the scalability of our approach. In particular, it demonstrates impressivelythat abstraction techniques allow for signi�cantly better veri�cation results than thoseobtainable by pure model checking or pure theorem proving approaches. Whereas model



12.5 Conclusion 243checking could handle at most 4 alarms in [PS97], we could prove safety-critical propertiesfor the full-size system with 16 alarms. The properties merely refered to the single alarmPonR, but this speci�c alarm could be replaced by any other alarm2. In addition, theneeded e�ort was distinctly lower than for a pure re�nement proof in Isabelle. As a singledrawback we should mention the intuition which is needed to �nd e�ective abstractions.Further work should investigate heuristics that suggest promising abstraction functions.Furthermore, the study showed the usability and practicability of our tool environment.The entire study was carried out in less than two months by a student, who knew neitherIsabelle, STeP, I/O automata, nor the cockpit alarm system in advance. The main reasonsfor this ease of use may be the simple model of I/O automata, its direct representation inIsabelle/HOL, and the tailored proof tactics that support re�nement and abstraction.Finally, the study suggests the following methodology concerning liveness abstractions. Itseems to be favorable not to invent new abstraction functions for the liveness part, but tostay with the function from the safety part and to add (or remove) assumptions from oneof the models using our extended abstraction rule. This extends the possibilities of reuseand requires less intuition.Alternating Bit Protocol. A characteristic feature of this case study is the embeddingof abstraction techniques into the context of layered implementations and automata net-works. It is shown how the use of compositionality can be employed to reduce the desiredabstraction to deal only with selected, small components of the entire system. This reducesthe interactive part of the proof considerably.The second characteristic feature of this study has the the same advantage. The abstractionfunction is chosen in such a way, that the intuition of the protocol's behaviour needs notto be proved explicitly. Rather it can be delegated to the automatic proof tool. Thus, thetime-consuming interactive proof of invariants can signi�cantly be reduced. This stands incontrast to existing attempts w.r.t. abstractions in PVS [HS96]. The drawback is that weget only an implicitly �nite state system in the concrete example.Furthermore, we identi�ed an inherent mismatch between the interleaving semantics andinput-enabledness of I/O automata on the one hand and the intention of model checking onthe other hand. Interleaving and input-enabledness forces one to model unbounded bu�erswhich are not amenable to �nite state model checking. We proposed a general solution:the bu�ers are shifted to an additional component which models the relevant behaviour ofthe environment from the system's point of view.Finally, the study showed the importance of data abstraction as opposed to state abstrac-tion, which is not supported in our abstraction theory, as the corresponding re�nementconcept does not exist in I/O automata theory (cf. x4.5). Fortunately, we could transferresults by Wolper [Wol86] to our concrete setting. We also indicated the problems that areto expect if we would try to apply this approach to our Isabelle framework in general.2The employed abstraction function would merely fail for properties that refer to several alarms thatinteract with each other.



Chapter 13Conclusion
In this chapter we review the results achieved in this thesis and give an outline of possiblefuture work.13.1 SummaryIn this thesis we extended untimed I/O automata by a temporal logic and by abstractionrules and formalized the resulting theory in Isabelle. Thus, we yield a completely veri-�ed environment for the analysis of embedded systems, including a-priori and a-posterioriveri�cation and a combination of theorem proving with model checking.Table 13.1 gives a quantitative impression of this veri�cation framework.Number oflemmas spec lines proof stepsSequences 167 224 498Automata 90 634 314(Signatures, I/O Automata, Traces, Re�nements)Meta-Theory 127 408 1150(Simulations, Compositionality, Noninterference)Extensions 81 386 358(Temporal Logic, Live I/O Automata, Abstraction)Total 465 1652 2322Table 13.1: Proof Statistics of the entire I/O Automata FrameworkA remarkable observation is that the number of proof steps needed in the average case forestablishing a lemma is much lower for the sequence package than for the meta-theory of



13.1 Summary 245I/O automata. This demonstrates the adequacy of domain theory for modeling sequenceson the one hand, and the inherent di�culty of proving results like compositionality in arigorous way on the other hand. Recall the discussion in x8.6 for a more detailed evaluationof the I/O automata tool set.Apart from this concrete veri�cation environment this thesis provides contributions whichare not only relevant for I/O automata and their tool support in Isabelle, but could evengive further stimulations for the formal methods community in a broader sense. Thesecontributions cover the following �elds:Temporal Logic. The original motivation for TLS has been the lack of a property speci�-cation language which could also be used to facilitate implementation proofs betweenlive I/O automata. However, it also provides deeper insights into related logics forprogram development. Characteristic for TLS is its restricted use of stuttering whichpermits a reasonable employment of the next-time operator. This allowed us to es-tablish a formal relation between TLS and the temporal logics by Manna/Pnueli andKr�oger. On the other hand, TLS is closely related to TLA. In particular, the useof TLS for specifying liveness conditions for I/O automata allows for a direct com-parison between TLA and I/O automata: whereas TLA features a more complicatedbasic model, I/O automata possess a more sophisticated re�nement and abstractionconcept. The reason is that TLA incorporates arbitrary stuttering already in thebasic model, whereas I/O automata require re�nement mappings and abstractionfunctions to add stuttering explicitly by internal actions.Liveness. Proofs of liveness properties are signi�cantly more di�cult than safety proofs,because they deal with the long-term behaviour of a system which cannot be easilyreduced to a property about single steps. Concerning I/O automata in particu-lar, a further di�culty represents the transfer of liveness from concrete to abstractautomata. Previously, this has been done by complicated reasoning about indexmappings (De�nition 2.4.5). We improve signi�cantly upon both problems. First,TLS allows us to provide theorems which accomplish the aforementioned transfer forthe usual case of fairness. Thus, fairness proofs can be performed by merely usingtautologies of temporal logic. Second, we show that abstractions even allow to reducethese remaining tautologies of temporal logic to local reasoning about steps. This ispossible as the speci�c abstraction functions permit to transfer arbitrary liveness be-tween implementation and speci�cation. As a result, the inherently di�cult livenessproofs can be delegated to fully automatic model checking.Abstraction. Our abstraction theory is of general interest, because of the following rea-sons. First, we unify several ideas of abstraction which have previously been treatedseparately for a-priori and a-posteriori veri�cation. Second, our completeness resultshows the formal relation of abstraction to re�nement. Third, we propose a method-ology that reduces the intuition usually required to �nd suitable (live) abstraction



246 Conclusionfunctions/relations. This represents a �rst step towards a reasonable automation ofabstraction proofs.Theory of Sequences. Our formalization of possibly in�nite sequences represents a gen-eral-purpose theory which appears to be useful in a lot of applications. The theoryturned out to be very successful already for modeling runs of I/O automata and forde�ning a temporal logic. Furthermore, we believe that our investigations concerninga combination of induction and coinduction can easily be generalized to arbitrary lazydatatypes.HOL/LCF Methodology. Our HOL/LCF methodology appears to be mandatory forevery serious application of HOLCF. While technically being based on a trivial andwell-known construction, it is of signi�cant importance from a methodological pointof view. Concerning our sequence theory, it enables the reuse of HOL libraries,increases the degree of automation, and saves us from reasoning about unde�nednessin many cases. With respect to our I/O automata veri�cation environment, it evenallows us to hide the more complicated logic HOLCF from the user without beingforced to abandon its power for meta-theoretic investigations. We are convinced thatthis applies more generally: the combination of di�erent logics and the structuringof veri�cation tasks into di�erent logical layers will be one of the future challenges intheorem proving.13.2 Further WorkThere is a considerable amount of further work remaining. First, the employment ofabstractions could be enhanced w.r.t. two aspects:� As mentioned in x4.5 already, our abstraction rules correspond to state re�nement.It is desirable to complement these by a notion of data abstraction, which wouldcorrespond to some kind of action re�nement. Therefore, future research shouldinvestigate how action re�nement available for formalisms like FOCUS [BDD+93]carries over to I/O automata.� A disadvantage of abstraction is the intuition required to �nd suitable abstractionfunctions. Therefore, it is desirable to automate this process. The following twosuggestions could be a promising starting point.1. Further case studies should be performed in order to create a catalogue of ab-straction patterns. These patterns should be tailored for speci�c datatypes(lists, stacks, queues, sets, etc.) and provide a list of standard properties eachof them equipped with the required abstraction function and useful strengthen-ings/weakenings for liveness.



13.2 Further Work 2472. The methodology for generating abstractions incrementally proposed in x4.2should be supported by an appropiate tool set. A promising candidate for thatmay be the environment currently being built in the QUEST project [Que98],where theorem proving, model checking, and testing is combined with the designtool AutoFocus [HSSS96].Second, the veri�cation environment for I/O automata described in x8 { x11 would gainfrom further tool-speci�c enhancements and additions. In detail, the following extensionsare desirable:� Currently, I/O automata have to be speci�ed in Isabelle in the basic set compre-hension format described in x8.2. More user-friendly would be an I/O automatonlanguage closer to the informal precondition/e�ect style introduced in x2.5, like theone de�ned in [GLV97]. This language should be supported by an associated compilerand a syntax checker.� So far, the STeP model checker is not actually integrated with Isabelle and the tacticthat invokes �cke as an oracle permits only primitive datatypes such as booleansand pairs. A neater integration has to automate the model checking translationsproposed in x4.4. This includes an identi�cation of a well-de�ned sublanguage ofthose I/O automata that can be transformed to a �nite-state description.� The proof infrastructure tailored for I/O automata veri�cation in Isabelle shouldbe further enhanced. In particular, this includes specialized proof rules and tacticsfor the TLS. Furthermore, methodological guidelines should be provided, which con-tribute to a neat correspondence between paper proofs and machine proofs. Thisconcerns, for example, the organization of rewriting using a tailored hierarchy ofsimpli�cation sets.� A further useful addition could be veri�cation diagrams as proposed by Browne,Manna, and Sipma [BMS95]. These diagrams allow to specify the proof sketch ofre�nement and abstraction proofs graphically. This is in particular useful for theveri�cation of liveness properties.Third, the concepts underlying the I/O automata formalization can gainfully be transferedto other settings, in particular to other veri�cation formalisms for distributed systems.More concretely, this applies to the following areas:� As already mentioned above, the sequence formalization could be reused in a varietyof di�erent contexts. An interesting example represents the requirement phase inFocus [BDD+93]. In this phase predicates on sequences are used to model initialrequirements on a system's behaviour. Here, an employment of our sequence theorywould be promising because of the simple means to express recursive predicates, asexplained in x6.3. Furthermore, the proof automation due to the restriction to liftedHOL elements would be of advantage.



248 Conclusion� The I/O automata formalization can be adapted to other automaton models describ-ing reactive, distributed systems. This applies, for example, to the models developedin [Bro97, Kle98, Rum97, HSSS96], which (due to their synchronous input/outputbehaviour) are speci�cally tailored to support the design phase of Focus. In particu-lar, an adaptation to the automaton model underlying AutoFocus [HSSS96] wouldo�er the possibility to combine veri�cation with further tools like graphical editors,simulators and code generators. For such intentions it would be of vital importanceto adopt our HOL/HOLCF methodology, which separates meta-theory and theoryw.r.t. the employed logic.Finally, it would be challenging and interesting to extend the automaton formalization totiming-based systems, such as timed automata [LV96] or hybrid I/O automata [LSVW96].As even the basic support for linear and real arithmetic in Isabelle is rather preliminary sofar, this would, however, represent a major undertaking.



Part V: Appendix
Appendix ASelected Additional De�nitions
In the following we present some de�nitions that have not been mentioned explicitly inthis thesis. Let � be a type scheme of type class pcpo.De�nition A.0.1 (Last)The function slast returns the last element of a sequence, if it exists, otherwise ?.slast :: (�)seq!c �slast `? = ?slast `nil = ?x 6= ? ) slast `(x # xs) = If is-nil `xs then xelse slast `xsThe function Last specializes slast to arguments of type class term.Last :: (�term)sequence!c (�term) liftLast � slast 2De�nition A.0.2 (Takewhile)The function stakewhile returns the longest pre�x of a sequence where all elements obey agiven predicate. stakewhile :: (�!c tr)!c (�)seq!c (�)seq



250 Selected Additional De�nitionsstakewhile `P `? = ?stakewhile `P `nil = nilx 6= ? ) stakewhile `P `(x # xs) = If P `x then x # stakewhile `P `xselse nil 2De�nition A.0.3 (Dropwhile)The function sdropwhile represents the dual to stakewhile.sdropwhile :: (�!c tr)!c (�)seq!c (�)seqsdropwhile `P `? = ?sdropwhile `P `nil = nilx 6= ? ) sdropwhile `P `(x # xs) = If P `x then sdropwhile `P `xselse x # xs 2Let � and � be type schemes of type class term.De�nition A.0.4 (Zip)The function Zip merges two sequences to a sequence of pairs.Zip :: (�)sequence !c (�)sequence !c (�� �)sequenceZip `? `y = ?x 6= nil) Zip `x `? = ?Zip `nil `y = nilZip `(x^xs) `nil = ?Zip `(x^xs) `(y^ys) = (x ; y)^Zip `xs `ys 2De�nition A.0.5 (Flatten)The function Flatten specializes satten to arguments of type class term.Flatten : ((�)sequence)seq!c (�)sequenceFlatten � satten 2



Appendix BSelected Additional TheoremsIn the following we present a selection of those lemmas about sequences and I/O automatathat have been used during the development of the veri�cation framework, but have notbeen explicitly mentioned in this thesis.B.1 SequencesLemma B.1.1 (Constructors and Selectors)Lemmas proved about the constructors and destructors include the following:HD `(a^s) = Def(a)TL `(a^s) = ss = ? _ s = nil _ (9a t : s = a^t)a^s 6= ? ^ a^s 6= nil:(a^s) v ? ^ :(a^s) v nil(a^s = b^t) = (a = b ^ s = t)(a^s v b^t) = (a = b ^ s v t)s = ?....P s = nil....P s = a^t....PP 2Lemma B.1.2 (Finiteness)Lemmas proved about Finite include the following:Finite(s � t) = (Finite(s) ^ Finite(t))Finite(Map f `s) = Finite(s)Finite(s)) Finite(Filter P `s)



252 Selected Additional TheoremsFinite(s)) 8t : Finite(t) ^ s v t ) s = tadm(Finite(s)) 2Lemma B.1.3 (Recursive Functions)Lemmas proved about � and Last include the following:Finite(s)) ((s � t) = (s � u)) = (t = u)(s � t) � u = s � t � us � nil = s(s � t = nil) = (s = nil ^ t = nil)Finite(s)) Last `s = ? ) s = nilLemmas proved about Filter include the following:Filter P `(Filter Q `xs) = Filter (�x : P(x ) ^ Q(x )) `xsFilter P `(x � y) = Filter P `x � Filter P `yLemmas proved about Map include the following:Map f `(Map g `x ) = Map (f � g) `x )Map f `(x � y) = Map f `x � Map f `yFilter P `(Map f `x ) = Map f `(Filter (P � f ) `x )Forall P (Map f `x ) = Forall (P � f ) x(Map f `s = nil) = (s = nil)Lemmas proved about Forall include the following:Finite(x )) Forall P (x � y) = (Forall P x ^ Forall P y)Forall P x ^ Forall P y ) Forall P (x � y)Forall P x ) y v x ) Forall P yForall P s ^ (8a: P(a)) Q(a))) Forall Q sFinite(z ) ^ Forall P x ^ x = z � y ) Forall P yForall P s ) Forall P (TL `s)Forall P s ) Forall P (Dropwhile Q `s)Lemmas proved about Forall in combination with Filter include the following:Forall P (Filter P `x )Forall P x ) Filter P `x = x



B.2 I/O Automata 253(Finite(x ) ^ Forall (�a: :P(a)) x ) = (Filter P `x = nil)(:Finite(x ) ^ Forall (�a: :P(a)) x ) = (Filter P `x = ?)(Finite(x ) ^ Forall Q x ^ (8a: Q(a)) :P(a))) Filter P `x = nil(:Finite(x ) ^ Forall Q x ^ (8a: Q(a)) :P(a))) Filter P `x = ?Forall Q s Finite(s) 8a: Q(a)) :P(a)Filter P `s = nilForall Q s :Finite(s) 8a:Q(a)) :P(a)Filter P `s = ?Lemmas proved about Takewhile and Dropwhile include the following:Forall P (Takewhile P `x )(8a: Q(a)) P(a))) Forall P (TakewhileQ `x )Finite (Takewhile Q `x ) ^ (8a:Q(a)) :P(a))) Filter P `(Takewhile P `x ) = nil(8a: Q(a)) P(a))) Filter P `(TakewhileQ `x ) = Takewhile Q `xTakewhile P `(Takewhile P `x ) = Takewhile P `xForall P x ) Takewhile P `(x � y) = x � (Takewhile P `y)Forall P s ) Takewhile (�a:Q(a) _ :P(a)) `s = Takewhile Q `sForall P s ) Dropwhile (�a: Q(a) _ :P(a)) `s = Dropwhile Q `sFinite(x ) ^ Forall P x ) Dropwhile P (x � y) = Dropwhile P `y 2B.2 I/O AutomataLemma B.2.1 (Action Signatures)Lemmas proved about action signatures include the following:a 2 externals(sig)) a 2 actions(sig)a 2 internals(sig)) a 2 actions(sig)a 62 internals(sig) ^ a 62 externals(sig)) a 62 actions(sig)(a 2 actions(sig) ^ a 2 externals(sig)) = (a 2 externals(sig))is-sig(sig) ^ a 2 internals(sig)) a 62 externals sigis-sig(sig) ^ a 2 externals(sig)) a 62 internals sigis-sig(sig)) (a 62 externals(sig)) = (a 2 internals(sig) _ a 62 actions(sig)) 2Lemma B.2.2 (Automata)Lemmas proved about signatures of automata include the following:is-safe-IOA(A) ^ s a!A t ) a 2 act A



254 Selected Additional Theoremsext(A k B) = ext A [ ext Bact(A k B) = act A [ act Bout(A k B) = out A [ out Bint(A k B) = int A [ int Bin(A k B) = (in A \ in B) n (out A \ out B)Lemmas proved about compatibility include the following:compatible A B = compatible B Acompatible A B ^ a 2 ext A) a 62 int Bcompatible A B ^ a 2 act A) a 62 int Bcompatible A B ^ a 2 ext A ^ a 62 ext B ) a 62 act Bcompatible A B ^ a 2 out A ^ a 2 act B ) a 2 in Bcompatible A B ^ a 2 in A ^ a 2 act B ) a 2 in A _ a 2 out BLemmas proved about reachability include the following:reachable (restrict A acts) s = reachable A sreachable (rename A f ) s ) reachable A sLemmas proved about the transition relation of the parallel composition are:s a!AkB t ^ a 2 act A) fst s a!A fst ts a!AkB t ^ a 62 act A) fst s = fst tfst s a!A fst t ^ snd(s) = snd(t) ^ a 2 act A) s a!AkB tsnd s a!A snd t ^ fst(s) = fst(t) ^ a 2 act B ) s a!AkB tfst s a!A fst t ^ snd s a!A snd t ^ a 2 act A ^ a 2 act B ) s a!AkB tfst(s) = fst(t) ^ snd(s) = snd(t) ^ a 62 act A ^ a 62 actB ) s a!AkB t 2
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